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This book is dedicated to my parents,
who for 35 years encouraged me in my pursuit of natural history,
even though they had never heard of a rich natural historian.
They put up with snakes and toads in the basement,
turtles in the backyard, weeds in the garden,
bugs in the refrigerator,
and mud everywhere...

Front Cov1r: Voicanir igneou, rodu morr than a billion )Win old Ii,
e~poud in diffi along Prairie Ho/lbw Canyon near Eminence, in a
landscape typical of Jhe rugged Missouri Ourks. The mixed fornt of
httrdwoQds and pine is the result of bio/ogic:a/ de11elopmo1t that began
from the earliest stirrings of'1fr and btc11me not only part ofthe
landuape, but abo a powerful agent ofchange. Photo by Jon l. Hawlur.

Back Cou,-r: The urban J.and.uapr is home to more Missourians than any
other, yet it i, fuquemly thought of as a place to nrape from rather than
come home to. Nevertheless, citysrapn with bt1ildi11g1 and powtr lints
reflect the disappearance of murh of the treasured natural land1cape that
once was tlu face ofMi11ouri. J>hou, bJ Nidt Dultu
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Heraclitus' saying that "All is flux, nothingscaysstill," is an apr
summary of this book. Jon Hawker, whose credentials qualify him
towriteofboth geology and biology, begins his "rourth rough rime"
as far back as physical science will allow the mind to explore. He
discerns the firsr srirrings oflifeon Earth, and rraces rhe waxing and
waning of plant and animal species through the eons of geological
hisrory.
·

-- G. Tracy Mehan, Ill
Direcror,
Missouri Department of
Natural Resources
January J989 ro July 1992

The varied landscapes of Missouri emerge in word-picrures
as timeless vistas of geological and biological change, norneces,sarily
as improvements, but as producrs of infinitely complex environments. From a h istory of caraclysmic volcan ic activity chwugh
successive and incredibly long periods of erosion, submergence
beneath ancient oceans, sedimentation and uplift, and great continental glaciers, the landscape of the rugged Ozarks, the wide, flat
Boocheel, and the rolling hills of north Missouri seem reasoned and
somehow appropriate.
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Life itselfis seen asever-changing,and a powerful agent ofchange. The
fossilized bodies of crinoids--once an amazingly prolific marine animal--now
form one ofMissouri' s most familiar and u.1eful rock formarions: the Burlington
Limestone. Dinosaurs once rnamed what is now Missouri, and primitive, treelike plants formed rhe first forests. Soil would not be possible without
microscopic organisms chat interact with mineral particles to form a growth
medium for higher forms oflife.
Missouri landscapes changed impercepribly slowly uncil the arrival of
a new species, Homo sapiens--Man--who accelerated and forever altered the
face of Missouri. Until Man, no form oflife produced energy not ofits own life
force; no other species used artificial light; none required other than rudimentary shelter. No other species ever buried its dead; none required music and art;
none ever developed artificial locomotion. In all of Earth history, no species
acquired the power to leave the Earth, until 20th century space travel.
Viewed against the backdrop of geological time, the face of Missouri
has been altered in an eyeblink,since native peoples and then European seeders
arrived on rhe scene. The land survey system, completed in rhe early 1800s,
imposed a checkerboard parrern that controls agricultural lands and urban
development, as well as transportation networks. Technology enabled humans
to raise tall buildings, bridge rivers, build dams to form lakes, and co burrow far
beneath the land to recover mineral resources. Trains and trucks, boars and
planes, and the automobile give mobilicy unknown and unimagined just a few
generations ago. Electronic communications and satellites in space place Man
on the threshold of global governance.
The human species has dominated the Missouri landscape as no ocher
species-not even the mighty dinosaurs--has ever done. Exploding from small
numbers co more than five billion individuals in just a few thousand years,
technology has made possible enormous change1 that have come so rapidly
there has nor always been enough time to consider the consequences.
We have arrived at this way station in rime willy-nilly, driven by
necessicy, convenience or, at times, perhaps, greed. However, the enormous
powers harnessed by human ingenuity offer an unparalleled opportunity to
build a better future, co erase the mistakes of che past, to restore lose landscapes,
to avoid the face ofcountless species chat held sway for a time, then passed into

extinct.ion.
For countless ages, life forms were a product of their environments; for
the coming age, for good or ill, the environment will be a product ofthe highest
of all life forms--human beings.
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The Missouri Landscape
Straddling the broadspineofone ofche massive pink elephants
in Elephant Rocks State Park, scanning the horizon, we may be
struck nor by the rugged, mountainous nature of the Ozarks, but by
their flacness. Ac our feet, the sun glints back from durable crystals
chat have gleamed for millions of years from between crusty patches
ofgray-green lichen. lnicialscarved in to the rock identify a few ofche
people who began to cue and polish slabs of these boulders for
buildings and monumencs over a cencury ago. The leaves on the
scunccd trees are a delicare green, having emerged only recently, but
ic is a wildflower, a clump of incensely scarier fire pink chat catches
our eye.
Later, not faraway, having crossed screams choked with orange
gravel and li nc-d by gray cliffs, we cool our feet in a spring branch and
wonder about shapes in a pebble that resemble some kind of plant
or animal, we're nor sure which, but which we know arc unlike
anyching we've seen living today. A school of laughing canoeists
drifting downstream backwards offers us a beer.
Driving home, sometimes a twisting, roller coaster ride on
roadswirhout shoulders, we pass patches ofshriveled corn no higher
than a grasshopper's thigh and weedy fields with a fow cows, or
maybe a horse or two. Along tile way chewoods arc mostly short and
scrubby, and not ac all reminiscent offorest. The rest ofche trip home
is a race on the interstate, and a week lacer we share our snapshots
with friends, or watch rhe video we made.
On anochercrip, chis time to the soucheascern part of the state,
we drive for miles ch rough forests of corn, mericulously levelled rice
paddies, and endless rows of soybeans and coccon, wichouc topping
a single hill. We cross dozens of" creeks," simple strips ofstill warer
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bordered by low levees char disappear unswerving into the green
fields. TI1etrees in the farmyards and small towns are statuesque, the
waywe imaginetheywould be in a real forest. Yet theredoesn'cseem
co be much real forest in this part of the state. The tallest things are
grain elevators and power lines, planted in the dark soil like monuments. Passengers doze and read, waiting for a stretch of road with
more interesting scenery.
On another highway later in the year, the scent of mown and
drying hay fills the car, blessed relief for a portion of our brain
overwhelmed by hogs a few miles before. The drive is largely a
pleasant one, through rolling, open terrain dotted with hundreds of
red barns and white farm houses. Along the streams, elms and
hickories have turned yellow, and an occasional sugar maple is
strikingly orange. Roadside stands sell cider, a dozen kinds ofapples,
and enormous pumpkins. Herds ofswollen and impatient Holsteins
on their way to the milking barn remind us off-shirts and ice cream
from Vermont. In contrast, the drying shed ofa robacco cooperative
brings North Carolina and the Old Sourh to mind.
What do these images have in common?
They represent various aspects of the Missouri landscape, a
unique blend created by geologic, climatic, biologic, and human
influences. We are about to undertake a tour of that landscape, in
time as well as in space.
We begin with a description of Missouri's natural communities and the factors that determine which kinds of plants and animals
will be found in various parrs of the state. We then explore the
geologic and evoll1tionary orgins of the Missouri landscape, back to
thebeginningsofthccarth itself. Finally, wecracechechangesin that
landscape imposed by humans, arguably the single most influential
species on the planet.
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Thoughcs about a book about Missouri natural history first
took shape in my tiny little brain more than 20 year,, ago, when I
began teaching a field biology course at Mcramcc Community
College. Because there was no single account for the average person
chat explained che geologic, prehistoric, and historic influences
which have created che modern Missouri landscape, r decided to
a1semble one. From chis first version - a mere 20 pages in length che project progressed through a number of metamorphoses, expanding at each step like some sort of deviant fungus. A portion of
the resulting mass now emerges as this book; there is enough
remaining for three others of comparable length on Missouri's
aquatic systems, forests, and grasslands. Those may yet appear in
prim. This one would never have appeared in ics current manifestation were it not for the help of many people.
I wish to thank my colleagues and the administration at St.
Louis Community College at Meramec, and the Board of Trustees
of the Junior College District of St. Louis - St. Louis County, who
saw the value in publishing this information and who granted
released time and a sabbatical in which to carry on the research and
writing. Media and photographic support were provided by the
college through the efforts of Larry Kuban, Nancy Randazzo, and
Paul Talaski. Candy Finkelston and the entire library staff at the
Meramec campus provided years of priceless service cracking down
obscure references and odd bits ofinformation. Moral support came
from many firends and family, especially Mary Hawker, who did
much research and editing early on, and Patricia Hawker, who
"volunteered" to review parts of the manuscript and who corralled
coundess stubborn subjects for photographs.
Certain portions of the book penaining to geology, history,
and archaeology were kindly reviewed by Bruce Stinchcomb and Ted
Finkelston ofSt. Louis Community College at Florissant Valley, and
ix

Douglas Givens of St. Louis Community College at Meramec; their
sound advice is gracefully acknowledged. Their corrections, suggestions, and ideas are woven into the text; any errors that remain are
entirely my own. Fred Gaarde ofTriad Research Service., kindly
allowed me co photograph progress at an archaeological dig in St.
Charles County.
Betty Harris of the Department ofN acural Resources patiently
edited the text, making certain that! dotted all my i's and crossed all
my t's. The text was then painstakingly formatted and laid out by
Susan Dunn, also ofDNR; her efforts resulted in a presentation of
which any author would be proud. Over the years, hundreds of my
students have served as guinea pigs and have offered suggestions for
clarifying explanations and making the text accessible to cheaverage
reader. Ifthe language remains technical or unclear in places, it's not
that we haven't cried.
Finally, I give especially warm thanks to Jerry Vineyard, who
not only read the emire manuscript for readibility and accuracy, but
whose initial interest, prodding, poking, and determination made
certain that the book actually got into print.
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Nearly every region in rhe UniredStares has its own characcerisric
assemblage of plants and animals thar immediately disringuishes ir
from all ochers - sourhwestern desert, central grassland, eastern foresr,
and so on. ADy broad geographical area dominared rhroughout by a
similar set of climatic conditions and natural history (regardless of
whether it crosses sc.1re lines or nor) is referred to by ecologisrs as a
biome. Biomes - such as deserr, grassland, or deciduous foresr - are
simply convenient labels for rhe largest natural comm,mities generally
recognized by ecologists.
Biomes are also easily recognized by we non-ecologists,
even wirhour years of experience and rechnical training. To
mosr people, deserr, wherher in Arizona, Sourh America, Asia,
or Africa, prerry much looks like desert. Grasslands in
the steppes of cenrral Asia or rhe pampas of Argentina
differ little in their general appearance from rhe prairie
of Oklahoma, Kansas, or Nebraska. The woods, whether
here or in Britain, France, or Japan, are clearly
recognizable to all as forest.
While lying in rhe hearr of rhe narion, Missouri is
not in the hearr of any one biome and expresses none of
them perfectly. Instead, Missouri offers its own
Midwestern impression of each of several biomes. Ir is
here that five distincrive biomes meet, overlap, and
become lost in the others.
Although biomes are most easily represent ed by
lines on a map, rheir boundaries on the ground are not
quite thar sharp or distincr. We cannot walk across
Norrh America following a lirrle black line that separates
forest from prairie, trees on the righr, grass on rhe lefr, as
if they had been neatly laid out by some cosmic landscape
architect. Biomes are not so easily delineared.

The principal biomes ofNorth America

rtkvant to i\1.issouri natural hitl-br).

Miss()uri rteei11t1 plants and animals from fl11e
principal bi()logital regions of North Amerfra.

America's western grasslands, the shortgrass plains and
tallgrass prairie, are swallowed almost imperceptibly by her
eastern temperate deciduous forests, the familiar woods ofoak,
hickory, and other trees that drop their leaves in winter. Most
of Missouri's familiar wildflowers and animals are representative of this eastern foresr. Prairie species include buffalo (or
American bison), blue grama and hairy grama grass, purple
beardtongue, bur oak, plains killifish, prairie skink (a lizard),
greater prairie chicken, and the thirteen-lined ground squirrel.
Similarly, along a north-south gradient perpendicular to
the first, the vast northern Canadian boreal forest, dominated
by evergreen conifers such as spruce and fir, and the swampy
southern Gulf Coast forest ofbald cypress gradually fade into
one another wirhin the borders of Missouri. From the north,
L--------------=:::::..~--...J Missouri has received an influx of species such as quaking
aspen, common chokecherry, northern pike, burbot (a freshwater
cod), wood frog, snow bunting. and least weasel. From rhe sourh have
From the Gulf Coast Missouri has
come bald cypress, corkwood, green tree frog, alligarorsnapping rurde,
received swampt of bald cypress and
cottonmouth, snowy egret, and swamp rabbir.
tupelo gum.
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Fingers of southwestern desert creep east
and north into the mix
and gradually disappear
on barren Ozark hillsides
called glades. In such
dry, rocky places may live
the prickly pear cactus,
western soapberry, poison oak, tarantula, scorpion, collared lizard,
coachwhipsnake, and roadrunner.
Missouri presents
an unmappable brew of
these five biomes. Such
an indistinct zone of
blending between two or
more biomes, or becween
any two smaller biological communities for that
matter (woods and fields,
for instance), is known
as an ecotone. The overlapping crt-at,>s a boundary zone of unusually
high species diversity,
that is, an area wich a
large number of different kinds of organisms.
An ecotone represents a region where living conditions are less
than optimal for the full development ofeither ofits borderingbiomes.
Each biome is well-developed at the center of its range where conditions arc optimal, such as the saguaro cactus deserr in Arizona, the
windswept grassland ofSouth Dakota, or the dense forest ofthe Great
Smoky Mountains. But the characteristic species of each biome
decline in number near the edges of its range. At some point the
environment becomes so ill-suited that none of the species typical of
the biome ate able to survive.

One ofMissouri's best grasslands can be
sun at Prairh S1au Parle near Liberal,
Missouri in Barton County.

In che meantime, however, plants and animals representative of
the neighboring biome gain both in numbers and in kinds. However
3

marginal, the conditions in the ecotone between two biomes are
usually sufficient for rhe survival ofa fair number ofspecies from each.
While an ecotone cannot boast the full complement of species
from any of its neighboring communities, it will commonly have
enoLLgh from each to ensure that its total number is actually greater
than that found in either one of the biomes by irself; thus, the pure
grassland ofche Dakotas generally has only those species that are native
to the grassland, with few or no forest species at all. Similarly, the
richest eastern temperate deciduous forests, the Gulf Coast bayous,
and the southwestern deserts have their own characteristic mixes of
species, but few or none of chose typical of their neighboring biomes.

An ecotonal area, such as Missouri, will have many plams and
animals that characterize its neighboring biomes and will therefore
have a unique blend that none of those areas can display on its own.
If one compares the general appearance of Iowa with Arkansas, or
contrastS Nebraska with Tennessee, or Kansas with Illinois, one can
see how Missouri serves as a zone of blending berween areas that are
completely different in character.

Because Missouri fr essentially a giant ecoto11e between the biomes
ofnorth, so11th, east, west, a11dsomhwest, the rota! numberofspeci.esfau11d
within its boundaries frfargreater than might be expected iJMfrsouri were
occupied by a single biome.

"Where are we going?" is certainly one of the most frequently
asked questions in rhe English language, espcs:ially if the askee is a
parent or a field trip leader. It would surely be a logical question to ask
before setting our on any tour of Missouri, especially a tour through
time. There are actually a number of different answers imbedded in
chis "Where?" inquiry. In response, we might say that we will be in
Lincoln or Grundy county, or some other political entity. We could
give a nearby town or landmark as our destination, such as "We're
4

going co New Madrid,"
or "We'll be in Mark
Twain National Forest."
We m ighc even offer a
very precise destination,
such as Grindsrone Hill,
Red Sink, or Elk Lick
Springs. Still, few of rhe
askees would have any
better idea where they
were going and, once returned, perhaps not a
clue as to where they had
been. We could draw a
map, give the route and
mileage, include the compass bt-arings and distance, and maybe the
exact grid coordinates.

White Oak Pond, 1t/fHighwaJ .5 so,uh "f
Ld111no1t, began as a sinkhole, and buame a
natural pond u1hm thr bo11om drain i1l the
1i11kholt bua11u dogged with mud.

Unfortunately, even ifwe have all rhis information, we may still
have no bettec idea ofwhere we will actually be. We will still be unable
rovisualizewhere this place ceally is, what the place is like, biologicallyspcaking; what lives there and what we will shall see. In fact,
coordinates, distances, and directions may only confuse us or give a
false impression. Counties and national foresrs arc awfully big places
and encompass many different kinds ofenvironments. Is it w ilderness
or near a ciry or town? Will it be wet? Will we need hiking boots?
What's there? lfwe haven't been there, names, maps, directions, and
such just won't mean a thing. To create a mental image ofwhere we
are going.some sort ofdescription of its natural environment must be
included. Once we have a vague picture of the geology and
vegetation - is it glade, prairie, or forest, for instance - we can pretty
accurately conjure up an impression of the place, even without ever
having been there. Provided, of course, we have some idea of what
glades, prairies, and forests look like.
Simple descriptive phrases can cue us ro the geology and vegetation ofa place. "Oh, you'll like it. It's got a great trout stream," or "It's
rhe neatest place. We were there la.~t year, climbed all day, h iked for
hours through the woods, and never saw a soul. We were really beat
when we gor home. I core my pants." We already know that rhestream
will be swift, clear and cold, likely rocky with a fuir amount ofaquatic
vegetation, and 650 fishermen standing cheek co jowl. The second site
obviously offers rocky hillsides or bluffi, probably covert-d by second
growth oak and hickory forest, tangled.a bit rugged, and begging repellanr.
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Using phrases just a bir more precise can accurarely describe the
site. More precise phrases are an absolute necessity for biologisL~,
because the woods are not all the same. Neither are prairies and
meams. We expect to find one sec of plants and animals in a forest,
a different sec in a prairie, a third in a stream. We also expect two
different screams or two diffcrcnr prairies or two different patches of
woods co have roughly the same kinds ofcreatures. It is logical chat rhe
same sets of condirions
will arrracc chesamesorcs
ofspecies. Biologists recognize che logic. They
refer ro each of these
groups of organisms livingcogecher under a preferred set of conditions
as a natural community.
They also recognize
chat natural communities may be of any
size. Among the largest communities they
label arc the biomes,
some of which may
cover half a continent.

A duster ofgoldenrod Jl()wers is a
complete community, including small

plant--eaurs, predatory spiders, and these
pollw-eating blister butltt.

When we rake a
closer look, we see chat a
biome is not uniform
throughour. Each biomeconsists ofa number ofsmaller communities,
each with its own local mix of plants and animals. The eastern
temperate deciduous forest biome in Missouri is woods everywhere,
but it may be dominated by white oak and sugar maple on deep, rich,
,,pland soils; by shorcleaf pine and black oak on rocky, acid soils; and
by post oak and shagbark hickory on shallow limestone soils. Valley
floors and ridge tops, flood plains and rolling hills, while wooded, each
support different rypes of forest. Each of the distincr com,mmiries
within the foresr biome develops under its own preferred, slightly
different sec of local environmental conditions. Many wildflowers,
insects, birds, and mammals are dealt amongche smaller communiries
in a similarly selective fashion. Prairies and ocher biomes may be
Sllbdivided in like manner.
The division of the earth's living landscape into natural communities does nor end with the large biomes and chei r major sub-
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communicies. Even smaller communities exist within the local
divisions of forest, prairie, and scream. A sampling of some of these
smallest Missouri natural communities might indude a rotten log, a
drying pile of buffalo dung, a cluster of goldenrod flowers, or a tiny
drop ofdew on a daisy pecal. Depending on how fine che distinctions
are made, Missouri may be home ro hundreds or even thousands of
distinct natural communicies. Each supporcs its own unique group of
organisms adapced to the special conditions offered within that
communiry. Such tiny communities exist because something, some
structure, has altered living conditions and offers a sire char differs from
the nearby surroundings. Ecologists call such altered conditions a
microclimate, literally a small climate, and refer to the alcered place
where a group of plants and animals can live as a habitat or, if small
enough, a microhabitat. A very small microdimare can thus provide
a microhabitat, a tiny place to live.

The natural world iJ ge.urally occupied by groups ofplants and
animals, call.ed communities, that live together under similar sm of
environmental conditions.

Because plants rypically dominate che environment in number
and size, it is logical that they also dominate their surroundings
physically. In order co successfully compete with nearby vegetation,
most plants have a natural tendency to climb or spread over the land
and theirneighbors ifpossible. The greaterthecompecirion forlighr,
rhehigher rheplantswillgrow, wichincerrain limits. Whether in forest
or grassland, the dominant vegetation, the highest or tallest plant
group, is exposed to the full impact of sun, wind, and rain. Their
efficient, light-gathering leaves must not only absorb as much sunlight
as possible, they must also be resisrant to both wind and rain.
Drooping, resilient, and hung on flexible stems, rhe leaves of these
dominancs are among the most important structures in the communiry. The mere presence of structures of any kind, including
plants, rocks, or logs, blunts the impact of several powerful
environmental forces.
7

The upper layer of trees produces a more or less complete
covering ofleaves, twigs, and branches called a canopy. The canopy
receives the direct rays of sunlight, absorbs much of the solar onslaught, and provides shade. Some of the incoming sunlight is
reflected directly back ro space as light. Through photosynthesis,some
is captured as chemical e nergy in the form of sugar. The rest is
convened co hear and is also radiated back co space. As a result oftheir
exposure to direct and continuous sunlight, canopy leaves arc u.,ually
rougher than leave.~ on lower branches. They have to be. The canopy
is the harshest place to live in a forest.

The canopy 1dJJ()rbs the brum <Jfthe sun and
wtather. ChampitJn bur ()ak, Big Oak Tru
Stau Park, Mississippi County.

With the reduction in solar input produced by its shielding
leaves, air temperatures under the forest canopy will be measurably
lower on a hoc summer day. This is, ofcourse, the main reason people
planr shade trees. At the same time, wind speed in the forest is greatly
reduced. Upon entering the fore.~t from a hot, sunny field, we
immediately notice the cooler temperature. But we also note the lack
ofa ny refreshing bree1.e. Overhead, the rustling in the canopy reveals
where the bree1,e has gone. All the energy has been absorbed by the
leaves and stems of the dominant vegetation. The movement of air
overhead is translated into rippling and swaying; beneath the canopy,
che air is still. And that is why farmers plant windbreaks. 'Way
overhead, out ofsight, baked by the sun and thrashed by the wind, the
canopy leaves lose tremendous amoums of moisture every day. They
would lose even more if they had a large
surface area. Consequently, canopy leaves
are not only tougher than leaves lower
down on the same cree, chey are usually
smaller as well.
The wind passing across the tops of
the trees moves relatively fast compared to
rhe air beneath rhe canopy. By constantly
canying off the water lost by the leaves
during transpiration (the process ofwater
loss from plants similar to perspiration in
humans), the wind maintains a fairly low
relative humidiry above the trees. However, because the air under the canopy
moves slowly, it p icb up far more water in
its tedious journey ch rough the forest. The
relative humidiry under the canopy ofi:en
approaches I 00 percent ofsaturation, even
though the air outside the forest may con-
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tain only half as much moiscure. With high
humidities and no wind, our slightest exertion
in chesummer forest is answered by rivu.lers of
swe.1r. Deceived by the forest's dense shade
and somewhat cooler temperatures, we are
surprised by our lack of comfort. In order co
cool, perspiration muse evaporace. In che
nearly saturated air beneath che canopy, water
can only barely evaporate. T he open field,
even with its hoc, direct sun, may actually feel
refreshing becauseofics lower relative humidity and strong evaporating breeze. However
we suffer, the ferns a nd <>rebids, che
salamanders and millipedes, che m ushrooms and bacteria are all happy as dams
on che foresc floor (is that what t hey call
a mixed mecaphor?) .
In a final gesture of sacrifice, it is che
canopy thac is scruck by the full force ofstorms
and suffers beatings administered by rain,
sleet, and hail. The impact of huge drops of
water fulling from heights as great as 7 miles
can be painful, to say che leasr. Theabsorpcive
capacity of crees for such an attack is well
rccogni1.ed. Whereelsedowego in asuddenstorm, but into checrees?
Delicate planes and animals, exposed soils. and valuable layers of
decricus can all be seriously damaged by he.wy rains and hail if left
unguarded by the protective canopyofa foresc. Like chesun and wind,
the energy of chcse forces is also directed ac che resilient canopy layer,
sparing the more vulnerable scram beneath, the layers known collectively as the undcrstory.

Delicate form rhrive in tlu cool 1hade.
Hickor7 C11nyom, Hawn State Park, Su.
Genevieve County.

Although subjecc to the cl imate and variable weather of che
region, the forest greatly alters these condicions bencach ics proteccive
umbrella. It produces its own microclimace. Although all pares of the
r~-gion may experienceessencially chesame number ofdays ofsun and
rain, the same temperature extremes, and chesame amou nt ofsnowfall, within the microcl imate of che foresc canopy che excremes are
significantly moderaced. Daytime high temperacures are not as high.
N iglmime low cemperatures are not as low. H umiditic-,; do not rise and
fall asabruptly. Wind speed does not vary as much. Snow is not blown
away as easily, nor does it melt as quickly. The actual climate under
the rrees is buffered.
9

The ho1, dry ,nviromnwt of a Missouri

glade nllows se()rpions 10 survfoe.

Microdimares allow che survival of a hose of species that would
orhecwise succumb to chc extremes
of weather. The foresr, then, is responsible for rhe creation of a particular kind of habitat (= a place to
live), a word derived from the Larin
habitare, meaning "to live." The
species identified as forest dwellers
are intimately related to and very
much dependent on the alteration
of climate by a canopy. This
layer produces a forest microclimare and rhus a forest habirar.

As one might suspecr, rhere is always a downside. Not all of the
effects of a canopy are beneficial. For plants wirh inefficient lighrgathering tissues, like pines, junipers, many grasses, and most weedy
plants, rhc shade can be lethal. For animals with high heat demands,
such as scorpions, collared lizards, or coachwhip snakes, the protective
canopy is equally inhospitable. None of these species is normally
found in forests. Even the usual forest residents sometimes suffer from
canopy side-effects. In a light rain shower virrually none of the water
will reach the ground. Skinks search in vain for tiny droplets to lick
from dusty leaves and stones, while box curries remain dormant under
the leaves, unaware ofthe passing storm. Meanwhile, the wet canopy
leaves ineffectually evaporate the wasted rainwater back to the passing
air scream.
Prairies and fields have no large trees to form a high, dense
canopy, and are dominated instead by soft-stemmed ot herbaceous
vegetation, collectively called grasses and forbs (herbaceous plants
with broad leaves, such as ferns and wildflowers). For humans,
standing tall, grasslands are alternarely sunny and hor, cold and
windswept, or decidedly unsafe as frightening thunderstorms roll in.
At such rimes, we would rather besnugandsecure in rheshelreroffered
by a dense forest (ignoring the danger of being struck by lighrning!).
Even in winter, the trees ofa forest provide some comfort, warming the
air a bit by radiating absorbed sunlight, and reducing the chill by
slowing the passage ofthe wind. Where, oh where is chat shelter when
one is stuck out in a prairie thunderstorm?
However, ifonewould only think small and put oneselfinto the
world of the mouse or grasshopper, one could dearly see the similar
degree of dominance exerted by these shorter plants over a dwarf
JO

world, one that is closer to the soil. To the mouse, thewee<ls area high,
dense forest and their impact on climare at ground level rivals that
gcncratt-<l by trees. The grasses and forbs produce a comparable
microclimate and habitat for a shorter, less visible world. While we
cannot escape the wrath of a storm by burrowing into this microclimate, resr assured the mice and grasshoppers, rhe clumps of moss and
tiny wildflowers beneath will pass through the assault relatively
unscathed. Whether in forest or field, winter or summer, moderation
of extremes is a key plant commodity.
Microclimatc.~ can be generated by a single plant as easily as by
a whole bank of vegetation, although the moderating effects of the
plam will be reduced in proponion to its size. For instance, a rree in
a field will provide shade and create cooler ground temperatures
aro,rnd its base, even though ir may have minimal effect on wind speed
at ground level. Within its small canopy, however, even the flow ofair
is slowed considerably. An undetwing moth resting flar on the tree's
bark, or a summer tanager's nest on one of its branches are surely in
more secure positions than a zebra swallowtail flying past.
The effects ofasinglewildflower are jusr as real, even though they
are far less obvious or far-reaching as rhe tree's. Like a tree, a largeleaved plant, such as ragweed, cup plant, or burdock, or one with dense
leaves, such as goosefoot, may create some shade on the ground, break
rhe force of falling raindrops, and slowthewind,
if only for a very small
area. Still, rnch a minor
effect may allow a grasshopper, spider web, or
the funnel-like depression ofan antlion to pass
through a storm unscarhe<l. More importantly. small grasses and
wildflowers produce a
mulrirude of favorable,
alrhough nearly invisible
microclimates for
thousands of tiny animals that are actually
in direct contact with
their stems. le.aves,
flowers, and fruits.

A sing!.t "·af('(lll shelter a numareh
caurpillar nest from rhe wors: weather.
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A/al/en log('an 1helter thousands of
small crenJures with its prouctitu

For example, aphids under a leaf are prorecred from the sun,
wind, and rain, and thereby live in a torally different world than is
available to a caterpillar feeding on the surface. A crab spider nestled
in among the individual flowers of a goldenrod experiences less
weather than a neighboring golden argiope exposed in its web. A
flower beetle crawl ing around inside the tubular petals of a bellflower,
or a moth in a yucca blossom both receive more shade and prorecrion
than a honeybee passing from one ironwecd blossom ro the nexr. The
sheltered insects are warmed faster on a cool morning and cool more
slowly in the evening. The dish-shaped petals concenrrare sunlighr
inside rhe flowers, warm the air held rhere, and guard it against a
chilling breeze. With the early Starr each day, the bugs sheltering
within may grow fasrer, marure more quickly , aod reproduce
more abundantly.

mier()t/imate.

Living plants are nor rheonly structures in the
environment that produce microdimates. Dead
plants also create microclimates and habitats. The
layer of dead organic matrer on the floor of the forest
or grassland creares rhesameconditionsas the weeds
of a field or the trees of a forest, but in miniature.
Instead of deer and squi rrels, or mice and grasshoppers, the debris protects a comm,miry of beetles,
spiders, millipedes, snails, mites, and worms. The
detritus insulates the soil surface from temperature
extremes, retains moisture, and shields its delicate
inhabitants from the sun, wind, and rain, exactly like
the canopy overhead. At the same ti me, like the
canopy, the detritus provides food to its inhabiranrs.
While the canopy feeds a food web based on green,
growing leaves, the dead leaves on the floor supports
detritus-feeders and their predators.
A fallen log provides yet another type of microclimate, one that is even more secure than the leaf
litter on the forest floor. Dead leaves decompose in
a fow years and are likely to be blown away or carried
off in a storm. Dead wood is heavy enough to resist
movement and is slow to decay. A big log can offer
animals shelter and food for dec.1des. The log is less
likely to dry out than the thin leaflitter and releases
nutrients over a nrnch longer period of time. The
extra security created by such a stable environment
attracts a greater diversity oforganisms. Scraping the
12

leaves aside on the forest floor reveals a rich
biological world crawling with dozens of
riny cream res. Rolling a dead log exposes
rhese and h,mdrcds more, including spiders, harvestmen, mice, small snakes, lizards, and toads. This is why it is important
that pok.ers and collectors put the leaves
and logs back exactly as they find chem. It
may rake a dozen years to cf(-atc the special
conditions under a log ncc,-ssary to support these varied creatures. T urning a log •·
or stone and nor replacing it is tantamount
to bulldozing a forest.
Even structures that have never been
alive can create microclimaces. The various exposures - the degrees to which sites
are exposed to sun, wind, and rain - offered
by hillsides are the largest, most obvious,
and perhaps moscimporcam microclimates
that we see in Missouri. The differences
berween north and south, and between
steep and gentle slopes is crncial to che
formation of many ofour natural communities. However, the role played by gc-ological features goes fur beyond the mere production of exposures.
Rocks hold heat and cold for long periods of rime. A large boulder or
bluff can absorb sunlight on a blustery December or January day and
stimulate the flowering of nearby plants weeks or monchs before their
rclativc,s in the nearby forest. Later in theyeat, the bare, heat-radiating
rock. may protect planes from che harsh effcx:cs of a late frost. Even in
the dead of winter, with the air temperature hovering just above
freezing, fence lizards will emerge from hibernation for a few brief
hours to lounge on the expost"<l facc-s of such natural solar collectors.

Pou,dtr Milt Cruk Cave, like many
others, greatly muderates the climate
arou11d its mouth.

A cave mouth offers a particularly stable microdi mace of cool
summer air and warm winter air to any plant or animal unable to
withstand sudden swings in temperature or humidity. The cool, moist
rocks around che mouth of a cave support mosses, liverworts,
salamanders, and snails that would perish a few feet away. The cave
itself, although not a rich environment bccau.~c of its lack oflighr and
photosynthesis, is one of the most stable microdimares in the state.
Most cave organisms could not possibly survive exposure to the rapid
cl1anges of temperamre and humidity at the surface.
13

The springwater released by a cave offers a less stable microclimate than the cave itself, but far more constant than the creek nearby.
Having first been cooled or warmed to the mean average annual
temperature of the earth at chat particular latitude, the springwarer
slowly warms in the summer or cools in the winter as it passes
downstream. However, near its source it offers a unique, ne-.arly

changelessenvironmentrhat is taken advantageofbya hosrofsensitive
creatures, both plant and animal.

melts quickly in tht
microclimatt culltuL by even a

Sn(Ju1

small spring.

Though they are more changeable than a spring, creeks and
rivers are less affected by temperature changes than the air around
them, offering theirplams and animals a more moderate microclimate
than is available ashore. All bodies of water absorb and release large
quantities ofheat without changing temperature much and thus act as
great insulators. Lakes, ponds, and marshes are fur slower to warm in
the spring, and fur slower to cool in the full than the surrounding
countryside, thus protecting their communities from late or early
freezing. Furthermore, the heat-absorbing and heat-releasing properties of a body of water extend to nearby terrestrial p lantS and animals
as well as to itS aquatic inhabitantS. A good measure of the
microclimate-producing ability of a body of water in air is to
simply note where fog collects on moist nigh rs, or where frost
collects on a cold spring morning.
Rocks are not renowned for their ability to absorb large volumes
ofwater. During a rain, mostofthewatersimplydrains from a boulder
or bluff. While this may nor help plants and animals struggling to
survive on the rock, it can dramatically increase the effective amount
of rainfall for those dwelling in the surrounding soils. Instead of an
annual accumulation of30 or 35 inches of rain on the open ground
nearby, the soil at the base of a large flat rock can pick up twice that
amount or more. The gain can be comparable to the difference
between Phoenix and St. Louis, or between St. Louis and the Smoky
Mountains. Furthermore, because no plants live in the soil under the
rock, there may be moisture available there for rootS and burrowing
animals long after the surrounding ground has dried in an extended
period ofdrought. Plants next to a large rock, catching iL~ run-offand
sending their rootS underneath, are often taller, greener, and more
luxuriant than others struggling without the benefit of the rock's
water-channeling and water-holding microclimate.
Microdimates and their resultant habitats can be ofany size. To
appreciate the tremendous diversiry of habitats available in Missouri,
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we must remember that humans are big, almost the largest of all the
state's an imals; the bu.lk of Missouri's an imals are less than~ inch in
length. For these animals, habiracs need be no larger dun a thimble
to produce a comfortable, livable set ofconditions. To truly appreciate
the foll spectmm of natural communities in Missouri, we must learn
to think more like a bug.

Topogrgphic features, rocks, l.ogs, plants, dnd other structures can
g/rer f.ocg/ conditions and create microclimates that g./Jqu, plants and
animals to survive it1 a region from which they would otherwiJe be
excluded.

Missouri's simplest habitats, and at the same time those that are
among rhe hardest co adapt co, are often rhose that have only recently
been created. New expanses of bare rock exposed by geological uplift,
volcano, erosion, or bulldozer are among the most aLL~rere environments in which to make a living. Alternately windswept, baked,
drowned, or frozen, bare rock habitats demand unique approaches
from the creatures that attempt to maintain a life on their exposed
surfaces. Organ isms use many mechanisms to conquer such harsh
conditions. Whichever option is chosen, the presence ofliving beings
on a bare rock surface modifies the developing habirat in predictable
ways. The development ofa community on bare rock, and the orderly
sequence of more complex communities that in time replaces the
o rigi nal and each orherin successio n, is known as pdmaiysuccession.
New bodies of water also undergo distinct successional changes .
Outlining these processes is a necessary prelude to appreciating our
tour of the M issouri environment.
The fi rst organisms to live o n bare rocks are typically simple
plant-like organisms, especially lichens. Commonly referred to as
pioneer plant.s, lichens arc usually the first organisms to pioneer and
colonizeSllch bare areas, but are not actually plants. Lichens are a close
association between a parasitic fungus and a host alga or bacterium on
which it feeds. In a remarkable balancing act, the single-celled algae
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Although 1101 11oually plants, lic-he111 are
the fir11 plant--like org,rnisms to mQve
011 l o bare rock.

or bacteria grow and reproduce rapidly enough so that they are not
killed by the attacking fungus. While the species offungi involved in
lichen relationships are generally unable to Jive without their algal or
bacterial partners, the alga or bacterium is usually a free-living species
that has been captured and is imprisoned in the relationship rather
unwillingly. While most lichens a rc not particularly fond ofcalcium·
rich, alkaline dolomites and limestones, they develop in grand profu.
sion on chert, granite, rhyolite, sandstone, and orher hard rocks with
an acid reaction.
A wide vatiety of organic compounds are released by lichens as
they grow. These unique chemicals react in many ways with m inerals
found in the hose rock surface, forming what are known as chclatcs.
Similar organic-mineral chelate combinations arc well-known and
widely used by gardeners because of their solubility in warer, and thus
their availability to plants. BecatLse chelating may lead co the loss of
minerals from the rock surface, the presence oflichens may hasten the
deterioration ofstone. In addition, many lichens also secrete and store
a chemical called calcium oxalate that reacrs directly with the rock
surface, causing it to disintegrate. Whether individual kinds oflichens
actively attack the rock or not, they do hold moisture against d1e
surface for a short period after each rain, which increases the
dissolution of minerals in summer and the expansion and cracking action of frost in winter. All of these processes accelerate the
breakdown of the rock.
Tiny particles of silt and sand accumulate under the protective
cover of the lichen body as rhey break free. Bies and pieces of organic
matter join the mineral mix as older pans of the lichen die and
disintegrate, forming a crust of blackish soil. Although nearly immea-
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surable, the thin layer ofsoil that collects may be adequate to support
nearly invisible roundworms.mites, and other scavengers, and e<jually
tiny predators rnch as centipedes and stingless pseudoscorpions. The
living thallus or body of the lichen will feed a variety of small
herbivores. ror those of us without a hand lens, grasshoppers are the
only noticeable vl-getarians. These colorful, ofien noisy insects are
stalked by wolf and jumping spiders that diligently search the crinkly
forest for their leaping and flying prey. Because of lichens, then, a
communiry has formed on what would otherwise have simply been an
expanse of bare rock.
With the appearance of soil, no matter how thin, other organisms can rake advamage of the changing conditions on the rock. Soon
mosses may begin to establish themselves in the thi n soil, the first true
pioneer plants in the mix. Their spores have been carried onto the rock
the whole time by wind and rain, bur have either blown away or died.
Now, with a secure foothold provided by the lichens, they may find
things a bit more to their liking. With their densely-packed seems, a
colony of mosses holds more moismre for a longer period of time,
further accelerating the weathering process. Rock debris and organic
matter build within thecoreofthecolonyand offergreaterlivingspace
to mites and rOlmdworms. Sowbugs, millipedes, earthworms, and
snails churn and enrich the developing soil as they burrow. Fenceswifis
and other lizards scratch around the clumps in search of prey while
raking advanrage of the heat offered by the sunny exposure. T he
addition of the animal wastes and bodies as they die adds nutrients and
the expanding community flourishes.
Eventually grass or goldenrod sec'<ls, or fern or spikemoss spores
may find enough su bstancc for their roc,ts. The tiny threads creep into
the cracks and depressions in the rock as they seek sources ofwarer and
nutrients. Enlarging as they grow, the roots force the cracks apart,
exposing a larger surface area to the physical and chemical mechanisms
ofweathering. The soil begins to build fairly quickly ac chis poinc
and shrubs may cake hold, followed by small crccs. Gradually,
a forest develops.

M()ving in behind the liduns. m<>un
create and hold enough soil for small
r()Oted plan11.

There is an orderly replacemem process within each ofthestages.
One group of species changes the conditions under which it was
originally able to grow, allowing anocher scage to succeed it. The
pioneering group oflichens produce conditions u nfit for themselves,
bur suicable for another stage. These eventually yield an environment
amenable to mosses, which chen shade, crowd out, and replace the
lichens. Masse.~ permic sufficient soil developmem for the survival of
17
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Massive. r<mnded granite bouldus
reumble a herd of elephants at Elephant

Rocks State Park ,uar Grani1e11i/le. A
popular braille trail through the huge
rqcks allows tlu blind tq e:,,."Puie11u the
wonder of tlu unutual landsl'ape.

grasses and forbs. These herbaceous planes gradually push out the
mosses, much as the mosses had shoved the lichens aside. Compcti•
cion for light, space, water, and nutrients continues as grass and forbs
are ousted by the shrub stage, and shrubs are forced out by trees. With
each srage come the animals rhac arc dependent on that particular
group ofplanes for foo<l andshclrcr, so the entire community changes.
Species within each stage are able to sustain themselves on the
thin, relarively depauperare soil they find, but increase its depth and
fertility by rheir continuing presence. Ocher species arc then able to
survi,,e in the improved soil and push out the creators. Finally, after
thousands, tens ofthousands, hundreds of rhousands, or perhaps even
millions ofyears, a group ofspecies develops chat is able to replace itself
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as well as all others for as long as the climate remains consram. Such
a community is called a climax. The climax community is the end of
the long, orderly replacement process called primary succession,
whereby an originally bare rock area cvcmually supporrs a stable, selfperpetuating commun ity. The slow process of primary
succession may be viewed among the great boulders and
rock exposures ac Elepham Rocks, Johnson's Shut-ins,
and Sam A. Baker state parks. Pack a lunch, becauseir's
a VERY slow process.
Different soils and climates around the world
result in the creation of differenr climax commun ities,
dominated by differem species of planes and animals.
Even within a single biome a number ofclimax communities may develop. Eastern temperate deciduous forests are not all the same, for instance. Up north, the
forest is dominated by basswood and sugar maple. To
our cast, beech and sugar maple predominate. Here in
Missouri, largely in response to lower levels of pcecipirarion, oak and hickory are che usual end produces of
primary succession. Yet, wherever an exposure creates
a suitable microclimate,such as ona north-facing slope,
sugar maple and basswood gain the advamage. Thus,
climax communities result from a complex imeraccion
ofbcdrockgcology,slope, and climate, and are variable.
During primary succession, che soil also undergoes an orderly process of change, which occurs at
roughly the same rate as the turnover of plane and
animal communities. The end result of these changes
is the evolution ofcharacterist ic horizons, or soil layers,
char may be seen in a cross-sectional soil profile as we
dig from chesurface down to bedrock. Agradual change
in the proportion oforganic matterco mineral material,
a measurable difference.in the kinds ofminerals present,
and variations in che physical characteristics of che soil
ace each partly responsible for the distinctive appearance of each soil horizon. Soils of different ages or
sources will each exhibit profiles with horizons of distinctive colors or thicknesses. In most ordinary soils the
profile will grade from a horizon ofpure organic matter
at the surface, the layer of dead plane and animal
material called detritus, co pure mineral material at
some depth above bedrock.
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At the surface of most soils is a layer of derritus, called leaflittcr
in forest or thatch in grassland. Detritus is relatively fresh and consists
ofleaves,scems, bark, raccoon scats, acorn caps, beer cans, tissue paper,
and so on. Natural detritus protects chesoil from sunlight, wind, and
drying, the direct impact of raindrops, and extremes of both heat or
cold. In addition, as indicated earlier, it provides food and cover for
a myriad of small organisms. Earthworms, millipedes, snails, and
tinier organisms feed on the detritus and are in tum c-atcn by lizards,
spiders, beetles, and other predators.

As the debris is consumed by animals, it is also attacked by
bacteria and fungi. The crumpled leaves are often loosely stitched
togechcc by a pervasive white embroidery of digesting fungal strands.
After a few years, the components of the litter or thatch lose their
identity and are converted to a shapeless mass of crumbly brown
organic matter, much likecoffee grounds in appearance, called humus.
The tinie.~t roots of trees and understory vegetation penetrate all parts
of the humus in search of the minerals being released by the bacteria
and fungi of decomposition.
Earthworms and ocher organisms mix the humus into the upper
layer of mineral soi], producing the deep, dark brown layer adored by
gardeners. Enriched bytheprescnceoforganic matter, chis uppermost
hori1.0n is the chiefstorehouse ofnutrients for the community's plant
growth. Most of the biological activity of the community is found in
this horizon and its associated organic matter. Jc is at once both the
most valuable and the most vulnerable portion of the soil. Materials
are leached, or removed from chis zone bywatecdribbling through the
soil. like drinkable coffee dissolving from the grounds. As in a coffee
pot, the percolation ofwater downward through the humus and upper
soil carric's dissolved or exrremely small paniclcs of organic matter to
deeper levels. As it responds to gravity, the water also dissolves
minerals and rransports clay from the surfaces of weathering
rock particles.
The clay particles and minerals k-achcd from the surface collect
in a lower zone. The depth to which they will be carried varies from
soil co soil and region to region, but they generally accumulate about
as far down as the average rain will soak. This lower horizon is lighter
in color than its upper neighbor, because much of the organic matter
responsible for staining the soil will decompose in transit. lt also has
higher concentrations ofclay andsome minerals,such as calcium, iron,
and aluminum. The darker, upper zone of leaching is referred to by
soil scientists as the A horizon, while the lighter, deeper layer of
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accumulation is called rhe B horizon. The A and B horizons rogerher
consrirure rhe topsoil. Below these topsoil layers lies a deeper
horizon of weathered and partially weathered material, the C
horizon, and below that the unwcathcrcd material from which
rhe soil has been d e rived.
Removal of material from the surface of the soil by wind and
water, the rwo most prevalent forms of erosion, is a natural process.
Once a soil matures, erosion and formation generally exist in a state of
dyna mic equilibrium, maintaining soil depth while inexorably leveling rheland. U nder naruralcondirions, wearheringrends rocrearenew
soil ar about rhe same rare ar which erosion carries ir away. Over a
thousand year period, a hillside may drop a few millimeters or inches
in elevation, carrying its forest ever closer to sea level, but the depth of
irs soil will not have changed appreciably. After
millions ofyears the hill may be completely eroded
away, bur the depth of its soil will have actually
increased. T his seeming paradox is nothing more
than the work of graviry.

Severe rrtJtitm typiea//y follows
dtvelopmtnt.

On flar ground or gentle inclines, the process
of weathering will almost always outstrip erosion.
If water cannot move, erosion cai1 nor remove.
There is no place for the products of weathering to
go on level land except straight down, and the soil
grows deeper and older where it lies. In such soils,
leach ing becomes the most conspicuous agent of
removal, often carrying minerals, day, and organ ic
matter deep inro rhe groLLnd. Surface soils can
lose significant amounts of calcillm, phosphorus, and other precious minerals, and may
become impove rished .
On the other hand, erosion will have a slight
advantage over leach ing on sloping land, res ulting
in m uch shallower soil. Erosio,1 constantly removes rhe loosened material ar rhe surface, exposing the bedrock to further weathering. The rhin
soil of a glade, for instance, never has a chance to
age, because its oldest portions arc always being
swept downhill. Such a perpetually young soil will
have a poorly defined profilebecausewarer runs off
instead of percolating. There is hardly a C-horizon, and seldom even a Il-horizon. Usually a n
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organic-rich, nearly black A-horizon sits squarelyacop cheweathering
bedrock. Because leaching plays such a minor role in chis kind ofsoil,
it may actually be richer in some minerals, like calcium and phosphorus, than the deeper soil at the bottom of the hill. While rich, it is
extremely th in, holds little water, and dries quickly.
Any force that disturbs the protective blanket of detritus and
humus at the surface of a soil will hasten erosion without necessarily
acceleraring the weathering process. Priceless topsoil and nutrients can
be lost, reversing thousands or millions of years of soil formation.
Missouri hasa long,sad history ofsoil abuse going back over 200 years,
to the earliest farming settlers. It may have actually started much
earlier with Indian agriculture, but we have no way of assessing their
soil husbandry practices. We do know that European-sryle farm
management has led to excessive erosion ofsome ofour most valuable
topsoil layers. The end produces of this erosion have been a decline in
ferciliry on huge tracts of our most productive land, an embarrassing
amount ofsilt in our rivers, and the formation of monumental gravel
bars along our lovelier streams.

Fields lefi e,:poud for month, car, lose
ronsidrrable amounts ofsoil due to wind
erosion.
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As soils age and deepen, the addition of minerals from the
breakdown of buried bedrock becomes more difficult. Because the
recycling ofminerals back to thesoil by plants and animals is never one
hundred percent efficient -some is always carried offdowns cream - the
small losses by leaching at each revolution of the cycle take their toll.
Soils tend to age badly, losing their vital elements and becoming
impoverished. Although this
theoretically should occur in all
soils, erosion usually interrupts
the aging process by exposing new
bedrock to weathering, thus releasing fresh minerals to the soil.
This is why a soil is often described as being in a state of dynamic equilibrium. It is dynamic
because it is always changing, but
in equilibrium because soil production equals soil destruction
and removal. However, some
very old soils in the Ozarks approachan infertile.senescent condition in which destruction seems
to have exceeded production.
These very ancient soils are of

I

such great age that leaching and erosion have reduced the most
valuable nutrients ro extremely low levels. The slow race of soil
development on these hard rocks allows virtually all of their most
valuable minerals co be carried off before more can be released. Pines
seem co survive well, even thrive on such soils, buc hardwood growth
is slow and stunted, and che corn never grows "h igher chan a
grasshopper's thigh." There is a general tendency for younger soils to
be more produccive.
Among che youngest soils in Missouri are those chat
accumulated d u ri ng and at the end of the Ice Ages , che silt and
mud chat settles out along s treams with each spring Aood, an d
the deposits of organic maccer that drifc co the bottom of
swamps, marshes, and sinkh oles. Of these, ch e most w idespread are the youthful soi ls generated by glacial act ion and its
melcwaters. None has been in p lace long enough co have
suffered erosion and leaching co rhe same excenc as an Ozark soil. In
fact, chcuppermosc layer ofice-generacedsoil s,a mere 5,000 co I 0,000
years old, is of unparallele.d economic importance. Next in importance, bur only because they cover less area, are che rich borromlands
along rivers and screams. Under natural circumstances, these benefit
from the annual deposition of new soil ac cheir surface. With this
continual rejuvenation, botcomland soils are almost always the youngest in chc Missouri landscape and pocencially the most productive. For
this reason, botcomland soils have been favored by farmers from
prehistoric times to the present.
Regardless of che specific condicions or the cype of communicy
that develops, after thousands of years the physical environment and
its life will generally reach some son of equilibrium. Bedrock will
create soil co replace soil lost to erosion, while releasing minerals to
replace nutrients lost to leaching. Oaks will create acorns co replace
oaks lost to age and disease. A climax communicy perpetuates itself
indefinitely under stable conditions. Even over great intervals oftime,
a visitor ro che forest will still see che community as it appeared
thousands of years before. Once that community materializes and
matures, only the individual trees change; the forest as a whole remains
unchanged. A'i long as envi ronmental conditions remain constant> the

forest remains constant. However, rhe environment is not constant.
Change is che rule in chis universe.

Through an orderlyprocess calledprimary succession, various kinds
ofliving things o,·cupy bare areas, generate soi4 and eventually produce a
mature community.
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Colliding continents, invading seas, rising mountains, deepening canyons, and chilling glaciers continually alter conditions on the
earth. Entire sets ofcommunities. whole biomes- are replaced by ones
better suited to the new conditions. This kind of change occurs in a
geological time frame, chat is, over thousands or millions of years, as
measured by the periods and epochs of the geological time scale.
Primacy succession generally works in this same time frame. Entire
cultures of humans can arise and vanish without noticing the differences in climate, landforms, or communities. As significant as such
changes are, their incredibly slow pace generally escapes perception.
Intense and short-lived disturbances, on the other hand, can
instantly alter conditions in ways rhat are clearly perceptible to all. A
forest fire, flood, or tornado may level a I 0,000-year old climax
communiry in a wink. One person with a chain saw or bulld01.er can
reverse centuries of balance and stability. Bue, as disastrous as such
dismptions might seem at fim, r<'Covery from such disturbance is
seldom as tedious as the initial process of primary succession chat led
to the climax. Nor is the destruction of an old balanced system always
detrimental. In face, there are many kinds ofplants and animals whose
very existence depends on just such a disturbance.
Most violent disruptions, natural oc man made, remove vegeration but leave the soil. Since it is the plodding pace ofsoil generation
that retards the enlivening of barren rock and slows the creation of a
mature climax community, the recovery process after such a disturbance is comparatively fast. With soil still in place, the constant
bombardment of a freshly-cleared area by seeds quickly reestablishes
a broad mix of plants. Blown by wind, carried by water, and
transported by animals, the germ of a climax communiry arrives a
parcel at a time from surviving stands. Herbaceous and woody species
alike are well represented in this random delivery system. With
unlimited sunlight, enriched soil, and monopolized water supply, the
new seedlings streak skyward, initiating the process of secondary

succession.
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The first co appear are chesprincers, the annuals. Arriving by ait
are the puffy seeds of horseweed, fleabane, and sow thistle. These
sprouts must compete with young cickseed,
beggar's ticks, and hedge parsley carried in on
the fur of animals. Maturing in a single
growing season, and before they die, the annuals release an immense number ofseeds to
ensure the survival of future generations.
Because they depend on vacant land for space,
water, and sun, this huge mass ofeasily transportable seeds assures chat these fugitive species will find another disturbed site the following year. We call them fugitive species
because they are always on the run, constantly
on the look-out for a freshly disturbed site.
Annuals arc forced into this gypsy lifestyle
because they are quickly ousted by other plant
species that stake a more permanent claim to
the soil.

A field qfgoldenrod represents ont of
Miuouri's most familiar communities
ofperermials.

The seeds of biennials and perennials
sprout alongside the annuals, but approach
life with a different survival strategy. Mullein, thistle, Queen Anne's lace, wild lettuce,
and other biennials make no attempt co capture the sky in their first year. They leave the
sun to the annuals. Instead, the biennials
patiently store large amountS ofnutrients and
energy in a heavy root system, then lie dormant over the winter. Using these food
reserves in their second and last season, they
bolt toward the sunlight. Spared the timeconsuming task of sprouting and rooting
from seed, they quickly overshadow the second generation of still-tiny annual seedlings.
Supplied by a mature root system, the biennials stretch for the sky with tall flowering
stalks, robbing the sprouting annuals of both
light and water. The infant annuals starve
and die.
Perennials operate in much the same
fashion as biennials, except their maturation
periods are much longer and their life spans
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are indefinite. Theoretically, perennials may
live as long as trees. Like biennials, perennial
goldenrods, ironweeds, asters, bonesets, and yarrow establish themselves in the soil before conquering the air. Spreading by underground
stems and producing a massive root system,
many species may not bloom for years. However, chis patient strategy becomes its own reward , fot the perennials wiJJ ultimately force out
the straggling annuals and struggling biennials.
After several years, with its territory secured,
each mature perennial will bloom annually,
releasing seeds co capture new territory, while
maintaining a firm grasp on the old with a
spreading base. The typical old field or pasture
in Missouri is characreri1.ed by a mix of many
naciveand introduced Eurasian weedy perennials. The domination ofdisturbed sires by a few
aggressive species is typical ofthe perennial stage
of secondary succession.

SytdrntJus, silver m11pl.ts, and

, ottonwoods will sqq,, crowd Qut ihe
golat11rods as sutassitm proceeds.

Although a number of woody species
sprout and grow alongside the perennials, they
remain masked by their railer, herbaceous neighbors for as long as 5 or l O years. Cottonwood,
box elder,slippery elm, and sycamore seeds blow
in and are scattered about with the annuals and perennials. Winging
in within the guts of fruit-eating birds are blackberry, coral berry,
poison ivy, sumac, rose, black cherry, grape, sassafras, and eastern redcedar. Less randomly distributed, these seeds were initially encased in
attractive and easily digested flesh. Passing through the animal's
digestive tract uninjured, the seeds of these woody plants tend to
accumulate along fence rows and power lines, or under the branches
of nearby trees, wherever fruit-earing birds roost. In similar fashion,
persimmon, grape, and other seeds are likely to be scattered
along the trails ut ilized by raccoon, opossum, skunk, fox, or
coyote.
Not in the least hindered by their passage through a gut, most of
these plants actually have higher germination success when their tough
seed coats are softened by digestive processes. Joining forces with the
wind-borne ' \veedy" trees, they quickly overshadow herbaceous vegetation. T recs and shrubs have an advantage over the grasse.~ and forbs
each spring, for they need only leaf out from existing stems, while che
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perennials mll5t send up whole new shoors. Sun-loving perennials
ultimately lose this race for light.
Sumac, poison ivy, coral berry, and blackberry spread throughout che field by sending out hidden seems and roots, choking out other
plants as they go. The ever-spreading crowns of fut-growing tree~ cast
shade on the plants bcneath.Afi:crscvcral decades, a denseyoung forest
will completely obscure che few surviving perennials, biennials, and
annuals. Wich rheir lowrangleofbranches and stems, these woods are
not for Strolli ng. However, rabbir, quail, and deer find abundant food
and shelter in these cemperace jungles. In rime, a few individual trees
will climb above their nearest compecicors and the shrubs and slowergrowing, sun-loving trees will die. Very few perennials and seldom an
annual w ill survive che thievery oflight to witness che tyranny of rhese
few fast-growing trees over their neighbors. During the process, a chin
layer ofleaflirtcr will reclaim che surface of the soil, slowly alcering che
detritu.~ food web, oncedominaced by chacch-loving species typical of
the perennial scage.
The abundant seeds released by thedominanrspcciesof this first
creestage will not reach reproductive age within their own shore-lived
forest. Although the cottonwood, sycamore, black cherry,eascern redcedar, and ochers that temporarily control the jungle reproduce
valiantly, their tiny sprouts quickly succumb in the shade of their
elders. Like the annuals, biennials, and perennials before chem, each
of these trees requires full sunlight, and chey are doomed unless chey
can reach a new disturbed sire.
From the beginning, acorns and hickory nuts have been carried
in and buried by forgetfol squirrels or regurgitated by wandering blue
jays. Sugar maple and basswood seeds have blown in from some
distance away. Although they are extremely slow growing, the
seedlings and sapli ngs of oaks, h ickories, sugar maple, and basswood
are h ighly shade coleranc, well adapted co the lack oflighc in 'a forest.
Their approach co survival is a form of patient nonchalance.
Untroubled by the temporary reign of sycamores and cottonwoods, each capable of several feet of new growth in a year, the oaks
and hickories add mere inches each season, but endure. The fast•
growing rrees char colonized the area will die. soon and leave few
progeny in the developing forest. As each sycamore or cotronwood
dies, the waiting oaks and hickories race each other inco the vacancy.
Many of these small oaks and h ickories may already be 50 co I OOyears
old when they finally have an oppormnicy to stretch into the canopy.
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\Virl,i11 a fow duad.es smali tras 1ui/J

rulaim dinurbtd land. £vtntually a
mature fortst rtssores di11urbtd land ttJ
ir.s ()riginal condition.

While their initial growth was slowed and stunted by rhe depressing
shade of the short-lived trees overhead, within a few short decades,
spurred by rhesun, the dwarfs will reach canopy height and make their
own rules. In rum, sugar maple and basswood pull rhesarnestunt on
rhe oaks and hickories.
After several or many cencuries of conrim,ed growth, a mature
climax community will conceal all trace of fire, flood, or axe. Because
the soil usually remains afrer a disturbance, the redevelopmenr of a
climax community rhrough secondary succession is much fasrer rhan
the esrablishment of a mature communiry through primary succession. Secondary succession needs neirher the slow pioneer srage of
lichens and mosses, nor the drawn-our physical and chemical wearhering of rock. le begins wirh soil already present, fasr-growing annual
grasses and forbs, and succeeds to a self-replicating communiry in a
single millen nium or less.
Forest is not rhe only participant in rhe process of secondary
succession. Grasslands also maintain rhemselves with a degree of
balance over long periods, alrhough they do not reach true climax
conditions in Missouri: The very presence ofprairie in rhe easrern and
midwesrern scares is almost always rhe result of regular burning and
grazing. Mose eastern grasslands, Missouri's included, are in climatic
zones wirh s ufficient rainfall co support a forest climax. Over the
millennia, the tr,x:s were ousted or pu.~hed back by consranrly grazing
buffalo and by periodic Indian or natural fires. Our callgrass prairie is
essentially rhe perennial srage of secondary succession held in check
indefinitely by fire or grazing. Such a community, kept from reaching
rhc climax scare by periodic disturbance or some other factor, is called
a subclimax. Remove rhesource of disturbance, as has happened all
across our prairie counries wirh the advent offencing, road building,

and agriculture, and the perennial grasslands thac remain are slowly
swallowed by forest.
The prairie subdi max has irs reversals. as does forest. In the past,
millions of buffalo trampled and wallowed their way across native
gra.~slands, gouging and cearing the perennial sod. Today, prairie dogs
in the West, and gophers everywhere continue to dig up rhevegecation
in one area and bury it in anorher. Gophers even ear the larger
rootstocks, specdi ng rhe decerioracion of che sod. The burrowing
activities of these reclusive rodents may turn over the entire surface of
the soil every chree years. In addition to enriching the soil by plowing
under enormous quantities of organic matter, the destruction of the
escablished turf allows annuals to carpet the soil with a profu.~ion of
blooms. Such a disturbed site among the dense sod of perennials
permits annual species to thrive where they could not otherwise
compete with perennial growth. Annuals ofcen constitute as much as
70 percent ofthe vegetation in this kind ofdisrupted area. In facr,some
annual species may be completely dependent on the recurrent minor
devastations of small mammals for their survival.
Although the pasc half-cencury of natural community management philosophies have largely revolved around a policy of total
protection, most researchers and management agencies are beginning
to see the value of periodic disturbance. A great many plants and
animals owe their existence co an environment in disarray. Annuals,
biennials. and perennials. as well as many fast-growing tree species,
and the animals that depend upon chem, evolved with the rapid
growch, prolific reproduction, ana efficient dispersal mechanisms to
capitalize on the ravages of fire, tornado, and flood. They arc ill
equipped to survive the order and balance of an aging ecosystem.
Consequently, if we are to preserve the prairie, glade, and savanna
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A C'aref11ll7 managedfin can control
underbrush and encourage graues and
/orbs, without injuring trees.

communities that existed when Eu' ropeans firsr arrived in Missouti - we
musrocca5ionally- but carefully, burn
a forest ro open irs undersrory ro the
annuals and perennials forced out as
shrubbery and small crees moved in.
The Missouri Department ofN arural Resources actively maintains the
savanna and prairiecommunicies char
covered much of rhe scare prior ro
European serrlement using carefully
rimed and conrrolled fires. These rejuvenated or recreaced communities may be observed ar Ha Ha Tonka, Cuivre River, Pershing, and
Prairiesrate parks. Nor is the habitat diversirycreared byrheprcsence
of additional spc'Cie~ rhe only benefit delivered by disturbed communities. A young ecosysrem, one char has recenrly recovered from some
cype of disturbance, also produces much more organic matter, much
more food for animals. Ir is true char rhe coral number ofcons oforganic
matter, called rhe gross productivity, is generally higher in a marure
foresr rhan in a regenerating foresr. However, from year co year there
is no mea~urablc difference in the coral amount of organic marrer in a
macure foresr. There are Xnumber ofcons ofcrees,shrubs, and animals
roday,and cherewill srill beX number ofcons a century or I Ocenturies
from now. As new growrh occurs ir is balanced by che dearh and
decomposition of old growth. Over the centuries, the change, called
the net productivity, remains very small. often zero.
Nee productiviry may be viewed as the profit generated by a
communiry. Animals are smart nor co live off rhe gross producriviry
of their communities, just as businessmen are wise not to live off their
capital. Both are better offharvesring only the gains, the profit or net
productivity. There is far more profit for herbivores and carnivores in
a growing, expanding, and developing young communiry, than in an
old, srable, macure cornmuniry. This is one reason we never had an
eastern hero called "Deer Bill." !twas our vast productive prairie, not
our forest, that supported North America's greatest herds of animals,
the buffalo. For rhis very same reason humans live on che produces of
conscancly rejuvenated fields of annuals - corn, wheat, and soybeans and not scingy fores cs. All che plane matrer in che cornfield ar che end
of each summer is profit or nee producciviry. Jc was nor there in che
spring, but is there to be harvested ac the end ofche season. A cornfield
may not have much total organic maner, but it's all biological profit.
There is a huge amount of organic matter in the forest, but try to feed
260 million Americans wich the produces ofa forest. It cannoc be done.
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Fire, wind, and flood are natural calamit ies that desrroy
mature comm unities and reopen the soil. Annuals are a natural
recovery system in such places. Without adequate razed sires,
many valuable and arrractive annuals, their companion perennial and woody species of secondary succession, and a multitude of animals species, are lost to climax growth. This is nor
ro say that an old, beautiful forest should be axed or bulldozed
to reestablish a young system of annuals just to gain its high net
productivity. Neither should an old, balanced prairie be plowed.
On rhe contrary, pristine natural landmarks like these deserve every
measure ofprotection humanly possible. The species adapted to such
climax andsubclimax communities need fur more attention these days
than those of disturbed communities. After all, there are far more
disturbed communities than undisturbed. However, in those instances when natural carasrrophes cause what seems robe irreparable
damage, we must keep in mind rhe natural healing processes of
secondary succession. We must rem ind ourselves ofthe many species,
the whole communities rhat benefit from natural disturbance.

Wild jl()WUI and grasses move qufrk/y
into a forest 11/ur a pruaibul burn.

All ndturdlsysrems are subjected to disrurbd11ces that can destroy the
mature community, but most are capabk of regeneration by an orderly
process calkd seco11dary succession.
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Biologists need some sysrem by which chey can oamc communicies
that chey and all of us can understand. As difficult as it may be for us co
believe, community biologistS have arrived at no absolute, 6xed list of
named communities on which all can agree, even after years ofstudy and
research, publication and argument. Many competing schools ofthought
exist. As biologistS travel from state to state, and from country to country,
they seldom find the local natural communicies designated by exactly the
same secs ofterms used back home. However, there are some general terms
that are widely accepted and understood here io Missouri.
On the basis oftheir dominant vegetation and stage ofdevelopment, Missouri natural communities may be more or less conveniendy
divided into a number of major categories, including:
I. Forest, a communicy dominated by large trees whose canopy
shuts out 80-100 percent of the sky, and with a variety of understory
trees, shrubs, vin<'S, grasses, and forbs.

2. Savanna, a tree-dominated communicywith a canopy cover of
10-80 percent, and an understory in which grasses aod forbs tend to
predominate. Parks and yards are often savanna-like.
3. Prairie, a grass- and forb-dominated communicywith very few
trees or shrubs. A naturally-occurring communiry and not the same
as an old field dominated by introduced weedy plants not native to
Norch America.
4. Primary, a community at a very early stage of primary succession, such as a bluff, its talus slope, a glade, or a gravel bar.
5. Wetland,awatcr-dominatedcommunicyofgrasses,sedges,and
forbs (such as seeps, marshes, and bogs), or of trees and/ or shrubs (and
therefore called a swamp).
6. Cave, a lighdess community with a detritus-based food web.
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7 . Len tic, an open-water community that is relatively stationary,
such as a puddle, pool, pond, or lake.

8. Lotic, an open-water community that is flowing, such as a
stream, river, or spring.
9. Secondary, a community created by disturbance, such as in
burned, flooded, or storm-damaged areas, and dominated by annuals,
perennials, or shade-imoleram woody species. This includes what are
known as cultural communities, those created or maintained by
human disturbance, such as pastures, roadsides, yards, parks, and
ocher developed lands, now often dominated by foreign species.
Each ofthese categories may be mote precisely subdivided on the
basis of other important characteristics. For example, we further
describe terrestrial communities, such as forests, savannas, and prairies, by the moisture regime in wh ich they develop, labeling them xeric
forest, dry forest, dry-mesic forest, and so on. The annual rainfall of
the region, the exposure, and soil of a site all greatly influence the
amount ofwater available to its plants. Hot, sunny, windswept glades
on steep, south-facing, rocky slopes in the Ozarks may be desert-like
during much ofthe year. The plant and animal mix that forms in such
extremely dry situations are referred co as xeric or desert-like communities. If they are not actually desert species, the drought-tolerant or
xerophilous ("drought-loving") plants and animals inhabiting such
places will likely exhibit a number ofxericor desert adaptations. With
increasing amounts of available moisture· a result of some combination of higher amounts of rainfall,
deeper soil, diminished slope, and/or
a more sheltered exposure • a dry site
will result. Less desert-like, chis community is more likely to have trees. Its
grasses will often be taller and closer
together than in a xecic community.
For example, a loess bluff of northwestern Missouri has an exposure chat
is as hot, dry, and windswept as any
south-facing rocky hillside in the
Ozarks. Yet it will support a somewhat richer grassland community because of its deep, silty soil.

Surrqunded by forell, the Sltep,
windswept hlujfs of Ions in northwnt
Missouri are almost deurt~lilu.

As moisture levels increase on
more favorable slopes and soils, an
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intermediate dry-mesic microclimace, and then a mesic set of conditions will be produced. Mesic refers to a medium or moderate amount
of moisture. Mesic sites are moderately moist, with average warer
availability, and are neither too dry nor too wee. Most broad-leaved
forests in Missouri have formed under mesic conditions. Ridges and
slopes, however, may support dry or dry- mesic forests. Wet-mesic
forests generally occur along rivers or in ocher areas subject to periodic
flooding ofshore duration, but where drainage is swift enough to allow
some upland species co survive. Forests classified as truly wet are
flooded or have saturated soil much of the year, bur generally dry up
ac the surface by che end of the summer growing season.
Finally, a site chat is always flooded or has sacuracedsoil very near
the surface all year will support a community ofhydricor hydrophilous
(water-loving) species, that is, plants adapted co living in warer yearround. Thesewetland communitics,such asswampsand marshes, are
also often referred to by rhe rerm palustrine, from a Latin term that
refers to swamps.
Because a forest on a dry limestone site will be dominated
by one group of species, while the forest char forms in a similarly
dry sandstone or chert location will consist of ochers, each
moisture regime must be characterized more precisely by taking
the underlying rock type or parent material, the material from which
the soil is derived, inco account. Thus we also describe communities
by the terms igneous, sand, bottomland, chert, sandstone, limesconc,
or dolomire co differenciace che soil types involved. We end up wirh
shorr, descriptive phrases such as dry sandstone savanna, mcsic limescone forest, and wet bottomland prairie.
While this system sounds like ir should be fairly straightforward, its arbitrary nature becomes really obvious when used in
the field, as will any effocc to pigeonhole nature. Out in the field, we
are seldom lucky enough to find those convenient r<-<l or black lines
that divide one community from another on a map. The differences
between mesic and dry-mesic, or xeric and dry, are usually not
immediately obvious, especially without a good deal of experience.
Soil,slope, moisrure, and vegeracion differences all fall along gradients,
merging and blending, seldom with the clear demarcation one might
hope for. Neverrheless, the system serves a useful purpose.
Near the central part of a particular community, where
environmental conditions become more clearly representative
of chat community type, its species mix also becomes more rypical.
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Whether in our mind's eye, on the written page, or in a photograph or
drawing, it is generally possible to create an impression ofeach ofthesc
communities,even iftheecoroneberween cheindividual communities
clouds the image.

junipers. or eastern red-cedars, move into
11.

dol1Jmite glade in Jefferson County

along tlu iaytrs of bedrock, when water
is most available.

For che person rraveling around the srace, whecher driving,
floating, or hiking, such a classification scheme may be confusing. Wichoucyears of formal training and experience to draw upon for
rapid identificacion of species, rock types, soil characteristics, microcl imatic conditions, and moisture regimes, a casual forest visitor may
feel overwhelmed and never even attempt to examine the surroundings
crirically. Don't despair' Almost anyone can quickly and easily
formulace a preccy accurace opinion about the rocks, soils, vegetation,
exposure, and moisture regime around chem through some very simple
observations. Pause a momem and ask yourself a few sensible
questions. Sensible, because you must use your senses.
For instance, is it a struggle just to stay uprighc as swear
burns inco your eyes, or is rhe journey light, pleasant, and requiring
little effort? Is walking limited only by an occasional branch or fallen
log, or have yo,1 been crunching along between scubby little trees hung
with sticky masses of spider webs, wich unbreakable branches
whipping your face? Has there been a pleasanc breeze rhe whole
rime, has ir been shady, or does it feel like the sun is about to

clain1 its next victim?
Have you been stumbling blindly over half-buried scones
char rumble away each rime your other foot is lifted? Are che sharp
edges of the sand and gravel char fill your shoes wearing holes
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through your socks, or does the mushy
black gook gurgling up between your toes
feel soft and cool?
How about the water lapping ar your
ankles? Does it feel warmer than last night's
chicken soup, or is it pleasantly cold and numbing the itch and pain ofrhelasdly bite? Noc ice
how nice che mud feels on your necdeswollen calves, even though moving the
20-pound lump of mud on each foot has
been a small victory.
Simple observations, but chey can reveal
much about the community being traversed.

Perhaps Minouri'1 most deurl-like
('()t:nmunititS, chat glades are found only
in Jasper and Newton counties.

Like the populations of which they are
composed, communities also have certain requirements that determine where they will
appear. A natural community that covers large
areas will likely include species with similarly
broad demands. A tiny community of narrow
distribution will similarly be composed ofspecies with more exacting requirements. Although most of our state is covered by a relatively few, verycommoncommunicytypes, the
diversity of rocks, exposures, and microclimates dispersed in regions
with different di maces and geological histories providescondicions for
the establishment of a large number of unique, often rare plane and
animal communities of special inceresc and pride for Missourians.
A number of our communities cannot be found outside a
particular part of Missouri, although they may be found in adjacent
parts of neighboringstites. For instance, good examples ofour unique
shongras., prairie communicywill only be found in Atchison and Hole
counties in extreme northwestern Missouri. True chert glades occur
only in Jasper and Nt-wton counties of extreme southwestern Missouri. Igneous glades cannot be seen outside the St. Francois Mountains and its immediate surroundings. Many other communities are
similarly restricted. To that end, a geographical system has also been
devised in order co label the various regions of the state and to catalog
which communities they possess. Counties can and often are easily
used to identify where certain communities may or may not be found,
but since these are political boundaries, they often overlap naturally
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The six major natural di11isions of
Missouri t1re A) Glaciated Pl.a ins, B)

O,ag, Plaim, C)Ozar/, Border, D) Big
Ri11us, E) Ourlts. 1111d the F) Mississippi

Lowlands.

occurring regions. It makes more sense for biologists, geographers, geologists, and resource managers to divide the state into
areas wirh similar climate, geology, soils, topography, drainage,
and biological distribution.
When these many variables are combined on one map, it
becomes apparent that Missouri may beconvenientlydivided into six
major natural divisions: Ozarks, Ozark Border, Mississippi Lowlands, Osage Plains, Glaciated Plains, and Big Rivers. These
divisions may be fairly easily distinguished, since each tends to have
somewhat uniform characteristics throughout. However, ba~ed on
minor local differences in rhe same criteria used for outlining the
divisions, natural divisions may be subdivided into 16 natural sections. The six natural divisions and their 16 natural sections are
outlined on the accompanying maps. Throughout the rest of this
book, these will be referred to whenever appropriate.

le musr be remembered thar just as biome and corilmuniry
boundaries are seldom dearly defined, neither are the borders of the
natural sections and divisions. However, this geographical system, like
the community classification system, is accurate enough to provide
u.~eful reference points for describing Missouri's flora and fauna in
grearer detail.

Miss()uri} natural communities are described and named by their
moisture regime, underlying soilparent maJtrial, and dominant vegetation. The state itselfis divided into six natural divisi()m and 16 sections
takingpuwt anda11imaldistributions, climate, andgeology into account.
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Missouri is centrally located and is far from the shelter ofa great
mountain chain or rhe moderating influence of an ocean. As a result,
rhe state falls prey to the daily bickering ofArctic, Pacific, and Gulf air
masses that meet unhindered in mid-continent and produce the highly
unpredictable, feast-or-famine daily weather for which Missouri is
famous. Some have even suggested that Missouri's climate is, in fact,
most intemperate•
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W'hilc some plants or animals may be able to thrive in a climate
with exactly the same average conditions as are found in Missouri, the
extremes of its seasonal changes conspire to limit what species are
actually able to survive, For example, many kinds of delicate trees and
shrubs do quite nicely in the Pacific Northwest or England, hundreds
of miles north of Missouri, where average conditions are similar, bur
extremes are less noticeable. When planted here, those same plants are
regularly devastated by our horrendous combinations of 100° F plus
summers and subzero winters, e,irly and late frosts, premature thaws,
and droughts. Expert gardeners are often able to thwart Missouri's
climate by taking advantage of the microclimates offered by buildings
and massed plantings.
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Of the natural influences that determine where biomes, natural
divisions and sections, communities, and microdimates will be found,
and what will result from the various processes of disturbance and
succession, perhaps the mosr obvious is climate. Climate is a summation of the long-term weather patterns characteristic of an area,
including year-by-year averages of rainfall, temperature, humidicy,
wind speed, and so on. Using standard climatic definitions, Missouri
dearly falls within the temperate ronc. However, simple average
climatic data for a region can be misleading, because climate is more
than just averages. Climate is also the day-to-day and seasonal
variations and extremes of weather.
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Fortunately for those excited by a diverse flora and fauna,
Missouri's climate, while never predictable, is also nor entirely uniform across the stare. Nor has it always been as it is today. Average
rainfall and temperatures rise sharply in the relatively short distance
from St. Joseph to New Madrid. The markedly different environments of windswept Missouri prai rie, forested Ozarks, and muggy
Bootheel are the result of a Strong temperature and rainfall gradient
extending diagonally across the srare from northwest to southeast.
Mean annual average temperatures rise by roughly IO· F from
the Nebraska border to the Southeastern Lowlands, while annual
rainfall increases by nearly 2 feet along the same line. With less than
30 inches of rain each year and a cool 50" F mean annual remperature,
the northwestern counties were ideally suited ro the formation of
grasslands, wh ile bayou-like swamps and sloughs resulted from the
warm , moisr conditions in the southeast. Oak, hickory, and pine
forests gradually replace grass and cypress along the gradient berween
these rwo extremes. In the past, quite different climates and quite
different communities dominated our landscape.

While Missouri'u/imatic averages might suggest a similarity to the
moderate temperate climates of England or the Pacific Northwest, its
climatic extrtm£s exclude many species that might otherwise survive
UJithin its borders. On the other hand, because climate does vary so greatly
from the states northUJest corner to its southeast, representatives ofnutny
biomes are able to survive within its boundaries.
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Missouri is an unusual ecorone. Most border areas of biomes
serve only as gradual boundaries and merely reflect the species composition ofthe regions around them. Missouri, however, is more than a
simple bio)c)gical melting pot. Within the state's borders is a distinctive group of plams and animals found nowhere else on earth.
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Thi1 1peciu of spit!erwnr1, known as wild
cro,us, is not fo,md ouuide the Ozarks.

Fortens of millions
of years the Ozark uplift
has provided a fairly isolated highland in which
species could develop entirely on their own. The
Ozarks offered soil ro
some of the firsr flowering planes, witnessed the
demise ofthe great dinosaurs, and nurtured the
rise of birds and mammals. Whilethesegroups
developed, the ancient
uplift provided a numberofuniquehabitatstowhich they could adapt.
Over the millennia, some of these creatures adjusted to the rocks,
waters, and climates found only in this island-like geological terrane.
Some of the more undemanding species have since been able to
spread to other agreeable parts of North America. However, many
have not and have become rrapped in the Ozarks by various types of
barriers, environments that, to them.seem hostile. A species trapped
in an area b)' barriers is called an endemic. The Ozarks is rich in
endemics, as are the Hawaiian and Galapagos Islands, New Zealand
and Australia, and many mountains and deserrs, among a host ofother
regions around the world, large and small.
A great many plants, flatworms, mollusks, crusraceans, insects,
fish, and amphibians have become adapted to the cool upper stretches
ofspring-fed Ozark streams or the dark pas.sages of Ozark caves. Such
species as the Niangua darter, Ozark shiner, Ozark cavefish, grorto
salamander, Otark red-backcdsalamander, and gray-bellied salamander
are not able to pass through the barrier ofwarm, murky waters in the
swamps, prairies, and big rivers thadlank the Ozark uplift. It has been
equally difficult for Bush's skullcap or Arkansas beardtongue- beautiful native species especially adapted to the desert-like Ozark glades to pass through the surrounding forest with its acid soils and meager
sunlight. In contrast, many endemic forest species, such as the Ozark
wild crocus (actual I)' a spide,wort), Ozark rrillium, and Ozark chinquapin
(a type of chesmut), are limited to these same shady, wooded hillsides.

The same contrasringseL, of environmental circumstances char
bind species ro the Ozarks may serve to deter infiltration into the
highlands by outsiders. Pin oaks, diamond-backed water snakes,
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short-nosed gars, rhe tadpole madrom (a tiny catfish), and ghost
sh iners, for instance, are seldom able to intrude deeply into rheupland.
These species ring rhe Ozarks, filling downstream, downhill habitats
char are equally off-limits co their upstream cousins. On the orher
hand, mammals and birds, moremobilcand lesHensirive rowarer and
soil conditions, are seldom trapped in or excluded from rhe Ozarks.

Missouri provides many unique places to live, including theforests,
caves, springs, and glades ofthe Ozarks. These offer special conditions to
plants and animals, which, having adapted to then; may become trapped
by their needs for those special conditions. As a result, the Ozarks has
become home to dozens ofendemic plant and animal 1pecies.

The Ozarks is nor rhe only geographical cnriry ro offer a special
sctofconditions rovarious kinds ofplants and animals. The Big River
System - the massive combined volume of rhe Mississippi, Ohio, and
Missouri rivers - provides a unique aquatic habirarro which 30 kinds
of Missouri fish. have become adapted, 10 of which can be found
nowhere in Missouri except in such slow, muddy waters. Some of these
fish, including rhe silver lamprey, the paddlefish, and several kinds of
gar andsturgeon,arevery ancient species, leftovers from !are in rheAge
of DinosaLLrs when rhe Mississippi firsr became one of the world's
principal centers offreshwater fish evolution. Others are more recendy
evolved and have grown accusromed ro rhe silry flow during the
intervening millennia.

Tht gar is an ancient 1puies left buer
from /au in the Age of Dinostlurs when
the Mississippi first became one of the
world's principal unter1 offreshwllttr
fish evolution.

Exel uded from these muddy, lowland rivers
are more than 60 kinds of Missouri fish and
amphibians living in upland tributaries of rhe
Missouri and Mississippi, bur which are never or
are rarely ever found in rhe Big River System itself.
Such a distribution pattern clearly illustrates the
power of the Missouri-Ohio-Mississippi waterway in isolating aquatic species. For most
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Befor~ ('art and b,;dgu, thr western, ()I'
ornate box turtle waJ ma;n/y co11fi11ed to
tht grasslands wnt of the ,\1;uisst'pp;.

terrestrial plants and animals (those living on land), however, che wide, muddy waters of che big rivers have been
relarively weak barriers whose ability to prevent dispersal,
while varying from one species to the next, has never been
an unbreachablewall. Although the Mississippi River and
its broad flood plain seem co have delayed the eastward
spread of the ornate or western box turtle, for example, and
at the same time to have checked the westward expansion (>fthe eastern
box turtle, neither species has been absolucdy excluded from the
other's territory. Similarly, the American beech, American holly, and
tuliptree may originally have been confined co the forests of the Ea~t,
but chey have since been able co cross the river and reach the wooded
slopes of Arkansas and Missouri.
The Mississippi has generally only slowed the passage of plants
or animals in their eastward or westward dispersions. For much of che
prehistoric past, the river was neither wide enough nor swift enough
co prevent the occasional drift of individuals back and forth. This is
even truer today, when 8-year-olds routinelycransport everything that
slithers, crawls, swims, or flies from one scare co another.
Nonetheless, the Big River System doesn't always intcrferewirh
plant and animal movements. At times, the Mis.~issippi, Ohio,
Missouri, and ocher rivers have been genuine thoroughfares - what
biologists call corridors of dispersion - through ecologically hostile
territory, providing routes by which creatures could gain entry into
Missouri, or spread to other places. Because of its north-south
orientation, the Mississippi has been especially important in che
mixing ofspecies between rheGu!fCoasrand the Great Lakes regions.
The Ohio and Missouri, on the other hand, have assisted plant and
ani mal travelers from the western prairies and che eastern forests.
In what may be the most bizarre example of such dispersion, che Mississippi prov ided a one-way express lane to St.
Louis for an 84-pound bull shark. (That's right. We said
shark!) A salrwacer fish that has been implicated around the
world in many attacks on humans, the bull shark is famous for
ics ability to ascend freshwater screams greac distances. In this
particular case (maybe there have been others?), the fish traveled nearly 1,800 river miles from the Gulf of Mexico, eventually reaching a point just above St. Louis. There, on September
8, I 937, it ran afoul of a fish crap, much to the dismay of the
trap's very surprised owner, and became a strange footnote in
biological history.
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The "Father ofWarers" has
helped disperse ocher strange fish.
In 1963, rhe plane-earing Asiatic
grass carp was firsrinrroduced into
experimental ponds in Alabama
and Arkansas ro see ifir might be
useful in controlling water weeds.
During ma.ssi vc rains some ofthese
exotic (foreign) fish were swept
inro tributaries of rhe Mississippi
and spread quickly throughout
much ofdle BigRiversysrem. They are nowwell-esrablished in ar lease
34 states. A protective Missouri statute prohibiting the intentional
release of the alien gra.ss carp in the scare became redundant overnight.

The Big Riven of the contiruntal ~enter
ali()UJ ('()rridors of dispersion for plants
and animals as they do for humans.

The river network has shifted naru rally-occurring aquatic and
semi-aquatic species with equal case. Like the exotic grass carp, Gulf
Coast animals such as alligator gar, anhinga (or water turkey), rice rat,
and swamp rabbit also gained entry into the state along the Mississippi
wateiway. From the opposite direction, these grc-at rivers have
funnelled the northern pike, s ilver lamprey, sporcail shiner, and
burbot, along wirh a hose ofinsecrs, mollusks, and other invertebrares.

North America i Big Rivers have served both as u1eak barrier, and
as powerfi,t corridors of dispersion. The Miuissippi, for instance, has
tended to hold terrestrial creatures within a general western or eastern
region. But rhe rivers have also allowed aquatic creatures that can survive
in their waters to paJS easily from one region to the next.

While Missouri's geographical posirion and climate determine
what major North American biomes will be represented within its
borders, ocher broader fuctors must be considered ro explain rhe
existence of those biomes in rhe first place. The geological evenrs char
created the 0Lark uplift and rhe Big River System, providing isolated
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environments and corridors of dispersion, have contributed to
Missouri's modern species diversicy and its landscape in other equally
significant ways. We muse journey far back in time if we are to
understand the modern landscape. The geological history ofMissouri
includes elemencs chat have greatly influenced the biology of the state
and the constitution of its natural communities. Powerful forces
humans have only just begun to understand and measure have so
altered conditions on this earth that only recently have their impacts
on biology and evolution begun co be analyzed and appreciated.
Continental drift is among the most powerful of these underappreciated forces.
Simply put, the continents of our earth have been in nearly
conscant motion since they first formed in the earth's cooling crust. As
a result, continental climates have changed and their surfaces have
been altered. Obviously, continental movements - and their
associated climatic and surface changes - are fundamental to
describing t he modern Missouri landscape and the creatures
that now reside in the state.
The early colonists and explorers in Norrh America ventured
into a world that was new in many ways, but not totally alien.
Biologically, much of North America resembled prehistoric Europe,
before rhe most densely populated portions of that continent were
tamed by centuries of agriculrure and advancing technology. The
plants and animals the seeders encoumered on Virginia and Carolina
shores were roughly equivalent to those they had left behind in familiar
(albeit scattered and isolated) homeland settings. True enough, the
New World habirars, while never actually wilderness, were certainly
less disturbed, altered, and controlled. And it is also true that many
species (and even whole groups ofspecies) were unique to the Wes tern
Hemisphere and were not sha«>d. Yet the planes and animals seemed
familiar to the settlers because of their close relationships to species in
the Old Country. So fainiliar,in fact, that many ncwbutsimilar North
American species were even christened with European names.

As familiar as the flora and fauna of the North American and
European continents mighr have seemed, the native species of South
America gave the impression of an alien world, one that was truly new.
The first European explorers in South America wandered into a
biological world that was totally foreign. There was little to remind
them of home and the differences they saw could not be attributed
entirely co the contrast oftemperate and tropical di mares. The closer
biological relationships ofNorth America and Europe (which are nor
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in actual physical contact) and the striking differences becween North
and South America (which are connected) are, in large part, a direct
result of continental drift.

It is certainly not within the scope of chis book to attempt a
detailed explanation of the mechanisms of continental drift. For
further information, curious readers are referred to ocher excellent
sources on place tectonics. Nonetheless, because the consequences of
continental drift a resignificant tothccm>tion ofthe modern Missouri
landscape. and co the composition of its flora and fauna, a brief
description of this earth-altering process is in order. A simple
chronology of the events associated with the movement of the crustal
plates, as well as changes they wrought in the appearance and climates
of the North American continent, is vital co understanding a number
of geological and biological phenomena in Missouri.
Fi rst, we muse understand that continental drifring is not the
great cataclysmic, earth-rending event we might imagine. \Y/e hardly
need hang on as if we were aJI loose and ffying around the globe. The
various continents and cheirparts drift away from each other at average
relative speeds that range from the barely measurable up to several
inches a year. In fact, until recently the rates of drift were too subtle
for earthboLLnd people to measure at all. Initially, the velocity of
moving continents could only be determined by averaging intercontinental distances over incredibly long periods oftime, often hundreds
of millions of years. Now, in the Age of Space Travel, the actual rates
of continental movemems have become measurable with sophisticated satellite tracking devices and lasers.
While largely unseen.some of the shifts in continental positions
do not pass undetected, especially by chose living at the edge of a
cominencal sheer. Ir is an unfortunate fact that m<>st continents do not
creep steadily at the speed assigned them by simply averaging times
and distances. Instead, Slldden movements of several feet or many
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yards, perhaps only once in each century or two, destroy whole cities
and towns with their attendant earthquakes. This is what happens
along the western coast of North America. At the eastern side of our
continental plate the movements, while potentially as dangerous, seem
to be more infrequent.
Even now, as you read this page, the Nord1 American continent
subtly drifts away from Europe, driven by the t1pwelling of new molten
material in the center of the Atlantic Ocean. Much like the water in
a vessel held at a rolling boil (but infinitely slower), heated material
from deep within che earth rises to the surface, spreads, then sinks to
be reheated. From pole to pole, a high chain of volcanic peaks, called
the mid-Atlantic Ridge, roughly bisecrs the Atlantic Ocean. The
injection of molten rock along this ridge slowly separates the floating
North American crustal plate from the European place. Relative to
America, Europe drifts off in the opposite direction.
There is almost constant vokanicacciviry at one pointoranocher
along chis great tear in the.earth's crust, and along a dozen sim ilar rifts
elsewhere a round cheglobe. Over millions ofyears, this vulcanism has
resulted in the formation of most of the mid-Atlantic's islands,
including the Azores, Iceland, Tristan da Cunha, and Ascension.
\'v'hole chains of rugged peaks doc chcAclancic floor, although they are
seldom h igh enough to break the ocean surface. While the eruptions
ofrhese volcanoes can hardly be called peaceful, most pass unwitnessed
in isolation and therefore seldom have destructive effects like Mount
Sr. Helens or California earthquakes.

As the immense mass of the North American plate drifts slowly
westward, its shifting movements produce tremendous friction against
the underlying layers ofcheearth and create many ofthe seismic effects
chat can be seen - and more often felt - at chesurface, in California, and
probably in Missouri as well. Theworsr effects occurwhece the North
American Place abuts the Pacific Place pushing coward us from the
west. The Sierra, Cascade, and Rocky Mountain chains are all visible
produces of this friction and collision. Their rocks simply folded up
and buckled as a result of the irresistible pressure of the colliding
continents, grinding and dragging along.
Some places on the earth show a contin ui ng trend toward the
division of the present continents into still smaller land masses. For
instance, a long srrip of our west coast, including Baja California, is
slowly separating from North America and is traveling northward,
caki ng Los Angeles with it. Much of this northward-drifting material
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has already piled up to form Alaska. On the other side of the world,
the Great Rift Valley ofAftica threatens to rip the Horn ofAfrica right
off the head of the dark continent, leaving a new island of Ethiopia
adrift north of an earlier wandering piece, Madagascar.
Closer to home, a long-hidden fracture, or rift, runs right
through the Soothed. Deeply buried beneath rhousands offeer ofrock
and sediment, this weakness in the earth's crust began forming
hundreds of million years ago. This is the source of the New Madrid
earthquakes and the almost continuous seismic activity in the region.
Some geologists have suggested that the constant westward drift of the
North American platesqu<'e"Les this deep fracture rogerhcr, preventing
it from further rifting, and keeping the "lower 48" inracr. It seems
there is no such thing as a "solid earth."

Strong evidence indicates that early in the Triassic Period,
roughly 200 to 225 million years ago (sec the "Geological Time and
Events" chart) only a singlegrear continent existed on earth. There are
indications that this huge land mass had itself only just formed from
the aggregation of smaller continents, a hundred million years or so
earlier. Unfortunately the disposition of these earlier continental
masses is iffy; cimeandcro.sion have erased much ofcheevidenceofche
mo.sr ancienr drifting patterns. Nevertheless, reconscrucrions show
that chis oldest recogni1,able superconcinent included all ofour presenr
conrinenrs, fused along their margins into a single massive continent
called Pangaea.
About 200 million years ago, Pangaea began to be ripped apart
by the currents and tides ofmolten earth that constantly flow and swell
beneath the none-coo-solid crustal surfucc. At a rate so slow that it
would not be noticeable even co many successive generations of
humans (even had there been humans around at the rime), this giant
supcrcontincntwas gradually torn into two slightly more recognizable
land masses: a northern supercontinent called Laurasia, consisting of
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Europe and North America, and a southern Gondwana superconcinenc, composed ofSouch America, Africa, India, Antarctica, Australia,
and New Zealand.

As the northward-drifting Laurasia began to actually separate

L----~::l:!~:::'.'.:=-_____J from Gondwana in rhe !areT riassicand early Jurassic, flowering planes
220 million Y""' •t•·
were as yer unknown . Birds were just beginning ro flit through rhe

branches of ancient kinds of conifers and other primeval plants, now
long exrincr. Only the smallest, most primitive kinds of mammals
crept among rhe dark forests, hiding from a growing array of formidable dinosaurs. By che end of the Jurassic Period, at the peak of
rhe reign of dinosaurs, che separation of the two supercontinencs was complete.

J80 million ytars ago

65 mi/JiOn ytars 11go

The isolation of rhe primitive plane and animal populations on
rhe rwo new concinenral masses allowed evolution to proceed independently on each for tens of millions of years with only the basic
blueprints of more advanced life forms co work with. In response ro
che different sets of living conditions now available on each separate
land mass, the evolutionary t rack followed by cheir isolated species
gradually yielded rwo very differenc groups of organisms. Toward the
end ofthis initial period ofdrifting, the still-primitive floras and faunas
of Laurasia and Gondwana had already become quite distinctive. Even today, many of these early differences remain between the
plants and animals of rhe northern and southern hemispheres.
The unsettled Gondwanasuperconrinent existed only briefly, in
geological terms, before it, roo, was separated into its modern daughter
continencs, subcontinents, and islands. The major pan of this tedious
process, lasting more than 100 million years, began in rhe Cretaceous.
It was at the end of this period chat the dinosaurs mysteriously
relinquished rheir hold on the earth, and the mammals and
birds rook over. The fracturing of Gondwana finally
ended only 50 or 60 million years ago , about the time
rhat primitive primates were just gaining a secure
foothold on the planet.
Laurasia, the northern supercontinent, seems to have
succumbed co rhe inexorable forces within the earth a bit
more reluctantly. Many modern plant and animal families
were already well established throughout Laurasia by the
time it finally began splitting apart, a rending chat commenced millions of years after the southern continents were
already near their modern positions. Becau.~e the separation
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of Laurasia and its ancienc
plant and animal groups was
more recent, the North American and Eurasian descendants
ofrhc.~ecommon ancestors are
more similar ro each other than
they are to any of the plants
and animals that evolved independently in the southern
hemisphere. A briefglance at
~ ..-:i.rctica
the flora and fauna of the
~
southern continents - such as
southern beeches, podocarps, and proteas - shows that they, too, a re
as much related ro one another as they arc unrelated to the plants and
animals of the norchern hemisphere.
Millions of years of isolation have since forced each North
American and Eurasian descendant to adapt independently to its own
local environment. As a result, mirror-image reproductions may not
always occur on the rwo northern continents. For instance, members
ofthe magnolia, willow, oak and beech, lizard's-rail (a unique plane of
Missouri's wet areas), and other old flowering plant families a re
found on both continents of the Norchern Hemisphere, but
separate and d istinct species characterize each. Poisonous vipers
arc common to both North America and Eurasia, but only the
American branch developed heat-sensitive pits and a subgroup
whose members sported rattles. Sometimes an entirely new
family appeared. The sturgeon and paddlcfish families are both
ancient and shared by Norch America and Eurasia, but the more
modern sunfish family evolved independently only in the Western Hemisphere. The mammals, most ofwhich evolved since the
great split, originally showed the greatest differences, and the
continents would maintain these differences for millions ofyears.
However, continuing geological events would ultimately intervene roshufAe North American and Eurasian mammals together.

Presmt

Membus 1Jf the liurd-t1til family Au
found in North America and E11rasia.

Because the Laurasian supercomineTII remained intact umg
after it had ,eparatedftt>m Gondwana, the blueprints t>flift shared
by ea,·h of its fat11re subet>ritinentJ, North America and Eurasia,
would eventually muu in the ,haring of very ,imi!ar groups of
t>rganisms by the two northern continents. In fact, it make,far better
sense, biologically, ft> distinguish between "Southern" and "Nt>rthern "worlds, than between ourfamiliar, historical "Neu, "and "Old"
worlds, or between "East" and "West. "
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Not until late in che Miocene or early in the Pliocene epochs of
the Tertiary Period, roughly 7 or 8 million yean ago, long after the
division of Laurasia into North America and Eurasia, were North and
South America finally brought cogether. By chis time, two entirely
different sets of plants and animals had evolved on thecwo continents.
North American mammals, for instance, were all placencals, chat is
cheirembryoswere carried to birth size internally and nurtured by the
mother's blood supply through an afterbirth, or placenta. A large
proportion of South American mammals, on the other hand, utilized
a more primicive reproductive style in which the young are born after
only a few weeks of development, then carried to "birth size" in a
pouch and fed milk. The pouch is called a marsupium and the animals
that carry them are known as marsupials. Along with their primitive
reproductive features, marsupials are also distinguished by lower body
temperamres and rather small, primirive brains with undistinguished
mental capacities, a trait chac is sometimes only too obvious in
Missouri's only marsupial, the opossum.
Although che gradual union ofthe concinents provided a narrow
corridor across which mixing oflong-isolaced northern and southern
species could occur, it was noc equally accessible co all. While the
Middle American land bridge has now been available for millions of
years, many plants and animals have never made the passage. For some
reason the chin strip ofland we know as Central America seems ro have
filcered the species dispersing in one direction or the ocher.
The reasons are probably varied, but it is likely that most
freshwater or land animals simply could nor survive the arduous
journey through jungle and desert, over mountain, and across swamp
to reach the other continent. There are far roo many differenc kinds
of barriers. Of course, vegeracion would be similarly limited by the
need for particular soils and moisture amounts; thus, sensitive species
would be "filtered out" by the land bridge. Even ifplants and animals
were able to overcome the many physical and climatic barriers thrown
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in their paths, some may have been held back by fierce competition with similar groups of organisms already well entrenched
on the other continent.
The South American family of cichlid fish, which includes such
familiar aquarium species as the discus, Jack Dempsey, and Oscar,
evidently attempted the northward migration some time back. Thus
far, however, rhey seem to have been held at bay in northern Mexico
by the ecologically similar and equally aggressive members of the
North American sunfish family. Despite such comperirion and rhe
physical barriers erected by the Central American land bridge, South
America has still managed tosqueezea fewofits own into the floral and
fauna] mix of North America, and Missouri.
The ordinary and unspecialized opossum, for instance, having
wandered north across rhe new Isthmus ofPanama !are in rhe Pliocene,
was onespecies rharwould achieve unparalleled success. Theopossum
has been rheonly marsupial in all of North America
for over a million years. The 'possum's high reproductive rate, its relative tolerance of cold, and its
generalized diet have all contributed to irs remarkable prosperity in North America, despite apparent
attempts to pave our highways with fur. In a sense,
the sluggish, dim-witted opossum brought the history ofmarsupials in the New World full circle, since
its family first evolved in rhe North American part
of Pangaea, spread into the South America portion,
then died our back in Laurasia as modern mammals
arose. \'v'hen rhe South American 'possum came
north, ir left behind a family of60 relatives, mosr of
whom srill hold our against rhe inroads of incoming
North American species.

Ancntors ofour familiar opossum

wandtTld inft> North America from
South America uveral million years ago.

Among rhe gringos ro migraresouth over the
new Central American connection was an ancestor
of the long- nosed and ring-tailed coarimundi, an
exceptionally versatile member of rhe raccoon family. The forerunners of the coati passed into South
America ar about the same rime the opossum came
north. Many orher northern placental mammals
followed. With rheir larger brains, higher activiry
levels, and more advanced reproduction they
quickly overran the lowly marsupials of the
southern continent.
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In the meantime, other South American mammals availed
themselves of che Central American land bridge, including the porcupines. However, the most unusual Latinos to come north were the
Edentates. The name implies that this group - the armadillos, slorhs,
and ameaters - are toothless. In realicy, most Edencaces have small,
peg-like teeth. Unlike the South American marsupials, which generally became extinct shortly after the invasion of the coati and ocher
North American placental mammals, some families ofedencaces seem
to have easily withstood the competition, at lease in the beginning.
Many Edencaces actually became quite common in North America
during the Pleistocene Epoch, the Ice Ages, although none would achieve
the same pinnacle ofsuccess, nor hold it so long as the lowly 'possum.
Harlan's ground sloth, for example, a direct descendant of the
first of its family to migrate from South America, quickly became a
dominant member of our early Ice Age communities. Modern sloths
are all smallish, ptoverbially lethargic, and hang upside down while
nibbling leaves. Had ptehistoric ground sloths tried anything so
reckless they would have crashcxl to the ground still clinging to the corn
limbs. Up to 20 feet long, the giant Harlan's sloth was not only rhe
largest (perhaps 2 or 3 cons!) but also the most widespread edentate
during the first period between glaciers (the Aftonian Interglacial).
After an impressive North American reign of a million years or so,
however, it was replaced by a more adaptable relative, the Jefferson's
ground sloth.
Smallec than its ancescor, Jefferson's ground sloth was a hairy
beast only 5 feet high at cheshoulder when crawling on all fours, but
still capable of reaching 12 feet when standing on its haunches. Like
its truly giant relative, however, Jefferson's ground sloth was still a
placid browser. Both species walked on the sides of their feet as they
moved clumsily through the forest, pulling branches within reach with
powetful front legs armed wirh gigantic claws. The most widespread
and frequently encountered ofcbe fossil sloths, Jefferson's was named
in honor of its discoverer, Thomas Jefferson.
At first.Jefferson believed he had scum bled on the remains of a
carnivore three times the size of a lion, owing co the sloth's impressive
claws. As a devout fundamentalist, the great statesman had difficulcy
accepting that God would allow any species to disappear from the
earth, and believed chat the giant cat muse still stalk rhe wilderness
somewhere near at hand. Although a brilliant philosopher and architecc,Jefferson was neither a particularly adept naturalise, nor much of
an anatomise.
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A colleague, also fortunately a close friend, pointed out that rhe
giant claw acrually bclongd to a sloth, and a long extinct one at that.
Although Jefferson's ground sloth had survived in North America for
more than 250,000 years, ir too ultimately failed ro meet chcdcmands
of its rapidly changing Ice Age environment. Now entirely extinct
everywhere, che remains of giant sloths turn up all across t he country,
although exceptionally well-preserved bones, hides, dung, and peculiar foot-long cracks are notable among the fossil remains of dry caves
in the desert southwest.
The onlyochcrsuccl-s.sful South American edentate immigrants
were che armadillos. These "shelled" mammals diversified into a huge
number of specie.,; in South America during the Ice Ages; one was as
large as a rhinoceros. However, only a few of che smaller cypes - like
the armored glyptodonts (a mere 4-footer) and other extinct species
the size of our more familiar nine-banded armadillo - waddled north
across the Middle American land bridge.
The remains of North America's few giant glyptodont species
have been found in Florida, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, and, in our
home scare, in a pie cave in Jefferson County. These animals looked
like nothing alive today, resembling a tailed VW bug more than
anything else. Weighing a con or more, che body was encased in an
almost inflexible 6-foot "shell" of2,000 or so fused places. The head
and rail weccsimilarly armored and might have extended the animal's
length to JO feet. Inoffensive and tiny-brained plant-caters, these
living ranks wandered rhe moist habirars ofsourhern flood plains on
elephant-like limbs and probably nosed through the brush wirh a
short, elephant-like proboscis as well. Most fossil finds of chis
creature arc isolated limb bones and scauered bits of "shell,"
which evidently was too poorly fused to be fossilized intact.
Consequencly our conclusions abouc its lifestyle and habits
must remain purely conjectural.
With20 relativesstill livingsouth ofrheborder, the nine-banded
armadillo is probably familiarto all who have traveled the highways of
the Gulf Coast. There is nothing conjectural about this armadillo's
lifestyle or habits; its leathery shells litter the shoulders like discarded
beet cans. Despite this evidence to che contrary, the armadillo is an
adaptable survivor, like t he opossum. Although it was not actuall)'
observed in rhe United States until it mysteriously began appearing in
Texas in the 1850's, fossils in Texas caves prove irs presence at least
3,000 years ago. Following its most recent appearance, the spunky,
nearly toothless animal quickly expanded its range all across chesouch.
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Mtmbers 1>ftht North Amt rican phlox

famjlJ, which includes she SwuJ
William, m igraJed i11J1> Soush Amtrica.

A separate southeastern populacion, accidentally introducl-<l
inco Florida, has spread along
the east coast wich the same
ease. A culc of armadillo worship seems to have spread with
che animal, giving rise to an
array of armadillo icons in
the form of belt buckles,
stuffed specimens, and ocher
strange paraphernalia.
While the nine-banded armadillo was occasionally seen
in somhwescern Missouri during the 1960's and early 1970's,
spawning rumors of an armadillo inva.~ion, che armored
mammal now seems generally
confined co coastal scaces. The
animal may simply prefer che
sandier soils of the South, or
perhaps extreme temperatures
or shortages of insect food during our mid western winters resrrict permanenrsecdemenc chis
far north. If so, individual armadillos may waddle into the
srate from time to time, as they
did in an area south of Springfield during the relative warmth
ofthe late 1980'sand early 90' s,
then waddle back out again
as more severe winter temperatures returned.
Other kinds of animals
have been less or more restricted
in theirtravels by virtue of their
body plans. Many of our birds
a nd even some flying insects che monarch butterfly for inseance - scill routinely make all
or some part of the trip from
J<m Ht ~
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North America to South America simply as a function ofrhe changing
seasons. The common snapping turtle, as rugged and persistent as any
animal on earth, and an invererare wanderer ro boot, has made it at
least as far south as Ecuador. Orher less mobile species, like mollusks,
crustaceans, fish, frogs, and salamanders, (wirhour human help) arc
likely tc:> remain trapped forever on the continent where they evolved.
The story of interconrinenral dispersion is nor as clear among
plan rs because the fossil record is scanry or non-existent. However, a
number of Missouri's smaller plant families· those with only one or
two members currently living in the stare, but wirh a large number of
relatives in South America· may have taken advantage of the northern
route alongside the sloths, 'possums,and armadillos. Trees such as the
familiar persimmon, pawpaw, and mulberry, and vines, like the
passion flower and moonseed, are likely candidates forrhis northward
list, as are the less familiar Missouri acacias and mimosas, members of
the pea family. A few North American plant groups narive to Missouri
clearly show the reverse migration pattern. Among these are rhe
dogwood, horsechesrmn, bladdernut, cattail, and phlox families,
which have managed to gain footholds in Larin America.
The basic distinction between the northern and southern hemispheres established by theearly drifting ofthe continents has remained
millions of years after their physical separation. Some species have
been able to bridge the gap between North and South America; most
have not. Although the South American connection shows up
occasionally in Missouri's plant and animal mix, the climatic differences berween rhe rwo concinentS restrictS the number of species that
can make rhe jump. For example, only three species of mammals
originating in South America have persisted in Norrh America to the
present day withour human help: rhe opossum, rhe.armadillo, and the
porcupine. Of these, only the opossum can be considered a resident
of Missouri.
Continental drift ser rhe srage for rhe isolation, evolution, and
mixing ofwhole groups ofspecies around rhe earth and is responsible
for many of the natural phenomena we see on our planet. Because rhe
present continental configuration has existed for millions of years,
many of the earliest biological implications ofdrift have been masked
by more recent geological events.
Even hundreds of millions of years before rhe geological record
begins its tale of drift, however, other colossal changes were taking
place on the face of the Norrh American continent as it wandered
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about. In terms of Missouri landscapes the most significanc was the
creation of the Ozarks. Again, as is true of the catliest stages of
continental dtifc, the picture of the first millennia of the 01.arks has
been obscured by time, erosion, and the formation of new rock layers.
Nevertheless, sufficient material exim for geologists to have pieced
together a fairly complete story.

Most accounts of the origin of the Ozarks begin between 1.65
and 1 billion yeats ago, during the latter part of an immense span of
time widely known as the Precambrian Era or Eon. Early geologists
defined the duration of the Precambrian as that long period between
the formation ofthe eanh and the evolution ofl ifc. None of the hard
rocks ofsuch great age known to 19th century geologists preserved any
recognizable fossils, so they were forced to condude chat all life had
begun atsomelatertime. The oldest distinct fossils they had been able
to locate and date were from rocks in Wales, a region called Cambria
by the Romans, whose rocks then became thestandard for defining the
Cambrian Period. Anything oldet than the Cambrian Period,
beginning roughly 600 million years ago, was then referred co
as Precambrian.
Today, from fossils collected in places inaccessible or unknown
to the geologists of 150 years ago, iris recognized tharlife began almost
three billion years earlier rhan rhe Cambrian. Although scant, the
evidence is condusive and includes the well-preserved impressions of
soft-bodied marine creatures in fine-grained Australian and Canadian
rocks, and microscopic fossils from a number oflocations going back
3.5 bilJion years and more.
1l1e great age of these findings, and the immense span of time
they encompass, has forced geologists in recent years to make some
changes in the naming of geological time categories and in the
definition of Precambrian. Terms such as Archean, Priscoan, Hadean,
Proterozoic, and o thers have been applied to various-siwd portions of
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the 4 billion years of Precambrian rime. As yet, however, no universal
agreement amonggeologiscs has been reached as to which ofchcse will
remain in official usage and co whar period of rime each might be
applied. For this reason, and because Missouri's rock record seems to
offer evidence of only the most recent b illion years or so of che
Precambrian, we will use only that term in the text. However, the
geological rime chart offers one possible arrangement of the Precambrian using some of the newer terminology.
In any case, at lease l.4 billion years ago, a combination of
hundreds of separate outpourings of lava from volcanoes and vents,
accompanied by blastsofsrcam,smoke, ash, and cinders, bc-gan piling
debris chat would eventually form the base of cheO,ark.s. Much later,
these violent eruptions were followed by dozens of blister-like injections of molten rock beneath the surface, forming gigantic plutons,
char pushed the first O,arksurfaceeven higher above rhewacers of rhe
ancient ocean. Although cataclysmic ar rimes, this was an incredibly
slow process, requiring more than 500 million years co complete. The
extrusions oflava rhac spilled onro the surface, bolstered from beneath
by intrusions of unseen molten material, created a small island chain
in rhe primordial ocean, whac we might call the Sr. Francois Islands.
These ancient igneous rocks, char is, roclcs of molten origin, formed
rhe foundation layer of the modern Ozarks and are the core ofwhat is
today called the Sc. Franco is Mountains.

A mtrarnorphi, rock call,d gn,iu is
txpoud at 1hr Iowa ,nd of th, shwt-im
along Pie/ti, Crult in Hawn S1au Park.
GnriJS rtsrmbln granite. but has 11

band,d app,aranc,.
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Somrdays the rhyolites arr barely visible at
Johnson's Shut-Im State Parlt

Exposed roseawarer, orwindand rain, rhe firstlavas extruded on
the Sr. Fran co is surface cooled quickly, "freezing" the rock mixture in
place, and allowing little rime for individual minerals to separate into
disrincr crystals. These fine-grained, extrusive igneous rocks arc
generally called rhyolites or felsites. Rhyolires and felsires of variable
colors, from purplish and reddish, ro brown and black, and various
crystal sizes, are exposed in many places in che St. Francois Mountains.
Beautiful outcrops and exposures may be seen at many public sites,
includingJohnson's Shur-Ins and Sam A. Baker Scace Parks. Unlike
granite, these massive rock~ arc brittle and nor easily worked, and
therefore find lirde polished, ornamental use. However, rons of chis
Missouri "trap rock" are crushed and used for paving, landscaping,
and roofing shingles.
The younger intrusivt-s, those later injections of molten rock,
buried by hundreds and even thousands of feet of hardened lavas
overhead, were well-insulated and cooled very slowly. Over many
dt"<:ades, centuries, and millennia, rhcir various minerals were able ro
separate from one another and grow into large, distinctive crystals.
Because of their bright colors, gem-like crystals, and ability ro rake a
beautiful polish, rhesc coarse-grained, intrusive igneous rocks, or
granites, have found frequent use as headstones, paving and curbing
stones, and building fronts. The mosr famous Missouri granite
("Missouri red") was cut and blasted from quarries in the vicinity of
Elephant Rocks Stare Park at Graniteville.
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Lacer, a chi rd cype of igneous rock literally shouldered its way
among the rhyolices and granites, already in place for millions ofyears.
Episodes of pressure and intrusion pumped chis molten material into
small fissures lacing the older rocks, expanding the cracks as they went,
and forcing them up and outward. Th is material, from sources deeper
within the earth, was of a cocally different chemical composicion chan
the older acidic rocks. These younger rocks are known as basalts, and
they presumably represent the dense material from beneath the lighter,
floacing granites of the North American continental sheer.
The basalt solidified very quickly when it came in contact with
the old, cold granices and rhyolices, forever preserving iL, smoorh,
almost liquid-like texture. The dense, homogeneous material is easily
recognized today as distinctive black stripes chat zig-zag ch rough the
more colorful igneous rocks surrounding chem. Individual bands of
basalt, called dikes, may be more than 24 inches wide as they snake
through the older rocks, although they often taper quickly to narrow,
jagged streaks, like cartoon-version lightning bolts. Small traces ofthis
black rock creep ch rough theroadcucsofU.S. 67 south ofFarmington,
while a much broader band slices down w the Sr. Francis River just
below the old dam at Silver Mines near Fredericktown.
Several hundred million years of chese earthly convulsions were
necessary co create the deep layer of igneous rocks on which the rest of
the Ozark structure would eventually be bl1ilc. During these many
millions ofyears of accivicy, chousands offeet ofgranites and rhyol iccs
were pumped inro the growing
island chain. The accumulation of molten extrusive rocks
at rhe surface, pumped up by
the pressure of che younger
intrusives beneath, eventually
produced moumains chat may
haveloomedasmuchas 10,000
feet above the ocean floor, alchough they probably reached
no mocethan a mile or so above
the surface of the water.

"Missouri R,dN granite, quarried near
Grauisevitle, has bun uud in rbugh-rut

b/t)(./rs as a !oral building ston,, but when
cut aud polished, it is far mfJu attractive

for architutural uses.

Alchough the mechanisms of drift wcce undoubtedly active atthis rime, shoving
the early continental places this
way and that around the globe,
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A basal, dikt slfru
thrqugh granite at Silver
Mines.

thesupercontinent Pangaea
had not yet been assembled.
The formation of that great
land mass was still hundreds
of millions of years in the
future. Nevertheless, continental drifrwa.~ already having an impact on the development of plant and animal
communities in the preOurkseas, and would eventually influence the biology
of the St. Francois island
chain as well.

~
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Ac the cime, the crustal
plate ofthe earth that would
one day support our North
American continent - for
which some geologists have
proposed the name Rodinia
(from the Russian for "to
grow" or "to beget") - was
rotated 90' clockwise from
its present position. The
region that would become
California was thousands of
miles north, in the temperate zone, while imbedded
deep within the center of
this early supercontinent the
area that was destined to
become Missouri was positioned at or very near the
equator. The early St.
Francois Island chain arose
to become balmy desert isles,
much like the Galapagos or
Hawaiian Islands of today,
but with no animals and
perhaps only just the slightest hint of green to soften
their barren expanses of
naked rock.

The very simplest life forms, limited primarily to bacteria and
other simple-celled creatures, were just beginning to diversify when all
this rock began co be spewed onto the surface of the North American
crustal place. Even as the Ozark mountains slowly arose out of the sc'a,
mushroom-shaped pedestals andsmooth, curving reefs were being laid
down along its shoreline by massive growths of billions of slimy,
calcium-secreting bacteria. Such bacterial structures are called stromatolites. Modern stromacolitcs grow in an almost tree-like manner,
with new concentric layers (seen in sliced specimens as "growth rings")
being laid down on the outer surface. As each new layer of bacteria
spreads across the surface of the older colony beneath it, it secretes a
layer of minerals like a thin layer of veneer, sometimes augmented by
sediment in the water that adheres to the sticky bacteria. Gradually
this new band encrusts the older one, only to be choked off itself by
another newer layer to the outside.
Si milar limy deposits arc being secreted by bacteria in the
sheltered coves of western Australia, thesalcy, desert lakes of Nevada,
and the hot springs ofYellowstone National Park. Because they are all
microscopic, photosynthetic organisms of a distinctive dark bluegreen color, they were once widely referred to as blue-green algae.
However, they are now more commonly known as the Cyanoba.cteria
(cyan= dark blue). Cyanobacteria may be familiarto you as the slimy,
blackish-green scums coating the rocks in your goldfish aquarium or
creeping across the bottom of your dog's unwashed water bowl.

A Mi11()uri fouil 1troma1olite showt a
structure built layer by layu by

g,11tra1ions ofcya11ohac1tria.

In the Precambrian, cyanobacterial colonies dung tenaciously to
the shallow sea floor in quiet lagoons and backwaters, often where they
were lapped by gcnrle waves. Others inhabited puddles on shore or
gathered where superheated springwater issued from rocks just barely
beginning co cool. The blue-green bacteria m ight not have be-en the
only living things in the seas surrounding the new islands, but their
rcmai ns arc certainly the only ones evident today. While it is likely that
some type of complex, soft-bodied creatures existed by the end of this
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period of Oiark vulcanism • perhaps worm like or jellyfish-like in
structure. their remains have nor been found in any 07.ark rocks. T he
only evidence of Precambrian life in the Ozarks remains frozen in rime,
interbedded with chin layers ofvolcanic ash and lava at such places as
Cuchbercson Mountain (south of Arcadia in Iron Counry), where
masses of blue-green bacteria blossomed in quiet pools around the St.
Francois Islands some 1.4 - 1.5 billion years ago. Even older stromatolites have been found in other parts of the globe, a few dating back
more than 3.5 billion years. In some Ozark localities, younger fossil
"moms" (as they are called by those in the know) form a considerable
portion of the thick layer of sedimentary rocks chat surrounds the
igneous core of rhe highland, and may occasionally be seen in bluffs
along Ozark creeks oc rivers.

While the reef-building role of blue-green bacteria along the
world's oldc.~r coastlines was certainly significant, the sli my algaeimpersonators had another even more important effect on their
envi ronment. le is likely chat the photosynthetic activities of these
earliest chlorophyll-containing cells were rc.~ponsible for the develop·
ment ofearth's first oxygen atmosphere. For nearly halfofche4 billion
yeacs of the Precambrian the planet was sh rouded in an unlivable
mias ma consisting of some mixture of ammonia, nitrogen, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, water vapor, methane, sulfur
dioxide, and/or hydrogen sulfide. The precise components and
pmportions can as yet o nly be guessed at. Nevertheless, we do know
chat oxygen was almost entirely absent. Virtually all oxygen on the
earth remained chemically bound to other clement.~ and wa~ unavailable in free gaseous form.
Very few of our modern organisms could have survived in this
noxious atmosphere. Only organisms capable of carryi ng on their
livi ng reactions without oxygen, those that we call anaerobes (= "life
without air"), could thrive anywhere on earth. A few of these earliest
kinds ofanaecobic bacteria, called Archaebacteria (archae = ancient),
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survive today in concentrated salt brines, organic-rich acid bogs, acid
mine seeps, hot acid springs near active volcanoes, and around "black
smokers" (the deep-ocean, hot-water vents only recendy discovered
and visited by scientists), all places that arc virtually free of oxygen.
Almost all remaining species of bacteria, and higher forms of life,
require oxygen.
The only source of free oxygen efficient enough to produce the
modern earth's atmosphere (which holds very near 2 I% oxygen) is the
combined result of the various processes of photosynthesis, whether
by plants, algae, or bacteria. These remarkable reactions also produce
the food eaten by almost every non-photosynthetic living being,
whether amoeba, mold, snail, or human. Without photosynthesis
there is no free oxygen and there is no free lunch. Ir is for chis reason
that we are today concerned more than ever wirh the uncontrolled
c,mingand burning ofthe world's forests, among our most important
oxygen sources.
Photosynthesis began with bacteria. Through light-absorbing
processes almost identical co photosynthesis in modern plants, these
primitive cells released oxygen in minute quantities for hundreds of
millions of years, gradually transforming the ancient, noxiou.~ atmosphere of the earth (whatever its original components) into a breathable mixture dominated by oxygen and nitrogen. The process was slow
because free oxygen is extremely reactive and was absorbed by various
metals and other materials for tens of millions of years. The appearance of other modern forms oflife must have followed long after the
rise ofthe blue-green bacteria. Only when oxygen-absorbing reactions
had nearly ceased and the chemical demands of the earth itself had
been mostly satisfied could the atmosphere begin ro build appreciable
amounts of oxygen; only then could oxygen-breathing organisms
begin to occupy the planer in numbers.

Simple phot()synthetic ba('Juia surh
as tluu wen responsible for tht
production of 1od11y 's oxygen
atmosphut. (Multiplica,ion faaor
JOOOx.)

Blobs ofphotosynthetic blru-gru11
bacteria still live in Missouri's
freshwaurs.

The atmospheric changes wrought by the rise of oxygen levels
from photosynthesis are reflected in rhe rocks that were formed from
freshwater and ocean sediments of the period. These rocks. some of
which are called red beds; others are termed banded iron formations,
depending on their characteristics and rhe sire of their formation •
contain significant amounLs of reddish iron oxides. These rusty
ingredients formed when less brilliandy colored iron compounds in
water combined with newly released oxygen, then serried our and
formed the rust-colored deposits. Most red beds and banded iron
formations were formed between I and 3 billion years ago, indicating
that rhearmosphericchangc began quire early in the.Precambrian and
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had largely been completed by the time Missouri's oldesr surviving
rocks were pu.~hing above rhe ocean. Neither of these rock rypes has
been found in Missouri. Elsewhere, however, these and other rusty
sedimenrary rocks laid down ar rhis rime- such as those in Minnesota,
Labrador, Brazil, Venezuela, Australia, Africa, and Russia - provide
our grearesr sources of usable iron ore.
The change in armosphere generared by rhe acriviries of rhe
cyanobacrcria also brought about rhe extinction of nearly all earlier
forms of Ii fe ro which free oxygen would have been as poisonous as
cyanide is ro us. Only in those unique, oxygen-free habitats already
mentioned (hor springs, mine seeps. ere.), and some other places closer
ro home, such as on your reerh, have these earliest anaerobic types of
bacteriasurvivtxl. Some of our worst pathogens (= "disease-causing")
arc anaerob ic bacteria, which is why hydrogen peroxide can be an
dfcctiveanrisepric; its frothy bubbles are pure oxygen and pure poison
(to them).

During che same period char our atmosphere was being formed and
modified, theworld's first oceans were also accumulating and changing. At
first, the early canh was fur too hoc for warer to condense and collect.
Geological and astronomicalsrudies ofthe moon and other bodies orbiting
the sun tell us rhar rhesolar system began coalescing from a spinning cloud
of dust and gases some 4.6 billion years ago, and that the eanh and ocher
planetary bodies were assembled into rough form during the next I 00
million years orso. A few- the smaller moons and asteroids - cooled quickly
and soon serried inro rheir final shapes and guises, preserving rhe oldest
rocks we can find, rocks that tell us of rhe early days ofrhesolac sys rem. On
orherplanetacy bodies, these formational processes continued for hundreds
of miJlions of years. For many, including the larger planers and the
earth, the changes continue at some level right into the present.
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At first the earth was an absolutely awful place,a molten or nearly
molten mix of many different materials in constant motion, wichouc
oceans and without an atmosphere. As the mix slowly stirred itself,
continually forcing materials to the surface, the lighter elements (Sllch
as hydrogen and helium) and the heavier but unreactive elements
(such as xenon, neon, and krypton) escaped into space, driven off by
the incense heat. This pnx:c.,;., is called outgassing. Other gases were
either held by gravitational pull (che heavier gasc., of our firsr primordial atmosphere) or reacted wich solid elemenL~ co become minerals
(such as oxygen combining co form various oxides) . Carried to che
surface via thousands of volcanic vents, warer vapor quickly would
have become a majorconscicuenc ofcheearly atmosphere. The moon's
weak gravitational pull allowed all ofits gases - and its water - to escape
during chis process. On the largest planets Uupiter, Saturn, Neptune,
and Uran us) the immense gravitational pull still holds even the lightest
of these gases in thick, murky atmospheres.
At some fairly early point, the lightec solid elements and compounds ac the earth's surface cooledsufficiencly to form a scum of rocks
chat gradually grew in thickness to become a crust. As the heavier
elements (nickel, iron, and others) sank toward the center, they added
co che developing core. The surface scum - the cru.~c on which we livecontinuc., to accumulate even today, and continues to be disturbed by
movement of the semiliquid material, or magma, beneath. The slow
churning of magma is responsible for the movement of our present
continents, and still delivers new water and gases to the surface via
active volcanoes.
During the period of outgassing and crustal formation the
remnants ofthe great cosmic cloud that provided the original materials
ofchesolar system continued to feed chegrowing planets for a very long
time. Their surfaces - and che earth's - were bombarded by enormou.,
numbers of meteorites. The moon and other planetary bodies that
cooled quickly preserve a record of that horrendous bombardment.
Theirpock-markedsurfacesattesttothehugenumbersofimpacts. On
eatth, however, continuous continental motion and deformation, the
formation of n<.-w rocks, and the erosion of old rocks have all but
destroyed the last traces of chis period in geological hist0ry.
There are indeed impact sites around our world, but all represent
more recent collisions; there may even be one or more in Missouri. It
is for chis reason that che moon, without water and without new
molten material from within to erase che evidence, is our nearest and
best witness to chis early phase ofplanetary formation. This is why the
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astronauts wesem to the moon were trained
in geology and why lunar rocks arc ofsuch
great value. These rocks - and the occasional meteorite that falls from space - are
the oldest rocks we can find. Meteorites
may be the only bits of our solar system's
original cosmic cloud to which we will
have access f()r some time.

Several unus:,al ge(J/ogi< strurJtun in
Mi11tJuri are thought t(! be impart situ

buauu ,hq httve rou,uied 0111/ines
c()ntainh,g inunuly fnutured and

cruslud rocks.

Closer to home, in southern Missouri, several suspicious-looking geological structures several miles wide may represent meteoritic or cometary impact sites.
Two of the sites - the Crooked Creek
disturbance in Crawfurd County (IO miles
south of Steelville and 3 miles east of
Cooks $ration on Highway VV), and the
Decaturville d isturbance in Camden County (9 miles south of
Camdenton on the west side of Highway 5) - arc characteriied by
intensely fractured and crushed rocks. They even show the remains of
the folded rings that are more clearly visible in such relatively fresh
meteorite craters as chose near Odessa, Texas, and Flagstaff. Arizona,
or those on the moon. However, similar crater-like features can also
arise from deep volcanic explosions, which would therefore be called
cryptoexplosive or cryptovolcanic events (crypto = hidden). The
presence and orientation of small, conical structures, called shatter
cones, in the ancient sedimentary rocks arrhe cwo Missouri sites seems
co poim co an impact from above. In this case thestrucrutes would be
more properly termed astroblemes (astro = star; blcmc = shot or
wound). The absence of meteoritic fragments makes chis conclusion
less certain, but docs not rule ouc cometary impacts. Since comers are
largely ice, chey leave little solid evidence of their passing except for
such craters.

'While the origins ofthese structures are shrouded in mystery, we
do recognize chat both are extremely old, dating back at least to the
Silurian or Devonian, but not old enough to have been formed during
the same period as the moon's craters. The Decaturville and Crooked
Creek astroblemes have been much eroded during the hundreds of
millions of years since their formation and are now well-disguised by
modern forest and field. Neither is at all obvious to the untrained eye,
nor would either warrant inclusion on your average tourist itinerary.
Pare ofthe Decaturville structure, though, is exposed in a new roadcut
on Highway 5, just south of the village of Decaturville.
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Once the surface of the earth cooled sufficiently, water vapor
finally began to condense as clouds, and eventually return as rain. This
first evaporation-condensation-precipitation pattern has continued
ever since and is referred to as the hydrologic cycle. The hydrologic
cycle delivers all of our freshwater and makes life on land possible.
Evidently only a relatively short period of time (geologically speaking,
of course) was required for rhe hydrologic cycle to have established
some kind of ocean, because scromatolites and their associated sedimentary rocks - the oldest banded iron formations - date back at least
3.8 billion years. Forstromaroliresand banded iron rocks to form, one
must have standing water, even if it is not worldwide in distribution.
Hence we may assume char water began collecting in depressions
sign ificamly earlier than rhe appearance of these formations, probably
between 4 and 4.5 billion years ago.
The erosional effects of the early hydrologic cycle cannot be
overestimated. Nothing protected the barren rock surfaces of the
planet from the endless rain, a rain that likely fell unabated for millions
of years. Comprised entirely of distilled water at first (the natural
consequence of evaporation and condensation), the oceans, clouds,
and falling water picked up enormous quantities of gases from the.
primordial atmosphere. These gases, after combining with the water,
would have formed an enormous number of chemical compounds,
including various acids. Once running across the rnrface, the water
would have dissolved salts and metals, leading to all sorts ofspontaneous reactions and producing an array ofchemical compounds, including, evenrually, even complex organic compounds.
Bolstered by irs complex brew of chemical compounds,
the constant overland flow attacked the surface physically as
well as chemically, breaking it apart as it dissolved its minerals.
The runoff carried huge loads of surface materials, from grains
of dust t0 boulders as large as a car, depending on the volume
ofwater. All the dissolved materials and sediments ended up in
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low places and basins, co be abandoned by the water as it reentered the hydrologic cycle. Gradually the seas collected an
array of dissolved minerals, salts, gases, acids, alkalis, and ocher
compounds. Gradually, also, its igneous floor was buried
beneath sediments.
Among the produces of the complex chem ical reactions in
this primord ial brew-triggered by constant lightning, rhesun's
high -energy ultraviolet light, and the incense heat of volcanoes
and meteocitic impacts - could be found all sorts of carbonbased or ocganic compounds, including every chemical building block necessary for life. Even amino and nucleic acids, the
basic components of proteins and the generic code, were found
in early seawater. It is in this oceanic concoction that living
chings firs t appeared. Nothing on land could have been the
least conducive to the
chain of events that led
to the creation of the
firs t cells. While several scenarios might be
used to explain the
ADVECTION
events leading to the
development of simple
bundles of complex
chemicals capable of
reproduction (that we
may therefore define as
EVAPORATION
P
RECIPITATIO
N
living),
we merely state
TRANSPIRATION
here that life did appear in che oceans in a
very simple form,
probably by4.2 billion
EVAPORATION
years ago.

~
. . .. . ..
PRECIPITATION

Th, hydrologic cycle
continuously
circulatn water from
the oaan to the

atmo,phtrt 10 1ht
Lwd and bark t.o the
ocean, powering the

''geoU/gi~ tngitus "of
weathering, erosion$
and deposittm.
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As more and more water was released to the atmosphere by
ongoing volcanic evencs, the sea and ics sediments deepened. Salts
continued to be added in abundance, and organic evolution proceeded. The first livi ng things may or may not have been exactly like
the bacteria of roday, bur theywerecercainly capableofliving wichouc
oxygen, and they must have used similar chemical processes co acquire
nucricncs a!'d energy. For food, chey cook advantage of what lay all
about chem, feeding heavily on the rich oceanic mixture, primed with
complex organic compounds. No athlete's supplemental drink could
have been better desigJ1cd for growth and reproduction. And obviously, as abundant as che foodsupplymusc have been ac firsc, cherewas
no compelling need ro be very careful in extracting nutriencs and
energy from ir. The first cells probably relied on simple fermentation,
an inefficient, energy-wasting process that generally produces methane gas as a waste product.
A:; so often happens when living things are turned loose on a
seemingly endless food supply, these first wasccfuJ, opportunistic
feeders soon consumed the bulk oftheir originallysuperabundan t food
supply. lnevicably, their populations crashed as a balance was scruck
between cheir race of consumption and che races of the chemical
re.1ccions necessary ro produce their organic foods. The only way robe
freed from this reaction-rare constraint was to somehow incorporate
rhe necessary chemical reactions directly into the bacterial chemical
system. And that is precisely what happent'C! next.

To bypass the inefficiencies of the random reactions that happened
around them constantly, bur ac a Ii mired rate, it was necessary chat living
things gain control over boch the kinds and the races of reactions. Such
control would allow che necessary organic materials co be assembled with
greater efficiency. Control over the kinds of reactions came with the
emergence of protein catalysts, each of which accelerated a specific
reaction. Ofcour.;e, in order to optimize cheoutput of those reactions,
the bacteria needed an ample supply of simple raw materials from
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which to b uild complex compounds. This was a relatively
simple problem because raw materials were everywhere around
them in the chemical milieu of ocean and armosphere. More
imporrancl y, however, they needed a reliable energy source
wirh which ro drive the reactions, because complex organic
molecules don' t simply assemble themselves.

Even simple grun algae, surh as
theu, release enormous quantities of
oxygen during thdr phoMsyntlutit
nactio11s.

The building blocks of complex organic compounds must be
thrust together (figuratively, of course) using a grear deal of energy. In
the ocean around them that energy could be provided by lightning,
ultraviolet light, or the heat ofvolcanoes. None of these would be an
appropriate energy source for a living being. For obvious reasons
volcanic eruptions and lightning would be difficult to incorporate into
cellular processes, and ultraviolet light can be intensely damaging. It
should surprise none of us to learn chat several kinds of bacteria found
rhe solution in the visible portions ofsunlighr, the most powerful and
reliable source of energy on earth's surface.
Ocher species of bacteria mastered the technique of extracting
energy from chemicals, what we call chemosynthesis (= to make with
chemicals). Although chey could live in lighc,chemosynthesis allowed
these bacteria to become dominant in siruarions where lighr was
absent, such as around deep ocean vents, the black smokers, for
instance. Clearly such sires were much more abundant early in rhe
Precambrian when vulcanism was rampant, giving chemosynthecic
bacteria elevated importance at the rime. Despire the usefulness of rhe
chemosynrhctic process, photosynthesis (= to make wirh light) became crucial co solving rhe long-term problem ofcontrol over reaction
rates, especially as the earth serded down geologically. Today, while
chemosynchesizers still construct their organic matter and reproduce
using chemical energy, they are resrricred to the relatively rare sites
where such chemicals can be found in abundance. With sunlight
readily available, it is photosynthesis chac makes today's biological
world go 'round.
Almost any grade school child who has paid atrention in class can
cell )'OU rhar green planes, made green by their photosynthetic chlorophyll, manufacture sugar from carbon dioxide and water, and give off
oxygen in the process. The sugar is used as an organic food source; the
oxygen to "burn" or respire it. The first photosynthesizing bacteria
indeed possessed chlorophyll and were also green, bur rhey were also
purple, a consequence of other pigments used to capture light. However, they did not use water, nor did they give off oxygen. Instead, the
first photosynthetic bacteria manipulated carbon dioxide and hydro-
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gen sulfide- the foul gas that emanates from your tightly bagged
egg salad sandwich- and they gave off bright yellow crystals of
elemental sulfur.
Such bacteria still exist on the eanh today in a few unique natural
environments, such as coastal mudflats, where hydrogen sulfide is
readily available, but oxygen is nor. Green plants and cyanobacrecia
both require oxygen, but there was no oxygen in the early atmosphere.
However, there was an abundanceofhydrogen sulfide. Consequently
che~e green and purple sulfur bacteria thrived. It was hundreds of
mill ions ofyears before the cyanobacteria finally overcame che chemical obstacles and replaced hydrogen sulfide with water. In the process,
tliey produced enough oxygen to satisfy their own local needs, and,
with the excess over an exceedingly long period of time, eventually converted che atmosphere to the mix we have all grown
co need and love.

Meanwhile the seas continued co grow and to spread over the
surface of che earth. By 2.5 billion years ago, water covered all but the
highest portions of the thickening crust. Nothing like our continentS
existed ac first. It probably rook a billion years of crustal bumping,
grinding. and erupting to bring enough material together in places co
acmally build continents as we might recognize chem. Like ice flows
on a river, drifringslabs ofcrusc shoved against one another constantly,
pushing great sections of rock up and over the edges of other slabs,
folding, breaking, and over-riding. In this way the small bits of cmst
were nearly all consumed by the large, only to be tom apart once again
by the flow of molten magma beneath. The magma often broke
through to add material to a continental mass directly. In the end, this
crustal "cannibalism" gave rise to a system, called plate tectonics, in
which supercontinencs were assembled from smaller continents, then
were rifted apart once again into smaller ones. The system continues
even today. The earth was well along in the development of this
syscem when magma finally erupted thtoughoneofthecontinemal
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masses to produce our St.

Francois Island chain.
Open to the incessant bear-

ing of rain, sun, and wind, as
much as 6-8 thousand feet ofhard,
resistant Sr. Fran co is rocks were
slowly reduced to grains of sand
and bits of mud, rhen washed
from the islands. Whenever che
debris was allowed co dry it would
have been blown abourfreely,creacing huge dust and sandstorms,
and, in some siruarions, collecting as ma.~sive areas of dunes.
Protected byonlythemosr primitive forms of terrestrial life, the
fragments were eventually swept
into sand and gravel bars along
small creeks and rivers, and soon
filled the narrow valleys between
lowering mountaintops. Carried
to the sea, the sediments were
deposited in deltas building in the
zones where fresh and saltwater
mixed, or dropped in the borroms
ofstagnant backwaters and quiet
bays. Some of the stony debris
was washed along shore by ride
and wave action, where it was
tossed onto cabana-less beaches
backed by buggy-less dunes.
Most of the old-tr St. Franeoit Mountain
rbyQ/ius have unded away, but dup
layus are expostd 111 plaetJ such as
Prairie Hollow G<Jrge.
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Perhaps 500 million years of this kind of weathering was
necessary co reduce the rugged and once-scenic volcanic islands to low,
rounded domes ofsmooth rock perhaps 2,000 feet above the sea floor.
By the end of this first major erosional phase of the Oiark uplift, the
islands had almost completely disappeared beneath their own sediments and chesea. Mostofcheoldest rhyoliteswere broken down and
carried off during this period, exposing the deeply buried granites of
the younger plutons. Today, these ancient granite domes - such as
Elephant Rocks - with their scattered patches oflcftover rhyolite are
among the most prominent and visible features of the southeastern
Ozark landscape.

As a result of the constant assault by sun, wind, and rain, the Sr.
Francois valleys and the floor ofchesurroundingsea were all smothered
by hundreds offeet of mud, sand, and fine gravel. Washed dean ofics
tiniest particles by current and wave, then slowly compressed under the
weight of other material yet to come, the gritty sediment would
become cemented by a variety of minerals ro form the ficst, the oldest
bcdsofa major sedimentary rock in Missouri, the LamocreSandsrone.
Composed almosc entirely ofscream- and beach-tumbled quartz
crystals released from nearly half a billion years ofweathering granite,
rhcLamoccevacies from smooth and fine-grained co coarseand pebbly.
!rs banded colors grade through dull shades ofwhite, gray, and brown,
co a brilliant red-orange. Besc observed ac Hawn Scace Park, in See.
Genevieve County, the 500 million-yearold scraca havesincebeen cue
by erosion into deep, sceep-walled canyons,spires, arches, and namral
bridges. The bare faces are sporadically ringed with mineral and
organic scains of black, blue-green, or magenta from various types of
bacteria, algae, and dissolved minerals char have penetrated the porous
surface. When attacked by frost, wind, and rain today, the Lamotte
yields the very same range of fine and coarse sands originally given up
by its parent granites more than a billion years ago.
Named for one of the first French mining engineers to work
in Missouri, the Lamotte Sandstone is a very distinctive sedimentary
rock, both because of the time and manner of its formation, and
becauscofthe characteristics ofitssourcematerial. As the initial Ozark
uplift wore away, few compk'X forms of life had yet evolved in the
oceans and probably only the simplest occurred on land. True soils,
soils composed of a mix of mineral and organic matter, might have
begun to form in the sands under rare circumstances, bur most rock
debris simply lay bare wherever it collected, scaccered by che wind or
tossed by the waves.
In deserts, sheltered sand flats, and quarries today, the upper
layers of sand are sometimes held together as if the grains had been
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Tiu lamollt S11nds1ont, hert troded into
columns called TJu Candelabra, near
Fuduiclttown, is Mi11ouri'1 oldtsJ
sandstone.

glued. This mat is generally formed ofsome combination ofimerwoven fungal strands, chemosynrhctic bacter.ia, cyanobacteria, and more
advanced forms of algae. The microscopic network of fungi lace
through a large volume of sand grains, collecting water and dissolved
minerals as rhey spread, then channel them ro rhe bacteria or algae.
These microorganisms use rhe mineral material in the construction of their own cell contents. In return, they supply rhe
parasitic fungus with food, since
fungi do nor have phorosymhesis
or chemosynthesis and cannot
produce sugar. The secret co the
success of these relationships is
rhe delicate balance between fun\
gal growth and bacterial synthesis; rhe fungus is always on the
verge of cati ng the goose that lays
the golden egg.
Simp le relationships
such as these are common under
harsh conditions roday and likely
existed in rhe Precambrian, bur
we have lirrle direct fossil evidence
ro support the supposition. We
do know that ma ny of these rclationsh ips can survive long periods
without moisture, exposed ro intense sunlight. There is no reason
ro suppose, therefore, chat similar
relationships co uld not have
formed in Lamorte sands, and char
some overcame the attachment
problem to pioneer bare St.
Francois rock surfaces as our first
Oz.ark lichens.

The Precambrian Era saw
the creation and first uplift of the
Ozark dome, the first of three
subsequent erosional phases that
would evemually wear the dome to
a /ow coastalplain, and the first lift
definitely known to have inhabited
the developing Ozarks.
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Ah hough ocean waters washed over the Ozark area on numerous
occasions, the environmental conditions and life forms changed with
each inundation. The changing conditions greatly altered the type of
sediments that collected on rhe ancient sea floors ofeach period. Those
conditions can be interpreted today, both by the types of rocks that
developed from the sediments of the day, and by the kinds of fossil
plants and animals rhar are found in their layers.
Fc-w fossils are found in the Lamotte Sandstone, but nor because
rherewas no life arrhe time of its formation. The coarse texture of the
sandstone indicates that it was deposited where water was neither still
nor calm. Wave and current action not only carried off the finest
particles, it also turned the sand into a powerful abrasive. Anyone who
visits Johnson Shur-Ins State Park can see how water-tumbled quartt
relentlessly etches solid rock and polishes scones to a glassy sheen.
There are few creatures that can withstand this kind of persistent
grinding. Once dead, their remains arc also quickly pulverized;
hence, few fossils remain. The
impressions of a few stout brachiopods, also called lamp shells,
have been found in the Lamotte
Sandstone, butlittle else seems to
have survived the battering administered when the sc-dimcnts
were laid down. This group of
filter-feeders are mollusk-like
creatures with wavy,hingedshells
similar to a clam's, but attached
to solid surfaces by short stalks.
They are among the most common and easily recognized of
Missouri'searlyanimals. Butthey
could not have been the earliest.

Wa1u .. 1urnbltd quartz rtltntltnly Jt-ulpts
solid rock 11nd polishes stones ro II glass7

,hun at Hahn, Mill Shut-Ins on the
Castor River.
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Foui/s of Vendouans fr1nn J/1t
Pruambrittn reveal creatures rmlike any

living tQday, j,uluding the -M in, h
wormlike Sprigginia (kji), she one-inch,
Jisc#like Cyclomcdusa, 1he two#in,h
D ickinsonia (upper right), whirh

somttitnes rttuh~d a colossal 36 inches
across, and the triple-vaned Pteridinum

(rear).

Clearly life did nor simply arise in rhese early Missouri seas
suddenly and only as well-established and highly evolved kinds of
brachiopods. From fossil evidence all over rheworld we know rhar less
complex multicellular forms developed much earlier from even simpler ancestors. Unforrunarely, Missouri rocks rhar accumulated
during rhis long period of earrh history preserve none of these
intermediate forms, so the fossil trail oflife in the state beginswirh the
cyanobacterialstromatolires, rhen leaps a billion years to brachiopods.
Certainly, much musr have been happening, biologically, during this
lace Precambrian period, because Cambrian fossils are suddenly diverse borh in body form and in lifesryle. As examples, animals wich
some form of"shell" or hard external covering are notably infrequent
in rhe Precambrian, as are true burrowing species, yet both appear in
extraordinary numbers in the early Cambrian record. Fossils
char arc ind isp utably red and green a lgae are scarce in Precambrian scrara, bur common in Cambrian rocks. Fortunately, as
we said earl ier, impressions of some of the earlier organisms
from the fine-grained sedimentary rocks of Canada and Australia have filled much of the gap.
To dare, useful numbers offossils from this period (thousands of
specimens, actually) have bt"Cn recovered only from the
Ediacara Hills ofSourhAustralia. Termed the "Ediacaran
fauna," rhe srony impressions come in a number of shapes
and sizes, and hint ar a variety offeeding techniques. While
mosr arc only J or 2 inches long, quite a few are over a yard
across, larger rhan any known Cambrian animal. Some
seem ro resemble rhe fearher- or fern-like, stalked filterfeeders of modern seas called "sea pens." Others are almost
worm-like or jellyfish-like. All show significant differences
from any species encountered since.
In face, rhese animals seem ro have no modern counterparts, nor do rhey much resemble anyching from rhe
Cambrian. From rhe evidence available roday ir is highly
likely char these firsr an imals belonged ro a major group of
animals unknown since rhe close of rhe Precambrian, a
period sometimes referred ro as the Vendian Period; hence
rhe name Vendozoa (="Vendian animals") for rhe s trange
group. The Vendozoans seem ro have passed into exrine,.
rion arorshorrly afrerrheend of rhe Precambrian and lefr
few if any recognizab le descendants. By then, however, the seas were swarming with whole new groups
of living things.
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Thesunnyseas lapping at St. Francois Island beaches during the
period ofL1motte Sandstone deposition, the Cambrian Period of the
Paleozoic Era (beginning some 500 to 600 million years ago), were
warm and rich with nutrients. Undoubtedly a paradise for marine
creatures, similar seas all over the world became centers of evolution
for the rapidly diversifying life of the Paleozoic, literally the period of
"old animals." The next 300 million years saw a vast series of narrow
channels, sand bars, deltas, mud flats, algal and bacterial reefs, and
shallow bays develop around the shores of the St. Fran co is Islands.
Living conditions along protected coasts oft he islands must have
been far different from those on windward , wave-battered rocky
coastlines where only brachiopods could cling. Safe and secure in the
warm lagoons behind protective bars and reefs, plants and animals
would have been able to develop large populations and diverse communities. From the ocean waters sweeping over the reefs and into the
lagoons, these plants and animals withdtcwenormous amounts of the
mineral calcium carbonate, thestuffofTumsand chalk, and processed
ir into skeletons, stalks, and shells. As they died, their remains settled
to the bottom to be slowly sq uee-Led and cemented into another type
ofsedimemary rock known as limestone, one oftwo common so-called
carbonate rocks. The other familiar rype is often referred to as
limestone, but is more correctly called dolomite.
Today there arc uncountable numbers ofCambrian fossils in rhe
carbonate rocks exposed along Missouri's highway roadcucs and
strcamsidc bluffs. Such exposures reveal much about rhe developing
Ozark marine fa,ma, including numerous forms of algae, sponges.
worms, bryozoans, crinoids, brachiopods, trilobites, snails, graptolites, and ccphalopods. In fact, the broad series of Missouri carbonate
rocks preserves one of the most complete pictures ofancient marine life
available anywhere and is a dream come true for the invertebrate
paleontologist. What is most impressive- and most mysterious- about
all these fossils of animals wich shells and skeletons is where they all
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came from. There are practically no shelled animals in the Precambrian fossil record; those that have been found are tiny and difficult to
interpret (in fact, they are usually called simply "small, shelly fossils"
by researchers). The Cambrian seas seem to have suddenly exploded
with shelled creatures. This is a topic about which much has been and
more will be written as new revealing discovcric,s arc made.
As we look at a roadcut, however, it is obvious chat most of the
material in the rock is not made of shells, skeletons, and stalks. Some
other process must have contributed greatly to the formation of the
thousands of feet of carbonate rocks present in Missouri.

Only when the wattr evap()raus,

qr

she

carbon dioxide leavn the ,oluti<>n,
making it leu aridir, will the mi11anl
fnrm reappear ds mineral trystals. Here,
calrhe crysrals form a comi1wo1u lining

Calcium carbonate is soluble in water, but even more easily
dissolved by a weak acid, such as carbonic acid. This mild acid is
nothing more than carbon dioxide, the gas we and most other livings
things exhale, and the gas produced by the burn ing ofcoal, natural gas,
gasoline, wood, and other fuels, dissolved in water. Seltzer water and
soda pop are two forms of carbonic acid solution that ace familiar to
most ofus. Limestone dissolves quickly in carbonic acid. The more
plentiful the carbon dioxide in the water, the more easily the calcium
carbonate dissolves. As the most common mineral form of calcium
carbonate, known ascalcite, dissolves, its chemical constituents disappc>ar into the solution. Only when the water evaporates, or the carbon
dioxide leaves the solution, making it less acidic, w ill the mineral form
reappear as mineral cryscals.

in a ('111,e.

As carbon dioxide levels rise in the atmosphere,
carbonic acid becomes more plentiful in the atmosphere and in puddles, lakes, rivers, and oceans wherever water is available. Under such conditions,
the dissolution of the mineral accelerates, soon filling
the waterto capacirywith dissolved calcium carbonate.
If the levels of carbon dioxide in the air should fall, the
concentration of the gas in water also decreases, lowering the solution's acidity. The solubility of calcium
carbonate declines at the same time. As a result,
dissolved calcium carbonate will quickly recrystallize
oucofsolution and will settle to the bottom as eitherrhe
mineral calcite or a similar mineral with a slighcly
different crystal geometry called aragonite. Aragon ice
is also the calcium mineral typically used by animals to
construct shells. Whether in the form of precipitated
crystals or accumulated shells, the aragonite is usually
altered by pressure and reccystallization into calcite.
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In those ancient tropical seas, especially in
protected lagoons, water could hold very little
carbon dioxide. As a rule, gases are more easily
dissolved in cold water. For the same reason that
warm soda holds little fizz and quickly goes flat,
warm lagoons also lost their "fizz." In addition,
thcabundantsunlight, warmth, and rich nutrient
supply would have spurred algae to grow rapidly,
absorbing any leftover carbon dioxide for their
own use in photosynthesis.

.... .

Deprived of its carbonic acid medium, dissolved calcium carbonacewould have been unable

Eve n more fa miliar than limestone, by
sight if nor by name, ace the dolomites.
Similar in a ppearance to limestone,
dolom ite's familiar white to g ray layers of
stone are crushed and mixed with cement ro
pave many of Missouri's h ighways, and to help e nrich rhe fields
a longside. Ozark floaters with stiff necks often pass bcrween
impressive blum composed almost entirely of dolomite.

Oz.ar/t jlqatus with stiff necks ofttn pass
between impreuivt bluffi composed
a/must entirely ofdolomite.

As mllch as ic resembles li mestone in appearance and composition, the mechanism by which dolomite forms is something of a
puzzle. Like limestone, dolomite is mostly calcium carbonate. But
unlike limestone, dolomite also contains a substantial amount of
magnesium carbonate. Few marine creatures incorporate appreciable
amounts of magnesium carbonate in their t issues, so the mineral was
nor incorporated into the rock via the skeletons or shells of dead
animals. Nor does magnesium carbonate crysralize and senle Ollt of
water with the same case as calcium carbonate. Even though magnesium is ordinarily three times as concentrated in seawater as calcium,
ir never seems to accumulate in sedimen ts as readily. Where did
the thousands of feet of magnesi um-rich dolomite layers in
Missouri come from?
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D(fi()tniu bluffi art familiar landxape features
along stmtms in th< u;,-,; Ouuks. Red Bluff
ntar Davisvilk ii namedfor the russtt-red iron
stains that streak tlxgray dolomite.
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A cql/age qfPa/rqzofr Ii.fa from mdny
gt()/ogical time puiods includes: a) a
fossil horn coral; b) conodonu, tlu fouil
tetth ofsqfi .. bqdiul, primitive worms,
now extinu; t) t1n armored jaw/us fish,·
d) two snails e) wbole crinaid tlnd two
fossil sum sections; /) two
monoplacophorans,· g) four brarhiopod,.
including tu10 atJadud form/ with their
ualks,· h) an ancient squid relative
ca tied a 11auti/()id; i) a pair of
tril<,bius; j) a drifting graptozoan
colony; k) the fossil stalk ofan txtt'nct
bryozoan species, called Archi mc:dc:s; I)
and the fossil impression ofa 1hur,/i/u
bryozoa11 co/qny.

With rhe rain of tiny calcium carbonate crystals co the ocean
floor, the amount of dissolved calcium carbonate in the seawater
gradually dropped. As a result, the relarive concentration of magnesium carbonate wem up, as much as ten rimes h igher chan ir would
have been under normal circumsrances. Wich such an imbalance, ir
is possible chat magnesium may have begun co creep imo the sediments
and cheir crapped skeletal remains, acorn by atom, slowly replacing che
calcium. Eventually, chis would lead to rhe fotmacion of dolomite
whereoncecherewould have been only lim<-stone. Although asimilar
process, on a very small scale, has been observed in some modern
tropical lagoons, nothing happening today seems co adequately explain the widespread formation of such massive amounts of dolomite
during Paleozoic times. So far, the problem remains unresolved.
The oldest Missouri dolomites belong co the Bonneterre Formation, named for the O ld Lead Belt mining town. These sedimentary
layers sic squarely on the Lamotte Sandstone and are actually mixed
wich the Lamotte sands and gravels where the cwo formations mccc.
Although che Bonnererre is called a dolomite, rhe true nature of any
rock is highly variable and depends on what was happening when ics
sedimentswere deposited. For example, in some places the Bonnecerre
acrually contai ns layers of a nearly pure, pinkish limestone called
"Taum Sauk Marble." Such differences in sediment layers illustrate
an or her characteristic of ancient sea floors; chcy reflect whac was going
on ashore as well as what was happening in the ocean.
For instance, heavy rains on land can carry large amounts ofsand
into the water, mixing the debris of erosion with the rain of calcium
carbonate crystals and the remains of marine life. As the materials
accumulate, they may produce sandy limes cones or sandy dolomites,
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or limy sandstones or dolomitic sandstones, or any combination in
between, depending on how much of each component is mixed in.
Similar to the formation of sandstone, the slim)' muds chat settle out
in quiet backwaters and deltas may ultimately be compressed into the
soft sedimentary rock known as shale. In some places the Bonneterre
also exhibits thin beds of shale, composed large!)' of this type of
compressed and cemented mud.
After a heavy flood, such nrnd can mix with any of the other
ingredients to yield shaly limestones, shalr dolomites, sandr shales or
limy shales, and every other possible blend of dolomite, limestone,
sandstone, and shale. During dry periods, the limestones and dolomites would likel)' be laid down in nearly pure form, with no contamination from the shore. If the loss of carbon dioxide from ocean water
slowed because of a cooling trend, then less calcium carbonate would
drop out, and limestone formation would slow. In turn, this might
affect the rate at which magnc-sium carbonate cryscalliz.ed out, affecting the production ofdolomite, and soon. Thussandstone, limestone,
dolomite, and shale are all relative terms. They seldom exist in whar
might be called a "pure" form. Each ch in layer of rock is almost always
of slightly different composition from rhe ones above or below.

Bu11uu 1he l(Jwer layer ofshale is
much 1ofier than the lirnnto,u abnve,
it weathus 11,u11y much more quickly.

Although life in the Cambrian was not yet especially diverse
when these sediments were accumulating, the Bonnererre Dolomite
reveals many more fossils than the Lamotte Sandstone. This may not
be due entirely to the evolurion of new life forms, bur also ro the
differencenvironmenrs in which each stratum was deposired. Some of
the Bonnererre lime built up at the heads of protecred bays or isolated
backwaters where Iimiced runoff from the land delivered a rich load of
dissolved minerals. Other Bonncterre laye rs formed around the
windless shoreline or in protected channels between islands. Most
simply settled our on the shallow seafloor directly arop rhe Lamotte
sands. As in roday's seas, each environment harbored its own species.
Fortunarely, che peaceful conditions in the shallow waters of
Bonneterre rimesomerimes allowed even verydelicare fossil cracks and
burrows to be preserved intact. From these, it is clear that, besides
brachiopods, a fair number of other organisms inhabited the quiet
waters of the Sc. Francois Islands, including sponges, algae, trilobires,
and snails. Among these were some strange mollusks called
monoplacophorans, which had snail- or limper-like shells, bur crept
alc)ng with segmented bodies. This group of ancient creatures was
actually thought ro be extinct until the early 1950's, when living
examples were discovered in deep waters off the coast of Mexico,
obviously alive and well.

r
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While most early Ozark marine creatures were easily a~signed ro
one well-known raxonomic group or another, many strange animals
have also been found that just do not fit into our present naming
system. Some of these remain unidentified and unnamed, with no
modern counterparts for comparison. The Vendozoans mentioned
earlier are typical of these kinds of problematical animals.
The modern naming or taxonomic system for all organisms is
divided into a hierarchy ofgroups bcginningwith the largest grouping,
chekingdom. Most of us can insrancly recognize a mcmberofche plant
oranimal kingdom, buc may nor realize that the mushrooms and other
fungi, the protozoans such as amoeba, and all forms ofbacteria are also
each in their own kingdoms, a total of five kingdoms. Like a building
divided into rooms, then outfitted with closets, cabinets, and drawers
by which we might subdivide and organize our belongings, each ofthe
kingdoms is also divided and subdivided into smaller groupings and
subgroupings. The phylum (plural = phyla) is the largest of these
subdivisions, followed in decreasing si1..e by rhe class, che order, the
family, the genus, and the species.
Each kind or species oforganism belongs tO a group of closelyrelated species called a genus. Similar genera (plural of genus) are
lumped together into a family, similar families into orders, and so on.
For example, our pet dogs areaII considered co bea singlespecies, Canis
familiaris, with a number of different types of breeds, or body shapes.
Our dog's closest relatives - wolves and coyoces - are also in the genus
Canis, bur belong to different species ( Canis lupus and Canis larrans,
respectively). Other similar dog-like mammals, such as red and gray
foxes (genera Vupesand Uroryon), are not similar enough to true dogs
to be placed in the same genus, but are enough alike to be placed in the
same family, the Canidae.
The dog family, che car family (Felidae), the raccoon family
(Procyonidae), the bear family (Ursidae), and other meat-eating
mammals with similar skull and coorh strucrureare placed together in
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the order of carnivores, the Carnivora. All of rhe different orders of
mammals, wherher they are rodents that gnaw into our garage
(Rodemia), bats that fly overhead and eat insects (Chiropcera), or
whales that~wim thousand.~of miles (Cecacea), arewarm-blooded and
share the capacity tO produce mi lk. We put all into a single class, the
Mammalia. Ocher animals with backbones - the birds, reptiles,
amphibians, and fish - are in orher classes depending on rheirgeneral
characcerisrics. Those char have fearhers belong to the class Aves; those
with scales char lay shelled eggs, rhe Reptilia; and so on. All animals
wirh backbones, whether minnow, toad, li1,ard, wren, or squirrel,
belong to the phylum Chordata, the chordates. Ocher phyla mentioned so fat are the mollusks (Mollusca), the sponges (Porifera),
jellyfish (Cnidaria), and crilobires (Arthropoda) .
The Cambrian was a period during which nature nied out all
sorts of body plans and lifestyles, perhaps j use to see what would work.
A huge range of unoccupied oceanic environments just begged to be
exploited. In response, whole new families,orders,class<-s, phyla (such
as rhe Vendozoa), and perhaps even kingdoms unknown today,
became grist for the evolutionary mill. Some would ultimately succeed
at filling one ecological role or another for varying periods of rime.
Huge numbers ofspecies and groups, once experimentally launched,
never quite got off rhe ground. The monoplacophorans are one such
gJCOUp. exceedingly diverse in Ozark Cambrian seas, rhcse rhorn-like
" snails" largely vanished from rhccarth. Othcrdisrantly related forms
arc also known mostly from 01.ark rock layers and may represenrsome
of rhe region's first endemic species; rhe Ozarks have
been a special place since the beginning oflife.

A number offoJSil animal, from 1ht tarly
Cambrian rannot be rrliabJy plaud in
any modern phyla. Am(1ng rbtu an.

from front, 1,fi 10 r;gh1, 1he ,caly
Wiwakia, stilt-legged Hallucigcnia,
flowtr,/ilee Dinomischus, walrus shaped
Am iskwia, Ncctocaris, lurh./ilu
Odontogriphus. and tlu predatory

giant Anomalocarus.

Many of these strange fossil forms, la rgely unrelated co one another or to anyrhing else, and thus not
easily assignable to any recogni1.able group, had originally been scuffed into a taxonomic pigeonhole of their
own, sometimes called che Problematica. Like a drawer
wirhour a label, way in rhe back of the museum (which
is where many a specimen wound up), early paleonrologisrs had been forced co dump a hodgepodge ofleftover
animals into this appropriately named umbrella group.
Today's researchers recognize that whole phyla - and
perhaps even kingdoms- have passed quietly inco extinction, just as single species have all along. They recognize
the unique character of these organisms and have assigned many of chem to phyla and classes of their own;
they jusr can'r always agree yet on which goes where.
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In addition to its palcontological merits, rhe Bonnererre Formation also provided weal ch in che form of mineral deposits. These chick
rock layers yielded che bulk of che metal-bearing ores of the Old Lead
Belc Discricc, a world leader in lead production for 200 years. When
we lookac che m ineral composition of theearch's cruse, we see char only
eight elements can be found in amounts greater than one percent oxygen, silicon, alum inum, iron, calcium, sodium, potassium, and
magnesium. The face chat lead is generally found in the cruse in
amounts less than one gram percon hints that something unusual must
have happened to concentrate so much of the element in Missouri
rocks. Alternate explanations of the mystery are all variations on a
single mai n rheme ofcrystallizacion from astrongsolucion; differences
arise mainly as ro che composition of the solution, its temperature, its
source, and ics riming.
One likelyway in which the lead mineral, called galena,Missouri's
Scace Mineral, might have collected was co have been transported by
hot water. This occurs today around activevolcanicvencs, hoc springs,
and the deep ocean "black smokers," all of which can yield heavy
concentrations of valuable, metal-bearing minerals. We know that
several periods of unrest beneath the Ozark dome have occurred since
its original formation, perhaps associated with continuing continental
movements. Such movements are usually accompanied by injections
of magmas (molten rocks) inco widening cracks and fissures deep
beneath chesurface. We don't know exactly when the lead-producing
episode occurred - perhaps in the Pennsylvanian as che Appalachians
were pushed up co our ease, or as recently as che Cretaceous or early
T erciary following ocher disturbances. We do know char che minerals
entered the dolomites millions ofyears afrercheBonnecerrescrara were
originally deposited.
Whichever disturbance was responsible, a very scrong brine,
perhaps superheated and under great pressure, was forced our by the
hoc rocks and surged upward, carrying dissolved lead, zinc, and ocher
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sulfurous minerals with it. The water and its minerals passed through
the older granites, rhyolices, and L1motte sandstone. Where the
porous Lamotte is chin or absent, the Bonnecerre is in nearly direct
contact with the underlying igneous rock and would have drawn in rhc
metal-bearing water like a sponge. The silvery galena tended co
crystallize out in heaviest concentrations along fractures and fissures in
the Bonneterre, and these are where the largest cubes of the beautiful
mineral have been found. Smaller concentrations of galena are
dispersed widely throughout the lower 50 feet of the heavy dolomite.
Similar mineral deposits occur in dolomites of varying age
throughout the Mississippi Valley- in Illinois, Wisconsin, and Iowa
- an indication ofthe importance ofancient biological systems to our
modern resource base. Economically significant ore deposits often
occur where biologi cal communities, such as algal
reefs, produced rhe
porous rocks into
which these minerals could be cransportcd and crystall iied. Without
rhc.~e ancient recfi>,
we would not have
rhe mineral deposits and we
would be without
their valuable resources. The best
places co steep yourself in the history
and operations of
lead mining in
Missouri are scattered around rhe
Old Lead Belt Mining District ar various public and private faci Ii tics, such
as chose in che
Bonneterre-Flat
River area, and at
Sc.Joe Scace Park.

The headframe of tfu F,deral Mint at
Flat Rivtr, now part ofSt. Jne StaU
Park'1 Mining /nurputivt Center,
pupetuatn the memory of lead mining
fha1 forever changed the land>1cape in an

aua known as the "Old lead Belt,"
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Largely flooded by the sea for the next 300 million years,
thousand.rnffeet ofsand, mu.cl, lime, and animal remains serried over
the hard igneous rocks of the drowned St. Francois Islands, al most
completely burying them and largely protecting them from further
erosion. The soft muck and debris was eventually converted to a wide
range of sandsrones, shales, limesrones and dolomites, generally in
layers, or srrata.
Each new stratum buried the older, eventually building to depths
in excess of3,000 to 4,000 feet. Today, the strata have been carefully
studied and described by geologists, grouped into mappable units,
then named for a town or natural feature nearby. For example, aswe
have seen, rhe Bonneterre Formation covered the Lamotte Sandstone.
Above these, the Davis-Derby-Doerun complex of formations blankets the Bonneterre, and is then covered by the Potosi Dolomite,
followed by the even younger Eminence Dolomite, and so on.
When the Ordovician Period began about 500 million years ago,
the seas fell (or the land rose) and rains once again washed rhe surface
of the St. Francois Islands, causing a minor amount of erosion in the
Cambrian dolomites and exposing a few of cheold granite knobs. The
Ordovician ocean evidently advanced and rerrcatcd several rimes,
exposing and cutting into the older rocks, even as it laid down new
sediments ofits own. ·on the apparently barren land, green and blue.
green algae could have been found in moist depressions or in freshwater streams and puddles, while crusty and sealy lichens in a variety of
textures and a range of brilliant colors softened what might have
otherwise seemed an overly harsh landscape.

As Ordovician sediments and rocks collected in the shallow seas
around the islands they preserved a story ofslow evolutionary change.
During the long span ofPaleozoic time, plants and animals continually
diversified, the more adaptable continuing on, the less fit dying out.
Many of rhe early experimental forms of the Cambrian had already
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faded into oblivion, replaced by more resilient creatures that now
controlled the marine world.
For example, hundreds of different kinds of trilobites, resem•
bling our modern horseshoe crabs more than anything else, scrambled
like crayfish over the floor of the shallow Oz.ark sea. Some swam
clumsily between swaying clusters of graceful, flower-like animals
called crinoids. Like starfish set upside-down on long, slender stalks,
the filter-feedi ng crinoids strained food from passing waters. When
they first joined the trilobires in Ozark waters, they were simple and
unremarkable as were the trilobite.~ themselves. Over rhe next 200
million years thecrinoidsconrinued to multiply and diversify. During
the Mississippian Period, they became one of the most common and
ornate forms oflife; their fossils dominate many of the limestones and
dolomites laid down during this later period. Because ofits dominance
in the fossil record, the crinoid has been selected as the Missouri State
Fossil. Today, only limited numbers ofstalked crinoids can be found,
and only at great ocean depths.
During the 35 million years of Ordovician time, a growing
armada of invertebrate animals developed, including a much greater
variery ofbryozoans, whose shallow-water colonies left numerous net·
like fossils for us to admire. Some fossil Ordovician reefs arc composed
almost entirely of these simple, multicellular filter-feeders, sometimes
called moss-animals. Trilobites, brachiopods, and snail-like
monoplacophoranswerecommon, as were cephalopods (~opus and
squid relatives) called nautiloids. These now sported curved shells in
addition co the long, straighr shells they had developed in the Cambrian. Colonies of filter-feeding
graptozoans, a group related to some early
chordate ancestors called hemichordate.s,
filtered plankton as they hung from the
surfaces of other organisms or drifted at
the surface. These left dainty fossils like
jigsaw blades called graptolites in the fine,
dark gray shales exposed along [.55 in
northern Jefferson Counry. Fossils of the
first true vertebrates can also be found in
other rocks of chis period, all members of
a group of primitive jawless fish, called
agnathans, which were similar in appearance ro our modern hagfish and lampreys.
Lacer spc.:ies would resemble toothless
sharks or skates encased in armor.

Tiu aiuoid, ft.fi11ouri's statt fossil, wlls a
flower•lilu madne animal that 1traintd
food from passing wlltrrs.
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During the Ordovician, large quantities of a sedimentary rock
type called chert were formed among the dolomites. In fact, with the
exception of the very earliest strata of Cambrian dolomites - the
Bonnetcrre and its next higher companion layers, the thin DavisDerby-Doemn group - virtually all carbonate rock formations in rhe
Ozarks contain varying amounts of chert. In the dolomites of the
Cambrian Potosi Dolomite, and all Ordovician rocks, chert became
the one feature rruly characteristic of Ozark geology. Recognized by
geologists and rockhounds everywhere, massive amounts of chert
choke 07.ark streams and cloak its hillsides.
Unlike the carbonate rocks in which it is usually found, chert is
composed entirdy of rhe compound silica, pure silicon dioxide. The
bright crystals ofqua rti in granite are also pure silica, but with as] igh tly
different crystal srruccure. Other familiar rocks rhat are rich in silica
minerals are shale andsandsrone. Much like glass, chert has a crystal
suuctureso fine that it can nor be seen under an ordinary microscope,
a characteristic geologists identify by the term cryptocrystalline,
meaning ((hidden crystal.n
Chert can be formed in a number of ways. One type, found in
California among other places, is known as "radiolarian chert" and
consists of rhe shells of microscopic marine animals compressed and
hardened into stone. The single-celled creatures, called radiolarians,
who contributed theinhells ro the chert, secrete a "glass house" of
silica around their soft, amoeba-like bodies. When they die, large
deposits of their shells form a slimy mud called "radiolarian ooze" in
quiet places on the ocean floor. In time, the squishy ooze becomes
cemented into a soft rock that is useful as a filtering agent called
"radiolarian earth." After millions of years, this "earth" is furrher
compacted and solidified into chert.
Most Missouri chert seems to have had an origin that differs
from the radiolarian cherts of California. Throughout the Ozarks,
chert is found as roundish lumps or nodules imbedded in limestone
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or dolomite. Some of these lumps may be flattish chunks the size of
a trash can lid or larger and, because they may vaguely resemble the lens
ofsome enormous petrified telescope, are called lenses. Nodules and
lenses may be joined into a rhin, irregular layer chat quickly pecers out
ac the edges, a phenomenon referred co as a stringer. In some places
Ozark chert was formed in definite beds of considerable chickness,
sandwiched between strata of sandstone, chert, limestone, or dolomite. In whatever shape or form, che enveloping carbonate rocks were
easily dissolved and removed by wacer flowing over or through the
limestone or dolomite, freeing the masses of relatively insoluble chert
to litter hillsides, dull plows, flatten tires, and grind canoes.
In all probabilicy, cherr nodules and lenses formed from the
direct crystallization of silica from a wide variecy of silicate minerals,
in much the same way that a shower oftiny calcium carb<>natc needles
resulted in limestone. The warm ocean waters of the period developed
an increasingly concencraced solucion ofsilicate compounds as worldwide weathering of granites, rhyolites, and sandscones continued co
provide rich sources of icon, aluminum, potassium, and magnesium
silicates. As the seas became overloaded with silicates, bubble-like
masses of silica began to ccyscallize in pockets of the limy muds
collecting on the seafloor.
Another means by which che silica in chert accumulated was
through the slow replacement of the original structure of rock, wood,
shell, bone, or coral. Immersed in strong silicate solutions, the
molecules ofshell or bone are bumped our, one by one, by silica. Once
the more easily dissolved silicates are deposited as silica, they become
very insoluble, much like glass. This mechanism
has preserved a wide variery of fossils in Missouri,
including a broad array of crinoids, sponges, bryozoans, snails, trilobites, and brachiopods. Entire
momatolite reefs, sometimes called cryptozoan
(= "hidden animal") reefs, were converted to chert
by this process. While a few cryptozoans have been
found as early as the Davis and Potosi formations,
they do not become common until the Gasconade,
Roubidoux, and Jefferson City formations.

The Grand Falls chert forms mauive
bluffs along Shoal Cruft in Joplin's
Wild,111 Pa,lt.

One of the more interesting chert formations
of Missouri is found around Joplin, especially
along Shoal and Tltrkey creeks in Jasper and Newton counties. Portions of this massive chert bed of Mississippian age sediment called the Grand
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The Grand Falls Chat ·was shat1tud and
ruement<d during its longfonnational
history.

Falls Chert (from a nice waterfall downstream ofWildcat City Park on
Shoal Creek) seems to have been formed peaceably enough, then
broken up by some cataclysmic undersea event, only to be recemented
by further chert formation. The result is a particularly gnarly (in the
old sense of the word) chert when weathered and which, when
polished, resembles modern concrete. Exposures and bluffs 50 feet
high supportoneofthe rarest, mosrunuSllal, and interesting boranical
communities in the state.
Often the tissues of familiar marine fossils - and their aragonite
shells- were first preserved in calcite, which directly replaced all other
materials. The calcite was then itself ousted by silicates in solution,
leaving a particularly durable chert fossil. While attractively-tinged
chert fossi Is arc found in Paleozoic rocks throughout the Ozarks, there
arc also logs and chunks ofwood petrified by drab brown silica in much
younger deposits of the Bootheel region .

Chert was not the only rock with a character all its own formed
during the Ordovician Period. About midway through the period,
enormous masses ofpuresilica sand swept across the Midwest, released
by erosive processes cutting into the rising highlands ofeastern North
America, leveling the juvenile Appalachian, Taconic, and Green
mountain chains. These were not the first sands to bury large portions
of the sea floor during the Ordovician; they were just the whitest!
Earlier, the brilliant!)' colored Roubidoux Sandstone - so highly
visible in the roadcuts along 1-44, and south of Rolla along U.S. 63 had been deposited along the shores and in the shallow seas around the
edge of the Ozark Uplift. However, the pure white sand that entered
now would be the last major sand deposit during the entire Paleozoic;
carbonates would dominate rock-forming processes around the Ot.arks
for tens of millions of years.
Like the older Lamotte beneath, the rusty-red Roubidoux Sandstone of the early Ordovician also seems to have been in constant
motion as it was laid down. The grains are worn smooth, as iftumbled;
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fossils - mostly hard-shelled mollllsks - are few and far berween; and
there is mllch rippling and cross-bedding in its layers. Rippling
occurred wherever cllrrcnts swept across a sandy layer and was often
preserve-cl if it was gently bllried beneath another layer of sediment.
Cross-bedding occurs in a rock when its sediments were swept along
by a current ofairorwater in one direction fora time, eroded a bit, then
redeposited by anorher Cllrrenr in a slighrly different direction. What
we see in a cross-bedded roadcut or scream bank are layers of rock in
which the strata do not lie parallel to one another. Unlike the pllre
silica sand that washed in !tom the northeast later in the Ordovician,
the Rollbidollx seems to have had a local origin and is heavily stained
by minerals, especially rusty iron compounds.
The white sand that migrated into the Midwest from as far as
Canada wa.~ rhc prcmiersil icasand, approaching 99 percent pure silica
in many areas; there is simply no ocher sandstone as pure. Known
today as che St. Peter Sandstone (named for che Minnesota River,
originally called che St. Peter River), these rumbled grains traveled a
huge distance from their soLLrces. Along cheway, larger particles were
either left behind or ground down, and finer particles were carried off
by cLLrrents. As a result, the sandstone's grains are nearly the same size,
what geologists call well-sorted. Each grain was first rounded
and polished by abrasion on its water-borne trip, then its
mrface was frosted by being tossed against its neighbors
along midwestern beaches or in the dunes behind. Like the
Roubidoux, chcSc. Peter Sandscone is often massive · up ro
100 fcer rhick in places - andshows much cross-bedding and
rippling, but is apparenrly devoid of fossils.

Expostd along 1-55 from Crystt,I City
southward1 around Padfic. and here
along the eastern end ()f she Katy Trail,
is the sofi, et1sily crumbled
Sr. Pttu Sandstone.

Exposed along 1-55 from Crystal City southward,
around Pacific, and along the eastern end of the KacyTrail,
the sofr, easily crumbled (geologists say "friable") St. Peter
Sandstone has been quarried for a variety of uses including
as an abrasive in sandblasting, in the production ofsilicon
carbide, for decorative purposes in aquaria and cigarette ash
trays, for pumping down oil wells under great pressure to
open the strata for easier pumping; in foundries for metal
casting, as a water-filtering agent, and for the production of
glass. Some is ground to a fine powder and used in the
manufacwre of portery and china. Where che rock lies deeply
buried, its highly porous nature makes it a valuable waterconducting stratum, or aquifer; when a well-driller hits the St.
Peter, his chances of providing a customer with a good supply
of water rise.
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By roughly 450 million years ago, during the Silurian and
Devonian Periods, life in the oceans had gained a larger number of
recognizable animals with modern counterparts. Bryozoans, crinoids,
trilobites, brachiopods, and graptozoans flourished in Silurian seas,
while primitive horseshoe c rabs and other crustaceans gained a foothold. More imporranrly, various types ofcorals appeared. Along with
sponge~, cyanobacteria, algae, and bryozoans, these calcium-secreting
animals contributed greatly in the formation of a massive North
American reefcomplex, an enormous structure that would have rivaled
the G reat Barrier Reef of Australia. This vast biological communiry
developed in the shallow seas from the edge of the 07.ark uplift, across
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio northeastward as far as present day Ontario
a nd New York. Snails, dams, worms, cephalopods, and fish abounded
along this reef and near the St. Francois shores.
Among these familiar forms there were still creatures that defy
identification and resist placement in our taxonomic system. The
mysteriously toothlike fossils known as conodonts, for example, are
particularly numerous in the rocks of this age. Only recently has this
puzzle been partially resolved . Maybe. The highly variable, often
microscopic structures may be the feeding pares ofworms of unknown
affi nity. Their variety indicates a huge number of different species
occupied the ocean floor from Cambrian times until early in the Age
of Di nosaurs. While marine paleontologists have a nearly complete
record ofteeth from these problematical worms to work with, they can
still say very little of how the soft-bodied animals lived. The entire
group vanished during the Triassic.
Most of Missouri was above sea level during the Silurian and
Devonian. Some of the h igher granitic or rhyolitic Sc. Francois peaks
almost certainly reappeared from beneath deep layers of eroding
Cambrian and Ordovician rock during the period. Masses of green
algae coated near-shore rocks in both fresh and marine waters, and
wherever water collected for even a few days a month. More impor-
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randy, however, valleys and north-facing hillsides in the late Silurian
were beginning robe greened by sofr rufrs of the very first land plants
· shore, delicate "forests" of mosses and liverworts. In mars, clumps,
and hummocks, these leafless and rootless plants developed jusr
enough fibrous material in their rissues to ovenop the algae. Even
without a water-conducting vascular system, mosses and liverworcs
could rob algae oflight and take over wherever a tiny bit of weathered
rock collected. As cheir ability to survive extended periods ofdrought
developed, mosses especially began co cover che Sc. Francois Islands on
all bur che driesr rock outcrops where lichens scill rule roday. Liverwons never really overcame che dessication barrier. Even roday, mosc
Jiveiworts exisr only where moisture and shade are sufficient.
The accumulation and decomposition oforganic matter on bare
rock surfaces aJlowed land plants and animals thei r first opportunity
co develop and diversify in a Missouri soil. Various kinds offlatworms,
roundworms, and segmented worms nor unlike their modem counrerparcs burrowed through rhis soil or glided over its surface in search
oforganic material - or anotherworm - on which to feed. Soon enough,
primicive animals reminiscent of millipedes bumbled and nibbled
their way ch rough the diminutive thickets and their decaying debris,
and were themselves preyed upon by ancestral spiders,scorpions,and
centipedes. The firsr insects. caJJed collembolans or springtails, and
barely large enough robe seen - scampered away from rhei r enemies on
six riny legs, a body plan rhar
would evenrually become the
most SLLccessful on land.
Members of these same
groups - but an entirely differemgroupofspecies- played
our cheir lives on che hoc,
windswept outcrops, che
0Larks' first glades, hiding
under the cobbles and slabs
chat accumulated on the surface. Thesesoughrsuscenancc
only after rains, or when hoc
ttopic.'ll days had passed inco
tolerable nights. Scavenging
beneath che crusty lichens,
the earliest kinds of mites
might have lived our their

Livuworrs are st/I among du simplest of

plan11 . . flat ,huts of all, without stems,
roots, or l,a11es.
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short, rcclw;ivc lives . Tiny,
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wingless inseccs similar in appearance to
modern booklicc
probably shared these
shelters.
Once
adapted co freshwater
and air, the spread of
terrestrial life was incredibly fast, faster
even than evolution
in the sea had been.

Minouri ,nudj111 u of the Silruili11 and
Devonian war home J() somt of tht most
primiti11t vascular pl.ams known.
induding Rhy11i,1, ar 18 i11rlus, rhr /2.
i,uh Horneophyton, and, in dtsrending

order by hrigh:, Zost<"rOph)•lluin,
Cooksonia, and Stcnothc:ca.

During the 50
million years of lace
Silurian and Devonian rime char followed, the first true
vascular plants also arose. These plants, equipped with an internal
plumbing system capable of efficiently conducting food and water and providing considerable structural support at rhesame time- could
grow tall and raise thci r photosynthetic surfaces closer ro the sun. As
a result, even the earliest, most primitive members of these weirdlooking fern relatives thrived. Spore-bearing clumps ofleafless stems
called Cookson/11, S1tga11otheca, Zosterophyllum, Homeophyton, and
Rhyniawere able to quite literally overshadow the shorter mosses and
liverworts. These would reluctantly relinquish rheir hold on rheearth.
\'v'irh no vascular system, and therefore with no capacity for food or
water distribution greater than a household sponge, mosses and
liverworts were all doomed to a life hugging the ground, in
intimate contact with their source of minerals and moisture.
The momentous chain ofevolutionarydevelopmencs that populated the bare land are reenacted throughout the world wherever a
build-up ofsoil allows plane communities todevelopon newly exposed
rock. Where rocks are barren, only the older, most primitive groups
of terrestrial colonists - rhe lichens and mosses - prevail. As soils develop
from bare rock, more advanced groups of vascular plants succeed the
earlier pioneers, the same replacement process called ecological succession, mentioned c-arlicr. Modern ecological succession, a process
visible anywhere in the Ozarks where granite, rhyolite,orsandstone lie
exposed, almost exactly reflects the evolutionary pattern of plant
development on the earth. Through the millennia, vascular plants
continued their development, adaptation and expansion, and their
descendants now dominate wherever a thin layer of soil collects.
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The initial step toward domination ofthe land by vascular plants
was raken by the leafless srems of the bizarre species listed above. The
next seep was the development ofthin, leafyoutgrowths co improve che
phocosynchecic efficiency of che upright stems, a step taken in che
Devonian by Bar11gw,1nathia, Serrulacaulis, Crenaticaulis, Sawdonia,
and Asttroxylon. By the end of che Devonian, these representative
species were joined by an enormous number of ochers with similar
transitional construction; che fossil record is rich with variations on
these simple themes. Why no further advances in leaf shape or size in
che Devonian? With no tall competitors - a virtually empry "call
world" co grow in - there was little pressure for efficiency; almost
anything higher than a moss or liverwort wou.ld work at first. The
main thmsts of evolutionary processes during th is period seem ro have
been the improvement of the "plumbing" system, thedevelopmenc of
roots, and the increased efficiency of reproductive structures. Spectacular diversification in size and shape would come in the following
geological periods as competition for light and space increased.

T.111u in tht Deuonian, simple leaves gave
vasrular plitnts incrtdud photosy111!utic
e/Jicienry. From the ltfi: Sawdonia,
A:.tcroxylon, and Bcragwanathia.

The first vasc,uar plants all reproduced wich spores, microscopic
capsules carried by air and water that contained buca single cell. Seedbearing plants would require millions of years more ro develop. A
tough coating provided the Jiving cell inside a spore with some
protection from physical damage as it rumbled along, from being
eaten, and from drying our. Conveniently for paleonrologistS, the
rough wall also allowed fossilization. In the Devonian, as is rruc today,
the spores and the plants that produced chem fell prey co mites, insects,
and other terrestrial anhropods. Some exceptional fossils from this
period p reserve not only the animals that lived with and on the planes,
but also the scars made by those animals as they sucked the sap from
the stems or chewed on chc tissues. As the plants died chey were
deteriorated by a variety ofdecomposing fungi chat on ra re occasions
were also fossilized with an amazing degree of derail.
Despite the apparently primitive design of these first attempts at
vascularizarion, similarly simple plants exist even today. The rwo or
three species of whisk ferns (which are nor really ferns), genus
Psilotttm, are leafless tropical and subtropical species chat grow in
sandy or humus-rich soils, or on the trunks of tree ferns and palms.
\'<'hisk ferns are most familiar as greenhouse curiosities. Similarly,
there are perhaps only one or two kinds of Tmesipteris, which consist
of shon stems of s imple leaves that hang from tree fern trunks or
clumps of humus in Australia and the South Pacific. Boch kinds of
rootless plants have apparently survived the incredible environmental
changes of the past 400 million years.
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The very first fish with a bony skeleton developed in Silurian and
Devonian freshwarers; earlier marine fish were all sharklike and had
skeletons of cartilage, the crunchy stuff in your nose and ears. Many
of the first freshwater species also had lung-like sacs chat were capable
of breathing air. In addition, one group - che lobe-finned fishes
(similarto the modern mudskippers ofSourheast Asia) - had bony hip
and shoulder girdles that could support their fleshy fins. Ir is likelychac
these peculiar fish were the first vcrtcbrares ro crawl our of che wacer
and utilize chegrowingnumberofland-dwclling invertebrates as food.
The firscanimal considered co bea true amphibian also appeared
during the Devonian; a four-legged, ponderous, salamander-like
creature, over a yard long with a fishy-looking rail. These early
amphibians undoubtedly spenc most of their time in warer; rheir
skeletons were far too weak ro have allowed much more than occasional overland rravel. In facr, although four-legged, these earliest
forms were scaled and possessed skeletons so remarkably fish-like char
they arc called hhthyouega (= "covered fish"). Nonetheless, rheir
abil icy to breathe air and crawl about muse have been ofim mense value
in moving from pool to pool in search of mares or stranded fish, or
rummaging about in the increasingly dense vegetation chasing Devonian inseccs, worms, or spiders.
Ancient amphibia111, 111,h as

Ichthyostcga and the ul-like di"stopods
wen among du first vuubraUJ.

JOO

Following rhe Silurian and Devonian, long periods of uplifr and
erosion occurred in the Ozark region which greatly Jim ired the amount
of rock formation. The erosion also eliminated any terrestrial fossils
from thC5e periods that might have better illustrated Missouri's most
ancient flora and fauna. To construct the story of land plant and
animal development just reviewed, we have had to look at Silurian and
Devonian rocks from local itiC5 outside the state. It is safe to make this
slight leap in faith because all known fossil sites, on whichever
continent they may be found today, representvegerarive communities
that shared the same ancient supercontinent. C limates permitting,
identical groups ofplants and animals occupied the land from the time
offirsc colonization until the time of the dinosaurs.

The next 40 m illion years, the M ississippian Period, was a time
ofcolossal limestone deposition and incredible fossil formation around
rhe 01.arks. Brachiopo<ls and crinoids arc so numerous in some
Mississippian-age Missouri srrata char lirrlc else can be seen on slabs
ofth e weathered gray or white rock. On closer examination, however,
other creatures can be found. Archimedes, the skeleton of a screwshaped bryozoan found almost exclusively in midwestern strata ,shark
teeth, and the filter-feeding Pentremim. a short-stalked blastoid
related to the crinoids, become apparent.
Early in the Mississippian, erosion from the Devonian surface
contributed sand and mud to rhe sediments collecting in the shallow
sea; rhus the earliest rocks of the period are sandy and silty limestones.
However, nearly pure limestone prevails in all later Mississippian
strata, an indication that warm , shallow sea~ of sparkli ng clear water
became firmly cstablishc-<l around rhcOzark island. To thecasc,filling
the nearby Illinois Basin, these fossiliferous limestone strata are more
than 3,200 feet thick.
While only one-eighth rhar depth anywhere in Missouri, Mississippian rocks are nevertheless ofgreat interc'St and importance. For
instance, rhe Burlington Li mcsrone, an almost purecaki um carbonate
rock, is quarried extensively for agricultural lime in northwestern
counties. Anotherlayer, the \'v'arsaw Formation,somewhat higherup,
is rhe source of a hard limestone called Carthage Marble, quarried in
Jasper County for building scone. In northeastern Missouri, but
especially across rhe border in Iowa, near Keokuk, and across the river,
ar Warsaw, Illinois (from whence the formation was named}, the
Warsaw yields beautiful geodes, prized by rockhounds.
A geode is a rounded, hollow mass of srone wich inwardpointing crystals. The lini ng of rhe geode may be clear whice calcice
orquam,, purplcamechys r, golden pyrice (iron sulfide or Fool's Gold),
baritc (barium sulfate}, or any numberofother minerals. Geodes form
as m ineral solutions seep into cavities in the original sediment and
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As plams bncame more effirient at gnthuing light 1111d
conduc1i11g wata, compeiition with their ,uig,hbors spurred
some to achieve great htights. Theu earl)' tru~lilte l;•copQds of
th, late Devonian and earl)' Carboniftrous are (k/t to right)
Cydostigma, Valmcycrodc:n<lron, and Lepidosigi) l:lria.

crystallize. T he solutions sometimt>s replace ocher minerals that
originally fi)led che hollow. The Keokuk geodes, as they arc called,
range from golfballs ro basketballs in size, hue are most ofren about as
big as a tennis ball. They are usually lined or entirely filled with clear
q uam. T he outer layer of the spheroidal mass is generally composed
ofchalcedony, a hard . chert-like silica mineral rhar resists wearhering;
hence che geode is left behind as its limestone casing dissolves away.
Following the erosional phase in che !are Devonian and early
Mississippian, the land surface of che Ozark region remained some-what island-like and ,•cry near sea level. On the swampy soils and
sandy banks of these tropical islands, vascular planes were pushing
back rhe limits of size and complexity. Srill without rrue roots as we
know them, Valmeyerodmdron had reached nearly a yard in height,
while C)•clostigmaand Lepidosigillariahad climbed to25 feet or so with
trunks a fooc in diamctcc. All had tiny, scale-likek-aves, very much like
modern club mosses. The firsc groves of rree-si1.c<l planes, if nor actual
crees - what botan iscs call arborescent growth - had developed in the
Ozarks, shading lower-growing, more primicivevascular plantS, mosses,
and liverworts.
Rare in Mi11ouri, t()day's clubmosus
ar, all small in stature, but their
anusJMs greu, t(J ova JOO fut.

Mississippian amphibians were making similar cvolurion•
arr leaps, and the fossil record seems co explodewirh a dou,n new
fami lies and many genera. Some were large and alligaror-like,
both in shape and in lifescyle. These may have lounged on the
muddy banks of rivers and lakes, snapping at rhcir careless
relarives and at passing fish. Smaller species might have climbed
plan rs chasing cockroaches and dragonflies; otherswereencirely
aquatic. Jncermediate forms fed on the smaller, and fell prey to
the larger. A few, called a"istopods (= " unseen feet"), were
remarkably snake- or eel-lik.c, with tiny legs, ornone at all. If not
aq uacic, rhese mysterious amph ibians probablyslithered through
marshes like sirens or slipped through the dense vegetation and
fallen debris onshore in a manner similar co modern caecilians.
If the fossil record can be believed, there were as yet no frogs,
roads, or modern-looking salamanders.
By chc end of the Mississippian, the ocean had been
pushed back once again and all of Missouri was above sea level,
although never by more than several hundred feet. Shallow seas
covered northern Missouri off and on for the next 40 million
ye.1rs, a rime referred to as the Pennsylvanian Period. These
shallow seas periodically recreaced the original island character
of the Ozarks. During che lace Paleozoic, great forests developed
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Predominant among these " lost continent" -sryle forests were three genera of treelike lycopsids, or clubmosses:
Lepidodendron, Lepidophloios, and Sigillaria. Lepidodmdron
and Lepidophloios were boch scaly-l<'aved and muchbranched, reminiscent of a clubmoss on steroids, while
Sigillaria looked more palm-like,si milarto modern Australian grass-trees. Other enormous canopy species, in the
genus OJrdaites, bore strap-shaped leaves over 3 feer long ,
thar spiralled up rhe trunk like a modern Pandanus. Now ""'""'~'11~
entirely exrincr, Cordaitesand irs relatives represent one of
the carliesr plant groups to bear seros and are generally
considered to be ancestral ro the conifers.
Like groves of giant bamboo, a huge kind of horsetail called
Cahmites, mixed wich many kinds of tall cree ferns, created a dense
undersrory layer beneath the high canopy. Carpeted by bunches of
moss, spreading fingers oflive,wort, and masses of coarse and dainty
ferns, horsetails, and quillworcs, a tropical Pennsylvanian swamp
looked like something from another planet. One unique group of
shorter plants was Sphenophyllum, now extinct, a slender, traili ng plant
several yards long that apparently scrambled up into the branches and
leaves of irs taller companions. So lush and wet were these unusual
forests char decomposing fungi and bacteria could not keep up with the
crush of accumulating organic matter as the plants died.

_...,.,.

Like antitnJ tlubmo1us, the ancestor, of
today's horuttiils wue also giants.

As generations ofgiant dubmosses, hOI'secails, and their shorter
cohorts lived and dioo, a vast layer of parcially decayed trunks', stems,
and leaves built up in the sodden ground and soggy marshes and
swamps chat separated the high ground of the 0Larks from the sea. Juse
as wet oak leaves stain fresh concrete, tannins and ocher organic
materials released by the dead vegetation turned the warer acidic and
the color of strong tea. Preserved by high acidity and lack of air,
decomposition of the dead and fallen was largelyarresroo. Later, mud,
sand, and ocher sediment would cover the lot, sealing chem for
hundreds of millions of years. The mushy deposits were then compressed by the weighr of the sedimentary rock layers collecting above
and hardened inro coal, a rock composed of almost pure carbon.
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1\fiuo,,ri, 10 ofun calltd 1ht Catu S,au, has
undergone ur,ual episodes of('/lr,t~making, 1ha1
produced 1ht more than 5,000 eaves known
J()day. Cave Sprittf. on Jht Current Riutr,
here shown from du spring l-0oki11g nus thrnugh
the eave enfra11rt, originattd in an tarlitr
erosion <'yrlt.

Early on, geologis[s lent this material's name, carbon, [O the
Carboniferous Period, that great span of time between the end of the
Devonian Period and the closing period ofthe Paleozoic, the Permian.
More recently, based on fundamental differences in sedimen[s and
fossils, the Carboniferous has been more logically d ivided into two
smaller periods; [he Mississippian and Pennsylvanian. Widely dispersed in northern and western Missouri, and across the river in
Jllinois, the sedimemary layers associa[ed wi[h Pennsylvanian coal
deposi[s yield abundam cam and impressions of[he bizarre pl ams and
animals of the day, imponant clues to our Carboniferous landscape.
Outside Missouri, Carboniferous deposits underlie roughly 13 percent of the North American cominem, distributed among 36 states;
coal is mined in 24 of [hese.
During the Pennsylvanian, crocodile-sized amphibians still ~warn
and slithered through the swamps. whilesmallerversions climbed into
the peculiar lycopsid "trees." T he earliest forms [hat can be linked
wi[h rep[iles, [he first an imals [Olay shelled eggs on land, compered for
food and space on the forest floor with their morcp [imitive amphibian
compan ions. Most of these animals were predatory and were carefully
watched from above by foot-long dragonflies and a host of other
smaller flying insects. Cockroaches and a growing variery of crawling
insects, including the first beetles and true bugs, wandered the lush
forest floors. Some fell prey to giant centipede-like crcatu[es called
anhropleurids. A growing number ofinsects were becoming increas-
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ingly specialized for feeding on particular members of the expanding
community of giant dubmoss<-s; in turn these insects fed ever more
specialized predators. In facr, some of these Carboniferous insects
muse have become so highly specialized for feeding on gianr dub mosses,
or were so well marched ro rhe unique lycopsid environmenr chat ar rhe
end ofrhe Palcozoicmorerhan a half-dozen unlucky orders passed into
exrincrion and did nor survive rhe rise of dinosaurs and seed plants.
During most of the Pennsylvanian Period, many portions of rhe
older Mississippian limestones and dolomites underlying the Ozarks
were slowly dissolved and undermined by brown, acid swampwaters
that dribbled down through the rocks. Brewed from heavy accumulations oforganic matter, rhe percolating rannicacid in rheswampwarer
dissolved into rhe carbonate rock and created an expanding system of
caves. Ar rhesurfuce, thousands ofsinkholes appeared as the overlying
rocks weakened and cave roofs collapsed. Because all were ar or very
nearly at sea level, the accumulating warer could nor escape and the
sinkholes filled with water and mud as fastasthey formed. Swamp and
marsh plants made themselves right ar home, as did all of rhe aquatic
and semi-aquatic animals of rhe day. The Missouri landscape probably looked very much like rhe Florida Everglack-s, although obviously
populated by an entirely differenr mix of creatures.
These Pennsylvanian sinkholes slowly filled with day and other
sediments, including organic macrer, and, during the next few million
years, were buried under new layers ofrock. After hundreds of millions
of years of erosion, many of rhese "filled sinks" were again exposed.
During rheir millions ofyears of filling, burial, and erosion, very pure
forms of day accumulated in some sinks, coal formed in ochers, and a
variety ofiron minerals.such as pyrite and hcmatitc,crysrallized insrill
ochers. These Pennsylvanian filled-sink deposits were among Missouri's
first and mosc valuable sources of day and iron as 18th and 19th
century mining and manufacruring got underway in rhe Otarks.
Similar sinkholes and filled sink deposics had also been generated on
rhe Cambrian surface millions of years earlier. and these truly ancient
filled sinks may sometimes be seen in roadcuts.
Mose ofwharwe knowabouc Carboniferous plan rs and animals
comes from swamp deposits because thar is where materials accumulared mosr easily and where fossilization is most likely to occ,tr.
However, we must nor be led ro believe char all land was swampy or
char all Carboniferous forests were idenrical. On rhe genrly rolling
Ozark hillsides surrounding riverside and coastal swamps, for example, a rocally differenr sec of living conditions generated a very
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different rype of foresr. Less humid and becrer drained, these slightly
elevated hillsides could nor support the water-loving lycopsids described above. Instead, these sitt"S were domi nated by several kinds of
enormous seed ferns, including Lacoeaand Palaeopteridium,similarco
those that can be seen at the Missouri Botanical Garden Climatron.
Forming a low canopy with the tree ferns were rwo ocher kinds ofrreesir.ed plants, Megalopteris and Leslrya, both unique and also now
extinct. These lase rwo sporred long, slender leaves that divided
occasionally into separate lobes with serrated edges. Unfortunately,
nothing similar to Megalopteri; or Lesleya exist today for the sake of
comparison. Like the canopy, the undersrory of chis upland forest also
had its own distinctive shorter species, all ofwhich were closely related
to chose found in lower, wetland environment.~.
Not once during rhe Pennsylvanian was the boundary between
land and sea ever firmly established in Missollri. For 30 million years,
the land and sea swapped control over the disputed territory numerous
times, an unstable situation that fostered the cyclical development of
lush swampy forests and shallow coastlines, and eventually produced
America's priceless coal deposits. There are a number of plausible
explanations for rhe periodic dominance of either the terrestrial or the
marine habitat.
One theory suggests char sea level rose and fell in response to
massive southern hemisphere glaciers that were on the move during
rhe Pennsylvanian. There were in face major Carboniferous glaciations on Gondwana as ir drifted coward the South Polar, and we know
chat lceAgeglaciarions in the Northern Hemispherecausedsimilarsea
level fluctuations world-wide. Another idea proposes that the ocean
floor itselfwas undcrg(>ingclcvarion movements - a result ofconti nenral drift - which were then reflected in rising and falling sea levels. A
third proposal allows the land itselfco rise and fall. Another suggestion
relies on a more simple modern counterpart that we are actually able
to observe and measure.
As a Pennsylvanian forest developed , a layer of organic matter
accumu)are.d that would ulti matcly be converted to coal. As it
matured, each foresr also collected silt and ocher sedimenrs from
periodic flooding. Boch processes allowed rhe swamp to slowly creep
out into rhe saltwater domain. Whenever silt deposition was limited
or stopped entirely, howe,•er, the balance would shift, gradually
causing the land to sink or subside. This would happen whenever
rainfall or erosion upstream was curtailed for some reason.
Today, a similar process occurs along the Gulf Coast of Lou isiana. At a rate of several feet each decade, coa~tal freshwater cypress
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swamps are inundated and killed by saltwater as rhey slowly sink
beneath sea level. T he subsidenceseems to be a direct result oflowered
sedimentation rates by the rivers rhar discharge into the Gulf, especially the Mississippi. Major dams built on the Missomi River in the
J940's and SO's have removed roughlyhalfofrheMississippi mltd thar
once kept delta bayous marching inro the sea. Without the mud, the
seaward march stops. As a result, Louisiana no longer grows
southward into the Gulf as it once did. Today, the Gulf is
reclaiming te rritory it lost centuries earlier and Lo uisiana loses
land instead of ga ining territory.
Whatever the cause, the succession of Pennsylvanian rock
layers records at least 50 cycles of alternation berween freshand seawate r. Each sedimentary cycle, or cyclothem, is similar
in characrerisrics. First a laye r of silty sandstone was laid down
by fairly swifr coascal rivers, followed by a fine-grain ed sandy
shale as rhe delra built and the flow of water slowed. The
change from sand to silt marked the complete ousting of
saltwater fro m the marine env ironment. Now freshwater, the
muds that formed rhis shale provided support for a developing
fo rest of Lepidodendron and Sigillaria. Their fossilized root
stocks, called Stigmaria, are generally fou nd on ly in this layer
of shale. Above the shale, a layer of coal suggests t he accumulation of organic matte r on rhe forest floor. Then, and very
distinctly, ma rine shales, rhen silty limestones, and finally pure
limcst0nes cover rhe remains of rhe swamp. The clear line
benveen marine and freshwater fossils indicates that the land
s ubs ided - or rh e war er rose - quire suddenly and rhat t he forest
plan rs were q uickly killed by the influx of saltwater. Now, once
again, deposition of sand by coastal rivers re-initiated the
process of encroachment inro rhe sea.

As rhese cycles ofchange rook place on Pennsylvanian surfaces
ail over the world, several biological revolutiom occurred i n the
seas. Crinoids and rrilobites were about to be toppledf rom their
long-held places of dominance. The last of rhe ancient armored
[,shes vanished from the earth and the first modem marine bony
f,sh appeared. Today, their descendams dominate virtuaily all
aquatic mvironmems. D espite the rise ofbony fish, sharks became
a common feature during the Pennsylvanian; carrilage-supported
fish were still vital competitors and expanding their horizom
rapidly. In fau, monsters larger and more impressive than ''jaws"
would not appear for another 250 million years.
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The 01,ark h ills were all above water du ring the Pennsylvanian,
but only just barely. Probably no more than 400 feet scpararcd the
highcsr, driest Sr. Francois knob from the fluctuating tidal marshes
and swamps that ringed the tropical island. However, for the next 50
million years or so, during the Permian Period, the Ozarks would rise
several thousand fcerand irssediments and rocks would once again be
subjected to intense erosion. The shallow seas that had period ically
washed over the continenr withdrew with the rise in elevation. Some
of the uplift wa.~ undoubtedly associated with the crunch ing together
of the great Pangaean supcrcontinent wh ich began at rhe end of the
Perm ian. Virrually all Permian marine invcnebratc fossils disappear
at this rime, indicating widespread effects in the deep oceans as well as
on land . Because of the erosion, we have little fossil evidence today to
rel! us what was actually going on around the Ozarks. Once again,
forrunacely, we can piece rogcrl,er some of the puZ1Je from fossils
gathered elsewhere.

On the banlt1 ofa /are Carb(JnifarouJ
stream shrouded by a forest l)f free form
and gia,u fir11 relativn, a O imctrodon
,aumpts ttJ intimidate an in1ruder with
its high dorsalJin. Tiu hairy plam in

the lefl foreground and the two
immediauly brhind on the opposite bank
are cluhmoss re/111ive1 called Sigillaria.
Tw(! othu clubmoss kin
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1hr other

sh()re include the droopy. tru,Jilte
Lcpidophloios, and th, fuzzy, upright
Lcpidodendron . A gi.ant horufail
relative called Calamites stands directly
behind the unttr Dimcuodon, flanked

by a trttftrn.

During the Perm ian, early dinosaur-like and mammal-like reptiles wandered the continents of the
canh among some tru ly monstrous
amph ib ians, such as the 6-foot
Euryops, another all igator- like
predator. There were also a varicry
of smaller amphibian species, indudingthefirsttailcd "frogs." Mose
swamp-dwelling amphibians and
reptiles, such as the fin-backed
Edaphosaurus, a mollusk-cater;
Dimetrodon, a roc>thy predator; and
the most prim itive rurtlc-like reptiles in the fossil record were forced
to withdraw from Missouri as the
land drained. In fact, following chis
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exodus of freshwater animals, most aquatic and semi-aquatic reptiles
and amphibians probably lived no closer than 100 miles co the west, ·
in the swampy terrain that bordered shallow seas covering Texas,
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Nebraska. Some Oiarkian species could have
survived in riverside environments, but most animals in Permian
Missouri would have had to adapt to the.drier forests on well-drained
hillsides. The forests themselves were changing; Carboniferous sporebearing plants were yielding to more efficient seed-producers.

Many /rinds ofp11/m- and fern-like
l'ycads graced Missouri foNsts in the /au
Paleor.oie and Mesozuir.

On those parts ofPangaea that would soon become Gondwanatoday's modern continents of South America, Australia, and so on proximity to the South Pole at the end of the Carboniferous created a
dramatic period of climatic stress. The luxuriant giant clubmoss
swamps typical ofNorth America
declined rapidly and were replaced by an impoverished, even
more primitive flora dominated
by seed ferns. M osc of these ferns
died out ac the end of the Pennsylvanian. Their loss was hardly
noticed, however, because warm·
ing of southern lands in the Permian allowed the spread of more
advanced seed planes that had
continued co develop on the
northern, more tropical parts of
thesupercontincnt. These innovations included newer forms of
Cordaius that have no modern
counterparts, plus ochers chat
might be vaguely familiar to us
even today. The first fossils that
are clearly primitive cycads and
Ginkgo, for instance, are found in
Permian strata.
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Cycads are related co conifers,such as pine and spruce, but
look more like small, dark green
palms or coarse ferns. The more
artracrive kinds, such as Cycas,
are often grown indoors for decoration. Modern cycads are few in
number and restricted to tropical

and subtropical regions. During the
Age of Dinosaurs, however, they and
their close relatives became a domi nant
clement ofour flora wirh a much greater
variety ofleaf and seem shapes and siics.
The modern genus Ginkgo has
but a single species, a once-rare "living
fossi l" called the maidenhair tree.
Ginkgo survived inro rhe present in a
remoteareaofsourheascern China, only
discovered in I 956, and in a few welltended temple gardens. Descendants
of chose carefully nurtured trees with
rheir unique, fan-shaped leaves have
now been widely planted all over the
globe. Like cycads, Ginkgo ancestors
a.rose in the Carbon iferous, but became most importanr in the time of the
dinosaurs. Many other kinds of seedbearing plants appearcxl in the Permian
forest and would gradually replace all but
the mo,;t persistent ferns and fern aliies.

s

With the Permian uplift, the greatest era ofsediment accumulation and rock formarion in Missouri . the Paleozoic Era - had come
to an end. For the nexr 200 million years, the highest and most recent
srrata of this era would be stripped away by wind and rain. In the
cenrral Ozarks, erosion would again expose most of rhe St. Francois
mountaintops. By225 million years ago, the dawning ofthe Mesozoic
Era, the period of" middle life" dom inated by dinosaurs, almosr all of
Missouri was well above sea level and well drained.

Tiu ginkgo, ,ommonly planud in
Missouri's ciJy parks, once prouidtd
shad< for dinosaurs tbrqughout Laurttsitt,
but is now nativ~ ,m/110 China,

The teas ofthe Paleozoic Era deposited nearly all ofihe rocks
that underlie the modern surface ofMissouri. Uplift and erosional
cycles tore down older igneous and sediment,try rocks . sandstones,
shales, limestones, and dolomites - while depositing 11ew layers on
top. The erosion ofthe older layers left the surface strewn with tons
of chert fragments that had formed within the Paleozoic sediments. Much ofthe Ozarks was above sea level duri11g the last 200
million years ofPaleozoic time and offered living space to the first
land plants and animttls. By the end ofthe Paleozoic, reptiles and
amphibians crawled through Ozark forests ofgiant fem relatives
and the first seed-bearing pla11ts.
II I

The separate land masses that had existed during the Paleozoic
began to drift together late in the Permian and fused as Pangaea for a
brief period in the Triassic. No sooner had this great supercominent
been thrust together early rhan it began co rift apart once again. As
described earlier, this separation allowed the anct-stors of most terrt-s·
trial plants a nd animals ro follow independent evolutionary paths on
the northern l.aura.sian and southern Gondwanasuperconrinenrs for
over I 00 mil lion years. Some of this independent evolution had
pm:cdcd the actual breakup.
During the Permian a un ique group ofplants called glossoptccids
(= "tongue-ferns," in reference to their characteristic leaf shape) had

developed on rhe southern continents. Fossils of these small woody
plants, members of the genus Gumoprerjs, appear most commonly
wirh extinct forms of prim itive ferns and fern allies, all holdovers from
Gondawana's cold,swampy Carboniferous Period when they dominated the flora. The build-up oforganic matter in these swamps in rhe
Permian, now dominated by Glossopteris, eventually contributed
valuable coal deposits to the n.odern Australian economy, just as
Pennsylvan ian swamps provided coal to North America.
Glossopterids became rare in the floras ofGondwanaduring the
early Mesozoic, and disappeared entirely by the end of the Triassic.
However, a number of interesting Mesozoic family lines seem to have
descended from these short-lived and enigmatic seed plants, some of
which may still be a round today. The "tongue-fems" are u nique
among fossi l plants of the period in that they protected their seeds in
modified leaves. Th is unusual trait places them in a good position to
be ancestral ro rhe flowering plants, or angiosperms, all of which
protect their seeds in tissue derived from modified leaves, and now
referred to as the "ovary." Although Glossopterids never appeared
among the plants of North America, and so were never a part of
Missouri's forests, their presumed descendants now dominate the
modern world's vegetative communities.
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Nearly all
of the soils and
sediments that
formed in Mis-

souri during the
Permian and
Mesozoic have
been
worn
away, leaving praccically no fossil evidence of this enormous span of
cime. The uplift that resulted in the loss of all this material, a vertical
rise ofthe Ozark upland of over 1,000 feec, would not commence until
midway in rhe Tertiary Period, long after the dinosaurs had all passed
into extinction. Meanwhile the Ozarks and surrounding countryside
muse have been occupied by che same diversifying life forms chac lived
in the rest of Pangaea and Laurasia, for which we do have much fossil
evidence. Ir seems reasonable to assume, therefore, thac Triassic
Missou ri was home ro a great many dinosaurs. Arche time, these beascs
constituted only a slender minority amongst a much widcc array of
amphibians and primitive repciles. But their time was not far off.

In a Triassic Owrk forest

cyrads. 1wq small, bird../ilu
an imporlant point

tJ/ctmiftn 11nd

1/)erqpodJ dispute

efdinoJilur etiquette.

There were many sizes and kinds of dinosaurs, not all h uge, and
not all closely related. The term "dinosaur" does nor fit any of our
usual taxonomic categories, such as fam ily, o rder, or class; che cerm is
usually applied to one or more orders ofrepciles. The name icselfmeans
"terrible lizard," but dinosaurs were NOT lizards; li1,ird-like reptiles
were around for tens of millions ofyears before dinosaurs, and they're
around still, largely unchangc--d. Collared and frilled lizards notwithstanding, lizards typically crawl about. Dinosaurs got up and ran, and
some big ones ran very fasc indeed. No, dinosaurs are more closely
related co crocodilians, if rheyareclosely related to any modem reptile.
Based on a numberofanaromical similarities, dinosaurs may in fact be
most closely relaccd to birds. They are so much like birds, they may
actually have been birds. Paleontologists are trying to decipher clues
char have led a numberofthem roconcludethatsomedinosaurSat lease
were warm-blooded, cared for their young, lived in organized societies,
and may still be around today as birds. Others disagree. The problem
of who che dinosaurs were and how they lived will certainly noc be
resolved in this book. It hardly matters in terms of che Mesozoic
Missouri landscape.
Missouri's Triassic dinosaurs could be assigned co either of cwo
major groups. Boch groups began as upright animals, one bird-hipped
and p lane-eating, called ornithischians, the other lizard-hipped and
mainly plane-earing, referred toas saurischians. Later in the Mesozoic,
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the lizard-h ipped dinosaurs evolved inro rwo ocher groups, the
rheropods or "beasr-footed" reptiles, such as Tyrannosaurus, whose
ferocious visage scowls across Forest Park at the St. Louis Science
Cenrer, and the larger, four-legged sauropods, or "liiard-footed"
reptiles, such as that paradigm ofdi nosaurness, Bromosaurus, the alltoo-familiar oil company symbol.

Tyrannosaurus (mu scowkd across the land that
it now Missqun·. prtp·ngon T riccruops·. lifesi7A tnotklt mn be teen at the S,. Louis Science
Cn1trr.

The bird-hipped dinosaurs oftheT riassicwould later diversify
imo four groups • the ceratopsians (= "horned dinosaurs"), like
" Triceratops, forever defending itself from the aforementioned Tyrannosaurus model in museum dioramas around the world; the
stegosaurs(= "covered lizards"),such as Sttgosauruswith its impressive array of bony plates; rhe ornithopods (= "bird-foots"), including the duck-billed dinosaurs; and the tank-like armored ankylosaurs
(= "crooked liza rds"). Some Triass ic sauropod dinosaurs, like
Ya/eosaurus, fed on all fours, but most bounded or walked on
rwo legs .
Cycads, cycadeoids (cycad relatives), and con ifers, or gymnosperms(= "naked seed"), were on the rise in the Triassic, aswereawide
range of broad-leaved seed plants. The growing spectrum of heights
and foliage types among seed-bearing planes increased the range of
food choices for dinosaurs, allowing extremely rapid diversification.
As the dinosaurs compered and changed, taking advantage ofthe wide
choice offoods, they eventually came to range in size from a large lizard
to the most gigantic land animal to have ever trod the earth . But size
is only one characteristic by which we can describe and distinguish the
members of a group of animals. Then as now, animal life may be
conveniently divided into three main groups based on diet. The mosr
abundant animals in a natural system are the plant-eaters, first in line
to tap the solar energy trapped by plants during photosynthesis. This
was also rrue of dinosa,trs. While most dinosaurs were placid
vegetarians, or herbivores, some of the most famous dinosaurs
were quick and agile meat-eating predators, or carnivores.
Finally, like many familiar animals today· raccoons, opossums,
skunks, bears, and so on· a few dinosaurs were omnivores that
dined on a little of either fare.

As with size and diet, it is also likely that the same range ofsocial
behaviors that can be seen in modern mammals existed among
dinosaurs. Just as the members of a herd of wildebeest on an African
plain benefit from the proximity of their fellows, some herbivorous
dinosaurs also took advantage of the attributes of Jiving in a group,
such as increased protection and reproductive efficiency. Other
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species may have wandered in small family groups, or were loners.
Large predators were often loners, but small hunters might have
prowled in packs. When we think ofdinosaurs, we automatically focus
on land animals, but let us not forget Ozark waterways.
Reminiscen t of the crocodiles a long the Nile, enormous
phyrosaurs roamed the banks of Missouri streams, ambushing
nutles, amphibians, and smalle r d inosaurs chat strayed coo
close. Phytosaurs may a lso have gorged themselves on bony
lungfish, lobe-finned fish related to che a nc ient and mysterious
coclacanth, or primitive ray-finned fish ancestral co the bowfin,
gars, padcllefish, and sturgeon of today. By today's s tanda rds,
ma ny of the turtles char swam in Ozark rivers and sinkholes
were rather ordinary-look ing, b ut on land thece were heavybodied rorcoises like t hose of the Galapagos and Aldabra Islands stumbling through the underbrus h.

Ramtritable plant fo11il, 1u(h a, this

ftrn ~li!u frond ar~ sometimn found in
fine -grttiurd rorks that once wen muddy
lake bqttoms, nou, buome shale, tilts/one,
or muds:o,u.

As mentioned, Triassic Ozark hillsides were
forested by a m ix of palm-like cycads and cycadeoids; ginkgos, araucarian "pines" (also perhaps
familiar to some as potted plants) and other kinds
of cone-bearing seed plants; and more advanced
seed-bearers ancestral to tlowering plants, possibly
of Cltmopteris or seed fern lineage. Among these
latter plants were the broad-leaved cayton ias and
pdtasperms, groups whose fossils appear only in
Meso1.0ic rock focmations. At first, these advancing
seed plants were restricted co the best soils in the
mildest tropical climates, where it was always summertime and the living was easy. Only later would
seed plants be able co expand their hori1.0ns to
include hab itats where special rescrictions applied
and a variety of adaptations were necessary for
survival.
During most ofche Mesozoic, masses ofhorsetails and other fern allies still formed much of the
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The early lines of dinosaurs diverged late in cheTriassic. Within
IO or 20 million years, during the Jurassic Period, rhe rruly great
"thunder li1.ards" first appeared,all descendants ofthe first sauropods.
The long-necked Brontosaurus (now often referred to in correct
zoological jargon as Apatosaurus), the larger Brachiosaurus, and their
equally massive cousin, Diphdocus, stalked che Missouri countryside.
These were among the largest land animals chat have ever lived,
incredible plant-eaters over 60 feet long. Some, such as Brontosaurus
and Dip/Qdocus, it seems, were even capable ofstanding on their hind
feet to reach tender growth high in the trees. They and their kin
slogged through strcamside marshes and swamps, and plodded through
forests. To sustain rheir immense bulk, they scooped up buckersful of
planes from thewater, or ripped offwhole branches from trees - leaves,
twigs, and all. One has only to watch African elephants tear down and
rip apart an acacia to appreciate the destruction these great dinosaurs
must have caused as they filled their enormous bell ies.
The upright Camptosaurusand armored Stegosaurus, which may
also have fed on rail plants by rearing up on its hind feetlikc an elephant
(a dinosaur forerunner ofthe ground sloth?), were among the mediumsized plant-eaters in the Ourk forest. Even for such giant predators
as the fearsome theropods AI/Qsaurus or Ceratosaurus, one of these
giant beasts must have provided more than enough food. Unquestionably, a horde ofsmaller reptilian and insect scavengers also parcicipared
in theclean-up. Grotcsqucanimalsancesrral to the first true mammals
may have sneaked a few mourhsful of rotting meat when the great
carnosaurs weren't looking. With noshorcageoflargepredators, these
ancestors of shr~-ws and 'possums would have had to have been very
careful indeed. Although mammals were around during most of the
Mesozoic, they were not as yet competitive ecologically and stayed in
the background. Most probably they fed only at night, or from che
cover of dense vegetation.
With rheirgreat height and reach- up to40or 50 feet- chelargesr
of the Jurassic dinosaurs must have strained che abilities of primitive
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conifers and cycads (known by horticulturists to be depressingly slowgrowing u nder the best of conditions) to replace their losr porrions.
1l1is feeding prl-ssure may be reflected in the rise of many of rhe
modern conifer fumilicsduring the Jurassic. All ofour modern conifer
fumilics arrived in the present following a long evolutionary rrail rhat
began wirh rheherbivorousdinosaursof the Triassic and Jurassic. The
trail includes more efficient root a nd vascular systems, an increase in
the use of toxic agents, thorns, and spines to thwart leaf-munchers,
more efficient reproduction, and faster growrh. Older growth forms
simply could not keep up with the feeding pressure. In the Cretaceous,
even these modern conifers would be forced out of the mainstream by
flowering planrs.
Following rhe Jurassic, shallow sea~ covered much of North
America. During this relatively long period of rhe Mesozoic, the
Cretaceous, open water stretched from rhe Gulf of Mexico, across
southern Texas and eastern Mexico, through Wyoming and Montana,
and on into western Canada as far as the Arctic Ocean. Deep layers
of debris collected beneath a subtropical arm of the Gulf of Mexico
called the Zuni Sea. The Gulf and East Coasts, and the entire Great
Plains were underwater. Pterosaurs, such as Pteranodon, soared over
this sea like enormous albatrosses, while giant curries, seal-like mosasaurs, porpoise-like ichthyosauts, and long-necked plesiosaurs fed on
fish, squids, and jellyfish i.n the waters below.
Most of these imprcssive cmnures were not truly dinosaurs in the
precise use of the term, but simply large.specialized reptiles ofvarious
kinds, no more do.sely related t(> dinosaurs than they were to crocodiles. Dinosaurs, four-legged still, remained predominantly terrestrial
in the Cretaceous, although their sizes were beginning co conform
more to our modern view of the laws of gravity. T he biggest, tallest
d inosaurs wereJurassic. Cretaceous dinosaurs, while still as large as the largest
African wildlife today, were shorter and
mostly planted their four feet firmly. An
array of duck-billed dinosaurs,
ceratopsians, and ankylosaurs now
browsed through Ozark forem, chomping
the low-growing shrubbery and herbaceous growth. This group of herbivores
created a very different kind of feeding
pressure on the plant community. Now
tall, mature trees were no longer in danger,
bur their seedl ings certainly were. Slow-

Along du margin of a sinkhole pond in
tlu Jurassic Ozarks, nearby movement
llllrarts tht llttention of two nuvous

Diplodocus and a pair of wading
b()th 1aurop1Jds and among
the largest animals tQ have ttJtr walked

Apatosaurus,

the earth.
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growing plancs simply could not maintain much headway in the face
of such constant nibbling and chewing. Only the most efficient
growers or reproducers - the flowering plants - could withstand the
onslaught. And it is in the Cretaceous that this most efficient group
of plants literally blossomed.

As the great dinosaurs lived, diversified, and died in and around
the great inland sea covering much of the West, the drifting of the
contincnrs continued. North America was now on the move as rifting
of the great superconcinent Pangaea began. Drifting westward and a
litcle northward, our continent rotated slowly counterclockwise as it
traveled. Portions of the North American surface rose and fell slowly
in response to the initial breakup. The seas also rose and fell in
unexplained rhythms, flooding low lands, then withdrawing periodically.
By this time the southern supercontinent, Gondwana, had
already spun off most of its modern daughter continents. South
America, Africa, Australia, Antarctica, and India were each nudged
slowly toward their modern positions. The north Adan tic, however,
was still little more than a rift in the Maker's eye. Seemingly reluctant
to part, the two great subdivisions of Laurasia were just coming into
position to begin the drawn-out, but inevitable split into Eurasia and
North America.

The rifting process had great impact locally. Between I 00
million and 70 million years ago, a trough some 2,000 to 3,000 feet
deep was formed by an extraordinary folding o r down-warping in
sourheastern Missouri. This sunken area would eventually fill with
sediment and become the Bootheel region. For the time being, it
created a long,slender bay ofthe GulfofMexico, called the Mississippi
Embayment. With the appearance of this trough ocean waters once
again lapped the shores of the Ozarks. Because of all the earthly
commotion, the sea alternately crept into the area, then withdrew as
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che land rose and fell. For varying lengths of time, the Gulf
ofMexico flooded che mouths ofstreams draining the southeastern edge of the subcropical Ozark hills. Mud, sand, and
gravel carried from the highlands were dumped inco che bay
along its cast and west shorelines, bur filled mosc rapidlyac its
upper end, where Cape Girardeau and Cairo are coday.
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The delcas char formed at chc mouths of these ancient
soucheast-flowing Ozark screams led co the creation of vegetation-choked habitacs very similar to the present delta of the
Mississippi River in Louisiana. J use as during che Pennsylva•.
nian cyclothcms, freshwater swamps and marshes were killed ,. /
each time the Gulf reclaimed land from the advancing /
shoreline. When che freshwater swamps sank, ocean-going
snails, d ams, ammonoids, crabs, and fish cook over the brackish waters
from gar, bowfin, shad, frogs, mrdes, and 45-fooc crocodiles.
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Along the edges of the embayment, and especially at its norchern
end, growing mud flaL~ permitted shoreline vegetation co escablish
roots where crabs recendy scurried. Because of the feeding pressures
alluded to previously, the rapidly developing flora of che Ozarks now
included an enormous number of flowering plants, or angiosperms
(= "seed in a box," i.e., the ovary). T he flowering plants seem to have
developed early in cbe Cretaceous, perhaps as far back as 130 million
years ago. BythetimeofcheMississippi Embaymcnt,50 co 75 million
years lacer, the group had dearly exploded in numbers of species.
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Gulf of Mexico

During tlu Cr,1ar.eou1, the Minissippi
Embayment regitm ofMissouri was
aeated by 11 downward f<Jlding qf the

cruu that allowed an arm of the Gulfof
Mo.:ico to exund northward to Cape
Girardeau. (Cretauous coau/;n, as
drawn is appro,,:imau.)

While che murky inshore waters of the embayment supporced
ancescral bur-reed, liiard•tail, water lilies, and arrowhead, mosr of rhe
swamp-loving rrecs were sti ll gymnosperms, such as bald cypress and
slash pine; howe.ver, a few angiosperms, like the bays and magnolias,
had probably already adapted tO thewatcr•logged environment. Away
from the water, on thesandy or muddy shores wheresltpplying oxygen
to roots was not so difficult, flowering plants were clearly wresting
control from the conifers and cycads. Palms, willows, cottonwoods,
sycamor<-s, and elms, represcmativcs ofold groups offlowering plants,
sought out much the same habirats they do today.
Many of these early flowering plants sought rhe pollen-carrying
favors of insects. They rcleast-d attractive odors rhar carried some
distance, produced colorful petals as final targets, and enticed with
abundant pollen and neccar as rewards for any bug thac wolud visir
their flowers. At this stage, flowers such as buttercup, hepatica, and
members of the arum family, like Jack-in-rhe, pulpi t, developed a close
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association with beetles to ensure pollination and seed production.
Such planes produce large numbers of stamens and enormous quantities of pollen co seduce the hard-shelled insects. As they tumble and
graze over the delectable floral pares, the beecles become coated wirh
uneaten pollen. While. the beecles destroy much pollen as they feed,
the huge supply ensure~ that some invariably gets through to the next
flower as the ever-hungry insects continue rheir rounds.
Over rhe next 30 million years, increasingly complicated relationships between flowers, insects, and other animals - marsupials,
bars, and birds - would appear. The close association between an
animal and a 8ower guaranteed the life ofeach. The animal got fed; the
plant got pollinated. Early conifers delivered pollen by using wind
currents, in the manner of spor~-s, and conifers remain largely wind-

pollinated even roday. 11,e ultimate success of flowering plan rs was
due in part to their efficient use ofinseccs, rather than unpredictable
air currents, ro deliver pollen.

Up behind the ranks ofshoreline vegetation, on the low hills of
rhe Ozarks, a mix ofsubtropical and temperate species comprised rhe
forests of the day. Tree ferns, cycads, magnolias, figs, moonseed, and
breadfruit were sprinkled in wirh pines, ginkgos, laurels, ruliprrees,
oaks, walnuts,and hickories. In face, mosr modern plant families were
well-esrablished in the region by the end of the Cretaceous, although
older groups had obviously not disappeared altogether.
While the v<-getation was very modern-looking and would have
seemed vaguely familiar were we suddenly plunked in irs midst, the
animals were still dominated by styles that have obviously become
outmoded. During the Cretaceous, the great dinosaurs still ruled the
world, radiating into their grcate~t numbers of species, and into some
oftheir most bizarre forms. Themarinespecies mentioned above hint
at the dive.rsity and the degree ofspecialization reached late in the Age
of Dinosaurs. On land. rhe match between the lifestyles of these
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ancient reptiles and their modern mammalian counterparts
was even more noticeable.

Like reptilian giraffes, species of duck-billed dinosaurs
browsed the forest.~, nibbling the leaves and seems of shorter
trees, shrubs, and herbaceous vegetation. Ochers, such as
Maiasaura, made regular forays into che swamps co scoop up
algae and rank marsh plants floating at the surface, like moose
doroday. Ceratopsians, beaked plant eaters with a protective
horned frill around their necks, Triceratops for example,
confined their foraging to the shorter plant life along shore
and in forest openings. The upright giants, Tyra1111osa11rus,
Alamosaurus, and Alberrosaurus terrorized these herbivores
wherever they wandered. Like turkeys or ostriches, a large
number of small and sprighdy bird-like dinosaurs pranced about,
feeding on whatever suited their fancy: leaves, fruits, seeds, flowers,
insects, or ocher an imals. A large number of turtles and frogs, shrewlike mammals, and primitive toothed birds added co the strange
Cretaceous mix and also fell prey to these small dinosaurs.

Erosion of tlu North Amerfrtln highlt1nds
grad11all7 filkd the Cretaaous trough
that had becqme 1h, Mississippi
Emba7ma1t region. trealing , xpamiut
,s1uari1u {mixedfresb· and saltwater}
marshes and su,amps.

Throughout the 70 million years of Cretaceous time, erosion
conrinued co grind away ac the Ozark uplift, eventually weari ng it all
down cowichin a few hundred feet ofsea level. By the end of the period,
there was licdedifference between the appearance of the shoreline and
the land farther into the hills and what we might sec in southern
Florida today. In fact, nearly all of southern North America, from the
Appalachians co the Pacific, supporred a similar assemblage of low
elevation plants and animals. The granitic hilltops of che St. Francois
Mountains, only a few lmndred feet above sea level, were now exposed
more than they had been for hundreds of millions of years. The
igneous knobs were the only sites in Missouri chat could offer a truly
dry environment in which to live. These continued to harbor
Missouri's oldest glade communities.
All across Missouri, swamps and marshes followt>d lazy, mtsmdcring
screams from their mouths in cheembaymcm upstream to the ccmerofthe
Ozarks where their rich, warm waters originated. The same jungle of
aquatic plants chat lined the banks of the bay and its feeder streams also
ringed thousands of water-filled sinkholes chat peppered chis low coastal
plain. Ina repeatofanocher Pennsylvanian process, theacid swamp waters
of che Cretaceous dissolved extensive cave systems and sinkholes imo the
underlying Paleowic rocks. Except for the cluster ofwell-drained, forested
hills in Precambrian igneous rocks at its southeast corner, the Ozarks took
on the same general appearance as che Everglades.
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Beneath the surface ofthe modern Boothcel, a fair amount of the
sediment that fills the old Mississippi Embayment is Cretaceous in
age, deposited by sluggish srreams. Alrhough the areas drained by the
rivers ancestral to the Mississippi and Ohio were much smaller than
at present, the two rivers nevertheless carried tremendous loads of
sediment. From the Appalachian uplift to the cast, as well a< from the
Ozarks, they carried cnormou.< quantities ofclay,silr,andsand into rhe
shallow bay. The floor of the embayment was raised nearly 600 feet
as a result. 1l1e Mississippi and Ohio flowed independently at first,
separated in the Cretaceous by a finger oflowland in southern Illinois. It
is unlikely they joined until tens of millions ofyears ofaccumulating delta
land finally brought their paths together, probably well outside Missouri's
present boundaries, atsomcsourherlypoint in the shrinkingembayment.
Although virtually all evidence ofthe Age ofDinosaurs in upland
Missouri was stripped away with the sediments that contained chem,
bits of evidence remain in the Bootheel and in a few nearby locations.
The alternation of terrestrial and marine life at the northern tip of the
old embayment is graphically demonstrated by layers offossil remains
in thesediments ofa band oflow hills known today as Crowley's Ridge.
Now more than a hundred feet above the modern flood plain, and 400
feet above sea level, the sediments ofCrowley's Ridge preserve a record
of the shifting Cretaceous environments. Where these poorly cemented
deposits are exposed by erosion or excavation, they reveal the succession
of communities occupying the coastal environment 70 million years ago.
The soft sands.silts, and days freely give up the impressions ofteaves
and stems offlowering plants in one layer, and ammonoids (nautilus-like
cephalopods), crabs.snails, and clams in another. Although thestrara have
not yet revealed dinosaur remains, even this limited variety of fossils
allows a dear reconstruction of Cretaceous events as described.
Immediately above these easily eroded fossil-bearing layers of
Crowley's Ridge sediments lies the boundary between the end of the
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Meso1.0ic Era and che beginning of rhe Cenozoic Era, the era
of"recent life." At the end of che Crerace.ous, every kind of
dinosaur on the earth - and many ocher life forms as well mysteriously vanished. Around the world the boundary
between che sediments of the Cretaceous and the first period
of the Cenozoic Era, rhc T ertiary Period, record this wellknown, but not yet fully explained extinction of dinosaurs.
The best evidence available today implicates a meteoritic
impact about 66 million years ago as the culprit, an impaccso
colossal it had world-wideclimaticeffects resulting in massive
but selective extinctions. The boundary between the layers,
commonly called the K-T boundary, for Kreidezeit (= German for "chalk-time") -Tertiary, also reveals something
about the extraordinary, bur Jess widely publicized mass
extinctions experienced by virtually every group of creatures
living on the earth at the time. As elsewhere, the muddy sediments of
Crowley's Ridge also mark the momentous changes that occurred at
the beginning of what has been called the Age of Mammals.
The Mesowic also survivt'S elsewhere in Missouri. On an old
farm in che 07.arks about 15 miles from Crowley's Ridge, a chance
geological evenr ac some point since the Cretaceous has preserved
another sample of the muds collecting at chis cime. At chis small sice
in BollingerCouncy, accivicyalongan excensivefaultsystem caused an
immense block of rock co suddenly drop, producing what geologists
call a graben, or sunken block. This block took chesurface deposits
down wich ir, protecting chem from further erosion. Re-expo.sed by a
family digging a well in rhespring of 1942, rhesesurface deposits still
retain their original character and contents. Trapped in their gray,
slimy nrnds are broken rem nan rs of the lives that occupied the area
during the Cretaceous, including a variety ofceratopsian, crocodilian,
and duck-bill bones and teeth, and fragmencsofturrleshell. Included
in the sticky muds are the weathered remains of older srraca chat
collected on the Cretaceous surface. Perhaps with further investigation, the muds will reveal more about Missouri life in the Creraceous.

{

Tiu Mississippi Embayment eventually

filled with sediment, prqJucing the
fl1mili11r get>p-r1ph)' of Louisiana and east

T<>·as, i11cludi11g th, "birdfoo,·· d,lta of
the modern M,:Hissippi Riva. Ona
thought t(I be invincibly gr()wing Gulf
ward, the delta is now receding hecauu
of large dams on 1/u A1isumri Riva that.
retard t!u m()vement ofsediment
down-river.

By the end ofthe Creta.-eous Period, at the close ofthe Mesozoic Era,
much ofMinouri had been reduced 10 11 jl111, sw11mpy, corutal lowland.
lazy, mermdering stre11,r,s wound a,.,.oss the Ozarks on their way to the
sha/lowMis1issippi Embayment, a narrowarmofthe GulfofMexico. The
dinos11urs completely vanished and were soon replaced by mammals and
birdJ. Howering plams were on the rise andforced ancient plantgroups
into more hostile environments. Missouri was covered by subtropical to
submnperate forestJ with familiar kindJ ofvegetation.
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While some of rhe sediment currently filling rhe Mississippi
Embaymcnr was deposited during the Cretaceous, most of the debris
accumulated during rhe Cenozoic. This lase era, rhe era of "recent
life," is divided into only rwo periods: rhe Tertia,y (" rhe third") and
the Quaterna,y ("the fourth"). These names reflect an older geological time classification system chat recognized four major periods in
earth history: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and Quaternary. The
lowest layers of Tertiary deposits in the Mississippi Embayment, laid
down in the Paleocene Epoch, 65 to about 54 million years ago, form
what are known as the Midway Gro up. T hese sediments are comprised of greenish, iron-rich, li my sands with abundant fossil clams
and snails. These animals reveal the continued presence of a shallow
marine environment in rhe embayment region. This sandy material
is overlain by a layer ofdense day with very fow fossils, mud that settled
out in rhe quier backwaters of expanding Mississ ippi and Ohio river
tidal flats.
About 45 million years ago, during rhc Eocene Epoch, Gulf
warers had receded far enough 10 allow freshwater and terrestrial
communiries ro re-establish rhemselveson thcsprc'ading coastal plain.
The continent was becoming increasingly remperate as it drifted
northwesr and dank, murky forests similar to chose ofrhe modern Gulf
Coasr ringed tbesrcadilyshrinkingembayment. This more temperate
Eocene foresr,dominatcd by cypress.slash pine, and tupelo gum, must
have spread throughout what were then lowland environments in the
Ozarks. The Eocene embaymenc bayou may have left a few of its
rcprcsentativcs around some ofthe Oz.ark's sinkhole ponds, such as Cupola
Pond near Wilderness and Tupelo Gum Pond in Oregon Cooney.
Jumbled fragments ofleaves and seems from rhese Eocene fores rs
- hickory, sassafras, basswood, and orher recognizable species - can be
found in the sandy clays of the Wilcox Formation in gullies on rhe
slopes ofCrowley's Ridge ofStoddard and Scottcounries. The Wilcox
was probably deposited in backwaters along terraces and sand bars
during floods, where all sorts of debris would have drifted and qltietly
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The Euane embnymrnl bayou may
have left a few cf its repreumative
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settled out. Farther out in the
Boothc,el, where it is buried more
deeply, the Wilcox is an imporram
water-carryingstratum,although its
water is quite hard because of an
exceptionally high iron coment.
As la-tily as they meandered
through the Ozarks, the streams
draining into the bay slowed even
more as they entered the broad, Aat
cmbaymcnt. From rhe edge of rhe
O,.arks, they barely crept in rhegeneral direction of the retreating sea.
The sluggish water tended to stay to
the outside edge of the bay, hugging
the barely discernible line of Paleozoic rocks at the base of the uplands.
In this path, they slowly carved a
route that would one day be followed bytheyoungMississippi, and
later, by the St. Francis, Black, and
White rivers.

Because of the low elevation
difference, the streams draining the
Ozarks were only able to transport
mud into the bay area for the first20
or 30 million years of the Terriary.
As the Ozark coastal plain began to
rise during its third and final episode of uplifting late in the Oligocene Epoch, or early in the Miocene, between 30 and 25 million
years ago, its streams would hcgin to
Aow more swiftly. Following the
uplifr, large quantities of sand and
gravel were swept from the highland
and spread across the floor of the
embayment. This process accelerated dramarically during the last I 5
million years ofTertiary time as the
07..ark uplift continued and then
finally abated.
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Nthough subtropical Ozark streams in the Cretaceous inirially
wandered almost aimlessly across nearly level ground, seeking a path
to the sea, they found themselves higher and higher above the
Mississippi Embaymentas the Teniary uplift progressed. With their
sharply increased gradient, the wide, slow, upstream waters drained
more quickly, becoming swift and much more powerful. Curring
down into Paleozoic limestones, dolomites, and sandstones, they tried
in vain to reach the same level as the embayment floor. As they cut,
they were no longer able to wander and instead became entrenched or
bounded by bluffs. Wirh these bluff lines our modern Ozark streams
preserve the graceful curves of the pre-uplift meanders, now frozen
forever as majestic cliffi several hundred feet high.
Ozark bluffi give us a good indication of the volume of water
carried by Cretaceous and early Tertiary streams. All rivers and creeks
produce meanders whose curves are directly proportional to their
stream's width. As width increases, so does the curvature of the
meanders. Ifwe look at an Ozark river - the Eleven Point, Jacks Fork,
or Current, for example - we see that each river is narrower than the
distance berwecn its bluffs. Each of these modern rivers actually
wanders about within its ancient blufflines, looping in much smaller
arcs than the bends they carved when they were younger and larger.
The modern river does not fit the original channel cut in stone. We
see the same kind of"misfit" stream when we look at t he Colorado
River in Arizona, orthe Green River in Utah. Each of these tells us that
rhe ancient stream carried a much greater volume of water than at
present. The difference between the heights of the river bluffs in
Arizona, Utah, and Missouri is simply a reflection ofrhe heights of the
uplifts in the respective regions. The Ozark canyons are not as grand
only because the uplift that produced them was a mere fraction of the
land's rise in western areas.
In the St. Francois Mounrains, rhe down-cutting water soon
intercepted long-buried granites and rhyolitcs. Sometimes a stream
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was funnelled inco a long-buried valley between ancient Precambrian
hills of resistant rocks. However, as some sliced down through the
softer Paleozoic rocks chat overlay the igneous rocks, cheir channels
wound up directly atop granite knobs, domes, or ridges. Trapped by
deepening blLLffs of limestone, dolomite, or sandstone, these screams
were forced toconcinue their downward cutting. Gradually, they wore
new paths through the hard igneous rocks beneath. Dozens ofth<>se
narrow,stecp-walled pathways throughgraniteand rhyolicehave been
preserved coday a.s scenic shut-ins.
BecaLLSe the calcium carbonate ofdolomite and limestone readily
dissolves in water, the bulk of the rock removed from the Ozarks
during the Tertiary was carried off in solution. No mud, no sand, and
no gravel were to be seen in surface nm-off. However, the chert nodules
and stringers imbeddcd in Paleozoic carbonate rocks are composed of
silica and do not dissolve easily. Their fragmented remains had been
left behind on rhe surface after each erosional phase, after each period
of uplift for hundreds of millions of years. Missis.sippian rocks left
chunks ofchert behind on the Ozark rnrface; Pennsylvanian rocks left
chert behind; so did Cambrian rocks. By rhe CrecaceoLLS, the entire
Oiarksurfacc must have been strewn with an unbelievably thick laycc
of weathered chert debris.
When che coastal Ozark surface uplift<-d in the Tertiary, erosion
started producing new hills in the
level surface as soon as screams
began down-curcing. Surface
chert began to move wherever a
slope developed. On ridges, graviry was foiled. Here the bulk of
the chert remains, jLLSc as ic has for
over a hundred million years. On
hillsides, however, the hard rocks
began to creep slowly downward
until chey reached scrcamside.
Picked up by floods, ground
smooth, then tossed into piles,
the chert formed sand and gravel
bars. While 19th and 20th century erosion has supplemented
the supply enormously, the process really began 25 million years
ago when the Ozarks once again
became hills.

Dozens of narrow. sttep--w11//td pruhways
through granite and rhyq/iie havt bun
preserved as Jctnic- shut.ins including
,his (Jilt r,n Wallen Cruk in
\Ylashi11gto11 County.
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As they wore their way in to the rock layers, 01,ark
rivers also opened man)' once-hidden cave S)'stcms in the
dolomites and drained some of their associated sinkholes.
Many dry caves and cavities, once filled with groundwater
trickling down from crocodile-infested swamps, now hang
stranded h igh on riverside bluffs. Hundreds of feet above
the stream that exposed them, it is difficult for a floater
passing by to imagine the means of their creation. Some of
these old caves are now slowly filling with beautiful formations a.~ groundwacerconcinues co trickle downward, del ivering a minute load of dissolved calcium carbonate. The
cavesareexcremel)' old; their intricate formations are much
younger. Today, caverns ate still growing in bedrock layers
below scream level. These will remain fille<l with water,
providing mineral-charged spring- and well-water, until
they too are exposed by down-cutting.

Pitked up b1• fl(Jods, ground smooth. thrn
roncd into piles, tl,e chert formed rand
1111d gravrl ban

Many dry caves and t'atJitirs now baug
srranded high fJn rivusidt bluffi like
Buzurrd Cn11e on tlu Big Piney River iu

7txas Corwsy.
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With rhe exception ofsome of the granitic knobs and
deep valleys in the St. Francois Mountains, all other hills
and valleys of the 07.arks, indeed all gra vd bars, carbonate
rock bluffs, glades, caverns, and flowing springs were created during
the intense period oferosion that accompanied this third major period
ofuplift in the Tertiary. We may speak of the "Ozark Mountains" or
the "Ozark Hills," but truthfully the 01.arks are valleys, and not really
hills or mountains. The Ozark region was a flat Cretaceous coastal
plain until cut by Tertiary erosion. We owe most ofour Ozark scenery
to this uplift and the valley-cutting that followed.
Apart from thescenicaspects, the complex drainage pattern and
rugged topography that resulted from chis lase
uplift and erosional cycle in the Ozarks has had
great biological significance. On the surface, it
provided modern plants and animals with a
· greater numberoflivingsites than would have
been available in less dissected terrain.
The next time you float an Ozark scream,
tty co determine the direction of flow.
You'll notice the only direction you can
actually rely on is d ownstream, whichever
direction that is. Because the.y are deep
within entrenche.d meanders, Ozark
streams have cut channels that, at any
particular point, may head north, south,
ease or west. As a result, their valley walls

can face in any direction; they can
also assume any degree of slope,
from horizontal to overhanging.
Naturally, these various slopes
arc not uniformly exposed to sun, rain,
and wind. Steep south slopes, for
instance, receive the full impact of the
summer sun and prevailing southwest
wind. Thus exposed, leaflitter quickly
dries and is carried away, leaving little
organic matter co enrich soil, absorb
water, or shield against erosion. Devoid of an insulating blanket of humus, the minute quantities ofsoil that
remain are baked and become totally
desiccated after a few hot summer
afternoons. The exposures that are
most severe - the Ozarks' desert-like
glades- will seldom even support trees.
Only p la nts that arc tolerant of
high temperatures and rapid
evaporation races can survive on
chese slopes.
In contrast, protected north-facing hillsides, inherently moistto begin
with, rend co accumulate deep layers
ofleafliner. This helps maintain even
higher moisture levels and more moderate temperatures. In addition, the
soil is continually fortified by the release of enriching nutrients from decomposed organic debris. The tall, lanky trees of a nonh slope stand
in stark contrast to the squat dwarfs of the south side. Each different
combination of degree and direction of slope produces irs own
exposure, that is, irs own set of conditions ofexposurc to thcdcmcnrs,
in which some species will prosper, while others will fail.

Ozark Caverns in La Ju of the Oz.arks
Stau Park is Ollt txamplt (Jr how old
('llVtS are now slou,ly filling with
beautiful formations as groundwattr
con,inurt fo lrfrkit downwt1rd,

delivering a minute Load of dissolved
calc-ium /'arbonate.

As the Terriary erosion of rhe Ozarks cut valleys and created chis
array of climatic exposures, it also exposed a broad sampling of che
many diverse rock cypeschat had formed over the eons. Agrearvariecy
ofsedimentary and igneous rock exposures now lies at rhesurface, all
subject to the processes of soil formation.
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When rocks breakdown, the minerals they contain are released inco the soil
and become available for plant consumption. As any gardener knows, each kind of
plant is more or less selective in its demands for essential minerals, just as dogs,
cats, and humans each have somewhat
different nutritional demands. The diverse nature of Missouri soils, resulting
partially from the diverse nature of her
rocks, provides for many of these different
• and often narrow plant preferences. A:, a
result, extraordinary numbers ofwildflowers, shrubs, and t rees are able to find just
the right blend of acidiry, texture, and
minerals necessary for rheir optimum
growrh and reproduction.

Tiu ,ontrast of intense um and deep
shade on (Jpposing norrh-facing and
sou1h ..faring hillsides ran creau tlrong
differences in veguaeion.

When all of the soil cypes that can
result from different geological exposures
arc combined with the many differing
degr,-es of climatic exposure available on
twisted Ozark ridges,astaggeringnumber
of combinations of living conditions is
produced. Each combinarion of conditions will eventually come co support irs
own special congregation of plant species.
The planes, in turn, will provide food for
certain types of animals and they, in due
course, will feed others. As a result, whenever one particular set of environmental
conditions is encountered, there is usually
a matching group of plants and animals.
These matched groups of plants and animals living wgcthcr undcra patticularset ofenvironmental conditions
are called natural communities. As a result of Tertiary erosion, the
Missouri Ozarks are populated by a tremendous variety of nat ural
plant and animal communities. Some arc unique to the Ozarks
even today.
A:, the Tertiary uplift raised the Ozarks, the steepening gradients
of Ozark streams drained the late Cretaceous and early Tertiary
riverside swamps and marshes directly, while the water of most
sinkholes flowed out through now-opened cave systems . Some
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chat did not drain remain pop ulated by the ancient mix of
swamp planes. The conversion ofs luggish Ozark coastal bayous
ro tumbling mountain streams made life difficult for chc easy-going
southern animal life, hardships soon to be compounded by checooling
of the glacial epoch. Swamp stragglers in the Ozarks were forced to
withdraw first co the embaymem region, then deeper i,uo the southern
tier of states as the rising shoreline pushed back the Gulf of Mexico.
These southern species were immediately replaced by species that
migrated inro che Ozarks up waterways flowing down the western and
northern flanks of the uplands.
A number of chese western invaders were able co adapt co rhe
rapidly changing conditions in the Ozarks and moved deep into rhe
highland area. As they adapted and became more specialized co upland
conditions, some also became crapped as the uplift progressed. The
instrument chat would eventually isolate some of these fish and
amphibians as Ozark endemics was comi n ued downstream ero.~ion by
their very own river systems.

As these rivers entered rhe lowlands, chey slowed, warmed, and
picked up lower levels of dissolved oxygen. As a result, downstream
sections of Ozark rivers became barriers. The nl-wly-cvolvcd Olark
species chat had developed a taste for more pristine water were now
effectively prevented from leaving the uplands. And chat's how you
keep 'em down on the farm in an Ozark scream. Among che an imal
species chat may have become confi ned co the Ozarks during this
period were ancestral forms of the ringed and grocco
salamander, rhe cavefish, the duskyscripe, bleeding, and
wedges pot sh iners, the Arkansas saddled and yoke darters,
and a wide variety of invercebrares now restricted co
springs and caves. Planes rhac moved inco Ozark springwarers or became isolated in deep ravines also began
developing inco new, distinct species at chis time.

Till)'• blind cavefish have ,uUtpted to /ifa
in f(Jlal darkness, living only in Ozarlt
springs and tllves. Tiu specimen
pfrsurtd lure iJ about 2 in<'ht1 long.

The Teniary uplift and erosion of the Cretaceous
Ozttrk COtlStal plain WtlS imtrummtal in producing the
modern Ozark landscape. Erosion created deep valleys
with a great variety ofslopes and exposures on which
plants and animals could live, including bluffs and
glades. The process opened cave systems, drained some
sinkholes and isolated others, while converting sluggish, low-gradient streams to swift, jloatable rivers.
The uplift trapped many species and p roduced our
Ozark endemics.
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Ac che same time chat che modern face of che Ozarks was being
sculpced by Tertiary sqeams, a similar erosional process was beginning
in che Mississippi Embaymenc. Alchough chey had flowed gently ac
firsc, the combined erosive accion of che ancient flatland rivers including the small ancescral Mississippi and large Ohio - was increased as the Ozark uplift progressed in the lace Tertiary. By then,
addicional Tertia,y sediments, washed from che rising uplands, had
complerely buried the older Cretaceous muds and sands. Because che
uplift also increased the height ofthe embaymenc relative to the ocean,
seawaters fled che land for the very last time. Erosion of the exposed
Tertiary and Cretaceous sediments could now commence.
At this time, the ancescral Ohio uaced a path roughly comparable co che presenc course of the Mississippi, along the east side of the
embaymenc. The Father of Waters, a mere child at the time,
independencly hauled its load ofsediment viaa parallel route, 40 oc 50
miles ro the wesc. Like an upland river, the old Mississippi also cut an
entrenched pach through the soft Crccaceous and Tertiary sediments
down inco the older and more resistant Paleowic rocks beneath, a path
chat ulcimacely created Crowley's Ridge, rhe only high ground left in
the Missouri Boorheel.
From where it entered the embaymenc region, nc>ar presenc-day
Cape Girardeau, the shallow channel of the ancient Mississippi took
it southwest along the base of the Ozark uplift. From there, it veered
souchward along portions ofthe present courses of che St. Francis and
Black rivers in Missouri, then followed the routes of the Cache and
L'Anguille rivers in Arkansas. Most of chis route roughly parallels its
present course. If che Ohio and Mississippi ever joined during this
period, it would likely have been someplace in southern Arkansas,
perhaps co the south and ease of Little Rock. From opposice sides of
the cmbaymenc, che cwo rivers, and dozens of ochers berween che
Ozarks and the Gulf, spent the next 10 million years hauling off
sediments deposited during the Creraceous and early Tertiary. Their
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erosive efforts
would not peak
unci l the great
Ice Ages commenced, only 2
ro 3 million
years
ago.
While most of L..:Ll[L_ __.!~ _ _....:,.~---'__J
the01.1rkswcre
pretty much whipped into modern shape during the Tertiary,
it was this next stage in earth history that would put che final
touches on the Boocheel.

Tiu MiJJouri Bo()thui with its
significant preum-dAy land/Qrms

outlhred ([,ft). {Right:)A hypot!Jflical

The Tertiary Uplift began the process of drainage and
ermion that, in the Pleistocene, wouldprodu,·e the modern Boo thee/
landscape, and established the original paths of the Big Rivers to
the Gulf ofMexico.

ret:Omtruc-tion of how the same region

might have appeared at tl,e beginning of
tht Tertiary uplift. lnditaud rlevation
differenas would hatu bun vuy slight.

The great sprawling grassland biome of North America could
not have developed uncil fuirly late in the Tertiary, because its rise
depended on cwo separate and seemingly LLnrelaccd events. The first
condition was the evolution and rise of the grasses. According to the
Tertia ry fossil record, tropical and subtropical forests extended as far
west a nd north as the Yellowstone region ofWyom ing. Even chat far
norrh, a recognizably southern tem perate forest cons ist ed of
magnolia, sweet gum, and rulipcrce. A discinccly Central American
flora of figs, laurel, and custard applespread up chel'acificCoascac lease
a.s far a.s west-central O«-gon. Mose of Colorado supported a similar
broad-leaved forl-st of mo untai n mahoga ny, elm, hackberry, shadbush, tree-of-heaven, a nd golden rain tree; thlLS, by the Oligocene,
some 25 mill io n years ago, most of North America was covered by one
huge b road-leaved evergreen and deciduous forest, called the A.rcroTertiary Forest. Bue grasses and grasslands, as cheyare known today,
did nor yec exist.
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While che syscem awaited the rise of grasses, che second condition necessary for grassland dcvelopmenc was met with the development of substantial areas of suitably dry climaces. A vase and wideranging episode of uplift and vulcanism began in chelate Tertiary,
probably associated wich che dragging and colliding movemencs of the rapidly drifting cruscal places. This episodeofcontinental movement- the lase to alter the climace ofNorth America in a major
way - pushed up an unprecedenced number of mountain ranges on
ne11rly every continent on the globe. Trying co flow over these new
ranges, maritime air masses rose thousands of feet, cooled, and
dropped their moisture on rheslopes. The loss of moisrure caused che
climates of concinencal inceriors co shift from moisc, even wee, co dry.
In Norch America, che change was broughc abouc by the rise of the
gre11c wescem mountain chains: the Sierras, Cascades, and Rockies.
These colossal masses of rock intercepted moist ai r masses
originating in che Pacific, wrenched the water from the rising, cooling
air on thcic western slopes, chen senc the dehydrated wind on inco rhe
central forests. Robbed of rheir rain, the moisture-demanding forescs
in the interior died out. In chc meantime, rhe concinenc continued its
norrhward drift to ics present posicion, further sttessing the s ubtropical
and southern rrees with a cooli ng climate. In shore order, che rich
Armi-Tertiary Forest vanished and was replaced by a rapidly diversifying commun ity of planes adapted to dry conditions. The most
imporranc among chese were the grasses.
The early evolucion of the grass family is sh rouded in mystery.
Thesofc-stemmed and soft-leaved group has left few fossils from which
ic mighc be possible to draw a clear piccureof che when or where ofits
beginnings. These grasses arose in response to dry habitats, and dry
habitats are nocverygood at preserving plant remains. Some grass- like
pollen grains have been discovered in Cretaceous dcposics, and a few
grass-like seeds have been found in 30 million-year-old Oligocene
deposits, buc abundant material does not appear uncil lace in che
Miocene a nd early Pliocene. The best evidence for che widespread
escablishmenc of grass as a dominant cypc of vegecacion comes from
indirect sources.
Because grasses are wind-pollinated, the fossil record has not
pcrm itced invescigacors co follow cheir rise by tracing the corresponding evolution of their pollinators, as has occasionally been possible
wich fossil beetles, bees, and butterflies. However, all of today's
grasslands offer an immeasurable supply of nutciencs and energy, and
support huge numbers of animals. It is likely chat the earliest
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grasslands would have offered sim ilarly rich sources of food. New
grasslands were undoubtedly exploited by herbivores as soon as rhey
became available. In face, by examining che reerh of fossil herbivores,
it has been possible ro rrace rhe course of grass-earing mammals and
ocher animals, groups char could have evolved only as grasslands
became available.

Today's graJJlands offe,. an immeasurabl,
1upply of nutritnll and energy.

During the late Miocene, a rapid diversification ofanimals with
high-crowned, gra~s-chcwing teeth becomes obvious in che fossil
record. The more primitive herbivorous mammals of rhe early
Tertiary forest mashed sofi foliage wirh low-crowned, relatively weak
rcerh. The advent ofharsh grasses, heavily impregnated wirh tough,
indigestible fibers and crystals ofglass-hard s ilica, offered these mushmouths a particularly challenging source of nutrition. For early
Tertiary mammals, living on grasses would have been roughly comparable ro subsisting on a diet of scouring pads.
About 25 million years ago, primitive horses, camels, rhinoceroses, pronghorns, and ocher mammals in North America began ro
develop reerh that continued to grow even as they wore down. The
development ofgrazers and grasslands seems to have accompanied the
shift from warm, moist forest, to drier, more temperate conditions in
rhe central region of North America chat was rapidly becom ing the
Grear Pla ins. Wirh thconscrofworld-widcmountain-buildingin the
Tertiary, grasses were able co radiate and spread across millions of
square m iles of drying terrain. As a result, a completely new set of
lifesryles became available in the grasslands of each continent.
These new roles were quickly exploited by any species capable of
rapid evolutionary change. In North America, the horse, camel,
rh inoceros, peccary, and pronghorn families, many of which were
origi nally composed ofbrowsing forest animals, developed the grazing
habirs and Iifesryles rhat were suited to open terrain. Most of the strict
forest browsers among them would later become extinct. The new
hoofed grazers joined many ocher trial grassland species, including
rabbiL~, burrowing beavers, ground squirrels, and many other rodents.
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A wide range of hyena and dog-like predators developed to cake
advantage of the expandt"<i offering of herbivore prey. Similar groups
of animals have dom inated the plains of North America and ocher
continents ever since.
In South America, an array of marsupial predacors,similar co the
dogs and cats oftoday, arose as predators ofthe new grazing mammals.
Herbivores, omnivores, and minor carnivores, such as giant ground
sloths, glypcodoncs, armadillos, anteaters, rodents, and large flightless
birds, soon roamed the spreading pampas. These animals, strange as
they are co us,shared chesouthern grasslands with even stranger groups
of mammals, all of which have since passed into extinction.
Roughly comparable in design and habits to the familiar hoofed
animals of North America, like bison and pronghorn, these unique
South American hoofed grazers have been assigned to orders with
names like Pyrotheria, Condylarchra, Xenungulata, Astrapotheria,
and Litopterna. All these unusual pilot projects in mammalian
evolution, although successful for millions of years in rhe isolation of
Sourh America while itdrifted by itsclf,cxisttodayonlyas fossils. They
were all eventually replaced by North American and Eurasian grazers,
like camels, that wandered south across the Middle American land
bridge late in the Tertiary.
In Eurasia, a third entirely different group of mammals responded with equally phenomenal diversification, leading to the
development of cattle, buffaloes, antelopes, ga1.elles, giraffes, goars,
and sheep. From their homes on the rapidly developing steppes of
central Asia, these bovines spread into Africa, where they quickly
gained control. Today, their descendants still dominate the vast
grasslands and savannas of the veld. In the long-isolated continent of
Ausm.lia, a fourth group of grazers, the kangaroos and kangaroo-like
marsupials, evolved co fill chegrassland niches of the drying Outback.
While our forests have been around, largely unchanged, for over
a hundred million years, the great grassland biomes of the world,
including the North American prairie, probably extend back in time
only as far as the laceOligocencor Miocene, roughly 20 to 25 million
years. It is unlikely that grassland entered Missouri until some time
after its origination. The dry plains only spread eastward in response
co the rise of the mountains. Since this process required millions of
years, the foresLs of western Missouri likely held their own for a
corresponding period; nevertheless, rhinos, zebras, pronghorns, and
camels roamed the prairies of Kansas ac least seven million years ago.
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Massive Tertiary mountain-building events around the world
dried the climates ofcontinental interiors, kading to the development of
grassland biomes - pampas, steppe, veld, Outback, and North American
prairie. This chain ofevmts was accompanied by a radiation ofgrasseating mammals and other grass-dependmt animals.
During the Pliocene Epoch, at the close ofthe Tertiary Period,
many groups of mammals had evolved that would be easily recogniz,able today. By six million years ago, when the Isthmus of Panama was
just forming, some of these would pass south into South America.
Others would come north. More important to the mixi ng of the
world's species, Siberia and Alaska had been drifting togerher and
splitting apart off and on for millions of years. Despite the rifting of
Laurasia and the development of the Aclanric, Eurasia and North
America had tcmained in nearly constant contact throughout the
Tertiary along their Pacific boundaries. This allowed an ongoing
reshuffiing of floras and faunas between the old Laurasian partncts.

A paradt of Plristount megafauna
compare their rtlativt sius to a 6,foot
mtasun(q). They include (d) d giant
tortoise, (/) a tapir, (i) a giant beaver

and a (m) glyptodont; (a) a pronghorn
ancmor, (,) a short-factd b,ar, (h} a
muslt ox, (j) a 1/ama-lilu cama rtlati1u,
(k) an early hom, and (n) a saber1001h,d cal; (b) j,ffmon 's ground sloth,
(c) a mauodon, (g) a mammo1h, (/) a
giant bison, (q) an tarly cow relativt and
(p) a moou.. tllt. Tht1t wtrt not
ntrtSJarily all living at tlu 111mt time nor
in tht samt pl11ct.

In the Pliocene virtually all plant families had evolved modemlookingspecies. Forest and field might actually haveseemedlike home
at first glance. T he animals might have given us a clue that things were
not as they seemed. Ancestral horses grazed the drier uplands ofN orth
America, including Missouri, and mingled with primitive browsing
deer and camels, which resembled the llamas and guanacos of modern
South American grasslands and mountains. More easily recognizable
shrews, gophers, sq uirrels, rabbits, and mice burrowed or crept at
ground level. Missouri rivers still supported several species of gar,
bowfin, paddlefish, and sturgeon, but now all kinds of modem bony
fish - herring, catfish, and perch, as well as sticklebacks and minnows
- filled the watery world.
However, a large number ofstrange-looking mammals occupied
the Missouri environment, along with all sores of reptiles, amphibians,
and birds, also now extinct. These would certainly have proven that
wewere not at home. Shovel-jawed mastodons gulped huge mouthsful
of vegetation from shallow marshes along tivcrs. T he giant sloths,
whose weight would have smashed ordinary trees flat, fed from the
ground and yanked branches within reach with enormous claws.
These grazers and browsers were stalked by saber-toothed cars and
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large predecessors of modern canines called dire wolves. In shore, the
mamma.ls had rcacht-cl the peak oftheir diversity and all habitats were
occupied by a wealth of species char are now exrincr.
In someways, the animal life of chelate Pliocene was fardifferenr
than today and would have provided surprises ar every rurn; but,
because most ofthe planes and many ofthe animals have recognizable
ancestors today, it was a world to which one would nor have had great
difficulty adapting.
During the latter pare of the Pliocene, one of the mosr useful of
the Boocheel sediments was deposited at the vety rop of the Terciary
sediments. Dubbed the Lafayette Formation, thesebrilliandycolored
sands and gravels consist of water-worn and highly polished bits of
ordinary brown chcrr typical of rhc O?.arks, plus shiny gems of black
chert, white quartz, and purplish or pinkish quartzite, as well as
rounded chunks of ordinary dolomite and limestone, all loosely
cemented together with a multi-colored sandy clay.
The ancient stream beds that laid these colorful sands and gravels
partially sorted the grains by siie and depositc-cl them in irregular and
indistinct layers ofvarying thickness. In places, the Lafayetresandsand
gravels were piled co depths of 60 feet or more. Scooped and scraped
from pits all along Crowley's Ridge for use in concrete and paving, the
sands and gravels capping the hilltops are one of the most distinctive
and economically important features of the area. Their formation
remains something ofa mystery. Were they the last oftheTerciary erosional
features, or the first of the glacial features to come? No one knov,s.

Tiu lut1tJy hand ofgLuia/ ice would be

appli,d mo11 directly on norJ/urn
1\1iuouri.

The great Tertiary Age of Mammals came to a close when the
Pliocene Epoch ended. Ir is impossible to assign an exact point in ti me
when the Pliocene Epoch became the Pleistocene Epoch, the rime of
the glaciers, but the coming of these massive ice sheets began a period
of decline forehe warm-blooded rulers of the Tertiary. From north to
south, the ice also put the finishing couches on the Missouri landscape.
The heavy hand of glacial ice would be applied most di rccdy on
northern Missouri, but its indirect effects would be felt far beyond the
edge of the grinding sheets.
The Tertiary Period was 11 time of major world-wide upheaval that led to the formation ofrhe grassland biome and the rise
of mammals and birds. This and the Ozark uplift that occurred
during the last 30 million years of the Tertiary Period were ofthe
utmost importance to Afissouri biology.
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The great concinencal glaciations of the Pleistocene Epoch · the
Ice Age- were of immeasurable importance in altering the landscape
and species composition of the earth. Biologically, the comings and
goings of the ice reinforced the fun<lamc.ntal similarities b.crwcen
North America and Eurasiaoriginallyescablished bycominental drift,
and moved major biomes from north to south, and back again, mixing
species with abandon. The ice flattened much ofthe land, created new
soil. and altered landscapes h,mdreds of miles from its actual contact.
The four continental glaciations usually referred to as the "Ice
Age" are lumped by scientists into a single geological period chat spans
most ofthe last two or three million years, the Pleistocene Epoch. The
teem "Pleistocene" is derived from two Greek words meaning "most
new." Aptly named, the Pleistocene is not only the "most new" global
geological event, its ice sheets also created che "mosc new" Missouri
landscapt'S as well. While the Pleistocene glaciations represent our
familiar "ice ages," they are not the only continent-wide icesheecs co
have formed on the earth.
Periods of continental glaciation have occurred in various places
on che earth throughout geological cime. A billion years ago, during
che Precambrian, great masses of ice formed in North America on at
lease two occa.~ions, and others developed at least once during char era
on each of the ocher continents. In the Paleozoic, during the 'O rdovician and Pennsylvanian Periods, while much of Missouri was covered
by steamy tropical seas crawlingwich trilobites, ccinoids, and brachiopods, two ocher secs of glaciers crept over the southern part of che
ancient Pangaean supercontinent.
There have undoubtedly been many namral forces ac work to
produce such widely spaced climatic events; however, the regularicyof
ice advances in the Pleistocene of North America suggests that their
cause results from some underscandablcand predictable phenomenon.
When the probablccausacive agents are examined closely, however, it
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soon becomes apparent that a single factor will not explain the orderly
advance and retreat of continental ice sheets. Several concurrent
mechanisms must occur simultaneously to produce an ice age. Geophysicists tell us that a certain coincidence of the earth's irregular
elliptical shape, the angle of its axis, and the wobbling that occurs as
it spins on its axis arc all necessary for the creation ofsuitable climatic
conditions. These three mechanisms coincide at times to alter the
surface area of the earth relative to the sun's rays. In turn, the change
in surface area affects the amount of solar heat absorbed or reflected
from the earth's extreme northern and southern latitudes.
Taken cogecher, these perfecrly normal irregularities of the
earth'sshape and spin aresufficient to account for the cycles ofclimatic
change chat alternately cool and warm the planet roughly every 40,000
years. Whenever the planet has been in a position to absorb greater
amounts of solar energy, a warming trend has followed. When the
earth's reflectivity has increased, global cooling soon began. By
themselve.~, however, even these periodic cold spells did not always
create massive glaciers.
The positions of the continents are also fundamental to the
formation of major ice caps. To grow, an ice cap needs a firm
foundation. As the continental masses drift about, they nor only
approach Arctic or Antarctic regions on occasion, placing them in a
position to adopt a growing glacier, they also increase the likelihood
of ice formation by interfering with the normal circulation of ocean
currents. Such currents are crucial to the climates of nearly every
geographic region of the world.
If warm currents are blocked and cold currents are redirected, a
significant lowering of the mean annual average temperature of a
continent can result. Once a cold spell has begun due to a regular shift
in the earth's position relative to the sun, the additional cooling chat results
from altered ocean currents can blossom into a major glacial period.
To develop, an ice age does not really need horribly cold, Arcticsryle winters, though such conditions would certainly speed th ings up
considerably. Obviously, there are many places, like Buffalo, New
York, where the winters are bitterly cold every year and dreadful
amounts ofsnow threaten to smother the residents. However, as long
as the snow melts completely each summer, no glacier will ever form.
Conversely, on the North Slope of Alaska, it is certainly cold enough
to produce glaciers, but li mited amounts of precipitation prevent
significant ice formation.
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Whar a glacial period really needs is a supply of moisrure
adequate ro produce large quantities of snow, coupled with a few
thousand summers too cool to prevent the complete thaw ofsnow from
the previous winter. Only under such conditions will rhe deposirion
oflarge amounts ofnews now each winrer cvcnrually produce a glacier.
Whenever a blanket of snow is exposed co air char is near the
freezing point, ir quickly looses its ligh r, fluffy rexrure. Like rhe loose
cubes in an ice maker, che flakes refreeze into rounded granules of ice.
Each ice granule enlarges slightly as ir lacch es on co warer seeping down
from mclting layers ar the surface. In addirion,adjacemgranules begin
to fuse wirh each other as their ice melts and refreezes in response ro
rhe pressure ar rheir mucual points of concacr. Large granules grow
quickly at rhe expense of their smaller neighbors. After several weeks
or monrhs, a mass of pebbly ice cryscals is produced. This process of
snow accumularion and conversion to ice is called njvation and its
variousscages can be observed in any mounrainous place in rheworld
where alpine glaciers srill grow.

Over the years, as the inches of snow become feet and rhe feet
become yards, rhe granules at the boctom, now called firn (from the
German, "of last year"), become compressed and soon coalesce into
a solid mass. When the snow has built co a minimum depth of about
100 feet, the rounded granules of firn fu.se into solid ice. Their pebbly
texture disappt-ars as the immense weight of the growing pile squeett-s
the air from herwcen individual crystals, like the inconsiderate conversion of a snowball co an iceball by conrinued packing and squeezing.
Wirh increasing deprh, rhe enormous pressure produced by
hundreds of feet of snow and firn b~-gin to extrude the massive ice at
the bottom as if it were a thick fluid, like molasses. The entire
circumference of the developing ice cap creeps outward as its central
mass continues co grow. The ice need not even form in an elevated
position to flow. On level terrain its own central weight can' provide
pressure that is far greater than the force of gravity at its periphery.
While a glacier prefers to move down hill , it can also move across flat
ground, and can actually climb up h ills and over ridges ifit acquires a
large enough mas.s.
The glacial sheet, like a gel, is forced by its own immense weight
into cavities and hollows. Scraping and gouging everything in its path,
the glacier moves away from the center of snow accumulation and ice
formation. Jammed against the surface, the bottommost ice melts
u nder the enormous pressure, lubricating the surface and allowing the
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glacier to glide. This water also seeps into tiny cracks and
crev ices, then refreezes and expands, fracturing the underlying surface. Birs and pieces of rock, sticks, logs, particles
ofsoil, and rhe odd caveman are surrounded by rhe enveloping ice, rhen frozen into rhe matrix.
Dust, spores, pollen,smoke, leaves, and insects, fallen
with the snow or blown onco the surface later, become
buried and encapsulated in rhe developing ice, p roducing
dark bands and lines similar to rhe growrh rings of a tree
trunk. W'herher picked up from below or captured from
above, all manner of debris is carried along with the ice.
Unlike a stream, glacial ice can carry material of all si1,es,
even boulders larger rhan a house. As ir moves, rhe ice
shears, deforms, melrs, and refreezes, mixing and obliterating rhe hori1.ontal strata thar initially marked each year's
accu mularion of snow.

G/11ein/ ice ean carry material ofa/1 ,ius,
evw boulders larger than a houu.

As the glacier expands, irs abiliry co scrape and transport increases dramatically. Once the ice cap is fully formed,
ir has rhe capacity ro carry off whole hills and level entire mountains.
Contrary co what might be imagined, an ice sheet docs nor o rdi narily
push these enormous loads of rock and soil, called t ill or glacial d rift,
in front of it like a giant bulldozer. Most of rhe material is collected
from beneath, particle by particle, and piece by piece, as it is broken
free and lifted up into rhe ice over a period of many centuries.
The surface of the bedrock is leveled only a fraction of an inch
ar a rime. In srages rhatare barely perceptible, prominent topographic
features are groun d down and disappear. In some cases, a glacial from
rhar has temporarily receded may surge forward again and push over
irs own rill, left in a heap by irs earlier departure, and reform it inro
distinctive, crc.~cent-shapc mounds called drumlins. Most of the
irregular piles of drift ir leaves behind, called moraines, are never
resrrucrured in such arrisricways. Moraines rhesize of h ills often dot
landscapes where conrinenral glaciers have crept.
The rill rhar is p icked up, like rhe material carried along
by a stream, serves as rhe primary agent of abrasion i n the
relentless ca rving of rhe terrain. The boulders, cobbles, and
gravel imbedded in rhe ice grind against each ocher, removing
rough edges and rounding individual stones . As the till is
dragged across rhe bedrock, it scou rs the surface and may
scratch deep patallcl grooves or striations, called striae, on its
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surface. The fine particles of griccy rock dust that are removed
during all of chis grinding. scouring, and sc raping remain
trapped in the ice and serve as a final polish ing med ium for any
surface the: ice conracrs.

Later, this same fine gric, called rock flour, is responsible
for che milk)' a ppcarancc of mclcwarers escaping from the
rcced i ng face of a glacier. In the end, the rock flour may be laid
down as silty alluvium along riverbanks downs tream, picked up
by cbc wind, and deposited on the surroundi ng hillsides in
rhick layers of dust, called loess; or ic may be concributed to the
delta at the river\ mouth .
Larger chu nks of rock and gravel. carried only a short
distance by the melrwater as it flows beneath rhc ice, may be
deposited in long, sinuous bars under rhe ice. These low,
snaking ridges of gravel and cobbles, called eskcrs, may be lefc
behind as prominent topographic features long afcer the ice has
gone. If there had once been eskers , drum lins, or moraines in
Missouri, they have all been eroded and weathered into oblivion.
Most of our til ls were composed of rocks so soft th at even they
have been broken down co mud.
From the regions cast and west of Hudson Bay where the
glacie.rs formed and grew, the great ice sheers ground their way
south coward Missouri across thousands of miles of hilly,
forested terrain, removing virt ually every distinguishable geographic feature present at che rime. Many areas of Canada
display extensive expanses of flat, barren rock, e tch ed b)' the
glaciers and scarcely colonized by vegetation in the thousands
of years since the last ice melted. Th e conc inenca l glaciers
carried their incred ible loads of materials far co the south,
depositing ir in the distinccive forms of drumlins, cskcrs, and
moraines in Minnesota, 'J<'isconsin , norchern Illinois and Indiana, and in broad, featureless rill or drift plains in Iowa, Il linois,
and Missouri .
The newer glacial deposits of Minnesota, \X'isconsin, and
Michigan, derived from chc hard, res istant Precam brian rocks
of the Canadian shield and abraded for only a short distance
from their source, contain heavy concentrations of coarse sand,
cobbles, and large boulders . These deposits resulted from the
retreat of the very last ice sheets and they retain a fresh, sharp
appearance, clearly attributable to glacial ice.
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The tills laid down in northern Missouri, gathered mostly from
the softer Pennsylvanian sandstones, limestones, and shales ofMinnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, and northern Missouri, consist mainly
affine sand, silt, and clay. Since this drift is extremely old and highly
weathered, it displays few traces of the ice that gave it birch.

Tht exum of t!u Ntbraskan advance as
near as ean ht du;p/ured.
;

On the other hand, some of the larger and
rougher rocks from sources in the northern stares
and Canada did make it as fur as Missouri. Occasionally,glacial-polished chunks ofgranite and
other similar igneous rocks, pink quartzite,
silvery gneiss, and other metamorphic rocks even bits of native copper and gold - arc found
in Missouri till. Thl-se foreign rocks and minerals are known as glacial erratics and they
become much more common the farther north
one goes.
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With the passage of time, a variety of physical forces have
completely decomposed most fragments of rock originally present in
Missouri till into silt and clay. There are a few thin beds of durable
chert and quartzite gravels laced through the muds of Missouri drift,
but most of these gravels areoflocal origin and were probably polished
more by pre-glacial or post-glacial stream abrasion, than by their brief
transport tn ice.
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Ice sheets, like modern glaciers, often act
like gigantic amoebae. Their edges ooze outward now, draw back then, poke a finger of ice
here, pull in a little there, often in seemingly random patterns. Each
conrinenral glacier did nor simply come and go. From recenr studies,
ic is now clear that there were actually eight or nine minor ice advances
scattered among two dozen climatic fluctuations during the Pleistocene. Geologists in North America usually lump these many smaller
advances into four major periods, each named for an area where che
period's ice sheet was first studied and described.
Of these four principal ice advances, only the first two, the
Nebraskan and Kansan, had significant and direct effects on the
topography and soils of Missouri. The oldesr, rhe Nebraskan, occurred sometime between J.7 and two or three million years ago. T his
ice sheet flattened most of the original land surface of northern
Missouri, filling in old valleys and riverbeds and removing the tops of
hills. Deep wells drilled into the cill reveal some of che region's pre-
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glacial drainage patterns and give us an idea ofthe rolling topographic
features characteristic of the original bedrock surface.
Evidently, chis first ice sheet halted along a line just co the north
ofthe present Missouri River. For tens ofthousands ofyears or longer,
it remained nearly srarionary. Evidently a balance was finally struck
between the rate of ice formation at ics source and the rate of melting
along its leading edge. Even though its advance was halted, the glacier
continued to grind away at the face of northern Missouri, very much
like che treads of a bulldozer mired in mud. kc kept pushing in from
the north, even as the leading edge melted away.
A quartet million years later, nearly all
evidence of the passing Nebraskan ice was
subseq uenrly buried or scraped away by the
second major advance, the Kansan glacier.
Even had it been a more powerful and enduring ice sheet than irs predecessor, rhe Kansan
would still have had fewer topographical effects in Missouri because most of the region
had already been completely flattened. However, Kansan ice did creep a bir farther south, · -·- . ..
ICion.s
eventually stopping just about where the Missouri River flows roday. The Kansan ice thus
put the finishing touches on our northern
I
j Mo
Missouri plains, removed some highland remnants of rhc original landscape missed by the
Nebraskan sheer, and re-leveled any hills or valleys rhar might have
begun to erode in the Nebraskan till.

The Kansan 1hett pushed farther S()uth
into Missouri than any other glacier.

The third great glacial stage, the lllinoian, from 125,000 to
500,000 years ago, may not have entered northern Missouri at all, bur
did have some impact on chin strips ofland bordering the Mississippi
Valley. A tongue ofice extending from ch is sheet seems ro have covered
the area char is now St. Louis, for a time forcing the Mississippi River
around it to the west, through Forest Park, and back along the Mill
Creek Valley. Later, the river was forced farther south, then east along
the prt'SCnt course of the River des Peres. The broad valleys of Mill
Creek and the River des Peres were both cut by a big river, not by the
little streams that wander through them in modern times.
A bit farther north, in Sc. Charles County and beyond, a similar
damming evenrseems to have occurred. Herc, a vasrlayer ofsediment
was deposited on the bottom of a glacial lake created by another
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Tiu lllinoitln gLuirr barely touched the
easrun bqrdus ()f Missouri.

lllinoian age ice dam. This particular lake
deposit is still clearly visible today as a series
of high terraces along the Cuivre River and
many of che small nearby streams that drain
into che Mississippi. Similar "Pleistocene
river terraces» are seen along ocher streams,
but do not always indicate che former presence of a Jake. Many similar terraces were
created by silt deposition during che flooding
cycles at the end of each ice advance and by
down-cutting since.

llli noian ice also left iL~ signature along the extreme eastern edge
of the Ozarks, south of Sc. Louis, although its actual presence is
doubtful. While at its full extent and lacer, as ic began co recede, che
Illinoian sheet and its oucwash may have once again dammed the
Mississippi . T he overflow carried chunks of ice, along with their
trapped debris, over and beyond the bluffs, which ar the rime were not
nearly so high. T ill deposits on bluffs north of See. Genevieve, and
erratics as far as eight miles inland.seem co point to che presence ofsuch
a glacial lake, and perhaps co the presence of the glacier itself. For a
time, the Mississippi may have filled or flowed through the lowlands
of the present Establishment Creek.
While evidence of its physical presence is barely discernible, the
lllinoian ice nonetheless left an indelible mark all across the Missouri
landscape. A:; the ice withdrew, it left a trail of extremely deep loess
deposits on the bluffs and hillsides bordering the Big Rivers. From
Neb raska to Memphis and beyond, Illinoian loess is one of the most
sign ificant features left by this glacial stage (about which there will be
more later).
The last glacial stage, the Wisconsinan, did not enter Missouri
at all. Formed during what may have been rhe coldest glacial period,
the mighty Wisconsinan sheet created the modern landscape of che
entire Great Lakt'S region. In its wake, ic left the broad, flat eastern
Illinois prairie, the moraines of Wisconsin, and the " land of I 0,000
lakes" in Minnesota. Bm its ice fell far short of Missouri.
Like the lllinoian sheet, however, che Wisconsinan left huge
deposits of loess, chieAy along the Big River bluffs as far south as
Tennessee and Mississippi, but also ina layerofvariablechickness over
most of Missouri and Illinois. Blown over older soils rhac had either
formed in che blanket oflllinoian loess, in cheeroded layers of Kansan
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and Nebraskan
till, or in the underlying Mississippian or Pennsy lvan ian age
bedrock,
chc
Wisconsinan

loess became the
parent marcrial
for many of
Missouri's mosr
valuable modern
soils.

I-

0

Wirh rhe
exception of the
two new layers of
lllinoian and
Wisconsinan
locss and their
subsequent erosion, no majortopo graphic a I
changes have occurred in Missomi for che last million years. Ar most, a
minor brush with glacial ice touched some small sections of Missouri
during the l IJi noian advance some 350,000 to 400,000 years ago. For
hundreds of thousands of years, since the demise of the Kansan
Glacier, the Missouri landscape did nor change much.

The Greater St. Louis 11.r<d during 1/u
Jflinoia11 Adwznu, shou,ing tht
appro>:imau position ofti Jongut of ire
,hat tlammtd tht Miuissippi creating a
lttnporary Ullu. and unt the rivu

through ForeJt Park and south aUmg tht
prtunt C01'rte

()f the River des Pun

Once rhe Nebraskan and Kansan ice sheets rcm-ated, the till they
left behind began to form soil. Because soils reflecr the physical
cond itions of their environment, as well as the material rhat creates
chem, it has been possible to draw a fairly accurate picture of che
climate and copography of che region during che periods between
glaciers. By studying the attributes of these old, Jong-bmied soils, and
adding rhe information rhar can be derived from fossil plant and
animal material co che anal)•sis, we can form a fairly complete picture
of these.ancient landscapl-s.

Ofthefour majorg'4cial advances in North America, only thefirst
two - the Nebraskan andKan.san - acrual!Jstoured rhe northern Missouri
14,uucape; however, Jllinoian and \"fliscominan loess blmlkeh ,rmchofthe
state. Many ofour modern agricultural soils owe theirfertility to these till
and loes.s deposits.
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The phyi;ical appearance of the northern Missouri surface following each of the first two ice sheets was roughly the same. During
the first or Aftonian Interglacial, a period of roughly 250,000 years
between the departure ofthe Nebraskan ice sheet and rhe arrival of the
Kansan, northern Missouri was nearly level and, as a result, was very
poorly drained. At the height of this relatively warm period, the
appearance of northern Missouri was probably quite similar to the
modern surface of north-central Illinois or North Dakota prior to
settlement. Boch were predominantly flat, marshy landscapes, sprinkled
with occasional low, rounded moraines left by rhe recent retreat ofrhc
Wisconsinan ice sheet. Eicher would be a good model for understanding what must have been happening 1.5 million years ago
in northern Missouri.
The receding Nebraskan ice left an area oflow relief, with a very
shallow, inefficient herringbone drainage pattern of sluggish, meandering streams. Mose upland areas would have had high water tables,
broad parches of marshy ground, seasonal ponds, and perhaps even a
few lakes of considerable size. T he pothole country of North Dakota
presents a vivid image of how northern Missouri probably appeared.
The Afconian surface likely remained relatively flat and wet for most
of its brieflife. T here was insufficient time between the glaciers· only
a quarter of a million years· for erosion to cut a deep system ofvalleys
capable of completely draining the Nebraskan drift. Of course, any
drainage system that did develop was subsequently wiped out by this
second sheet.
In itially, the surface of northern Missouri in the postKansan period, known as the Yarmouth Interglacial, would
have been just as flat and poorly drained as the post-Nebraskan ,
perhaps even more so . In contrast, however, a million years of
erosion has drained its excess moisture and carved a terrain of
rolling h ills and sluggish, meandering streams, the characteristic features of northern Missouri today.
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Like the bluffs of the Ozarks, the Missouri and Mississippi river
bluffs were largely carved after the Tertiary uplift. Unlike the Ozark
canyons, however, these Big River canyons were assisted by a huge
volume of glacial meltwater. Ar rhc ends of glacial periods, as these
rivers cut deeper, rhegrowing bluffs must have provided ratheruniquc
conditions for plants and animals, just as they do today. During glacial
advances, the stretches ofthe rivets dosesr to rhe ice sheers were Ranked
by rundra vegetation, lush with mosses and lichens. The drainage of
cold air along the valley floor from the ice sheet to the notch, coupled
with the chilling effect of icy meltwater cutting through the flood
plain, allowed many members of the dark boreal forest, the Canadian
evergreen forest, to infiltrate far to thesouth, a tieast as far as Memphis,
Tenne.~see. Warmer air high up on rhe bluffi evidently permitted
many Ozark deciduous tree.~ to survive.
The close association of the two forest rypes is well-documented
in the fossil record. The loess along the bluffs and flood plains in St.
Louis County, and in Memphis, T ennessee, among other places, have
yielded well-preserved burrernuts, hickory nuts, and acorns, mixed
with the wood, needles, and cones of white spruce, larch, and fir.
Similar treasures turn up in old backwater deposits and behind ancient
beaver dams constructed on small tributaries. The combination
wattn-and-cool effect still exists along our bluffs. The juxtaposed
climates have produced the pairing of Missouri's most "northerly"
forest rype, the sugar maple and basswood forests of north-facing
bluffs, with rypical 07.ark oak and hickory highet up on ridges and
beyond the crests on southern slopes.
During glacial periods, the big river flood plains must have been
the worst of all possible worlds for plant and animal life. During the
summer months, silt-laden mdtwaters poured over rhe entire 4- or 5mile valley floor, from bluff co bluff. Each winter, as melting
temporarily ceased, the bottomland was converted to a barren, windswept mudflat, dried or fro:ren. It is unlikely that anything at all could
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have survived on the bare soil of che flood plain during chis encire
period. Wich ics surface uoprocected, the chill winter winds were able
to blast the flood plain and carry off enormous quantities of silt chat
would become loess, the characteristic feature and chief soil-forming
material on nearby bluffs and hillsides.

The first of che continental glaciations was also che beginning of
the last major period of alterations leading co the present appearance
and soils of the Boocheel, Missouri's Southeastern Lowlands. The
preglacial rivers of the embaymenc region were mostly minor streams
and drained much smaller watersheds chan at present. lo particular,
che Mississippi was not nearly as large as ic is today. A large percentage
of che runoff from the northern parts of che continent, including the
contribution made by the Missouri River and a substantial part of the
Ohio, drained northward through che Great Lakes region (the lakes
had nor yet formed) and into Hudson Bay.
In similar fashion, one ancescral branch of the Mississippi
drained directly from the Grear Lakes region, while another fork
curved soucheastward from southern Minnesota through central
Illinois. T hough these preglaciaJ channels were filled and obscured by
huge deposits of glacial till, and now lie buried under che Illinois
prairie, they have bt-en located during well-drilling operations. As
described previously, the small Boocheel screams of early glacial times
generally skirted the central portion of the Mississippi Embaymenc as
they had since the end of the Cretaceous, following the base of the
uplands on their way south.
When the ice sheets formed, they blocked theoriginaJ northward
drainage pattern of the Ohio and Missouri rivers and forced cheentire
flow co che south. When melting occurred - a process chat went on for
chousands of years - the rampaging volume of melcwacer gave birch co
our modern Big Riversyscems and Missouri's Southeastern Lowlands.
Almost inca!culablequanticies ofwacer reached the Bootheel from the
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now-combined flow ofche Missouri, Mississippi, and Ohio networks.
The rremendou.~ quantities ofsilt, sand, and gravel swept along by the
flood nor only drastically altered the flood plains ofrhe Missouri and
Upper Mississippi rivers, ir had even greater impact in the lowlands to
the south.
The streams of rhe four postglacial periods cut deeply inro rhe
sedi mcm and rock in their paths for two reasons. l:'irsr and most
obvious was simply the increased scouring action made possible by rhe
huge volume ofwater and irs abrasive bedload. Less obvious, perhaps,
was rhe increased overall slope ofchesrreambed as rhc rivers flowed to
the sea. At their maximum extent, the ice sheers required a huge
amount ofsnow and ice, and this bound up a comparably huge amount
of water. This warer, in rhe form of ice, constituted a significant
percentage of rhe total supply of ocean water on the earth. As
accumulating snow formed a glacial sheer it also lowered st-a level by
hundreds of feet. The gradients of rhe streams, and the abrasive force
they were able to apply, increased in direct proportion to the degree to
which sea level sank. Throughout the four periods of receding ice, the
increased flow of mcltwater cut the channels of the Mississippi River
and its tributaries • from the Louisiana delta northward - deeper and
closer co rhe level of rhe Ice Age Gulf of Mexico.
Although small and restricted at first, the expanded postglacial
Mississippi in the southern tip of the Boorheel became a huge river
Glacial l11ke Girardeau ovutopptd
during the summer months, the time of peak flow. In the early spring
Crowley's Ridge in low places and pouud
or late fall, before melting commenced in force or after it slowed, the
through. carving many new canyons
water level dropped and the stream followed many separate channels,
and tJalleys.
a twisting, uncertain pattern known as a braided stream. The ,--------- - - --::=--;:-----,
Mississippi's wandering paths are still evident in the flood
plain throughArkansas,all thewaysourh co New Orleans. As
it flowed south from Asherville, Missouri, the broad, meandering path of the glacial Mississippi swept across a flood plain
over 20 miles wide. This extraordinary degree oframbling was
only possible because the huge river encountered very little
resistance from the loose T crtiary and Cretaceous sediments
through which it flowed.
. _; . .
Old flood plain terraces and natural levees of che ancient
river from this period show up as patches of high ground in
such places as the Ash Hills, and the Dudley and Melville ridges
ofStoddard and Buder counties. However, north ofAsherville,
the expanded volume of the Mississippi was hemmed into the
ancient passage cut into Tertiary sediments and Paleozoic

====-"-"-"====-"-.._"'-"'--'-"'--~--'
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rocks by its lethargic ancestral flow. This
narrow,funnel-likeentrenchment betWeen
Crowley's Ridge and thesoutheastern edge
of the Ozarks was totally inadequate for
the unprecedented amount of water that
accompanied rhe melting of a glacier.

The Mississippi Riva from an oval1Jok
in Trail of Tears State Park ntar
Capt Cira,deau.

Upstream from Cape Girardeau, the
river passed between bluffs chat were an
ample 4 or 5 miles aparr. From Asherville
south, the river generally was able to meander th rough a generous flood plain over
20 miles wide. Along Crowley's Ridge,
however, che giant-sized Jee Age Mississippi was forced to squce1.e rhrough what
is now called the Drum Lowland. This old
Mississippi flood plain lies between
Hickory Ridge, Baker Hill, and the Goose
Pond Hills to the southeast, and the Ozark
uplift to the northeast,ascant2 miles. The
river quickly filled this channel with all
sorts of debris and was forced to abandon
it. The impatient river quickly cut around the low ridge and hills to
the southeast, and set off through the broader Advance Lowland along
Crowley's Ridge. Not surprisingly, the river immediately found itself
just as tightly shut-i n along chis new course.
Farther downstream, near Puxico, the original Mississippi flood
plain also just barely exceeded 2 miles. In addition, the river's gradient
was so low in its first 50 miles southwest ofCape Girardeau that water
simply could not drain away quickly enough. Even in a straight run,
without meanders, the river dropped very little, perhaps only a foot or
so, in each mile between Cape Girardeau and Puxico. With meanders
and carrying a heavy load ofsediment, thevelociry ofthe water would
have been slowed even more than normal. The delayed passage
through the bottleneck at Puxico caused most ofthe river's bedload of
gravel and sand, and much of its suspended load of silt and organic
debris co settle out of the water.
The larger, hc-avicr pebbles dropped first, buildi ng a layer of
gravel 20 feet thick directly atop the dolomite of the entrenchment.
This addirionalsediment reduced the river's gradient,slowing its flow
even more and hastening the pile-up of debris. Eventually the bed of
the river in that srrerch was filled until it was absolutely Oar, with no
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gradient whatsoever. Th()ugh they arc approximately 50 miles apart,
the modern elevations of rhe old Mississippi channel ar Puxico and ar
Cape Girardeau are now exactly the same, roughly 340 feer above sea
level. This graphically illusrrates the incredible degree ofsedimentarion tharrook place, and also the impossibiliry ofever draining the area
in modern times.
The huge volume of melrwarer, now essenrially dammed up
behind irs own senled bedload, backed upsrream a grear disrance,
possibly many miles beyond Cape Girardeau itself. creating a huge lake
of cold, silry glacial waters. More and more of the awesome load of
warer and debris, carried downstream each summer from the melting
glaciers to the north, piled up in the growing lake. All of the tributary
screams flowing from the 01.arks muse have also backed up, much rhe
way rhe Meramec is choked today when rhe Mississippi is in flood.
More importantly, each ofthe many tiny creeks draining the high land
of Crowley's Ridge also became ponded.
While they were able co flow into rhe river, rhese riny screams cur
deeply inro rhesoft, fossil-bearing sediments of Crowley's Ridge and
formed steep, narrow ravines and gullies. Now the rapidly expanding
Mississippi lake backed up into these ravint-s and soon overtoppcd the
ridge wherever it was low. Curring quickly rhrough rhe poorly
cemented Tertiary and CreraceoLL~ sands, silrs, and days, rhe river
poured down the other side. A:; glacial melting continued, more and
more of these new channels were cut; some became dogged and had
to he side-stepped. Others intercepted resistant rocks and grew
no larger.

Bird Hill, ntar the small town of
Perkins. Missouri, is one of the isolated
ucrions ofCrowleyS Ridge. Lost Hill is
in the left background.

For thousands ofyears, theMississippi scoured
its way through Crowley's Ridge, cutting numerous new channels and carrying offhuge amounts of
silt, sand, and gravel as it went. To the south ofthe
ridge, a hundred feer of preglacial sedimentary
deposits were removed from thousands of square
miles of the old cmbaymcntsurface. For a time one
of its channels passed through the ridge north of
Dudley. A later course leveled an 8-mile section of
the ridge berwcen Bell City and Oran. This course
lefr a series ofsmall "islands" of dolomite stuck in
the Aanened landscape, known today as Lost Hill,
Bird Hill, Cow Hill, and Ringer Hill. Some of the
river's smaller braided channels coalesced into
larger passageways.
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As the Mississippi flowed
south,still paralleling the Ohio, it
meandered and flooded, but never
created the kinds of habitats evident along a lowland river today.
The marked disparity between
summer thaw and winter free-te,

when most of the flow temporarily ceased, affected the Sourheasrem Lowlands in much the
same way that it altered the riverbed upstream, except on a much
largerscale. Much ofthe Soothed
was barren and lifeless rhroughouttheyear. Silt blew everywhere
andcovered~"Verythingwirh \0c<;s.
On Crowley's Ridge, loess accumulated to depths of 50 feet
and more.

The tremendous glacial outpouring of water, gravel, sand, and
silt supplied the riverwith rhcmarerial needed to cut deeply into its bed
and to build truly enormous terraces and oxbows. Among the most
impressive features of the lowland landscape recalling the passage of
the river at this t ime arc the natural levees that bounded its fioodway.
These ancient terraces are now evident as the low north-south ridges
ofche Ash Hills, Malden Prairie, and Sikeston Ridge. Like giant sand
shadows cast by Crowley's Ridge, each of these terraces lies in the
protection of some part of the ridge nor removed by glacial floodwaters. Like Crowley's Ridge, these are among the oldest rclicrs of the
original embaymcnt surface in the Boorl1eel. Because they were left
high above the level of the surrounding flood plain, they would
be the first lands in the Southeastern Lowlands to be settled and
farmed by Americans.
While rhe melrwarer Mississippi was cutting, slicing, and shifting among its various pa5sageways through the more southerly parts
ofCrowley's Ridge, it also backed up another creek in the northeastern
end ofthe ridge, in a section known as the Benton Hills. This low arta,
even though reinforced by layers of Paleozoic dolomite, was quickly
breached by chedam med-up waters. The immense volume of the river
poured through the rapidly enlarging break, just as the giant stream
had gushed through ocher breaks in the ridge to the southwest. This
new gap pwvid,x! the most d irect route south to the Ohio's enormous
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channel. The Mississippi gradually abandoned its other southerly
channels, but remained co take advantage of this route, known today
as Thebes Gap. Since glacial times, the Mississippi has flowed through
this notch, the narrowest part of its flood plain forthousands of miles.
Now at last joined with the larger Ohio River, the Mississippi
finally seemed to have found a satisfactory route to the sea, one that
could manage its entire load. The ponded water of its old channel.
trapped between Crowley's Ridge and the Ozarks, from Puxico back
to Cape Girardc-au, eventually became one of the region's largest
cyprcs.~ swamps. Some of theswampie.~t pam of that old channel are
now preserved in the bounds of Mingo National Wildlife Refuge and
Duck Creek State Wildlife Refuge.

For the thousands of years it took each ice sheet to melt back
sufficiently to stop ove1whel ming the Mississippi, Missouri, and Ohio
rivers, the silt released by meltwaters and blown by the wind settled in
among the trees of the highlands as loess. While it probably never
accumulated swiftly enough to acmally kill plants or animals- perhaps
only a tiny fraction of an inch each year - the dust slowly drifted into
the forests as they lived and died. Each new layer ofsoil was covered
before it could develop very much, often sealing its contents and the
layer of organic debris on its surface.
The most recent layers of loess, those from the Wisconsinan
glacial stage, have preserved the shells oflarge numbers ofland snails
that inhabited the woods at the time, as well as other bits and pieces
ofdead plant and animal material. Consequently, the loess has much
to tell us about the plant and animal communities of the day; it also
has historic and economic value. Although the silry loams are not the
most important agricultural soils in the Bootheel,theywereamong the
first to be plowed.

A minor amount ofatluviatiun ran be

seen after each fl.()od along a Missouri
stream, such as this new Myer of sand
on the bank ()f the Meramrt Riva.

JWI Hawker
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In addition to the accumulation ofdeep layers of
loess, another kind of wind-generated feature was
produced at abour the same rime. Southwest ofPoplar
Bluff, nesdedin rhejunctureofcheBlackRiverand the
Ozark escarpment, one of the stranger lowland landscapes was creared at the close of the Ice Age. Most of
us would agree that finding sand dunes in Missouri
would bea bit unusual. Finding chem in theBootheel
seems to defy logic. Sand dunes are characreristic of
many desert,scaside, or lakeside areas with a consistent
source of dry sand exposed to a unidirectional wind.
The modern Boocheel is certainly neither beach nor
desert, nor are its winds predictable.

Dust blowing up onJfJ Crowlq 's Ridge

from a preun,~day p/Qwtd fi,IJ ucretttes the conditions that deposited 1-cess
on the Ridge during t!u la Ages.

However, at the end ofthe glacial period rhe lowlying area immediately southwest of Poplar Bluff was
just such a place. Because the river had been diverted
far tO the ease, the huge volume of muddy material left
inics old bed was no longer dampened by water. As chesediment dried,
its silc particles were blown up onto the bluffs as loess. Too heavy to
be carried aloft, rhe sediment's larger grains were nudged, prodded,
then bounced over the abandoned channel. They soon began to pile
up. The grains tumbled their way up the gently sloping face of a
growing pile until they reached its apex, chen careened down the steep
lee side. As their loads of sand rolled along like giant conveyor belts.
blowing up from the bottom, then over the rop, large piles swallowed
smaller ones. Sand dunes soon creprsouthwest over the floor ofthe old
riverbed, parallel co the face of the Ozarks. The sharp winter winds
flowing down rhe Mississippi Valley from the face of rhe rerrearing ice
sheer provided rhe steady muscle necessary co move rhesand and build
the dunes.
After several cenruries, sand dunes more rhan 20 fcer high
became a promincnr feature in an orherwise featureless landscape.
Although the dunes originally began well to the east of Poplar Bluff,
just downsrream from chesice of the damming of the old Mis.~issippi,
scant evidence of their presence remains in that area. Thousands of
years of erosion by rhe meandering St. Francis and Black rivers have
since carried away nearly every trace.
To the sourh, nearche southern border ofMissouri, and extending intoClayCouncy,Arkansas,thedunes remain well preserved, even
thousands ofyears after their formation. With no direct assault by any
of the local rivers, protected from the wind by a stabilizing cover of
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vegetation, and resistant ro rhe erosive power of the rain, the piles of
sand have survived. Unlikesilt, which is tightly packed and easily lifted
and floated by rainwater, sand is too heavy and loose. The windpolished grains are so well-rounded and resistant co compacrion that
each footstep sinks and leaves a deep print in the soft sand. Rainwater
sinks between the grains even more easily than feet, quickly draining
away. This feature is a constant problem for farmers in the area today,
because the dune surfaces tend co beexcremely droughty in the absence
of consistent rain.
Though drainage through the porous dunes is swift and
unhampered, water has a tendency co collect underneath. When the
sand first accumulated, it was piled directly on the bed of the old valley
cue by che Mississippi during the late Pliocene and early Pleistocene.
Dense layers ofTerriary and Cretaceous silts and clays now hinder the
downward infiltration ofwater. As a result, water that has percolated
through the sand builds up on the impervious layer beneath and
appears in depressions between the dunes. The accumulation ofwater
between che d,mes creates small pond.~ and temporarily wet areas,
called swales. While the dunes werescabilized by a vegetative
cover adapted to dry conditions during the thousands ofyears
since the lee Age ended, lowland forests and swamps appeared
in the ponds and swalc~. Today these harbor unique Missouri
species such as corkwood, and one of North America's rarest
plan cs, the pondberry.

One of 1h, su,alu ntar the towns of
Naylor ttnd Oxly has bun ut aside as a
Missouri natural arta to protect a

population of corkwood.

With che retreat of the Wisconsin an ice sheenhe relative
levels of ocean and scrcambed returned co normal. The
decrease in volume and grad ienc considerably slowed che rivers
and screams draining through che lowlands and they were no
longer able to cut deeply inco the older su rface. Since the
withdrawal of the last glacier, instead of removing large quantities of debris, the streams have been dropping most of their
sediment, slowly refilling valleys and flood plains. The matC:.
rial laid down by these weaker rivers has filled their entrenched
channels wich deep layers of mud and sand. This mechanism,
called alluviation, isa valley-filling process chat continues even
into the present. Alluviacion is responsible for putting the
finishing touches on modern flood plains.
The tremendous flooding of the Pleistocene removed
nearly all craces ofthe earlier Tertiary landscape. The top ofthe
brighc red sands and gravels on Crowley's Ridge ,-ssentially
marks the surface of the ancient T crtiacy flood plain. The I 00
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The Mi,souri River i11 th< flood of 1986
rovus the entire JUJodplain. Such events

are rare now, but wue ver)' frequent
during the Ice Ages.

co 150 foot difference in elevation becween chat surface and che present
flood plain represents rhe amount ofmaterial removed by the massive
floods of the Ice Age. Similarly, rttcnr alluviarion and meandering
have destroyed or buried most Pleistocene features. Wirh rhe exception ofchehighersandyrerraces and levees in places likeSikesron Ridge
and the Kennect-Malden Prairie, virtually all of the great changes in
rhe landforms of the Bootheel are now masked.
Ir has been necessary to stress the mechanics of the Nebraskan
and Kansan ice sheets because these were fundamenral co much of the
physical environment ofnorthern and southeastern Missouri,and the
big river flood plains: their topography, drainages, exposures, and soils.
Similarly, melrwarcrs from che lllinoian and Wisconsinan sheers
contributed significantly ro modern big river flood plain and sourhcasrcrn lowland formation, and their loess blankets much ofMissouri,
even though they nevcracrually entered chestacc. Equally important,
however, these last rwo ice sheets wcrccrirical in rhe final shifting about
ofNorthAmcrican plant and animal communities. The final glacial
periods mixed Ozark, Great Lakes, Appalachian, and western
species in the scare, and contributed relict pop ulations ofboreal
plants and animals.

The Pleistoceneglaciers leveled northern Missouri, buried its Paleozoic surface under thick layers oftill and /.oess, and created land suitable
far modem Com Belt agriculture. Meltwatmfrom the ice sheets carved
the food plains ofthe Big Rivers and rhe present surface ofthe Boorhee4
then co11tributed silt that was deposited as deep layers of/.oess a/.o11g their
blujfi. Modern streams ofmuch smaller size 110w meander through the
great food plains created at this time, shifting Ice Age sediments around
ttnd filling vttlleys scoured by the meltwaters.
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Volumes have been wrirren in arremprs ro arrive at a coherent
descriprion ofthe communities that exisred during the Pleistocene. It
is a frusrraring task, for the Pleistocene Epoch covers two to three
million years of earth history, four principal ice advances, and four
imerglacials (assuming the present is probably jusr rhe mosr recenr
respite between glaciers}. To give an accurare account of Ice Age
habirars, iris necessary to disringuish between rhe plants and animals
of the cooling and the warming trends, ro explain how those mixtures
responded to a changing climate, and then to de~cribe how the species
composition was further altered as evolution proceeded. A complete
picrureissimply not possible in this book, but a briefsynopsis is critical
to undersrandinghow Missouri has acquired so many different plants
and animals, and how the region came to be the way it is.
It is probably fairly easy to imagine why Arctic and borcal
species must have mov<"<l into our area during each glacial period, then
retreated back north with the melting ice. After all, ir has to be cough
rryi ng ro make a living underneath or on top of2,500 feer of ice! And
for most Arctic species, our present-day Missouri cl imate would
certainly be a drag. Yer, people sometimes picture a ni mals fleeing in
terror before a crushing ice sheet, and then wonder how it could have
been possible for the plants ro have escaped at all. Actually, no such
flights of panic were ever necessary.
Whether advancing or retreating, an icesheet requires thousands
ofyears to reach its full extent or withdraw entirely. Clearly, if the life
expectancy of an average generic tree is 100 to 400 years, a dozen
generations of forest wilJ live and die before the community can be
ousted by a slow, rum blingglacier. A:; the climate becomes chilled, century
by century, the st'<.-ds and sprouts of a forest will survive less well along the
northern fringes of it~ range. In contrast, the trees' reproductive success is
enhanced ro the south, especially as competition with more southerly
species declines; rhesesouthern competitors are also feeling the effcctS of
climatic change and similarly fail to propagate along their northern limits.
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Each biomeslowly mi graces southward away from the advancing
ice as succeeding generations creep a little farther into territory
formerly held by southern neighbors. It is not necessary for a single
individual plant or animal to move an inch. Preserved as intact
bands of vegetation, complete with all species of dependent
animals, the zones shift southward with each ice advance, then
back as the climate warms.
The Mississippi was a major element in these glacial retreats and
postglacial recoveries. In Europe, the Ice Ages brought the same kinds
ofchanges to the land and its inhabitants as are recognizable here. The
advancing ice "pushed" the temperate deciduous forest ahead of it,
just as it did here in North America. In Europe, however, no major
rivers drain southward and the escape route to southern refuges, called
refugia by ecologists, was blocked by rhe high Pyrenees and
Alps. Trapped, most of the vegetation perished, an event
reflected today by the much lower species diversity of
European forests. While Europe has no shortage of coldloving coniferous trees,species tharcould easily survive the
climatic stress, there arc far fewcrwarm-temperare deciduous species than in North American forests. North American forests had easy escape and rerurn routes, European
species did nor. Actually, "easy" is a very relative term,
since some American trees only reached the present northern limits ofthcirranges in New England about2,000 years
ago, centuries afrer rhe lasr glacier melted back.
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The north-south distribution pattern of Pleistocene
biomes was probably very similar to that which can be seen
on a map today, although the actual area of land each
covered was undoubtedly much smaller. Like the letters painted on a
balloon that is alternately inflated and deflated, checommunities must
have displayc-d amazing elasticity as glacials and interglacials came and
went. North-south ranges would have been very compressed during
an advance. As their northernmost limits were forced to withdraw
hundreds of miles before the ice, all biomes would have been squeezed
into those ice-freerones that remained on the continent. Comparable
movement to the south was held in check by the shores of the Gulf of
Mexico. Although the coastline expanded slightly as Ice Age sea levels
dropped, it did not provide an area equal to that which was buried by
ice. At full ice expanse, Nebraskan- and Kansan-age Missouri were
both the home of narrow strips ofseveral biome types - a lirtle bit of
tundra, a broad band ofboreal or evergreen forest, and in the extreme
southern Ozarks and along warmer river bluffs, whatever lefrover

deciduous forest species
could manage the cold.

As the iceretreated,exposing the soggy glacial t ill,
the hardiest of norrhern
plants moved in right behind ir. Lichens, mosses, and
soil-hugging herbs reclaimed
higher,
better-drained
patches of ground from the
ice, soon creating a lush mat
of vegetation on rhe rich
macerials of the fresh drift.
This plane community,
called tundra, is characteristic of mountaintops above tcccline and the
high Arctic, such as the North Slope ofAlaska, and seldom grows more
than I co 6 inches high. Walking che tundra of che Arctic Nacional
Wildlife Refuge today is a hike through time back to the poseNebraskan and pose-Kansan periods of northern Missouri. There
would have been few differences.
On mounds of sandy soil, right cushions of milkverch, moss
camp ion, and phlox only an inch high captured the heat of the sun and
stingily kept moisture away from the drying wind. Between the
mounds, where water mighc collect for a time, a dense sod of sedges,
buttercups, poppies, dwarf forger-me-nots, spring beauties, clovers,
asters. violets, knotweed, and shooting stars only 2 inches rail covered
the finer, siltier soils.

Once tht iu resr,aud tlu scqured stufou
of TJt>rthern Missouri would have been

flat 1111d boggy with muny small ponds
and la/us.

As the ice retreaud, a ehiclt carptt of
bright tundra wildflowers followtd,
inrluding poppies, spring beauties,

and uiokts.

Hamster-like lemmings, voles, and other
related meadow mice burrowed through this dense
curf, their srrong incisors curring trails with
machete-like precision. As is true coday, small
plant-eaters outnumbered the larger, more
impressive tundra grazers of rhe Pleistocene. The
principal herbivores ofche tundra, lemmings, feed
and breed prodigiously. Ir is nor unusual for their
numbers to increase I 00-fold in the course of a
single season. Ac rimes, l ,000 lemmings may be
found on a single acre, alchough 400 would be
considered an average peak. Winters are hard on
the little rodents, however, and cheir numbers
often crash to near zero as suddenly as they swell.
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Tundra animal.s. s11ch as the lfl()wsh()e
hare, musk O>.\ and ground squirrel
would have moved, cropping tht rich
f'Rrpel

()f 11egetatiott.

Sn()wsh()e hare

Mounds of well-drained soil
and dry banks spawned populations
of ground squirrels seeking refuge
from Arctic foxes, wolves, and bears.
Their burrows undermined the sod
of the new rill and littered its surface
wirh crarers and rinyspoil banks. Ar
times small herds of snowshoe hares
scrambled chaorically over rhe short
grass and herbs, occasionally taking
two or rhree upright bounces on
pogosrick hind legs to peer back at a
threatening predator. Clouds of
warbleflies, blackflies, and mosquitoes bred in and hummed over this
wet carpet, plaguing lee Age beasts every bit as much as they harass
tundra animals today. The water in every puddle and bog was a living
soup of their larvae, each sip rich with wriggling protein in fuzzy black
cosrumes. In all probabilicy, these pesky biting flies could only attack
the eyes, ears, lips, and snouts of the wooly mammorh, rhe largesr
grazer of the Pleistocene tundra, one of the really obvious differences
between tundra today and then. Standing 12 to 15 feet high at the
shoulder, the hairy Jefferson's mammoth, the most common species
found in the Midwest during che Pleistocene, used its I 0 -foottusks to
scrape the crust ofsnow and ice from atop ics wineer forage. Irs IO co
15 inch coat of hair and underfur undoubtedly saved it from much of
che warble fly and mosquito attack experienced by caribou and musk
ox. The chief motivators of roving caribou herds on rundra today,
bloodsucking mosquitoes and egg-laying warble flies also constantly
harassed lee Age grazers, keeping them on che move, face-first into the
wind, the only sensible summer migration pattern.
After years, perhaps centuries of nothing but soft-stemmed or
herbaceous growth, chesnakingwoody stems and tiny, leathery leaves
ofArctic willow and mountain dryad might bind yard after yard of the
sofr drifr under a serpentine mesh dotted wich creamy blossoms or
funy dusters of seeds, like lost rabbit's tails. Between the lowest
hummocks, the drowned soils could not have s upported such species,
but were stilt dominated by mosses, water-tolerant sedges and grasses,
and possibly a few bright dumps ofmarsh marigold. In time, and with
continued warming, some of the moisture-loving woody plants of the
taiga - the broad zone of rwistcd, elfin black spruce that separates
treeless tundra from the fully developed coniferous forest farther south
- overcopped the herbaceous species in the boggy depressions. Among
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these were bog rosemary,
stunted black spruce, tamarack, alder, and cranberry.
With in itial warming
early in an interglacial, the
narrow band of tundra and
taiga soon became scressed.
Accustomed to long winters
and short, cool summers at
chc edge of the ice sheet, these communities were noc suiced to the
gradual change in climate. As the tundra abandoned its souchern mosc
territories, boreal vegetation began a return trip that would rake
thousands ofyears. From the northernmost sloughs, hills, and valleys
of the Ozarks, seeds and spores of this Canadian forest were carried
everywhere by animals or the wind.

In lime, a stunudfortst, called 1aig11,
covered the l,md, replacing the tundra
with sprua 11nd other trus.

To che north, on che lands so recently buried by ice and now
covered by tundra, che shower of propagules would find favorable
conditions developing. Low-growing swamps of black spruce, white
cedar, balsam fir, tamarack or larch, and black ash, well-suited co che
acid, cea-coloced water that had resulted from centuries of accumulating organic matter, crept in among the stressed and dying tundra
communities. Similar spongy, water-logged bogs still develop along
streams, around lakes, and in old ponds of the north. Then and now,
bogs share a distinctive group of species.
A mat of bright, yellowish-green sphagnum moss, dotted wich
short pitcher plants, bog rosemary, bog-bean, and small orchids,
draped wacery spaces among the trees wherever light was available.
Mud minnows, four-roedsalamandcrs, wood frogs.and bog lemmings
were among the tiny handful of animals that could make a living in
such a sterile environment. Spongy layers of needles, leaves, cones,
bark, and rwigs eventually buried everything, adding their humicacids
co the already sour water. Other bogs were taken over by dense,
floating mars of cattails, bultushes, and sedges, sometimes supporting
a few scraggly and trembling clumps of white-berried poison sumac.

Small populations of wood frogs remain
in Missouri centuries after their primary
habitat retrear.ed far to the north.

The taiga bog species, now no longer able to successfully reproduce or compete in the lengthening and warming summers, rcluccancly gave way over a period that lasted many centuries; however,
some of these boreal bog-dwelling plants and animals seem to have
been more reluctant co leave than ochers. Even coday, a few still linger
in the Otarks.
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Each rime the string of biomes marched back north, it was
inevitable that some species would prove more resilient than others to
the changing climate. Ochers would find refuges in small, wellprotected nooks where local conditions remain,"<i relatively moderate.
Anumberofnorthcrn bog and marsh species - including bog bean, rwo
species ofsedge, Loescl's rwaybladeandsnakemouch orchids, queen of
the prairie, marsh blue violet, swamp wood becony, marsh bellflower,
Riddell's goldenrod, and glossy-leaf aster - were able co cling ro the
cool, moist soils ofseeps along Otarksrreams. Thousands ofyears after
their cohorts abandoned the state, these still linger in such locations,
separated by hundreds of miles from their relatives far co the north.
Now cue off or disjunct from the main body of their population, these
species represent what arc known as relict populations. Like the
weathered rel ices of a ghost cown, rhese plants are the relicts of
a former more widespread distribution pattern of species that
once occupied rhe area.

Many boreal pla11ts, ntt'h as 1hi1
red-buried dda, remained in
Missouri as relict populatiqm.
while most of their tompanions
followed sJu iu hack to the north.
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Like bogs, better-drained boreal forest communities would also leave some stragglers behind as biomes fled northward. Four species of club mosse1,
ostrich and hay-scented ferns, wild leek, white camas,
starry false Solomon's seal, cucumber-root, grovesandwort, white anemone, purplecress, norrhern beds craw,
meadow sweet, plain rose and Virginia rose, amethyst
shooring scar, Sullivanr's milkweed, American barberry, pamidge berry, false bugbane, rose turtlehcad,
harebell, barren strawberry, kidney-leaf sullivancia,
heartlcaf golden ragwort, poor ragwort, white lettuce,
nannyberry, arrow-wood and downy arrow-wood, redberried elder, wolfberry, meadow willow, quaking
aspen, choke cherry, black maple, red ash, Hill's oak,
and rock elm - all remain in Missouri today to represent their missing northern forest and give witness to a former more
southerly distribution pattern.
A few of these species are found along the hilltop prairies and
riverbanks of northern Missouri, bur most grow along cool, shady
bluffs where conditions are even more like "home." One group is
associated with moist Lamotte, Sr. Peter, and Roubidoux sandstone
bluffs in the Ozarks. Anocherchrives on cherich soils ofrhe Mississippi
River bluffs from Hannibal, through Louisiana, as far south as
Elsberry. This lase group of hills - known as rhe Lincoln Hills for its
Lincoln County location - is especially norablc because they seem not
to have been scraped by either N cbraskan or Kansan ice. As islands of

unglaciated land surrounded by a sea of ice,
they have earned the name nunataks. "Nunatak" is an Inuit or Eskimo word that originally
referred to the isolated tips of mountains chat
poked through the vast Greenland ice cap.
The term has been adopted by geologists to
describe similarly-exposed mountaintops in
Greenland, Antarctica, and elsewhere. It may
be appropriate for the Lincoln Hills as well.
While most of our boreal forest species are
fairly common and widespread throughout
the glaciated region of the state, some of the
taresr exist only as relict populations on what
might have been nunataks 500,000 to a million years ago.
Continuing our hike through time on
the Missouri tundra ofchose long-ago periods,
we would see that on soils which were better
drained the luxuriant mats oflichcns, mosses,
a nd forbs were being overcome by a persistent
invasion of a drier type of boreal forest. This
pioneering forest was nor particularly rich in
species, consisting largely ofwhite spruce, paper birch, and balsam fir. Soon thereafter,
however, a mix of red pine, white pine, paper
birch, bigtooth aspen, quaking aspen, northern red oak, and red maple would augment and
supplanr these earliest woody invaders. A rich undersrory, including
higbbush cranberry, round-leaved dogwood, rhimbleberry, red
baneberry, and nodd ing trillium would push out the lase of the low,
sun-loving tundra fugitives. The driest sites, the droughry soils of
sandy knolls, were now populated by jack pine a nd northern pin oak
(also known as Hill's or jack oak), with a coarse screen of low
blueberries and bracken fern completely shielding the ground.

Eventually dtciduou1 tretl, including
oaks and birch. moved in among thr

conifers.

In Ice Age forests, from the edge of the ice as far south as Florida
and Mexico, the mastodon was the most impressive browser. A version
of ancient American elephant smaller than the mammoth, the
mastodon's relarivelysrreamlined body and eonservativetusks allowed
access to the leaves and twigs of the deepest tangles of taiga and
deciduous forest. Perhaps Missouri's most famous mastodons were
unearthed in 1979 and 1980, near Kimmswick in Jefferson County.
Their giant bont-s, along with those ofother forest dwellers ofthe day,
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Dewtturing and substqutnl excavation.
here shown in progrns, of spring bogs in
the Pomm.e de Terre River vallq near
Warsaw yieldetl II treasure trove of
mastodcn bones. Tiu vertical pipes are
well casings used to deu,aur the boggy,
spring-fad sites that trapped the
l1ta'lJy animals.
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such as the stag moose and long-nosed peccary, were found in close
association with stone tools and projectile points left by Missouri's
earliest known human inhabitants. Of great archaeological significance, the sire is now part of Mastodon State Park.

As the shallow marshes and swamps that covered northern
Missouri continued to fill with slowly decaying organic matter, an
intricate network of invading forest wound its way through the maze
of wetlands. In orderly succession, the aquatic species of bog and
swamp gave way to vcgccarion with terrestrial inclinations. Ordinarily, the sphagnum bogs, cattail marshes, and cedar swamps yielded
eventually to dense forests ofsugar maple, basswood, yellow birch, and
hemlock. Occasionally, however, wet grasslands, dominated by
cordgrass and ringed by willow, were able to overrun some of the
shallower bogs. This event would have been especially likely if fire
intervened during one of the periodic posrglacial droughts. Fires
increased as inrerglacials progressed because postglacial climates were
generally accompanied by diminished rainfall. Such fires - and the
drollghrs that spawned them - obviously retarded the growth of forest.
As these occasional fires spread, they would have had gteatcr
impact on the drier patches of woods on elevated soils, killing the
shade-producing trees and opening the soil to the seeds ofjack pine.
A supreme colonizer of burned-over land, jack pine evolved a lifestyle
designed to take advantage ofsuch fires. Roughly halfits cones remain
on the tree after maturing.sometimes foras long as 25years. The cones
remain tightly shut the whole time, but open quickly with exposure to
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heac. The resin sealing a jack pine cone softens at J J6•F, so even the
low flames ofa very minor ground fire aresufficienc to release the seeds.
The seeds within are resistant - for brief periods- to temperatures chat
might actually ignite the cone itself. As a result, scruffy jack pine
forest became a common, but temporary feacure of the drying
postglacial landscape.
Temporary, because jack pine matures quickly and is soon
overtaken by other forest species. Yet the species always manages to
find enough new, recently exposed sites to sustain itself. Undernacural
conditions, fires seem co occur just often enough co renew populations
ofsuch fugicive species, those always on the run looking for unclaimed
soil. Even so, fire had nor yet assumed che degree of significance co
Nonh American ecology that it would in the millennia co come. Jes
imponancc as creator and destroyer of habitats would not peak until
the end of the Ice Age and the arrival of humans. In the
first rwo Pleistocene interglacials, lighrning-caused fire
was che chief means by which planes and animals were
shifted about in upland communities.

A savanna is crtattd when fire swup,
atrou the faust floor, removing wood7
undagrowth, but tnr-ouraging tht growth

()fgrasus and wildflowers.

As the climate warmed, and as an expanding
drainage pattern cue into the soft till, many parts ofwet
northern Missouri were drained and dried. Drying
enhances warming. Thisscressed the remnancsofboreal
forest even more and allowed members of the southern
forest co infiltrate the northerly mix. At first, these
forests of white oak, walnut, hickory, hack berry, black
cherry, and ochers, commonly found th roughout Missouri today, might only have been able to push onto the
warmest southern exposures. Ofcourse, the trees would
have been accompanied by a complete contingent of
southern shrubs and wildflowers. Like the scouts of an
invading army, small " islands" of Ozark vegeration
appeared among the retreating northern forest.
As the warmest periods ofan interglacial seeded in
on the North American continent, fires occurred wirh
greater regularity. Western prairies expanded a bit
fu.nher east and north with each dry spell and each
subsequent blaze. Pushed by sttong winds - now more
often from the southwest and west than at che peak of
a glacial - the Barnes spread easily from established
grassland, across flat, open terrain, through old, dried
marshes, and deep into forests littered wich dead
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Tiu umaim b[plants buritd by glacial
silt thousands ofyears ago lie expbud
along Coldwaur Crult in Sr. L()uis

branches, needles, and duff. The fires
kilkd indiscriminately; but some trees
proved more resistant than others. Selection by fire produced thin stands of
trees with much open sky and an abundance of sunlight, called savannas.
Grasses and sun-loving wildflowers replace the normal foresr undergrowth in
such open communities, creating a
parklike appearance. Similar savannas
- now regularly burned by park personnel to maintain their natural
appearance- can be seen at Ha Ha Tonka, Hawn, Cuivre River,
or Montauk State Parks.

County.

The strategy of the dominant rrees in these warm-temperate
savannas differs somewhat from that of the cold-temperate jack pine.
While the pine dies and replenishes with new seeds, the bur oak and
bitternut simply endure a passing fire, hardly giving it a moment's
notice. Once they are a decade old or so, their saplings are largely
immune to a low grass fire, provided it passes swiftly enough. After
these oaks reach middle-age they are completely oblivious to the
flames. As the warming interglacial climare climbed its temperature
peak, fire also reached its peak ofopportuniry and importance. In rurn,
the thick bark of bur oak and bitternut hickory gave considerable fire.
resistance, and a unique measure ofstatus all their own. They became
the forest colonizers of expanding warm grasslands.
Broad tracts ofgrassland- perhaps the first true prairies to occupy
Missouri - d<.-velopcd as dry conditions became more commonplace.
Forest, savanna, and prairie barded for positions along consrandyshifong "skirmish lines" that lasted for thousands of years, until rhe
next glacier advanced into the Midwest. With that advance, southern
species once again fled in orderly succession and were replaced by
boreal and tundra species. With some modification due ro evolution
and extinction, and to differing degrees, this same cycle of shifting
climates and biomes was repeated four rimes in Missouri. The process
eventually resulted in the best-drained, richest soils northern Missouri
has possessed in more than rwo million years, as well as remnants of
the forests, prairies, and savannas that covered them during the period.
The reader may wonder how it has been possible to describe the
orderly passage ofbiomes during the Pleistocene using modem plant
names, especially when some of the animals mentioned - like mam)68

moths and mastodons -have now passed into extinction. Weren't the
plants also different back then? Ba.~ically, no. Planes do nor seem co
have evolved greacly in che pa.~c one or rwo million years. Some
animals,such as mollusks, fish, and reptiles, also seem to have changed
little during or since the Pleistocene. Most fossil specimens of plants,
mollusks, and cold-blooded vertebrates from the lee Ages have remarkably similar, often indistinguishable living counterparts. In
contrast, the mammals and birds underwent rapid and radical change
during the same period. Many new forms arose and an enormous
number passed into extinction; thus, it is fur more complicated to
describe Pleistocene communirie.~ in terms oftheir dominant animals.

During the Nebraskan Glacial and theAfronian Interglacial that
followed, the mammalian fauna ofMissouri was a mix ofmany strange
and only a few fumiliar species. A large number were species endemic
to North America, bur some were recent arrivals. A few of chese
newcomers, like rhe ' possum, armadillo, and giant ground sloch, had
managed to migrate across the Panamanian land bridge formed in the
Pliocene. However, a growing number were arriving from Asia across
a sometime thing called Beringia, the Bering land bridge.
Each glacial sheet that developed was composed entirely of
compacted and recrystallized snow, snow derived from water vapor
that had originally been withdrawn from the oceans. Consequently,
each huge ice sheet tied up an awesome amount of ocean water and
lowered the level of the seas by as much as 200 or 300 feet. Even ifit
lowered the oceans as little as J80 feet, the Chukchi Sea, the Bering
Strait, Norton Sound, indeed, much of the northeastern part of the
Bering Sea, would all be dry land. With each glacial advance, for
100,000 years at a cime, a dry land bridge between 400 and 1,500 miles
wide was exposed between the two continents. Because Eurasia and
North America are climatically similar, this recurrent connection has
actually be-en far more influential in determining the present species
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When glacial ice ,huts wue at their
mA>,:imum exlenl, lowered sea le'IJels
allowed plttnfJ and animals J() rross a
umporary land bridge between Siberia
and Alaska (in black), called Buingi11

(in whit<).

mix of Missouri rhan rhe more permanent Central American land
bridge rhat formed millions of years earlier.
Even though Beringia was near and even nonh of the Arctic
Circle, rhe climate along its sourhem half was not as extreme as one
might think. Having cut off the flow of cold Arcric ocean water, and
much ofthe Arctic air that now chills southern Alaska, rhe Bering land
bridge insulated the northern Pacific. The surging] a pan current· that
even now warms British Columbia and the Alaskan panhandle· had
a much greater impact on coa~ral lands. From Manchuria to California, all regions near the Pacific had remarkably mild and uniform
di mares. Across the length ofBeringia, in horizontal bands from north
tosourh, permanent snow and ice, tundra, boreal forest,grassland, and
wer coastal forest permitted the entire spectrum ofAsiatic and North
American plants and animals access to the ocher continent. Thus, the
grear ice sheets did not bar rhe movement of plants and animals across
rhis northern roure; their effects actually encouraged migration.
The Eurasian shrew and mole families; the skunks, mink,
weasels and martens; the beats, otters, and deer all gained access to
Missouri via Beringia. Undoubtedly these immigrantswandered right
past members ofsome native North American groups, such as camels,
horses, and raccoons, as they migrated westward into Asia. For some
reason, neither the gigantic wooly rhinoceroses of Eurasia nor the
nimble pronghorns of North America cook advantage of the Bering
land bridge. Some settlers died out soon afier immigrating. Others
succeeded while their home-bound ancestors perished. Once settled
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in Asia, for instance, horses and camels subsequently
died ouc in North America, only to be reintroduced by
humans chousands of years later. In fact, humans
chcmselves arrived in North America during the Pleistocene by exaccly the same route as other Eurasian
species.
The convenient Bering Strait land bridge appeared each ti me a continental glacier advanced, permitting yet another shuffli ng ofspecies. Yer by che cime
the Illinoian sheet faded back to Canada, much of our
present Missouri fauna was alm,dy in place. Mink,
badger, otter, striped and spocted skunks, coyote, gray
wolf, gray fox, red fox, b lack bear, white-railed deer, and
elk arc some of the recogniz.ably modern species of
Eurasian descent char inhabited Missouri landscapes in
chis as well as the previous interglacial. During the
Illinoian and Wisconsinan glacials the region provided
a home for a temporary invasion of caribou, musk-ox, moose, snowshoe hares, lemmings, ground squirrels, snowy owls, and the rest of the
tundra and boreal contingent. The modern mixofMissouri mammals
was only finalized about 4,000 years ago when the last of the old
Plciswcene mammals expired and modern northern species retreated.

Elk? or wapiti, such as these in St. Louis
County's lone Elk Park, migraud into
North America along with other members

of the deer family.

Like the plants, the animals occupying Missouri would also have
had to adjust co the advancing and recreating glaciers. Most descriptions of the animals of the Pleistocene usually focus on one particular
group, the mammals, and for a very good reason. The end of the period
referred co as the Pleistocene can also be used co mark the end ofwhat
has been called the Age of Mammals. As prevalent as mammals seem
today, their dominion over the earth was far greater cwo million years
ago. Somehow the T erriary dominance of mammals was badly shaken
during the period of glaciation.
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In response to the cooling di mate of the Pleistocene, bulk seems
to have become an important survival mechanism among mammals.
Generally speaking, a large animal, with its relatively small surface area
and large mass, loses hear more slowly than a riny animal. The
reduction in heat loss conserves energy. Thus, birds, shrews, and mice
have extremely high metabolic rates to maintain their body temperatures, and correspondingly high rates of food intake. They eat a lot.
Jfone truly "ate like a bird," one would be a~ big as a house in no time.
If this same size-surface area rule can be applied to t he fauna of
the glacial epoch, then some ice-age mammals must have lost very little
heat indeed. The phrase "big game" takes on a totally different
meaning when discussing Pleistocene mammals, often referred ro as
the "megafauna." These were far and away the biggest and weirdest
group of fur-bearers that ever fed in Missouri forest and field.
Those impressive 20-foot ground sloths and 9-foot, armadillolike glyptodonrs discussed much earlier were not so unusual back in rhe
Ice Ages. There were also giant beavers 4 feet high at the shoulder;
actual elephants, and their well-known cousins, the mast0dons and
mammoths; huge versions of bison and musk ox; recognizable horses,
camels, elk and deer; giant American lions and saber-toothed cats; the
dire wolf, enormous short-faced and cave bears; Aat-headed peccaries
and tapirs; and finally, people, who among terrestrial animals living
today, ace still in the top 0.5% in size.
While most ofthese enormous and sometimes peculiar creatures
are now extinct, their remains - some fossilized and some preserved
nearly intact in Arctic ice or in dry desert caves - spark the imagination
for contemporary palt'Ontologists, justas they did for Thomas Jefferson.
The odd bit of fur or fragment of bone gives a glimpse of the strange
forms life had taken by the time humans arrived in North America
coward the end of the glacial epoch.
While ch ere is a tendency co focus on che unusual, or the large and
spectacular, small animals like lemmings, ground squirrels, and Arctic
hares mingling cautiouslywirh the megafauna, were far more common
then, just as they are now. Many familiar insect-eating mammals,
including most bars, the lease shrew, maskedshrew,short-tailed shrew,
and eastern mole were already in a recognizably modern form at the
beginning of the Pleistocene, nearly I. 5 million years ago. A Missouri
contempotaryofthesewide-rangingspecies, theendemicOzarkshorttailed shrew, was evidently not destined for ultimate success and passed
to its reward long before the Ice Ages ended.
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Like other animal groups,
the shrews and moles of the boreal
forest, members of che order of
insect-eating mammals, ch rived in
this part of the world as long as
conditions were favorable, but retreated when che habirat in their
adopted latitude deteriorated. The
Arctic shrew, for inscance,has been
a resident of Missouri during each
of the ice advances, bur has always
returned north with che cundra.
Simi larly, the hairy-railed mole accompanied the cool forests back co
the northeast. The range ofthe bizarre-looking and semi-aq uaticstarnosed mole also shrank to the east when the wet, marshy interglacial
habitats ofMissouri dried out. The comparatively warm, arid climate
since the close of the Wisconsinan forced these lircle predators to yield
co more resilient species.

The plump, but we/1-difendu/, porcupine.
wat a favoriu prey of the di/uvial fisher
in la Age Missouri. Neither are found
in the statt today.

Among the animals that people find most interesting is the order
of carnivorous mammals. This group of predominantly meat-eating
mammals includes a wide variety of closely related families, among
which are che bears, dogs, cats, raccoons, and weasels. This lase group
includes che smallest members of the order, and in the Pleistocene
three kinds of weasels occupied Missouri.
The least weasel, only recently rediscovered in Missouri, was the
smallest of the small carnivores. Perhaps ic has returned simply to
regain the ride. During che later stages ofthe Pleistocene, this nervous
lirrle bundle ofenergy dealt murderously with mice at least as far south
as Arkansas. Its larger relative, the long-tailed weasel has been around
longerrhan any other, with a fossil record going back into the Pliocene.
The long-tailed weasel was always one of the most widespread members of its clan, and today it is the only common weasel in Missouri.
The rhird species, rheshorr-cailed weasel, only entered the state
during the lacer ice advances and is now resrricced co northern
coniferous forests.
In Nebraskan-age Missouri, a now-extinct weasel relative called
the diluvial fisher filled the same niche as the fisher of today's norrhern
boreal forests. Since late in the Pleistocene, the incredibly acrobatic
fisher ha.~ chased and caught chickarees in swaying treetops 50 feet off
the ground. Juse a rad larger chan our chipmunk, rhe chickaree is the
agile, arboreal redsquirrel of northern and montaneconiferous foresrs.
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The rodent chaners constantly from low branches and nibbles the
daylights out of pine, spruce, and fir cones, littering the forest floor
with huge mounds ofdismembered bracts. Fishers are also fond of the
furry flesh of porcupines and arc unbelievably adept at flipping the
large rodents over without being impaled in the process. A couple of
stained bones, some scraps ofskin, and a fow tufts ofsoft hair bristling
with black and white spines are all that will remain of an unfortunate
porcupine that stumbles into the path of a hungry fisher. Fisher,
chickaree, and porcupine were inhabitants of our Ice Age forests, but
are not found in Missouri today.
Unfortunately, very little physical evidence is available to indicate what might have been happening to non-mammals; to butterflies,
gra~shoppers and spiders; romillipcdes,daddy-longlcgs and worms; or
to a host of ocher small animals. Such soft-bodied creatures seldom
leave fossil remains. Likewise, rhe rhin, delicate bones of birds, fish,
and amphibians are rarely deposired in places that allow them ro be
preserved. The fossil record of such riny creatures is largely a mystery,
not only because the preservation ofsuch materiah is uncommon, but
also because early researchers often unintentionally destroyed much
material that they considered inconsequential as rhey hurriedly dug for
more impressive mastodon and mammoth remains. Today's archaeologists and paleontologists are much more systematic in their excavating. As a result, modern digs are revealing far more about
glacial environments and their tiny, obscure inhabitants, as
well as their giants.
Fortunately, one invcrtcbrarcgroup has left bountiful artifacts to
help enlighten us. The well-pre.~erved shells of snails and clams give
valuable clues, at least to the sequence of migrations during the most
recent glacial and interglacial periods. Buried in the deposits of
riverside bluffs, in old marshy tracts bordering Ice Age streams, and in
the midden heaps of the earliest Indian cultures, mollusk shells help
trace the southward migration and the return trip north.

As is true of the mammals, a very accurate record of the changes
in the distribution and abundance of Pleistocene mollusks and their
environments can be pieced together from these widespread fossils.
When other evidence is available from rarer sources, the sparse remains
can often help corroborate the story told by mammals, clams, and
snails. For instance, a few bones of frog or lizard, or the scattered shell
plates ofa turtle or tortoise from a cave deposit, or from the boggy soil
around a sinkhole or spring can lend support to the overall picture.
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While fundamental co the mix of terrestrial species, the coming
and going ofche icesheetswas even more influential in the distribution
patterns of some aquatic organisms, such as plants, mollusks, some
insects, fish, and amphibians. It's hard to live in waterthac has turned
solid. Even while some aquatic organisms may possess the physical
equipment necessary to disperse in front ofan approaching glaciet, or
return behind a retreacingsheec, such creatures are often t ied closely
to a particular sec of physical conditions and may not be able to
surmount environmental barriers easily. Some plants may need
certain environmental conditions to blossom, while their seeds need
another sec to sprout. The eggs of an amphibian may not hatch in
water coo warm, coo cold, or coo mucky. The same is true offish. On
the other hand, most insects, reptiles, birds, and mammals are capable
of crossing nearly any barriet thrown in their paths by intervening
ridges, grasslands, big rivers, or other hostile territories.
It is no coincidence chat che principal Ozark endemic species,
those that are confined to the region and found nowhere else, are
mostly plants, fish, amphibians, and aquacicor semi-aquatic invenebrates. Even though restricted now, each Ozark endemic must have
originated somewhere. It must have an ancestral home and an
ancestral lineage from which it descended. By examining similar and
closely related species elsewhere, it is often possible to pinpoint not
only the origins ofsuch endemics gcogcaphically and biologically, but
often their origins in time as well.
The fact that these organisms arc endemic indicates chat they
have not been able to exchange genetic material • that is mare· with
any other closely related population. Had such genetic mixing or
mating been possible, an endemic could not have developed into its
own distinct cype. Mixing of genes results in mixing of traits. This
means the loss of the unique characteristics that make an endemic
species distinct in the first place. Mixing ofgeneswich an ancestral or
closely related partner gcoup creates a single., more-or-less uniform
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species distributed over an area
that encompasses the ranges of
both the endemic and the ancestral cype. If truly endemic,
two separate ranges oftwo separate and distinct species muse be
evident. In ocher words, rhe
~ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ~ endemic plane or animal must
be isolated.
Tiu o~.ark ri11gtd ()T grote() salamandus
have hun confined to thr Ourks sinu
tht TtrJiary uplift and havt bttn
evolving 1m their own far millions
ofytars.

The high frequency of endemism among Oz.ark, Great Lakes,
and Appalachian species tells a long tale of isolation, apparently with
several phases. A few endemics arc only distanrly related to species in
other areas, convincing evidence that evolution has altered the endemics
over a very long period of rime. The Ozark ringed and grorco
salamanders are examples of such species. Confined to che Ozarks
since che Tertiary uplift, and wirh no really closerelacives nearby in any
direction, che.~e unique animals have clearly been evolving on cheir
own for millions of years.
At the other extreme, a fair number ofvery closely relaced- even
identical - inseccs, mollusks, fish, and amphibians shared by che
Ozarks, Grear Lakes, and Appalachians indicates that che isolation of
such animals has been fairly recent. In some cases the relaced pairs not
only look very much alike, chey behave in very similar ways and still
live in almosc idencical habitacs. The process ofchange simply has nor
had enough time co produce miking differences between the two
disjunct populations. To understand che role of rhe glaciers in
producing Missouri endemics, and where the pairs of closely related
species shared by the Ozarks and Appalachians came from, one must
review che condicions and evenrs of rhe previous geological period.
The T ertiacy uplift of the Ozarks drained the ancient coastal
plain, cut deep valleys, changed stream gradients, and opened caves.
The environments of the Oz.arks changed dramatically, thus isolating
its newly evolved species. This initial phase of isolation produced by
the T ertiacy uplift did not last. While substantial, the barriers ofslowmoving, warm, murky water and open terrain thac surrounded the
Ozark placeau after ics rise 5 co 25 million years ago, were breached
during che Pleiscocene, bur nor by ice directly. Glacial ice never encered
che Ozarks. Nevertheless, che advent of che glacial epoch grearly
alcered cheenvironmencal condicions in che Ozark highland, as ir did
in all ofchesurrounding areas. Along the ice front and inro che Ozarks,
summers were short and cool, while winters were long and cold.
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Surprisingly perhaps, che excepcionally high summer and low winter
cemperamres chac make headlines in Missouri today probably did not
occur during a glacial.
Unlike the seasonal ex cremes experienced by midwesrerners, che
climace of the Otarks during a glacial period, although significandy
cooler, was also much more even-tempered. Missouri's worst highs
and worse lows were noc nearly so common chen. As happens along
our wescern mountain ranges today, cold winters were regularly
interrupted by warm air masses, called chi nooks, char descended from
high ground. When air expands - as wich che sudden and complece
discharge of a pressurized aerosol can - ir cools tremendously. Rising
a ir also expands and cherefore also cools. Conversely, as air is compressed, which occurs when air drops to lower elevacions, it becomes
heaced. Sinking from che mountainous heighcs of an ice sheer or a
mountain, such falling air masses create powerful and warming winds
thac actually raise lowland tcmpcracures 30 co 50 degrees in an hour.
On che ocher hand, Ice Age summers were cooled by che ice and were
much wecter. The warm, moisc air masses chat surge up from the Gulf
and creace coday's s,unmer thunderstorms would have dumped cheir
entire loads when chey encountered the cold air along che edge of che
sheet. The cool, but relatively uniform and mild conditions of the
Pleistocene al lowed northern species co live fairly close to che line ofglaciers.
The aquatic species currendy associated with the Great Lakes
dominated Missouri waterways during an ice advance, just as the test
of the north's flora and fauna overwhelmed her terrestrial habitacs.
Each winter, when ice reclaimed the streams, the fish migrated deep
into the southern states. As the flow resumed with each spring thaw,
the fish returned. They came not only to bre<.'<i, but also to feed.
Plankton, midges, stoneflies, and caddis flit'S exploded with the spurt
ofalgal growth spurred by the cold, m incral-rich mdtwacers. Though
such insects were extremely abundant in the creeks and rivers originating in che Ozarks, most could not survive in the choking, silt-laden
flow from che glacial front itself. T his inhospitable characteristic of
glacial melrwaterscrcams made our rain- and spring-fed Ozarkstrcams
even more popular. The Ozarks became a refuge for norchern species
of plants, insects, and fish.
Each postglacial thaw flooded spring- and summertime warerways wich icy warer, esrablishing temporary links between che clear,
cold waters of the upland Ozarks and similar streams in the Appalachians. Recu.rning from their winter refuges in the souch, migracing
norchern species had equal access to che cool, oxygen-rich streams
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draining into the Mississippi from both east and west. The simultaneous arrival of these species in the Appalachians and the Ozarks laid
the foundation for the post-Tertiary phase of mixing and endemism.
As the warm, silty big river barriers were reestablished between
glaciations, such shared populations became disjunct and isolated.
Now isolated, the populations left behind in each h ighland were
free to undergo independent adaptation co their own local conditions.
Individual differences between the two upland environments could
lead to subtle changes in shape, size, color, physiology, or behavior.
Through this process, subtle differences which zoologists recognize as
races; more important differences distinguished as subspecies; and
finally, distinct species were escablished.
Some disjunct pairs of fish - such as the longnosc darter of the
Ozarks and the sharpnose darter of the Virginias, or the Missouri
saddled darter and eastern variegated darter - were established early
enough in the Pleistocene co now be labeled distinct species. The
separation of ochers must have been more recent because they have
changed only slightly in the short period of ti me available for evolution. T he remaining disjunct populations have probably only been
apart since the most recent Wisconsinan advance and are still clearly
recognizable as one and thesame species. The effects are seen not only
in che fish and amphibians, but alsoamongstoneflies, caddis flies, and
ocher invertebrates. The cycles of migration, mixing, and isolation
occurred four times, with each glacial advance and retreat.
Oiark Ii nks with the Great Lakes and the Appalachians were not
the only sources of shuffled species. Connections also existed with
dcainages to the southwest and west of the Otarks, including the Flint
Hills of Kansas, the Ouachitas of Arkansas, and even the foothills of
the southern Rocky Mountains in New Mexico. However, it is the
north-south and easc-wesc connections along the Mississippi Valley
chat are of primary in·terest at the moment. Studying the modern
distribution patterns of fish and amphibians in this area reveals the
great potential for isolation and mixing of species inherent in the
advance and retreat ofglacial ice. Again and again, glacial meltwacers
seem to have given che fish and amphibians the means by which they
could escape one region and enter another.
The list of species with northern affinities includes some of the
numerous species that may have entered Missouri during the Pleistocene. Like the plants, some of these have been left behind in the south
as rare or relict populations, cue off from the main group; others are
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more common and widespread. Among
those wirh disjunct populations are the
northern brook lamprey; the blacknose,
spotfin, and roseyface shiners; the channel, rainbow, and least darters; and rhe
mortledsculpin. Once again, thelisc is nor
confined to fish. Some of the sroneflies
and cad dis flies that fed lee Age fish survive
in Ozark Streams that simulate northern
conditions. The four-toed salamander
and rhewood frog entered from the north
with che last icesheec, and probably earlier
ones as well, and have left small relict
populacions behind. At lease one reptile,
the smooth green snake, left a similarrrail
ofscattered populations in the south and
west as it rerteated north.
Some northern species became part
of Missouri's fauna as a result of major
shifts in river channels. For instance, the
ancestral Missouri River originally flowed
northeast co Hudson Bay, but was di- • •
verted southward into the Mississippi by
the spreading ice sheet. The shifting river
broughc ics fauna and flora with it when it
came, including che pallid scurgeon, the
sicklefin chub, and che scurgeon chub. Today, these fish are scill
confined co che Missouri River's muddywacers, but are now part ofthe
scares biota as well, since the river icself changed course.

Tiu honey locust tru ref/uts the

separation ofpopulations by th,
Mississippi Riva with dou relatives in

the Appalachians.

Many Ozark species bave very close relatives in cbe Appalachians, cue off by rhe Mississippi River and its broad, inhospitable
lowlands. Among these are the least brook lamprey; rhe Ozark,
telescope, whitetail, and bluntface shiners; rhe slender madtom and
northern scudfish; rhe cavefish; and the gilt, bluestripe, Niangua,
greenside, and banded darters. While the coal sk.ink is the only reptile
char displays this type of disjunct distribution, several amphib ians
have similar patterns, including the red-backed and long-tailed
salamanders, and the hellbender. As expected, a large number of
invertebrates matcl1 the fish and amphibians. Among trees, the
shortleaf pine, scarier oak, yellowwood, and black and honey locust
reflecccheseparation ofpopulacions incoeascern and wesrern branches.
Unlike che animals, each of these has continued as a single, intact
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species, reflecting the stable evolutionary history of such species, and
perhapsthemixingofgenesmadepossiblebytheeasydispersionofpoUen.

The Pleistom1eput thefinal touches on Missouri's biologicalas well
as its physical ll111dscape. The Ice Age introduced northern and e/JJtern
species into Missouri, whileal/Qwingsome Ozark endemics to esC11pe to the
Appalllchians. It left northern species behind as re/ices in the Ozarks,
Ozark species behind as relicts in the Glllciated Prairie. The advancing
and retreating ice sheets almost completely reconstituted the flora and
fauna ofMissouri's waterways.

The natural landscape of Missouri prior co rhe arrival of
humans was che combined result of many geographical and
geological influences:
I. Missouri's ccoconal position in Nonh America;
2. The limits of Missouri's continental climate;
3. The mixingandseparationofspeciesallowed bycheMississippi,
Ohio, and Missouri river corridors and barriers;
4. The mixing of South American, Eurasian, and Nonh American
species as a resulr of continental drift;
5. The ancient Ozarks as a center of c-volucion;
6. The diversity of rocks and resulting soils created by changing
events over geological time;
7. The numerous habitats exposed byecosion after theT ettiary uplift;
8. The shuffling of Eurasian and North American species across
Beringia;
9. The leveling ofnorchern Missouri by glacial ice and chescouring
of the Boothed by glacial melcwater; and
I 0. T he mixing and isolation of popularions within Notth America
as the glaciers came and went.
Ar lease I 0 ,000 years of human impact on the land and its
creatures have often made che products of these many influences
difficult co observe and comprehend.
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Late in the Pleistocene, perhaps as early as 25,000 to 35,000
years ago or even tens of thousands of years earlier, but certainly by
I 0,000 co 12,000 years ago, humans also took advantage of the
proximity of the northern concinencs. The difficulty in giving a precise
date to che momentous occasion results from che inability of archaeologists to precisely date artifacts in absolute rime, and their inability
ro come up wich dares on which all can agree. Approximations forrhe
riming of events char happened so long ago are about all that can he
hoped for.
Ir is also qllite li kely char the human migration inco North
America was nor a single event by a single group ofpeople, bllt a series
of inva.,ions by different cultures extending over a period of many
thollSands ofyears. Travel by foot across Beringia is the most obviollS
means of arrival. Yet, even today Alaskan Eskimos sometimes paddle
kayaks across the narrow BeringStrait,sometimes just to visit relatives
in Soviet territory a few miles away. It is certainly possible that earlier
cultures could have traveled such short distances in similar fashion.
Crossing the short distance on sea ice is another distinct possibility. It
is doubrful char anyone will ever be able to identify a specific group
rc.,ponsible for the first immigration into the New World, or even
identify a single prehistoric period during which the first humans
arrived. We do know it was NOT Columbus who discovered the
New World.
R<.-gardlcss of the means or time, the entrance of chis alien,
intelligent species, like the introduction of any foreign species into an
established and balanced ecosystem, probably had very disturbing
cffecrs on the natural order. H llmans in the late Pleistocene were wellorganizcd, highly social animals with brains likeollrown. Simply pllt,
they were people, just like us, bllr with a Scone-Age cultllre. Toolmaking and weapon use, although not yet particularly advanced, were
nonetheless a cur above the srylc and capabilities of prior generations.
The mere fact char che animals of North America now faced a new type
of predator would have been enough to pllt them at a considerable
disadvantage. Adding the efficient hunting techniques of chis new
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predator to the climatic and environmental turmoil already imposed

by the passing of che glacial epoch muse certainly have placed additional pressures on che Pleistocene megafauna.
Armed wich che high-cech weapons of the day · fire, scone and
log deadfalls and ocher kinds of traps, scone-ripped dam thrown wich
great force from notched scicks called atlatls, spears, and, mosc
importantly, instantaneous and complex communication - these
cooperative and well-organized bands of hunters were a predatory
force to which North American animals had never before been
exposed. Few defensive behaviors could have evolved co macch these
new assaults. After contact, the low reproductive rates, long generation
times, and slow maturation rates of Ice Age mammals, like large
mammals today, could not have allowed rapid genetic adaptation to
the ne,w th rear. Of course, experience could teach some individuals
how to successfully avoid rhis new source of danger, but as a group the
naive great mammals were in deep, serious trouble. As the last ice sheet
receded and chechanging climate, habitat,and food sources took their
coll, the additional presence of humans had an overwhelming impacc
on an already strcssfulsituacion. le should not be surprising, therefore.,
that the lace Ice Age fossil record shows sudden and widespread
extinctions across the entire continent.
While some doubt that people could have been responsible for
the demise of the mastodons and other Pleistocene megafauna, the
arrival of humans and che mass extinctions of these great mammals
appear far coo coincidental for there not to be a connection. le seems
unlikely that the change in climate by itself could have been totally
responsible for the rapid die-off. After all, mammalian faunas had
already endured, even thrived during chteeearlier glacial and interglacial periods. The excremely slow procession of glaciers in che pasc had
cvidendygiven animal populations a sufficient period ofci me to adapt
and adj use co the changing climates . The only significant difference
chat occurred during the Wisconsinan pose-glacial was che sudden
presence of humans.
This excinccion "evenc," if ic can actually be referred to as an
event at all, lasted for 3,000 ro 4,000 years and has been referred to by
some as the "Pleisrocene Overkill." The disappearance of the large
mammals inEurasiaabouc l 00,000yearsagoand inAuscralia between
5,000 and 30,000 years ago preceded che North American extinctions
by many thousands of years. Each of chese mass extinccions seems to
be coincidental wich che arrival of Homo sapims, noc wich any
particular change in di mace or vegetation. South America was the lase
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continent reached by humans and also harbored rhe last New World
holdouts of the glacial age, many ofwhich survived until as recently as
2,000 tO 4,000 years ago. Interestingly, the survival of some Pleiscocenc-sryle mammals in Africa, such as elephant, rhinoceros, and
giraffe, may be a reflection of two million years of coevolution with
hunting humans, a coevolution that allowed adaptation to the behavior of the new predator. The familiar wildlife of the African savanna
is, in fact, the Pleistocene megafauna, or what remains ofit, now once
again threatened by human technology.
The impact of humans is reflected among other groups of
animals as well, and in times and places far removed from the glacial
epoch of North America. For instance, the avian life of the late
Tertiary had followed an evolutionary trend very much like the
mammals. In fact, the Tertiary "Age of Mammals" could as easily be
called the "Age of Birds." This parallel tendency toward extravagant
numbers and kindsofbitdsalso resulted.again as in mammals,in birds
of very large size.
In the insular and mammal-free environment of New Zealand,
fo r instance, over a dozen different species of flightless ostrichlike birds called moas developed. Some moas were turkeysized, but a few stood 12 feet tall. An unrelated but similar
group of giant running birds evolved under nearly identical circumstances on the island of Madagascar. These elephant birds, as they ate
known, rhough not as tall as the moas, weighed as much as I ,000
pounds and laid 2-gallon eggs weighing 16 to 18 pounds, the equivalent of 148 chicken eggs.
By the end of the Pleistocene, these megabirds, along with the
mcgamammals, had all suffered a similar fate. Like our North
American megafauna, the Madagascar elephant birds vanished afrer
settlement in prehistoric t imes, but their empty eggshells were still
used as water and mixing vessels well into European times. Some oT
the New Zealand moas are known to have survived into historic times,
only to be driven into extinction by continued hunting on their onceremote islands. Moas were generally wiped out between 900 and 500
years ago by arriving Polynesian colonises, the Maori, who found them
a delectable and easy food source, with the last disappearing at the
hands ofEu.ropeans or Maori as recently as the 19th century. Hawaii
suffe"xl similar bird extinctions following Polynesian secclemcnt.
Similarly, the gianr pigeons of the Mascarene Islands - the Dodo of
Mauritius, and the Solitaires of Reunion and Rodriguez islands - were
killed off as recencly as 200 to 300 years ago by European sailors.
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Oiauyma was d 7-foot bird that lived in
Nor1h America in tlu early Tutiary.

Even though the Gondwanan continents produced theworld's greatest flightless birds, or ratites as they are called· the
extinct moas and elephant bicds, and the
ex cane New Zealand kiwi,Australian emu,
African ostrich, South American rhea, and
Australian cassowary • North America
once had some pretty big birds ofits own.
Long-legged species, like the 7-foot
diacryma, had gone extinct here earlier in
che Tertiary. Dry caves in Nevada have
yielded che bones ofthe incredible ceracorn,
a vulture-like creature twice the si1.e of a
California condor, with a wingspan of 15
to 17 feet. Because ofthe great age ofthese
fossils, it is highly unlikely that humans
could have contributed to their demise.
There is licde doubt, however, about the
role ofhumans in the disappearance of the
North American mammalian megafuuna, but absolutely no doubt
about rhe human impact on the vegetation of North America. lnro
what kind ofworld did the first North American immigrants wander?

The withdrawal ·o f the Wisconsinan Glacier occurred in scages
over a period of many thousands of years, bringing co a close the age
of the great continental glaciers, at least for a time. By the time of
withdrawal, the terrain of northern Missouti had been ground flat by
the Nebraskan and Kansan ice sheers, eroded deeply for over a million
years, then buried beneath two heavy layers of glacial dust, or loess.
Meltwaters had gouged river flood plains from Paleozoic rocks and
flushed embayment muds from the Southeastern Lowlands of Missouri.
Hundreds of kinds of animal~ had evolved and passed into oblivion. A
number of new endemics had developed in the now isolated Ozarks,
relict populations were lefr scattered about like a trail of bread crumbs,
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and populations of some species found thcmsclvc-' split between the
Ozark and Appalachian highlands, or between the Ozarks and the
Great Lakes. Eastern forest, western grassland, southwestern desen,
and southern coastal species now prevailed. A number of factors
conspired to bring about significant climatic changes: changing ocean
current and jct stream patterns a., the ice retreated; the tilt of the earth
relative to che sun's rays; che discance from che sun co the earch; all
combined to bring abollt a rapid succession of living condicions.
By the end of the la Agu. dup deposits

Early on, the evolving combinations would produce a dry
Florida, a bitterly cold North Adancic, a
wet Southwest and East, and a mild Alaska.
The cold, wintery Missouri climate at the
heighc of che glacial shifred co a period of
moderately warm and moist conditions.
Then, after centuries of relatively high
moisture levels, a warm, dry phase developed that lasted roughly 4,500years. This
was briefly interrupted by another moist
period about 5,400 years ago. During the
initial warming trend, sometimes called
the <<thermal maximum,U western and
southern species were able to expand their
ranges farther ease and north, and to slightly
higher elevacions chan they are currently
able to exist. Lacer, as the warming was
repeated, and became steadily drier, these
same western and southwestern species
crept even farther east and north. Sagebrush, for instance.spread as far as central
Minnesota, an area chat has been dominated by forest for the past 3,800 y,-ars.
While these climatic changes occurred, the last straggling Pleistocene mammals disappeared. By this time, humans
had been in the Midwest for several thousand years and the consequences of their
prc.~cncc were highly visible on the landscape. Although a natural occurrence, the
incidence of fire increased significantly
with the arrival of humans in North
America. Whilemanyoftheearlicsthumancaused fires might have been accidental, the

•f /om • wind-blown glacial dust •
tovered much of Missouri.
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The deurt-like environments known a 1
glades expanded ()n Ozark hillsides as the
post-gl11tial d,'ma1e buamt warmer.

intentional use offire undoubtedly increased with time as its beneficial
effects became dear and people became more familiar with its control.
As a hunting cool, burning was useful for driving game and creating
second-growrh habitats attractive ro game. With the advent of
agriculture, it became a valuable insrrument for removing foresr.
In times ofintcrtribal warfare or unresr, fire could become
a fearful weapon as it spread
unchecked across the land. le
not only killed and destroyed
villages and crops directly, ic also
drove away a rival's supply of
game by ruiningrhe forage in his
territory. By the time Europeans
arrived in North America, the
tribes of the plains and forests
had mastered the use of fire as
both tool and weapon. Even as
far east as Kentucky, where rainfaU amounts are considerably
higher rhan on the plains, rhe
Shawnee kept several rhousand
square miles free of forest by
regular burning. In the plains,
millions of acres were burned
every fall during massive buffalo
drives when the animals were
fattest and rhe prairie was driest.
Similar fires are still a regular
feature on Canadian Indian
reservations.
In the firsr one orcwo millennia of the post-glacial, the
eastward and northward spread
of plains and desert species was
almosr certainly aided by human-sec fires. Forests, already
stressed by the drying climate,
were even more vulnerable co
the hear of periodic range fires.
Savannas flourished as litter was
removed and shrubbery and
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small trees were killed by spreading flames, then
replaced by a lush layer of grasses and wildflowers.
Prairies expanded inco areas formerly held by forest
as the trees were consumed by flames. A distinctly
western set of communities moved into the newlyopened habitats of the Midwest and East. This
expansion became especially apparent in northern
Missouri and southern Iowa with the development
of an ecological feature known as the Prairie
Peninsula.
The Prairie Peninsula is a long, slender finger
ofgrassland from the west that pokes the back of the
Appalachians, while ridding the belly of the Great
Lakes. Similat. but smaller strips of grassland, usually in the form of prairies or savannas, buc often
simply as the smallest forest openings called glades,
extended along the ridges, south slopes, and flat
plateaus of the Ozarks, again abetted by fire.
From Ice Age refuges or refugia well to the
sourh and wesr, some as faraway as Mexico, western
animals followed the arid land plant.~ taking advantage ofthe withdrawal of the boreal and deciduous forests. The spread
ofglade, savanna, and open grassland provided favorable habitats and
access to the very heart of the continent. Lured by the plants of the
Prairie Peninsula, western travelers moved into expanding eastern
prairies, some reaching as far as Pennsylvania. Once there, a few of the
western immigrants were able co expand their ranges, but for some the
extension was too great. These failed to colonize the eastern prairies.
Others may have dri feed back more recently as a result of changing
climatic conditions, or as a result of encroaching civilization. The list
of western and southwestern immigrants is lengthy. but includes
members of all animal groups. from invertebrates, fish, and amphibians, to reptiles, birds, and mammals.

The testy badger is typical ofgrauland
specits that moved eastward along tht
Prairie Peninsula.

Prehistorically, the 11orthward a11d eastward spread ofprairie and
desert at the md ofthe Wiscomi11a11 Glacier was the last major phase of
natural floral a11d fauna/ development i11 Missouri. Historically, only
minor changes in the distribution patterns ofplants and animals, like
armadillos and roadrun11ers for instance, can be li11ked to 11atural events.
Si11ce the end ofrhe majorpost-glacial climatic shifts several thousands of
years ago, virtually all changes in the populatiom a11d distributions of
native species have bem due t/J the impact ofhumans.
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Following closely on the heels of the retreating glaciers, the first
people to walk the land that wou.ld someday become Missouri were
nomadic hunter-gatherers. Not yet considered Indians by ethnologists, these people arc often referred co as Paleo-Indians. Roaming as
small, tight-knit bands of both sexes and all ages, the basic unit of
Palco-lndiansocierywas often rheextended family, therype ofsociety
still seen in surviving stone-age cultures around the world today.
Regionswith more stable and predictable food sources werecharacrerized by larger social units and greater permanence.
Armed with primitive weapons and fire, shielded from the cold
and rain by skins, some ofthese people wandered over the land finding
shelrerunder bluff faces and in cave openings. Some groups may have
pulled brush inro piles to shield themselves from wind or animals.
Others migrated back and forth berween one or rwo areas . perhaps a
lush riversidelocationandarichupland- moving only when local food
supplies ran low. Aided by their older children and carrying their
infants, rhewomen provided the bulk of the family's vegerabledierary
needs, including greens, seeds, fruits, nuts, roots, and mushrooms.
This high-fiber diet was supplemenred with protein demands in the
form of eggs, insects, and such small mammals, birds, lizards and
snakes, and fish or shellfish as rhey might be able to capture or collect.
The men, aided by their adolescenr sons, hunred and killed big game.
At first, while a ·varicry of big Ice Age mammals was plentiful,
such hunting was likely very successful and dietary need~ could be
easily met. After several thousand years, as rhe megafauna began to
disappear, smaller game and food-gathering probably increased in
importance. Populations of humans and rheir new prey, now consisting ofdeer, turkey, raccoon,opossum,squirrcl,rabbit, and soon, were
forced to strike a new balance. This transition from the far-ranging,
nomadic life of a hunrcr to the more locali7.cd habits of a gatherer is
generally recognized by labeling the 2,000 year inrerval of changing
lifestyles the Dalton Period. It is possible that some groups never
made any such transition, having relied on these food sources all along.
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Although the major cooling effects of the glacial age probably
ended in Missouri 8,000-10,000 years ago, meltwaters from the
receding ice farther north continued to overflow the Missouri and
Mississippi River flood plains and the Bootheel forthousands ofyears.
Throughout this lingering period of thaw, the big rivers carried
colossal amounts of cold, muddy water. Even historical floods have
covered virtually all ofour modern flood plains from bluffto bluff. and
the entire Boothecl, from the Mississippi all the way to the Ozark
escarpment. And modern floods simply can't compare to post-glacial
summers that annually drowned every inch of the lowlands.

The centerpieu of Graham Caue S1au
Park near Mine()/a is ll large shelter eave
in 1a11dsto1u, that preurvu records of
human habitaJion at early aJ 8,000 years
11go. in tlu aftermath of the last Ice Age.

Clever folks that they were, the earlie~t bands of roving huntergacherers likely avoided the unproductive Big River bonomlands and
the Bootheel during the early post-glacial. Linle more than barren
mud flats during the winter freeze, they raged with floodwaters each
summer. It is far morelikely that the Pak-o-lndians took advantage of
the bounty offered along O,ark streams, since these remained largely
unaffected by glacial melrwarers. Certainly the river bluffs, Ozark
hillsides, and prairie edges were hospitable, regardless ofcircumstances
in the broad flood plains encircling the Oz.arks.
On the other hand, considering the persistence and die-hard
attitude of people who live along rivers today, it's not hard to imagine
even the~e earliest Missouri inhabitants stubbornly returning to flood
plains each timechewatergavean inch. In any event, thcoldcsthuman
artifacts in Missouri have been found in prairie and Ozark regions
where life was more dependable ar che end of the lee Ages. Upland
Ozark sites such as Graham Cave and Kimmswick extend human
habitation in Missouri back J J,000 or J2,000 years.
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Fr()m digt such 11s this Dalton-age site in
St. Charin County, archaeologists have
pieced 1ogethu much of the day-.1() ...Jay
lives ()f Missouri's earliest human
rtsid.ents.

In the Southeastern Lowlands the earliest human remains seem
co dace from what anthropologiscs call the Early or Middle Archaic
Period, going back only abour 5,000 years. Such a rime frame would
be consistent with the improvement of the environment as the ice
became more remote, both in time and in space. In support of this
sequence of evencs, the most primitive Archaic
artifacts are found almost exclusively on the olde~t
and highest natural river levees and terraces, such
as Sikeston Ridge.
Sifting through some of the oldest garbage in the scare, archaeologists have uncovered fire pits and stone knives, choppers, scrapers, spearheads, and axes. More recent signs
ofhabitation, such as delicate sewing needles ,
polished stone adze, and sophisticated scrapers, were all developed much later during the
Late Archaic, about 3,000 to 1,000 years ago.
These later sites are found in chronological succession on progressively younger soil surfaces, closer
to the rivers' edges. This indicates that as the
heaviest flooding dwindled, then ceased, Indians
could take advamage of campgrounds or village
sites that had been submerged much of che time
earlier in the postglacial. Thousands ofdark brown
or blackish patches of soil dot modern farmlands
where the organic rem a ins ofthese old kitchen sites
stain the ground. These old dumps, or middens,
range in size from a few square yards to over 20
acres, and arc commonly accompanied by potsherds and stone artifacts. Middens are obviously
of great archaeological value and have been
important in unraveling the story of early human life in the region. They indicate that as
habitats changed in the Archaic, so did habits.
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Many Paleo-Indian bands moved frequently to maintain a
supply of meat. From New Mexico to Florida and northward,
excavations indicate close ties between these ancient hunters and herds
of mammoth and mastodon. Following the large. slow-moving
mega fauna, the bands also migrated in response to changing quantities
and sol<rces of other foods, as well as water. Any dirc'Ct impact these
people had on the environment would likely have been limited co the
effects of the burning they did to drive game, co campfires chat escaped,
and to the actual death of their prey. Of course, even these impacts
could be intense (witness the demise of the game!). With the loss of
mastodon, giant sloth. horse, camel, and giant bison, species ofplants
and animals still alive today came to play a larger dietary role.
Venison constituted a substantial portion of the meat intake of
Dalton and Archaic cultures, but buffalo, elk, bear, raccoon, beaver.
fox, bobcat, rabbits, squirrels, and various birds were part of the diet
as well. Ozark screams provided mussels, crayfish. frogs, fish, and
turtles. Peopleoflarer periods relied more heavily on acorns and plant
seeds as sources ofstarch and protein. An increasing number ofsronegrinding cools among artifacts of the period testifies co this slow
transition from animal to plant foodstuffs. Nomadic lifestyles gradually changed as the environment, and especially the flora and fauna,
increasingly came to resemble that which the Europeans first encountered.
More than ever, people now tended to stay in one territory,
circulating from upland to lowland sires with the changing of the
seasons. Spring brought nesting birds to marshes and swamps.
Summer droughts provided landlocked fish, turtles, crayfish. and
mussels in accessible backwaters. The fruit and nut crop made uplands
more attractive in the fall. and at the same time. rising cestoscccone
levels distracted bucks and made chem much easier targets. Souchfaci ng cave mouths and rock shelters warmed people through the worst
months of winter, while similar hollows in north-facing bluffs made
Missouri summers almost bearable.

Period

Time

Tradition

Historic

A.D. 1673

Known
Indian
Tribes

ProcoHistoric

A.O. 1450

Oneota
and
Village
Farmer

Mississippi A.D. 900

Village
Farmer

Late
A.O. 400
Woodland

Prairie
Forest
Potter

Middle
500 B.C.
Woodland

Prairie
Forest
Potter

Early

1000 B.C.

Prairie
Forest
Potter

3000 B.C.

Forager

Middle
Archaic

5000 B.C.

Forager

Early
Archaic

7000 B.C.

Forager

Dalton

8000 B.C.

HunterForager

PaleoIndian

12,000 B.C.

Early
Hunter

Woodland

Lace
Archaic

As cultural levels advanced and as populations expanded, so also
did local impact upon the environment. The intensified activity,
confined to smaller and smaller areas, likely set up the conditions under
which some common wild plant foods could have come under quasicultivation. Even a very rudimentary form of agriculture would
guarantee a morescable food supply. diminishing the need for constant
travel in search of food. The remains of small. seemingly more
permanent base-camps in the Archaic Period artest to the establishment of an increasingly sedentary life-style.
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Riverside campsites were probably in tougher shape than some
of the worst we might visit in Missouri today. Trampled by hordes of
playful little feet, cleared oftrees by centuries ofwood-gathering cooks,
without a weekly collection of crash, rhe areas around rhe mouths of
caves and along overhanging bluffs muse have been quire a sight. The
soil, heavily disturbed, open to the sun, and fertili1.ed by centuries of
human wastes, ashes, and garbage, would have been the perfect sire for
rhe germination ofseeds spilled during collection, storage, and grinding. Crude baskets and sacks ofwoven grass were the only containers
in use by the middleofrheArchaic Period and these certainly dribbled their
contents widely. Judging by the remains found in archaeological digs, the
principal plant foods of rhe day were mostly weedy, riverbank annuals
with prolific soed production, such as marsh elder, knorweed, canary and
maygrasses, lirde barley, goosefoor, amaranth, and sunflower. All respond
approvingly in such sunny, disturbed soils. Undoubtedly root and bulb
crops were also gathered in large quantity, bur such plant parts do not
preserve well and even when they do survive, thq arc the devil to identify.
Returning ro a sire used in previous years, families would have
discovered a ready-made supply of their favorite plant foods. It takes
no great leap in logic nor any extraordinary brain-power to make the
connection between the lush growth of plants on an old midden and
the formalizing of rhe process. The next step is to clear and plant,
followed by rending and protecting; maybe even, Lord help us, weedpulling and watering. This likely sequenceofevents has been called the
"dump heap theory" of the rise of agriculture.
M()dern torn farming, J() m11ch a part of
1ht Miuouri landscape, dt11rlfJped from
/11dian Ma,u. HtN in ust plots alo11g
the MiufJuri Rivtr near Humann,
uarittia of hybrid corn an tvaluaud.
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Some genetic improvements were actually made in the cultivation of these plants as time went by. For instance, a large-seeded form
of marsh elder no longer living today has been found in a number of
archaeological sires. Such large, selected seeds would
obviously provide more food than the smaller wild
type. This kind of crop improvement can also begin
quite accidentally. When picking wild produces today, we all still grab the biggest, the juiciest, and the
healthiest fruits, the heaviest clumps, and so on,
obviously from plants with the best generic traits for
sweetness, productivity, disease and insect resistance,
and so on. Scattered around a campsite, especially on
midden heaps by night-visiting humans, the resistant
seeds of such plants contain the genes that will be
passed on to future generations in the dump-heap
garden plot. Centuries ofsuch selection practices will
yield greatly improved varieties.

Some of us older students may have learned in grade school or
high school history course.~ many decades ago that the Tigris-Euphrates
Valley was the Cradle of Civilization, the place where agriculture was
invented. Ac the time, some of us may have wondered whether che
folks in the New World simply sent for the free brochure from che
Tigris-Euphrates Agricultural Cooperative, and if so, who delivered
che mail. Throughout prehistory, planr domescicarion was accomplished by many different cultures, using many different plants, in
many places (m chcearrh,and ac many different ti mes. The Mississippi
Valley was only one sud1 place. People in the Mexican Highlands, for
instance, dc-vcloped cheir own narive crops centuries before our eascern
tribes. Of prime importance among rhese was maae, which we call corn.
With the domestication or even partial domestication of plams,
more time would become available for orher culcural advancements.
By the Middle Archaic, for instance, people found rime co put a fine
finish on stone tools, and co produce purely ornamental objects of
bone, shell, andsrone. Clothing, including moccasins or sandals, was
bener tailored. Beginning in che Dalton, burials in demarcated
cemeteri<-s became a common practice, often accompanied by shamanistic rituals. This is a practice adopted by many cultures around
the world char has continued into the present with an obvious impact
on the landscape. Early European home.~ceaders and investigators
came across many l ndian graves, most more recent than che Dalton,
and some more elaborately marked than others, and often rifled chem
for cheir buried treasures, trinkets, and souvenirs. With hightened
sensicivicy, many museums are now returning some collections of
Indian remains and artifacts for reburial where direct lineage can be
shown. Of course, pioneers brought their own burial practices co che
new territory, marking individual or family graves with headstones,
and fencing che plots co protect chem from free-ranging carrlc or
accidental damage. In addition co the remains of che deceased and
some hisrorically tantalizing tombstones, some of chese old pioneer
cemeteries also harbor stands of original vegetation chat have been
destroyed elsewhere. Other old, abandoned cemeteries offer wildlife
and vegetation an opporruniry ro reclaim land surrendered years
earlier. With the growth of che state's population many thousands
of acres of Missouri are now fenced, ornamented with carved scones
of various kinds, meticulously cared for, and revered for che dead
buried within.

H111na,u art tht only animal, who
bury their dead. Ctmtttries dot the
Missouri landscape; graves are mar/ted
by engrav,d S1()1us, somuimes of

elaborau d,sign.

In the Lace Archaic and the early stages ofthe Woodland Period
chat followed, Missouri Indians displayed a tremendous variety of
cultural styles. Deep in che Ozarks, pockers of foragers still relied
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heavily on game, while large populations of plant-gatherers occupied
che grassland-forest border of the western <fl.ark~. However, the
largest populations, very likely early agriculruriscs, were supported by
the richer, better-watered soils of the central and eastern prairie
borders, the expansive bottomlands of che Big Rivers and rheir
tributaries, and the Southeastern Lowlands. The Early Woodland
Period, from 1000 co 500 B.C., is another period of transition. The
spread of primitive agriculture laid the groundwork for the
acceptance of more refined cechniq ,,es.
Becween 1,500 and 3,000 years ago, domesticated Mexican species,
including maiz.e, beans, gourds, and squash, arrived via Gulf Coasr trade
routes established with the tribes ofthe Southwest. At about the same rime,
desert cultures also contributed techniques for the making ofporrery. The
advencofthese items not only provided an abundant harvest, it meant that
borh food and water could be stored for long periods. The two advances
released midwestern populations further from natural shortages than had
simple dump-heap agriculture.

Miller Cave, overlooking 1hr

f/oodp/a;n of Big Pinq Riva, offered
shelter and stcuri1y from a11aclt to the
blulfdwellus who u1iliud she 1iu for
many gerurations.

The influx oftechnology from the more advanced civilizations ofrhe
Mexican Highlands may be used as a starring point for the next phase in
the cultural dcvdopmcntofMissouri tribes, known as the MiddleWoodland Period, about 500 B.C. The arrival of porrery and advances in the
working ofstone tools are clearly evident in the artifacts of the day. Even
more important was the importation of maize about 400 A.O. The
introduction of corn promised a steady supply of food and almost
completely freed people from their older hunting and gathering habits. The
growth of permanent villages became a common feature as a direct result.
The Woodland Period lasted nearly 2,000 years and, with some
cultural ups and downs, graded into the Mississippian Period about
900 A.O. Advancements in culture and technology swelled to a peak
of magnificent proportions in this last pre-European stage. Together,
the two periods saw 'the rise of intensive agriculture, burial and
ceremonial mounds, ornate pottery, houses and cowns, politics, complicatt-d religious practices, astronomy, and cransconrinencal trade.
For the first rime in rhe region's prehistory, people began to
actually alter topography in order co provide themselves living space.
For thousands ofyears natural srructurt-.,such as caves and overhanging bluffi, had provided Missouri's earliest humans sufficient shelter
to survive rain, predators, wimer cold, and summer heat. The
primitive levels of technology used by the culrures that followc-<l
allowed the building ofsimple wooden structures covered with animal
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skins or leafy boughs wherever shelter was needed and natural refuges
were not available. Such structures lefr no permanent marks on the
landscape. Now however, as Mississippian people provided for their
religious, political, nutritional, recrearional, and domestic needs, they
altered the physical landscape to an extent greater than any previous
culcure. Only chc rise of 19th century European and American
Technology, 500 co !000 years later, had a greater impact on the land.

Sterio p11ir auial photos of TowtJ1ahgy
Srau Historic Site in J/u Miuouri
Boqthul can but Ju viewed with a poclut
sten(Jscope. Thr drawing below is a
ruomtruclion of the siu as it once may
have bun.

Defensive earthworks and wooden palisades ringed the larger
urban areasofflood plains for protection againscsurprise raids by other
tribe.~. Some of the largest earthen mounds in the world - the great
temple mounds ac Cahokia - were constructed during this period, and
extensive fields were cleared for agriculture. Dugout canoes were used
for trade up and down che river system. Copper was brought in from
the Great Lakes, obsidian and mica from the Rockies and Desert
Southwest, and conch shells from theGulfofMexico. Pottery was no
longer ofsimple design and constructed solely for utilitarian purposes;
instead, ic became an art form in iLs own right, incorporaring a great
deal ofornamemation, often molded in the shape of animal or human
figures and with intricately painted patterns. Elaborate religious and
political ceremonies in city plazas indicacea strongcencralized form of
government dependent on a stable economy. Such organized, even
regimented, sysrcms became necessary to srabilize a society chat had
burgeoned well beyond a level that could be easily maintained by the
older, extended family sysrems.
For 800 years, Mississippian agriculrlll'alists expanded their culture
and populations, converting thousands ofacres ofrid1 boctomJand soil co
sraple planefoods. Dense, fottified urban centers.such as around Cal1okia,
Illinois, and Towosahgy, in the Cairo Lowland nearCharlesron, Missouri,
grew co include as many a.s 30,000 to 40,000 individuals in fairly small
areas. Today, che great mound systems and earthworks give some idea of
checon ecol these p,-oplc exctted over rheirenvironmenc. The sheer number
of Mississippian-age Indians undoubredly pressured populations of animals co an ex rent greater than any ocher Indian cul rural level before them.
Even rhough these people maintained enormous agricultural holdings and
stored large amounts of food for communal use, they continued co utilize
wild foods toa great exrent. H untersstalked deer in the surrounding forests,
drove bison fur to the wesr, gathered acorns in the fall, and collected wild
planes, fish, clams, and curries along rhe rivers.
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Early humans and Indians have often been portrayed as living in
complete harmony wirh narure, living off rhe land, taking only what
they needed, and wasting little. This notion may be a trifle idealistic
and may be based simply on the fact that most resources could not be
exported from the area in which rheywereused. We should perhaps
examine rhis idealistic notion a bit more critically.
Confronting a mastodon or a herd of buffalo on foot with a
stone-tipped weapon would seem suicidal to most of us. It undoubtedly did to early humans and Indians as well. They weren't stupid.
Heroics have no place in survival situations. A broken finger, arm, or
leg; a punctured ribcage; even something so simple as a nasty cut could
prove fatal with norhing more than Scone-Age emergency medical
treatment. At the very least, such injuries would severely limit a
person's ability to continue hunting and providing food; at the worst,
infection might set in and death could result. Four-legged predators
make some sort ofjudgement about which animals can be successfully
attacked and killed, and which seem able to defend themselves.
Reading cues that are largely hidden from oureyt'S, wolves leavc95 out
'ofevery I 00 animals they approach unmolcsn.xl. They somehow select
vulnerable prey, mostly the very young, the very old, or the sick and
injured. By using experience and judgment, large predators reduce the
chance of injury.
Less selective by nature perhaps, certainly less well-equipped in
rerms ofbuilr-in food-getting devices like reeth and claws, primitive
humans used what was provided them: hands and brains. These
attributes allowed the development of tools, or what we call technology. From Paleo-Indian to Mississippian, a wide variety of tools were
used to acquire food that could not be simply picked up with the
fingers. Throughout the cultural stages we have described, early
hunters used the easiest, most efficient methods of killing they could
devise. If not the actual cause, thecombinationofhands, brain-power,
and technology certainly accelerated the demise of many species.
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Deadfall traps dropped logs and rocks on unsuspecting animals.
Snares were used for small game. Whole herds were driven into corrals
designed to capture as many animals as possible. This not only
maximi1.ed cheamountoffoodgained for each unit ofeffort expended,
it also mi,1imi1.ed the injury rate co members of the hunting band.
Once corralled, animals could be swiftly and more safely dispatched.
Fire was used on large-scale roundups to drive herds over cliffi, so that
the dead and crippled could be easily butchered below. In a,1 age
without refrigeration, freC'ting, or canning, huge quantities of meat
musr have been wasted. Drying, smoking, and salting certainly
worked, but to a Ii mired extent. What about chose really successful
hunts? Five buffalo orten deer might easily be bucchered,stripped, and
dried in a week, but how about 50 or 150? - or even one mastodon?
Clearly, the idea of the shadow moving ch rough the forest, taking only
what was not needed, wasting nothing, and leaving only footprints is
a trifle romantic. Romance doesn't lase long in the wild.
Obviously, Indian use of fire as tool and weapon had widespread
effects on both plane and animal distribution and abundance. In fact,
thechieflong-term environmental impact ofnative peoples all over the
world results from their use of fire. True also, early hunter-gatherers
contributed co the extinction ofchePleistocene megafauna. However,
their harvesting of resources generally did not operacewich grand scale
economic motives. There was as yet no overseas market for Indian
products and therefore trade was largely inter- and intra-tribal. Plant
and animal products tended to stay in the neighborhood; such limited
local demands could be easily satisfied.
Despite the cultural level they attained, the rise of agriculture,
and the establishment oflarge cities, most Indians still lived largely at
a subsistence economic level with regard to their biotic surroundings.
Furthermore, their basically Stone-Age technologies simply did not
allow the same degree of wholesale environmental manipulation and
harvesting that the use ofmetals would have permitted. With the next
wave of Eurasian immigration - this time mostly from the east, across
the Atlantic Ocean, and not from the west, across Bcringia - the
situation would change drastically.

The arrivalofpredatory band, ofhumans in North America helped
push the Pleistocene megafauna into extinction. Human-set fires, both
ime ntional and un intmtiona4 aided the eastward andnorthwardspread
ofgrassland and desert habitats during the warm postglacialperiod. This
allowedprairie to exist muchfarther east and north than would have been
possible simply as a result ofclimate. Indian bumingalso created extensive
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areas ofsavanna throughout the timbered landsofMis,ouri. With the rise
ofnative agriculture, de11se populations ofNative America11s developed
and greatly alrered the mix a11d appearance oflocal vegetation, especially
along river valleys and the lowlands ofthe BootheeL When compared to
modem impacts, however, relatively lowpopulation and technology levels,
coupled with lack ofan outletfor natural resources, limited the environmental impact ofthe Indian.

In their h istory courses, Americans are taught that the Italian,
Crisroforo Columbo, underwritten by the Spanish, was the first
European to visit the New World. In fact, five centuries before
Columbus set foot on a Caribbean isle, Norse sailors came ro the orher
end of the continent, to Newfoundland via Iceland and Greenland.
Under the direction of Leif Ericson, they discovered a rich place they
called "Vinland," the Land of Wine, because of the wild grapes
growing there. There were migrating salmon, green grass in the
middle of winter, and abundant trees, of immense value co
Ericson's Greenland settlement which had no forests of its own.
Vinland was probably the region around New Brunswick and rhe
mouth of the St. Lawrence River, the northern limit of grapes and
butternuts (found during archaeological digs at Viking sires and never
found on Newfoundland) today.
Entic~.od by Leifstales, or her Norsemen ventured from Greenland
to Vinland, using his camp as a base of exploration and exploitation,
harvesting lumber, furs, and other articles that might bring a profit
back in Europe. Clashes with the Indians and Dorset Eskimos, whom
the Norse called Skraelings, soon broke our. Outnumbered, the
Europeans eventually withdrew to Greenland. One of these exploratory groups stayed a few years ar rhe tip of the great Northern
Peninsula of Newfoundland, at a site known today as L'Anse awe
Meadows. Here the Vikings constructed eight sod buildings, forged
iron from bog deposits, and built and repaired their longboats. The
brief presence of Scandinavians seems ro have had little lasting effect
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on the New World, and certainly none as far inland or south as
Missouri. We therefore begin our tale of dramatic change with the
arrival of the Spanish.
When the first Spanish explorers arrived in southeastern North
America in 1523, the people rhey encountered, and chose met in the
Mississippi Valley by the De Soro expedition in 1541, had large
populations with well-established and highly advanced social, political, religious, and economicsystems,strung together by a far-reaching
communication and trading network that included most of the
continent. Pottery and other forms of technology were advanced and
agricultural holdings were large. One group of Indians calling themsdvcs Casqui, living in large fortified villages with hursand temples on
raised mounds of earth, provided De S-Oco with thousands of bearers
and warriors co assist in hisexploracionsofa neighboring territory held
by a more powerful people known as the Pacaha, with whom the
Casqui had been at war. These tribes may have been the last ofthe great
Mississippian cultures in North America.
By 1673, the Indians encountered by the French along the
Mississippi River no longer occupied the fortified town sites developed
during the Mississippian Period. Mose of the people seemed poor co
the French, living in small villages dispersed overa wide area. Despite
the initially posirive impression Indians made on the Spanish explorers, in general the early French in mid-America saw little in Indian
sociery to admire.

Archarological ,vid,nu shows that the
Vikings beat ColumbuJ to the ~New
Wo,/d" by 500 yean, thousands of
years afttr humans first "discovered"
NtJrth America.

Some of the differences in Spanish and
French descriptions may acrualJy be due to
differences in Spanish and French outlooks
and aims. Desoto and ocher early Spanish
explorers, the Conquistadors or Conquerors,
were largely interested in the acquisition of
material wealth and glory. Warriors all, they
gained stature by overcoming resistance and
subjugating, in other words by conquering.
Ir would have served their heroic image to
defeat a well-organized, intelligent enemy.
The French generally came more quierly, to
trade and deal, and to save primitive souls for
Christianity. It would have servt-d their
purposes co convey an image ofthe Indians as
a poor, ignorant group of savages in need of
enlightenment.
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In their overall philosophical views, both European groups were
radically different from the Indians. Taught by the Bible co "subdue
rhe earth and have dominion over every living thing," Europeans
viewed nature as something to be overcome. Once subdued, the land
could be "owned," a practice foreign co Indian culcures. Tribes held
territory, but all members were the "owners" and beneficed from the
land; no individual owned any particular parcel. Beyond chat, all
things . hills, rivers, trees, animals - were endowed with spirits and were
revered, a religious view known as animism. To harm rhe environment, co harvest more than could be naturally replaced were acts that,
in most instances, were alien co Indian culrures. Animism was just
dying away among che peasantry of Europe after centuries of
Christian influence.
Most Europeans could not philosophically view a complex
Indian political system or an obviouslywell-administered Indian town
as produces of a people they came to conquer, products of a civilized
society. Thinking of the Indian as mere savage made exploitation
easier. Yee, at least some ofrhcir lack of respect was likely due to the
grave degradation oflndian society chat occurred between the times of
Spanish contact and French explorarion.
There was, in fact, much less co admire. Following De Soto's
expedition, European diseases decimated previously unexposed North
American populations, often killing half, three-fourths, or more of the
peopleinevety village. Whole familieswerewiped out and the kinship
hierarchy of chiefs and chiefdoms, indeed every phase of life, was
severely disrupted. The diseases - smallpox chief among rhem rook politicians, priests, warriors, hunters, care-givers, and
arrisans without regard to rank or importance. Wirh the losses
of so many vital links it is not surprising char rhe very fabric of
Mississippian society disintegrated.

It is also nor surprising chat later Europeans and Americans
concluded that the builders of the great mounds and earthworks, and
the potters and artisans who left so many beautiful artifacts must be of
another greater, and (obviously) long-vanished race. Even early
archaeologists seemed baffled by the mysterious disappearance of so
great a culture. Today, we recognize that che historic Indians of the
Midwest and South encountered by the French were the direct
descendants of the Moundbuilders, and char the people met by De
Soto and other early Spaniards WERE the Moundbuilders. Was
European disease the only factor in the disappearance of the people
that actually built the mounds?
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A number of theories have been offered overrhe years co explain
the decline of the Mississippian culture, one of the world's most
advanced stoneagesyscems. In addi cion to plagues, wars, drought, and
indolence have all been proposed. Perhaps all could have played a role
at one time or anocher, to one degree or another. Evidence is
mounting that, becween 1275 and 1350 A.O., a number of
stressful situations began intertwining that could have proved
the Moundbuildcrs' undoing.
We know thac in che Desert Souchwest, severe droughts at the
end of che 13th and the beginning of the I 4ch cencuries brought the
collapse of the great Pueblo cultures. Certainly such widespread
climatic changes must have been felt in the Midwest as well. On che
other hand, cultuces in the Ozarks that were far less advanced survived
intact, and eventually tcx,k over territories originally amtrolled by the
Mississippian tribes. What was it that favored huntergatherers over ciry-dwelling agriculturiscs?

Whfn the Indian, adopttd an
agrirultural system baud on corn, they
may have unknowingly bun sowing Jiu

u,d, of th,ir own downfall.

When the Indians adopted an agriculrnral system
based on corn, they may have unknowingly been sowing
the seeds of their own downfall. & long as they lived in
huncer-gatherer sociecies, humans maintained a rremendouslydiversewild diet, withouc over-reliance on any one
particular food source. Populations also remained small,
a consequence of a natural balance struck with food
availability. As maize, squash, and beans replaced wild
foods, the overall nutritional value of che diet declined,
while heightened productivity increased populations dramatically. Outwardly, Mississippian society appeared
strong, and its culture and cechnology both advanced,
produces ofgreacer amounts offree cime. Unfortunately,
the general health and vitaliry of the people might have
been going steadily downhill.
Most of us would suppose thac a guaranteed steady
diet, freedom from want, a decline in injurie~ incurred
while hunting, and a prosperous society in general might
improve health and increase longevity. In fact, just the
opposice may have been happening in some Mississippian villages. In the Lace Mississippian, the inhabitants
ofsome villages seem to havcsuffcred more from diseases,
more often, and died younger than the Woodland cultures who preceded them. In general, the great
Moundbuilders were smaller in si1.e, had p(><>rcr teeth
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(unlike potatoes, corn and other starchy grains are great rotters of
teeth!), and weaker bones. Arthritis was a common aflliccion because
oflong hours spent hunched over tilling fields.
Instead of security and stability, large population size led to
increased strife between tribes, families, and individuals. Narural
resources, such as metals and salt, were needed in greater quantities as
wealth and populations increased. As resources became more valuable,
they became worth fighting for. Territorial claims had to be defended.
The rise in warfare yielded a painful harvest ofinjuries and infection.
Drought, warfare, a fracturing of the pol icical scruccure, disease,
all core at the fragment of Mississippian society for 50 years or more.
In the end, the system succumbed. Families fled co the hills where they
could gather food, or co che ease and south where other population
centers srill flourished. As the large village centers of Cahokia, the
American Bottom, and the Cairo Lowland crumbled, nL-w liaisons
were formed and new tribes were created. And it may all have been
from eating too many Fritos!
Generations later, che Indians who survived to confront the
Spanish were still a well-disciplined and resourceful people, carrying
on many of the traditions of their ancest0rs. However, there seems to
have been a degree of reversion to the older methods offood gathering.
While lowland areas were densely populated wherever the welldrained sandy soil of old river terraces was capable of supporting
cultivation, native villages seldom attained populations of over a
thousand individuals. T he Spanish noted in their journals chat,
bc,;ides rich harvests of corn and vegetables, abundant game and fish
were supplemented wirh an assorcmenc ofwild fruits, seeds, and nuts.
In some lace Mississippian digs, archaeologists have actually noted a
higher diversity of wild foods chan is usually found in much older
hunrer-garherer sites. With the varied diet they were probably
healthier than their forebears.
Though naturally hospitable to strangers, these Indians quickly
guessed char Spanish intentions were not of the highest order. Because
news of their arrival and harsh practices spread quickly before them,
the Conquistadors were forced ro overcome strong resistance wherever
they went. Armed only with stone weapons, the native peoples
ge,1erally incurred heavy losses in these battles. Even without bloodshed, che populacions suffered terribly whenever contact was made
from European viruses and bacteria. Even without conracr, virulent
diseases like smallpox rampaged chrough the intcrtribal trading and
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communication network. The microbes spread throughour the trading network within 25 years, wreaking havoc
even in isolated areas.
The exchange was not,ofcourse,entirely one-way. In
a subtle example of tit-for-tatism, beginning with Columbus' crew, the Indians sent many Europeans back home
with their own personal souvenir of the New World syphilis. The disease reached plague proportions across the
continent within 50years. Even more far-reaching, the first
shipment of Virginia tobacco was sent off to England in
1617 . By 1638, more than 3 million pounds of the dried
leaves were shipped to England. While smallpox has
generally ceased its depredations, and syphilis has largely
been brought under control, the Indian's tobacco ha.~ now
become the world's leading cause of preventable death.
Other Indian gifts to Europe were not so clearly
negative. One mixed blessing, the potato of the Andes
Indians, quickly became the standard fare ofworking classes
throughout Europe, leading to a general improvement in
health and fecundity. Unfortunately for the Indian, the
high populations also led to revolucions in many countries.
The refugees and exiles narurally overflowed into America. On a
clearly positive note, we have the Indian to thank for modern spaghetti
and pizza, because no Italian dish ever had tomato sauce until the plant
was brought back from the New World.

Travekrs iTl rumhwesurn Missouri may
b, surpristd to ,rumble ac,011 field, of
tobacco ,md drying sheds.

Many people have wondered whether Hernando De Soro ever
reached Missouri, as some have claimed. We do know that he and a
well-armed band ofabout 500 men ascended the Mississippi Valley in
1541 in search of silver and gold. Traveling along the strip of high
ground on the west side of the Mississippi River called Crowley's
Ridge, De Sot<> probably marched as far as Mississippi County in
northeastern Arkansas. Some have suggested that he actually entered
the Missouri Bootheel, bllt this is doubtful. However, two of his men
may have searched for gold in the St. Francois Mountains of western
Ste. Genevieve County in the company of traders. They returned to
De Soto's camp after 11 days with a load of copper and six loads
of salt, but no encouraging reports of great wealth. After resting
for about six weeks with the Casqui Indians, De Soto became
restless and returned a short distance south before heading
westward into the Arkansas highlands, still in search of fabled
mineral deposits.
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The fim Europeans definitely known to have seen Missouri
territory were a group of seven French led by Louis Joliet and Father
Jacques Marquette. With hopes that the Missis~ippi would provide a
passageway either to the colonies on the Atlantic, orco che Pacific, the
small parry had traveled in rwo birchbark canoes hundreds of miles
south from the French Canadian territories in 1673. In July, having
passed che mouths of both the Missouri and Ohio rivers, they finally
reached an area in southern Arkansas. Because cheyweresrill traveling
south, the two leaders correctly surmised that the great river flowed
neither to Virginia, nor ro che Pacific, as chey had hoped. The
Mississippi was obviou.~ly carrying them straight into the arms of the
Spanish, who controlled the entire Gulf Coast. Worried that they
might shorcly intercept hostile Spaniards, the group began the sixweek return rripon July 17. Ir was noc until nine years laterthar Rene'
Robert Cavalier, Sieur de LaSalle, completed che downs cream journey
co cheGul( Noc encountering any Spanish on the entire trip, La
Salle claimed all he had seen in the name of Louis XIV,
established a settlement in Texas at Matagorda Bay, and named
the new territory Louisiana.
In 1700, another Jesuit priest, Father Gabriel Mare~c, ventured
down the Mississippi and established a village for displaced Kaskaskia
Indians at the mouth of the River des Peres, whose headwaters
originate in Sr. Louis' Forest Park. The Kaskaskia, a small tribe of
Illinois Indians, had been forced from their lands on the east bank by
the pressure of encroaching eastern tribes. In an earlier application of
the domino theory, the tribes invading Kaskaskia territory had been
driven from rheirown lands by rheexpansionofEnglishcolonies along
che Aclanric coast. The sire chosen by Father Maresr now lies within
che present city limits of Sc. Louis. Though his serclemenr was soon
abandoned, a new town of Carondelet would be re-established at the
same place under Spanish rule many years later.
Fifteen years lacer, the French Governor of Louisiana, Antoine
de La Morhe Cadillac, traveled with another small party from his
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headquarters in New Orleans ro the mouth ofSaline
Creek, just downstream from the furure site of Ste.
Genevieve. His goal was to track down a lode ofsilver
rumored to be somewhere in the area. From the
river, Cadillac pushed inland tothevicinityofMadison County in search ofrhe elusive deposirs. Instead
of silver, he found only silvery lead, an event chat
would prove to be far more important ro the furure
state of Missouri. The site of his discovery, which
would wind up being mis-spelled Mine La Motte, set
the stage for a program of mineral exploitation that
only a century later would place the state in the
forefront of world mineral production. Another
hundred years afrcr chat, continued exploitation
would culminate in disputes between mining interests and conservationists.
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As a base from which to open the region ro
developmenr, the French established Fort Chartres
on the Illinois side ofthe Mississippi ashore distance
upstream from Saline Creek, completing irs development in 1720. Sometime between 1723 and
1725, a French entrepreneur. Phillipe Fran~ois Renaul t, received a
grant co operate lead mines in the Washington County area and was
shortly thereafter recovering as much as chree-quarrerton oflead each
day. Crudely molded into the shapeofa horse's collar, then hauled to
the Mississippi on the necks of mules, che metal was shipped downstream from a site that, around 173 5, would become the port and
trading center of See. Genevieve. By chen, with the help of 500 slaves,
Renault wa~ extracting lead from at least three sires: Mine La Motte,
Mine a Breton. and Fourche a Renault.

Lead shot tower ;n St. Louis. Drops of
mo/un lead falling through the imide of
the tower formed spheres qf lead shot.

Although Ste. Genevieve was the first permanent European
settlement on the west bank, Europeans had actually been living in the
region, scattered about in small numbers, for 30 years. The Osage
Indians were trading large quantities of beaver pelrs with rhe French
at a sire called Fore Orleans, located on the Missouri somewhere in
Saline or Carroll Counties, above the mouth of the Grand River.
Established in 1724, the fort was abandoned two years latec. By 1744,
there were about 1,000 immigrancs living in Missouri, of whom
roughly half were French. In cbe meantime, French serrlemenrs
mushroomed up and down cbe broad Mississippi flood plain on the
Illinois side of rhc river, including Sr. Phillippe in 1723 and Prairie du
Rocher in 1733.
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The Indians quickly recognized the usefulness of the many
modern goods char rhewhires brought with them and happily adopted
those that suited rheir needs or fancy. Iron and brass implements,
textiles, crockery, and glass quickly replaced stone, antler, bone,
pottery, and skins. To obtain these pri:ied articles, a lively trade in
Missouri furs, sale, and lead had been established by I 705. The
practice immediately changed the motive of Indian hunting from a
subsistence economy that was mainly food-oriented, to a barter
economy based on material gain. The change would quickly
result in a population decline among principal game species.
Even worse, this early decline would soon be accelerated by a
heightened demand for meat because of immigration of Indian
populations from the East in the late I 700's, followed by an
explosion of white immigrants after I 800. In I 780, Missouri was
already inhabited by abour 5,000 Osage Indians and 1,000 Missouri
Indians, plus an unknown numberoflllinois, Quapaw, and Chickasaw.
And those numbers would soon swell.

For nearly a century, and in various combinations, rhe British,
French, and Spanish quarreled, finagled, and warred to decide who
would control North America. In I 756, the English threw all they had
into the fray, escalating an American offshoot ofthe Seven Years' War
called the French and Indian Wars. With control of the seas and a
powerful Indian ally, the entire Iroquois Nation, at its side, Britain
eventually destroyed the French empire in Canada. To cover her
massive war debts, the French crown, never really enthusiastic about
irs American holdings anyway, willingly agrc<.xl to cede all oflouisiana
to Spain in I 762. With the signing of the T reaty of Paris in 1763,
Fran ce relinquished the rest of her New World interests, namely
Canada, to the British.
In chose days, however, the hand-delivered news traveled slower
than tax refunds roday. In 1764, rwo French colonials who had not
yer received the message, Pierre Laclede and h is 13-year-old clerk,
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Auguste Chouteau, were already well on their way tofoundingthe new
city of St. Louis, a full year after the shift in Louisiana's fortunes. By
that time, 40 o r 50 families had already crossed from the Illinois side
of the river and had established a thriving village. C rossing the river,
they assumed rhey would srill be under French authoriry and would
escape die British rhreat. Instead all found themselves under the rule
of rheSpanish, rhe firsrlandlordsofSr.1..ouis. A slow starter.Sr. Louis
would nor surpass Ste. Genevieve as a fur center until after 1800.
Spain, having suddenly inherited the vast Louisiana territories,
set about strengthening her position. The Spanish were especially
concerned with the aims of the British, who were not only vitally
interested in gaining control over theenrireMississipp ivalley as a trade
route, but from their newly acquired Canadian outposts, were now in
a position ro do something about ir. When Spain rook overthe region
rhcreweresrill only rwosettlemenrs on rhewesr bank. Ste. Genevieve
was thriving in the south with about 600 residents, including a fair
number of slaves. To the north was the somewhat smaller St. Louis.
This was immediately recognized as neither a particularly secure nor
a strategic position to be in.
To gain rhe immediate and decisive increase in defensive manpower needed to hold off the British, Spain contrived ro attract
Americans to the west bank. With promises ofland and the guaranree
of religious and certain other freedoms, many Americans would soon
push west. Folks in Kenruckywereespecially inreresred in such offers.
Up and down the Appalachians and in the Piedmont ofthe Carolinas,
residents had become steadily disillusioned with rhe slow progress of
thesrruggl ing union, what they perceived as disinterest in the needs of
interior farmers, and displeasure with a growing trend toward a strong
central government in Washingcon. As the pro-centrali1.ation forces,
the Federalists, gained strength at the Constitutional Convention in
Philadelphia in 1787, the Kentucky region became a hotbed ofAntiFederalist intrigue and potential mutiny. Initially the Spanish had
hopes of inciting Kentucky into actually seced ing from the
foundering United States, but chose the time-proven path of
bribery and subversion instead.
One of the first to rise ro the bait was the disgruntled George
Morgan, of Princeton, New Jersey, a part-time revolutionary war hero
and full-time wheeler-dealer. Everthesalesman, Morgan managed to
negotiate a very favorable bargain with a representative ofthe Spanish,
Don Diego de Gardoqui, who just happened to be in Philadelphia
rrying tO patch things up with John Jay, the American Foreign
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Secretary. The fledgling United Srares government, then known as the
Central Government of rheArricles ofConfederation, was not yet our
modern federal government. The Constitution would not be ratified
for a year, so the United States government as we know ittoday did nor
yet exist.
Morgan was restless with rhesiruarion in Kentucky. In part, he
was frustrated because the Central Government was in no position to
offer protection to its citizenry on the frontier. Mostly, however,
Morgan was j use angry because the federal government had refused to
supporranorher ofhis get-rich-quick land schemes. Since the Spanish
were prepared to offer Morgan and any other interested parties the
somewhat illusory protection of the crown, bolstered considerably by
the forces of the immigrating Americans thcmsdvc.s, and large tracts
of land, Morgan was easily persuaded.
Mainly attracted by the offer ofsizeable chunks of free land, the
scheming Morgan left Forr Pirc with a large body of men in January
1789, floating down the Ohio to the Mississippi. Some 70 miles or so
downstream from the broad confluence of the rwo rivers, on the high
outside bank ofa large meander loop, he selected what to him appeared
to be a perfect spot for the capitol city of his new empire. Always a
manipulator, the back-slapping Morgan, not too subtly, named the
town New Madrid. Although under the watchful and somewhat
suspicious eyes of the Spanish, Morgan's town became the first
American settlement west of the Mississippi.
Despite Morgan's obvious leadership capabilities in other areas,
the sire would prove him a poor judge of geography and nature. His
chosen bend in the river had for years been the site ofa French trading
post generally referred to as "L'Anse a la Graisse," or "the cove of
grease." The origin of the name is still not entirely clear, but the
unflattering appellation is most cerrainly not due to any great degree
of admiration. Except for a low sandy ridge running north, the
Sikeston Ridge, the land was poorly drained and surrounded by vile
swamps and marshes. Bears and catamounts prowled the feverinfested cypress forest. Disease was rampant. And in an unmistakable
omen for all chose bright enough to heed it, the river flooded the
serdemenr the very first winter.
Most of the people accompanying Morgan soon gave up and
returned to their homes in Kentucky. Morgan himselffollowed shorrly
after, especially once he learned from theSpanish that the land was nor
actually his to sell. Denied a profit, his interest in the grand scheme
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Silusum Ridge with Spani.Jh /mu!
gra111s (small ru-tangles). The
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waned considerably. Today,
his and ocher Spanish land
grams show up clearly along rhe
ridge as ir extends north from
New Madrid.
To claim land, a seeder
merely found unocc.upied space
and petitioned the Spanish for
a grant to that parcel, or he first
subm itccd a petition and was
granted a piece of land some,.
where ar rhe government's option. O ften the granr specified
only the amount of land, and
not the actual location. Nacutally, chis led co more than a bit
of confusion. Because rivers
and ocher natural boundaries
were perfect starting points for
laying out a claim, few if any of
rhc Spanish grants follow a regular compa~s-orienced scheme.
Like Band-Aids laid across
Sikeston Ridge,Morgan'soriginal Spanish parcels stand out
clearly against the regular latticework of property lines established by American surveys
char
followed Thomas
Jefferson's purcl1aseofrhe Louisiana Territory in 1803. Similarly irregular survey lines
aboundaroundSre. Genevieve,
Sr. Louis, and Sr. Charles. Many
of che Spanish grants would be
concesred when Louisiana became pare of the Un ites States.
The Spanish were terribly casual about surveying and recording land grants and deeds,
a croubksomc situation further
complicated by widespread graft
and fraud.
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Meanwhile, New Madrid somehow survived Morgan's departure, at least in spirit, and the area grew quickly to a scattered
population ofabouc 1,500. Unfortunately,situated as it was, only 600
yards from the river on the outside of a bend, the town was soon eaten
alive as the M ississippi continued its natural meandering. In only 15
years chreesuc=sive fores and a number of the srreets initially laid our
by Morgan were gobbled up by the insatiable current. Current
ropographic maps of the area clearly show the original land grant
boundaries· dashed red lines adrift in the middle of the river, or
creeping up the Kentucky bank. Ir should not besurprisingchac many
arrivingAmericans chose to live elsewhere. By then, Francois LeSieur
had built the fort ofLittle Prairie at a site to the south of New Madrid,
now known as Caruthersville, and a French trader, Louis Lorimer, had
established a pose ro the nonh that would become Cape Girardeau.
In 1767, the settlement ofCarondelet had already been laid our
at the mouth of the River des Peres, just south of St. Louis. The little
trading post of Les Petites Cotes, "the lircle hills," lacer co be known
as St. Charlc-s, was established on the Missouri River in 1769, and
Florissant, or Sc. Ferdinand, was founded in 1787. Although under
the rule of Spain, virtually all the white inhabitants of Louisiana were
French and chewhole region remained French in character despite 40
years of Spanish control. Even though Americans immigrated in
greater and greater numbers, their initial influence remained slight.
Mainly frontiersmen · and farmers, they tended co be loners and
dispersed widely, Daniel Boone-scyle. In fact, in the 1790's , Dan'! and
his sons were among those accepting Spanish offers of land. The
French tended to congregate in villages, and therefore sec rhe social
standards.
Throughout chis period, the Spanish had been going co great
lengths copacifychcsurroundinglndian tribes. Asteadyscream ofgifts
and friendly invitations to trade were issued over the years co encourage
tribes both ease and west of the Mississippi to become allies against the
British. The British, in their colonies, were doing rhe same. N a
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complicated offshoot of the American Revolution, Spain finally
declared war on Britain, and the British immediately recruited bands
oflndians to raid the Spanish. In I 780,950 British and Indians from
the Menomineeand Winnebago tribes ofthesouthern Lake Michigan
region initiated a surprise attack that caught che farmers of St. Louis
rilling their fields. The Lake Michigan interlopers killed several Sc.
Louisans before being repelled by the 150 citizen-soldiers ofthe village,
aided by new scone fortifications and five cannons, which may have
been the beginning of the long-standing Cardinals-Cubs rivalry. The
entire contingent of 60 Spanish militia from Ste. Genevieve, trained
and stationed in St. Louis co assist in the event of just such an
emergency, ran and hid during the attack, while the Spanish governor
locked himself in his quarters.
After this victory, che Spanish were able co steal che allegiances
of many members of the Iowa, Oto, and Potawacomi tribes from the
British. At the same time, because of a shortage of funds and trade
goods forthcoming from the Spanish, the attentions of many formerly
pro-Spanish Indians reverted to the British. The Spanish began
having a difficult time with members ofthe Missouri and Osage tribes,
who in particular preferred dealing with the British. A tall, handsome,
and warlike people, the Osage had a rather straightforward attitude
toward property ownership. Ifie was in Osage territory, it belonged co
the Osage.
In 1787, in an effort to protect their settlements from chestickyfingcred raids of chc Osage, Spanish officials invited the displaced
Shawneeand Delaware tribes to Missouri, under the direction ofLouis
Lorimer, offering them land in the area around the present cicyofCape
Girardeau. Like cheearlierdisplaced Kaskaskias, these tribes had also
been forced from their homelands in the east, although it was now
because of expanding American serclements, rather than British colonies. The Spanish encouraged the Shawnee and Delaware co raid the
Osage for the next five years, and though never managing a ·decisive
defeat, did manage to keep them at bay. At the same time, Sac and Fox
Indians from the Wisconsin region were able to subjugate the Missol1ri
tribe, a dangerous ally of the Osage.
All these tribes continued their traditional hunting practices to
acquire food, while augmenting their European material wealth by
trading skins, pelts, and meat, which required additional hunting. le
was not long before Indian subsistence hunters became rrue market
hunters, Sllpplyinggameand wild game produces via white traders for
pro fir. For a short time, the growing urban populace ofSt. Louis, now
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Markd hunters uverely depleud
Missouri's wild gamr. Sadly. much ofit
was wa,ud berauu dure was no
reftiguaeio11.

the center of the fur trade, and other rapidly growing communities
depended on wild game provided by Indians for meat. Primarily
because of the inordinate amountofarcention paid to the trade in furs,
the number two industry ofLouisiana, the growing number oflawyers,
doctors, entrepreneurs, and businessmen supporting the trade and its
practitioners could pay scant attention to che production of food,
relying on others for their supplies.
Market hunting thrived primarily because of rhe slow pace of
domestic meat production. Even though farms on rhe Joess-covered
hilltops and river terraces of che Mississippi and Missouri rivers and
their larger tributaries were surprisingly productive, disgorging large
quantities ofvegecables and produce, meat from livestock was nor yet
abundant. The use of rhe surrounding countryside as open range led
to considerable losses of cattle, sheep, goats, and hogs due ro straying,
accident, disease, and'Jndian theft. Rare at first, white market hunters
would soon become a common feature and would more rhan replace
the Indians as suppliers of meat, but especially hides and furs during
the nexc 30 years.
Among farmers, the F rcnch were particularly lackadaisical about
tending their fields and animals, letting nature more or less take its
course. American settlers generally cared for their crops more fascidiou.dy, and they reaped much larger harvests for their trouble. The
steady influx of American farmers from the southeast soon made
agriculture the number one industry, reducing somewhat the pressure
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on native game, ar leasr for meat. Even as late as 1800, however, few
farmers showed much interest in fertilization, soil conservation, or
other stewardship practices. Land was simply too abundant and too
cheap to show much concern over such trivial matters. In the late
1840's, however, the arrival of immigrant farmers from Germany,
where land was already scarce and conservation necessary if profit was
to be made, broughr new and more efficient agriculrural methods to
the state.
Early European populations settled mainly in eastern Missouri,
restricting their impacc on wildlife and forest resources. Trade with
re.~ident tribes converted the Indian into a profit-motivated market
hunrer. Coupled with the introduction ofea~tern tribes, this markedly
increased the stresses on natural resources. Conrinued American
immigration would soon stretch those resources to the breaking poinr.

Under Spanish rule, American influence in Louisiana grew
steadily in the last decade of the 18th century. At the same rime,
Napoleon's rise in France was about co send Louisiana on a wild series
of evenrs that would forever airer iL~ landscape and natural history.
Napoleon covered Louisiana as the perfect source of food and goods
for his growing sugar empire in the Caribbean. In 1800, ar his urging
and by secret treaty, Spain relinquished her control of Upper Louisiana, a vast region lying north of rhe present stares of Louisiana and
Texas. Napoleon now had his personal granary. He initially intended
to administcrchis new empire from the Caribbean island ofHairi, but
his forces failed to quell a black revolt there and he was deprived ofhis
necessary baseofoperarions. Napoleon began to rethink his position.
A renewed threat of war with England, the constant infiltration
of Americans into Louisiana, and the need for continued American
friendship in rhe face of che British threat, brought him to the
conclusion rhar his dream ofconquest might be unrealistic. Recognizing that Americans, by rheir continued immigration, were slowly
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gaining control of Louisiana anyway, and to cut his losses, Napoleon
decided to sell the territory co the United States. American control of
the region would at least head offfimher British expansion. Spending
only 15 million dollars, the President of the United States, Thomas
Jefferson, bought 830,000 square miles of Norrh America, neatly
doubling the size of his nation.

The Jefferson Memorial, in Si. lquis '
Forni Park, communorlltn Thomas
Jejfer1on 's rol~ in neg(Jliating du
purchase ()f the lnuisiana Turitory.

By 1803, when the United States aa:wtlly gained control ofLouisiana, Americans already constituted 60 percent ofthe 10,350 Missourians,
and another 15 percent were black and Indian slaves. Except for Indians
and Indian traders, few people braved the forbidding wilds more than a few
miles beyond the reassuring banks of the Mississippi River. Tiny La
Charette in Warren County was the westernmost scalement encountered
by Lewis and Clark on their monumental journ~y ofexploration in 1804.
Despite the rapid rise in American settlement, M~
souri still remained largdy unplowed and uncleared.
Ourside the two population centers of St.
Louis and Ste. Genevieve, European and American immigrants were thinly scattered and were
· mainly clustered into a "lar.y T" that was centered
on the confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi
rivers. The development of natural resources had
not yet progressed enough to disperse settlers. One
major salt work was operating on Saline Creek,
near Ste. Genevieve and, until an Indian raid
forced its abandonment, another had been built as
far north as the Salt River, in Pike County. Both
operations boikxl creek or river water ro concentrate the dilute salt solution they contained. Viral
to settlers, sale was needed forlivestock and curing
hides, as well as for dietary needs.
· Some. distance co the south, the original
clusterofFrench lead mines, plagued by a constant
string of claim-jumping, violence and legal disputes, somehow continued to produce large
amounts of rhe metal. Lead miners only worked
three or four months out ofeach year, however, so
settlement of the region did not advance swiftly.
The workers and engineers maintained permanent
residences back in Ste. Genevieve or elsewhere
along the Mississippi River. In all, movement into
the interior of Missouri was slow at first.
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The United Stares had already established a formal surveying
system before purchasing Louisiana, in 1785 and 1787, when Congress passed two land ordinances. The second of the two ordinances
allowed the political organi1.arion of newly acquired lands bounded by
rhe Mississippi and Ohio rivers and rhe Great Lakes into territories,
rhe firsrofwhich would be called the Northwest Territory. When they
mer certain criteria, territories could later petition for srarehood. This
ordinance would apply to Missouri lands in 1805, when Louisiana was
granted territorial status. Of more relevance at rhe moment, however,
was rhe first ordinance, which authorized a sysremaric survey and sale
of new federal lands in the Northwt-srTcrritory. The original colonial
properties, laid out as ifby random blasts from a blunderbuss, were a
crazy-qui Irofinrersecring boundary lines, much like those encountered
among Frend1 and Spanish grants in Missouri. With the new territories,
Congress had rhe opportunity for a more measured approach.
Beginningjusr west of Pirtsburgh, Pennsylvania, the Northwest
Territorywasdivided into36 square-mile townships, 6 miles on aside.
Each township was then divided into 36 sections of one square mile
or 640 acres each. These 36 sections were numbered consecutively,
row by row, from rhe southeast corner ro the southwest corner ·
sections 1 through 6 up the first row, 7 through 12 down the second,
13 through 18 up rhe third, and so on. The first north-south row of
rownshipsalong rhe Pennsylvania border was called the first range, and
all westward ranges of townships
were then numbered consecutively
11.,t
A. ~•
••• ,
from that range. The easr-wesr
't •,
rows of townships were then also
T, IIL
•
numbered consecutively, either
•m LI••~
north or south of a geographer's
T. IS.
r.u.
i
R.3£.
base line. Thus a particular section
''
t. l s.
'
or square mile of land could be
~
labeled Section 12, Range 6, Town'"
ship 5 North, or Section 31, Range
23, Township 9 South, and so on.
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ld~alized g()1urnmeni land diu1'.1ions.
This diagram illu1trates the relationship
offra,tional land divi,ions in sections to
townships and ranges.
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Wherever the land is flat, the survey
linu au ehe most ohvious feature of the
la11d.JCape, dividing/arm/a mis into a

ehttlurb()ard pa11ern.

Herc in the Midwest, a similarsystematicsurveywas authorized
for the new Louisiana Territory in 1806. There are a few differences
in our property descriptions, however. In the new territory, ranges
were numbered east and west ofa new base line set approximately on
the Fifth Principal Meridian. Louisiana townships were laid out north
and south of an arbitrarily chosen base line that now divides Phillips
and Lee counties in Arkansas. Finally, the sections of each township
were numbered from the northeast corner to the southeast corner, back
and forth across the township in east-west rows. This meant that
Missouri properties would all be found in townships numbered from
16 to 67 North, and in ranges from 18 East to 42 West of these new
base Lines. Other than these three minor adjustments, essentially the
same surveying system was used cast and west of the Mississippi. In
either territory, wherever tide to the land was already firmly held, such
as undisputed Spanish land grants in Missouri, the earlier survey lines
were honored; hence, the strange geometric shapes bounded by
property lines in eastern Missouri, a few of which are found as far as
60 to 120 miles inland.
The original Louisiana land survey has been inmumeotal in the
development and appearance of the Missouri landscape ever since. A
checkerboard of textures and colors - varying with the region and the
season - now covers the entire Midwest, wherever the topography
allows farming. In addition, most of our roads, built along property
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boundaries, doggedly follow the east-west or north-south survey lines.
The regular and predictable latticework of fields, highways, and feeder
coads is especially apparent in our northern and western prairie
counties where, as a resul t, getting lost is seldom possible. The
geometric partitioning of the prairie afforded by the American land
survey eased settlement and hastened the demise of the natural, nevergeometric landscape.

Only sinct th, advtnt qf heavy
construction equipment have wide,
reasonably straight roads bun possible in
1he hilly O~arks such as on U.S.
Highway 21, j,Jlmon County.

The transportation system in the Ozarks is a creature
ofa diffcrcncsrripe . Although
remote in time, the Tertiary
up lift and erosion of the
Ozarks forced early road builders to follow game and
Indian trails along ridges,
creeks, and rivers. As a result,
the firs t Ozark highways and
railroads, built before the days
of heavy earth-mov in g equipment, meandered as badly as
the drainages. The steep,
rocky hillsides also discouraged or even precluded farming; hence there is only the
suggestion of a checkerboard
pattern in the rugged, forested
Ozarks. The aerial appearance of the land today reflects
the regional settlement pattern of the l 800's.
The original land survey
records for Missouri are maintained in an archival vault at
the Department of Natural Resources' Division of Geology
and Land Survey in Rolla. T he
notes made by surveyors in
the early I 800's are remarkab ly derailed, with descri pt ions of forests, rivers, and
prairies that have been used to
make maps of presettlement
landscapes.
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The increase and spread of Missouri's immigrant population
shifted dramatically into high gear once Louisiana was in American
hands. After 1804, rhe territory was suddenly flooded wirh seeders,
multiplying herpopularion six times in just 15 years, then doubling it
again and again in each ofthe next four decades. As Americans poured
in it was only a matter of time before clashes with the Indians would
intensify. The Indian population was also at its peak at this time, with
members of the Osage, Iowa, Fox, Sac, Kickapoo, Kaskaskia, Miami,
Winnebago, Potowatomi, Kansa, Omaha, Ponca, Pawnee, Delaware,
and Des Moines Sioux tribes. A number of minor incidents occurred
as a result oflawless actions by individuals on both sides. These were
immediately exaggerattxi into raids," ((massacres," and uattacks," or
as "brave defenses." To be sure, there were serious Indian threats and
depredations, but for most settlers the threat was often blown far out
ofproportion to rcaliry. Between 1808 and 18 I 2, more than half rhe
population had only recently arrived in the West and had never
personally experienced Indian difficulties, nor were rhey likely to.
Nonetheless, many newcomers fed on freely circulating rumors and on
puhl ished accounts describing fearful atrocities and went into a panic.
ct

The Americans made every attempt to lay the blame on the
inherent savagery of the Indian and on the greed of English traders to
the north. In truth, British Canadian agents did goto greatlengths to
foment unrest among· the Indian tribes of the territory in hope of
securing a much larger trading network. Their activities increased as
political tensions between the Crown and the fledgling United States
government worscncxl for a host of ocher reasons.
In realiry, the underlying cause of Indian discontent was the
constant infiltration ofwhireserrlers into Indian territory. Again and
again Indian tribes had been pushed from one newly-guaranteed
homeland to another, always under the protection of another treary,
only to be pushed out once more. Virtually all of the Indian tribes
involved were forest cultures. Now with their backs to an alien prairie
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habitac,srill very much in rhe hands
of fierce plains culrures, each of
rhe many separate rribes undoubtedly felr rhey had no choice
bur ro cake a srand.
The demands of tense white
residents were largely answered during the Ind ian wars of} 811 to 1814.
Many rribes had sought alliances
with rhe Brirish when war between
rhe cwo inrernarional powers was
declared in 1812, hoping thar rhe
Brirish would help drive the Americans from Indian lands. In turn, this provided rhe justification for
Missouri milicia and rangers to conduct a series of raids into the Great
Lakes region, from Indiana to Wisconsin. The purpose was rwofold:
quell the central soure<-s of Indian disturbance and chwart Brirish
advances into rhe Norchwesr Terrirories. None of rhe milirary
engagemencs were particularly successful nor decisive.
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Finally, the threatening simation became almost desperace for
p ioneers in Missouri T crritory and, for a very brief period, immigration came to a standstil l. Some discouraged seeders recurned ro rhe
F.asr. Then suddenly and unexpecredly, Greac Brirain endedhosriliries
in 181 4. HavingwoncheconflicrinEurope, rheislandempiredecided
to concenrrare on industrial developmenc as a means ofgaining world
dominance, rather rhan costly wars. The sudden loss of their principal
ally threw the dumbfounded Indians into disarray. Uncertain which
course of action to take next, their intertribal cohcsivcn,-ss quickly
disintegrated. The powerful coalicion forged by hatred of a common
enemy was sharrered. Each tribe opted for whatever solution seemed
best for its own members. During the course of many negotiations
over the next year, most hostile tribes concluded separate agreements
with the United States. Immigration, slowed to a trickle by the
combined fear of British invasion and Indian attack, now assumed
flood proportions.

The threat of Indian attack and the War of 1812 briefly
slowed immigration into MiJJouri in the decade fallowing the
Louisiana Purchase, but thue temporary setbacks were quickly
overcome. Development ofthe territory, soon to be a state, would
now proceed unchecked.
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By 1820, the threat posed by the Indians had totally vanished,
although they themselves had not. The Osage still inhabited much of
the western Otarks, Kickapoos had moved to an area around the
Pomme de Terre River, the Shawnee and Delaware remained around
Cape Girardeau, and another band of Delaware lived on the White
River. Although permanently settled outside the territorial borders,
many members of the Missouri, Iowa, Kansa, Sac, and Fox tribes
continued to hum in northern Missouri for some time. The mushrooming white population ofMissouri, initially ingrained with a view
of the Indian as savage and bloodthirsty, slowly came to accept the
basically peaceful intentions of the red man. Fear began to be replaced
by other emotions. The evolving attitude was fostered in some
quarters by a tiny hint of guilt about the mistreatment of the Indian
over che years. Among missionaries and some ochers, this was
combined with the rebirth of an earlier philosophy that had overly
romanticized the "noble savage." Bigotry, as might be expected,
remained a potent threat on both sides of the issue.
Though peaceable, relations between white and red never really
stabilized because of the inevitable dash of two such completely alien
lifestyles. Bred to a totally unshackled life ofsubsistence hunting and
free to travel anywhere within their broad tribal territories, the older
generation oflndians could not accept what they viewed as rhe harsh
restrictions, the almost prison-like ways of white society. They
considered whites to bewillingslaves to an inflexibleeconomicsystcm.
White settlers, generally endowed with a powerful work ethic, considered the Indian to be shiftless and lazy, untrainable and unable to hold
a steady job. More importantly, no matter how much terrirory they
usurped, the whites clearly continued to lust after Indian land.~ and
demanded the complete removal oflndians from any area where the
slightest friction developed.
Admitted to statehood in 1821 with just over 100,000 inhabitants, Missouri skyrocketed from 23rd among 24 states in population
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to 8th among 33 scates in 1860! The immigran!$surged west along the
Missouri River, establishing Jackson County in I 826. From the Big
Muddy, seeders poured up the Chariton, Grand, Placce, and Osage
river networks, and by 1851, 106 counties had been laid out and
organi,..ed politically. The 1850 census showed that there were now
over 260,000 Missourians, rwo-chirds of whom had come from
Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, and Vi.rginia. A lack of good
farmland would delay the formation of the remaining eight Ozark
counties for a shore rime, but by the time of che Civil War, che scare
was essentially in it$ modern configuration.

While the river bottoms and adjoining hillcops of the expanding
"lazy-T" centered on case-central Missouri quickly filled tO capacity,
the prairie lands of northern and western regions were generally
scorned bccau.se they were considered to be unsuitable for agriculture
or settlement. Although some Missouri grasslands were being plowed
a., early as 1819, broad prairies meant little warer, no timber for
firewood, buildings or fences, and no acorns for hogs, which depended
on the nuts for a yearly boost of protein, oil, and search. Indian and
ligh ming fires sci II raged unchecked every year and the
soil was often underlain by a hard, resistant claypan.
The winters were intensely cold with drifting snow,
while summers were ungodly hoc. Not a fun place to
live. The smaller tracts of prairie on the ridges of
t.istcrn Missouri, such as those on the loess-draped
hill cops around the city ofSt. Louis, were quickly and
ea.silyconquered. This nacurally open ground, ringed
wich nearby woodlands and adjacent to reliable creeks,
provided the essencials lacking on western and northern prairies. They must have seemed like a sign from
God co pioneering farmers and were soon producing
abundant harvests. Early in the 19th century,
however, the vast inland sea of grass was a different
matter entirely.

Tht prairit vista, Its sun htre 111 Pr11frit
Stau Park, wa1 a frighuning sight to
uttlers reared in landseapes with()u/

dittant horizons.
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Pioneers had tomakeconsiderableadjusrmenrs in their lifestyles
if they were to fir inro thesrrange new grassland world. In rhe deepest
prairie lands, largely to rhewesr of Missouri, fuel for winrer hear and
cooking was available only in rhe form of dry buffalo or cow manure.
These "buffalo chips" were collected in baskets each day by scavenging
youngsters. Dwellings were small one-room affairs, windowless, or
wirh one orrwo tiny portholes for light, built ofsections ofsod cut from
the surrounding prairie. Called "soddies," rhe bleak residences had
dirt floors and often only a sheet ofcanvas for a door. Men and women
aged quickly and died young under the extreme hardships imposed by
the environment. Many retreated before the constant assault, plagued
by loneliness and homesickness. Many others persevered to see rhe
many problems overcome and rhe battle against nature won.

Befau win fancing, hedguows of 01age
Orange wtre the ('/,iif meam of
cordoning the prairie.

Throughout the grassy areas of the Midwest, the problem of
fencing was initially solved with the cultivation of the Osage orange,
or hedge apple tree. This native tree adapted easily to cultivation and
lush hedgerows popped up wherever farmers settled. The proliferation
of dark green hedging sliced one secure section of living
space after another from rhe windswept prairie land. The
dense foliage quickly killed rhe grass for a distance of 10 or
20 feet on each side of the planted row,shielding buildings,
crops, and cattle from wildfire. The tangle ofnasrilyrhorned
branches effectively restrained livestock and, in the territories farther ro rhe west, helped hold marauding Indians at
bay. Ar the same rime, rhc greenery slowed the ceaseless
prairie wind, reducing crop damage and the drifting of
winter snow.
Osage orange trees grew fast and had to be periodically
topped to prevent rhem from robbing the moisture and
fertility from a wide swath of farmland, but the trimmings
provided a steady supply of wood for small articles or the
hearth. The calming effecrs ofan Osage orange hedge must
have been priceless to a forest- or savanna-bred people, illprcparc-d psychologically for horiwn-ro-horizon vistas devoid oflandmarks. Each hedge that went up nor only added
a recogni1.able landmark, it placed the domineering mark of
civilization in a featureless wilderness landscape. In addition to irs benefits co humans, the hedgeapple network
afforded living and breeding space to innumerable birds and
small mammals. Unfortunately, because Osage orange
roots spread far from the trunks in their quest for water, a
sizeable percentage of land was eventually rendered
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unplowable. Beginning
in the 1850's, the demand for increased yields
began a trend toward replacement of the picturesque hedgerows with
wire fencing. Yet even
rodayscartered re~nants
ofthese original properry
li nes still c riss-cross
M issouri farmland.
Osage orange was
not the only woody species planted on grasslands. Wherever rhey setcled, farmers established woodlots and
windbreaks around the house and barn using a variery of droughtresistanc trees and shrubs. Arbor Day, a national day of tree planting
now observed on different dates in different places, accual ly began in
1872 o n Nebraska prairies, where they really needed trees. Early
pioneers planted whatever was available locally, such as juniper or
eastern red cedar, elm, or catalpa. As trade routes were established, the
influx of exotic species from Europe or Asia became more obvious as
ornamentals and then as " working" plantings around homesteads.
Even without planting or encouragement, woody growth increased
spontaneously following settlement. As prairie farming progressed,
Indian populations were d riven out, roads and h edgerows were laid
out, and plowing increased, all of which diminished the incidence of
fire. As the threat of fire was checked, nat ive woodland began
reclaiming land.~ overrun by prairie during 10 millennia of burning.
Old gra~slands sprouted saplings to become savannas, and old savannas filled wirh underbrush became forest. Trees and shrubs crepr out
from scream beds co li ne fence rows, roadsides, railroad rights-of-way,
barnyards, old cemeteries, and any ocher land not plowed or intentionally burned. In fact, Missouri's prairie counties are the only regions of
the state where forest cover was actually on the increase during the
second halfof the 20th century. Today, a sense of grassland, a prairie
image, cannot easily be conjured in Missouri. Especially in the
glaciated region, the biome has been completely obliterated and
replaced by brushy farmland.
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Osag, Orange can b, found criss-crossing

Mi11ouri farmland.

In the southwestern pare of the state, however, where soils were
ch inner and plowing was often less productive, o ne can visit Prairie
State Park or any ofanother do1,en or so sizeable tractS chat preserve and
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maintain the essence of our grassland heritage. In addition to woody
encroachment, native grasslands also succumbed to invading herbaceous species. The intentional seeding of bluegrass, for instance, a
practice that would rapidly displace native grasses and wildflowers,
began as early as the 1830's. Some settlers scattered handsful of
bluegrass seed from saddlebags wherever they traveled, spreading
cultivars far and wide. This dubious practice cheorecically offered
cattle whole.~ome green pasturage in che winter when Missouri's
warm-season native grasses had withered. Although still nutritious
and valuable, the dead brown thatch was an alien scene for farmers
familiar onlywich the perpetually green pastures ofcool season grasses
in cultivated European fields. As chey cast cheseeds of bluegrass and
other choice European forage plants, such as clover and sweet clover,
cheseeds ofa plethoraofother Eurasian pastuce plants and weeds were
spread as well. Many had an august heritage, arriving in the bedding,
straw, hay, and manure of die Mayflower, then spreading west along
trails, paths, and rivers. These immigrants have become the characteristic vegetation of Missouri roadsides, old fields, and riverbanks.
After the first few discouraging years on the prairie, farming
became surprisingly prosperous. Once eastern forest cultivation
methods were adapted co chis new environment, the establishment of
row crops went extremely well. Unlike forest clearings, plowing was
nor hampered by stumps and rhe underlying soil was deep and rich.
Even so, new fields were not particularly productive in their first years.
The stubbornly resilient prairie sod struggled to maintain possession
and quickly regrew. Ir was finally defeated after 1837 with the help of
a new self-scouring plow invented by an Illinois blacksmith named
John Deere. Earlier plows were made entirely ofcase iron and the sod
stuck co the moldboard, the curved part that turned over the soil.
Deere began experimenting with scrips of tempered saw blade welded
to his plowshares so the sod would be cut cleanly and flip over neady.
Within I 5 years, his plow had revolutionized grassland agriculture. By
1856, the Deere factory in Moline was turning out I 0,000 such
implements a year, a near-perfect reflection of the pace of prairie
settlement. The improved plow was followed by improvements in or
the invention of many ocher farm implements, such as seed drills,
reapers, and threshers.
The soils of the rocky Osage Plains were rich enough to allow
some plowing, but were just thin or rocky enough to spare a section
here, a quarter-section there, and a half-section back over yonder.
These native pastures provided forage year-round and abundant hay
crops with little invescmencoftimeorlabor. Passed from father to son,
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they became pan of each farm family's heritage. Unfonunately, these
family prairie~ have also come under assault. As children moved away
to seek employmenr in urban areas, more and more small farms passed
into rhe hands oflarge family operations and corporate holdings. The
oil crunch of the 1970's raised the price of fuel, fertilizer, and other
farm chemicals tremendously, k-ading to a rise in the price of corn,
soybeans, and whear. Profit-making in the ?O's and 80's meant
bringing previously unplowed, often marginal land into production.
Lacking a sense of family heritage and faced with mounting bills,
managers oflarge holdings were forced ro plow prairies that had never
been plowed before. They simply could not afford to let the land be.

Virtually the only prairie habitat
remdining in northern Missouri it found

along r4ilroad rights-of way and
pionur cemeteries.

In conrrast, virtually all ofnorthern Missouri
had been planted in domesticated grasses and crops
by the turn ofthe 20th century. The tills and loess
oftheglaciawd prairie were just too productive not
to plow. If all the remaining native prairies north
of the Missouri River could be gathered into one
place, they would not fill a single section ofland.
The largest patch - the University of Missouri's
Tucker Prairie - may be seen from 1-70 20 miles
east of Columbia, but a lovely narrow strip separates the railroad from Missouri Highway 19 between Martinsburg and Montgomery City. Now,
less d1an one-renth of I percenr of the original
native prairieofMissouri remains, most ofiron the
thinner grazing soils of southwestern Missouri,
derived from Mississippian and Pennsylvanian ~ .. ~'.';,;,..,.,._.
sandstones, limestones, and shales. Because of : ,. :.: .Jf> · ''
their rich, stone-free soils - a gift of the glaciers - ~i';:':-7.~
Missouri's nonhern counties are no longer mantled
by amorphous masses of greens and yellows that ,·_,\cs:;.
·•
vacillate indecisively from season to season; instead ~ -~ .
they sport a geometric quilt of patenr greens and
browns related more to t'COnomics and plowing
and planting scht-dules.
·

,,~·~,'°'
~·- .}t~b,.-· ·

0: •·
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While the mutliforest-borderedprairies ofellStern Missouri were quickly brought into cultivation, .
extensive grasslands in western and northern parts of , ( f
the state mist.edsettlemmt. Newfarming methods " '
and new lifestyles were necessary to overcome the
alien landscape, but once begun.farming proved
immensely profitable.
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All of the l)riginal prairies of Missouri's
Boothul war plowrd shtJrtly after
settl.ement. To Ju what thq must have
/40/trd like, one must travel south Jo
Arkansas' Grand Prairie refugu.

In the swampy lowlands of southeastern Missouri, seeders encountered a totally different set ofproblems than those facing folk.~ out
on the prairies; but they also had a few advantages. For example, the
first pioneers in the Boorheel had access co small parches ofopensandy
prairie and savanna along the high, dry river terraces and ancient
Pleistocene ridges. Indians had lived on and farmed these sites for
centuries; consequently the sod was thin and the dense bottom land
forest did not have to be removed prior to planting. Everywhere else,
however, settlement was vi rrually impossible. The oppressive heat and
humidity; the ravages of mosquitoes, fevers, bears, and panthers; the
constant flooding; these and other features of the dismal region kept
seeders at a distance. Even worse, in December of 1811, the first of a
series of earthquakes struck the Booth eel that would rum out to be the
most powerful ever recorded on the North American continent.
During the next three months, three major quakes, each exceeding an
estimated 8.4 on the modern Richter scale (specifically 8 .6, 8.4, and
8.7; worldwide, the greatest earthquakes ever recorded anywhere,
ever, reached 8.9!), were felt from
North Carolina to Canada. Fifteen large aftershocks rattled
buildings as far as 750 miles away
and thousands of small but detectable quakes threw the Mississippi Lowlands into turmoil for
several months.
Huge areas of swampland
rose and their waters drained
away. Equally large expanses of
high ground sank and were inundated. U ncounrable numbers of
cracks and fissures of varying
depths and widths slit the region,
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some running for miles. Fountains of gas and water, called blows,
blasted sand and coal-like lignite from deep entombment to heights of
30 feet or more. Individual rreeswere ripped up the middle and entire
forests sank or were tossed to rhe ground in a tangled heap. Hundreds
of thousands of acres of forest were destroyed. Domestic and wild
animals went absolutely crazy, running pell-mell through farms and
small settlements. Bright lights ofunknown origin flashed through the
night sky, illuminating the frightening scene.
Along the Mississippi, banks collapsed and trees fell into the
stream by the thousands. Whole islands sank, and in places, surges of
water rose, swelled upstream for a time, then drained quickly away,
carrying everything before them. The impression was left that the
Mississippi had actually flowed upstream, and indeed it did fora time.
Logs that had lain on the bottom for centuries were released from
burial, floated off, and helped choke the river. Two new waterfalls, or
more accurately rapids, were created in the Mississippi near new
Madrid, each with a total fall ofabout 20 feet over a distance of2 miles.
For the towns of New Madrid and Lierle Prairie, both located
near the epicenrer of the later and more intense disturbances, the
devastation was total. While chimneys fell and foundations cracked
at Cape Girardeau upstream, little major damage occurred there. At
the doomed villages downstream the riverbanks sank disastrously.
Little Prairie was instantly and completely wiped off the map by the
flood that poured in. New Madrid, originally built 25 feet above
waterline, dropped co within 10 feet. What link survived the actual
quakes was swept away by the spring floods of 1812. Of course, the
loss ofthe misplaced town co the gouging current ofthe Mississippi was
inevitable anyway; thesubsidence merely hastened its demise. Today's
New Madrid is due north of the original site. The site of old New
Madrid lies approximately in the middle of the river, just about where
a new sandbar and island have been cast up by the current during the
intervening 170 years.
Nor many people died as a result of the quakes. There were only
about 3,000 people living in the Bootheel at the time, and they were
moscly scattered on small farms. Deaths were generally a result of
drownings when water swept over the land, or when riverboats were
swamped by the turbulent river. Most buildings were oflog or frame
construction and were somewhat forgiving of a good shaking, although all the area's chimneys had fallen during the weaker early
tremors. Actually, by the time the major earth quakes occurred in
January and February of1812, totally destroying every structure, mosc
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people had already fled in terror ro rhe highlands, or across rhe river ro
Illinois, Tennessee, and Kentucky. Participation in local religious
services boomed beyond any preacher's wildest dreams.
T ime has healed most of the superficial damage caused by the
New Madrid earthquakes. The cracks and fissures are long gone,
forests have regrown where their predecessors fell, and the river has
erased all signs of its dramatic channel alrerarions. The uplift of sand
and gravel that produced its impressive, rhoughshort-lived rapids, was
quickly relevelled. However, some effects are still evident. Redfoot
Lake, in Tennessee, was one of many new lakes created by the quake,
and many places in the Boorheel, such as in the vicinity of Sikeston,
still display huge patches of sand blasted to rhe surface by rhe strange
blows of gas, water, and earth. Most of rhis episode in the history of
the New Madrid Seismic Zone now resides fitfully in history and
legend, but the restless earth wairs.

The vall ryprt11 1w11 mps ()f tlu M issnuri
Boothul, such at thi1 remnant in
Mingo National Wild/if, R,fug,,
diuouraged 1ettiemtnt.

In rhe aftermath of the quakes, development of the region was
reta rded for a decade or rwo, and has been slow ever since. Land
speculation became rampant when the federal government stepped in
and offered new land clstwhere in rhe territory as compensation to
those who had suffered property losses. So many fraudulent claims
were filed by early forerunners of rhe carpetbaggers that the government was forced to back off and
let the clamor die down; rhis threw
the additional monkey wrench of
questionable ownership inro the
slow workings of recovery. It
would be nearly a century, after
the great swamps were drained,
cut, and burned at the beginning
of the 20 th century that the
bulk of Boorheel land would
be converted to agriculture.
Until t hen, it remained rhe
last b astion of true Missouri
wilderness, free - roaming
bears, and mammoth trees .
The process ofdraining rhe
Southeastern Lowlands was lace
in coming, largely because ofbureaucraric b uck-passi ng between
county, state, and federal govern-
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ments - no one really wanted responsibility for the lowland
swamps. Eventually, control of most of the land passed to
the county level, although all three levels participated in the
ditch-digging operations. Once undetway, the drainage
proceeded with an efficiency alien to bureaucracies.
Originally, a lazy network of meandering Boorheel
rivers passed pell-mell th rough a hundred lakes and swamps
of various sizes strewn across the Lowlands. Some were
broadenings of the strt-ambeds themselves, while others
formed in old cut-off channels called oxbows. Two of the
largest were at the southern ends of the Castor and Little
rivers. Like long, slendct bays, these flowed almost casually into Big
Lake, an enormous swamp across the border in Arkansas created
during the 1811-1 2 quakes. Within JO years after ditching began,
nearly all the stagnant waters ofthe central Booth eel were collected and
sent on their way to thar huge Arkansas swamp. Today, chat swamp
is the central feature of the Big Lake National Wildlife Refuge. Along
the northern end of the Bootheel, where rivers entered from the Ozark
uplands, water was collected in a large "Headwater Diversion Channel" that carried the drainage around the Bootheel, either east into the
Mississippi River or southwest into the St. Francis. These routes rook
advantage of the ancestral Mississippi channel that lay between the
Ozarks and Crowley's Ridge. Drainage into the St.
Francis River at rhe south end of the diversion channel barely perceptible under the best of circumstances - was
interrupted in the late40's at PUlCico to meet the nec'<ls of
migratory waterfowl passing through Mingo National
Wildlife Refuge. Upstream, the flow in the channel is
equally indecisive. On the ocher side of Crowley's
Ridge, with their heads cut off, the undernourished
channels of the Castor and Whirewarer rivers now
writhe impotently through soybean and cotton
fields. This drainage of the Bootheel was a colossal
project and necessarily systematic.

Tht Missouri Boothul prior JO drainage
of the swamp lands was a vastly different
pUla from the farmlands qf Mday. Thi1
map sh()WJ 1he original river tysums and
their associated wetlands, he/ore dra£nage

in the 1900'1.

Few Boothul 11reams retain their
original channels,· moSI have bun
con11erted ID straight ditches.

.
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-
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Drainage districts were established in each councy,
often by bond issue, and landowners paid from $2. 50 co
$4.00 per acre to finance the system of feeder dicches,
collection channels, and main diversion canals necessary
to run Missouri water hundreds of miles downstream
into Arkansas. As the land was drained, lumber companies pursued like hounds on ascent, purchased hundreds
of chousands of acres ofland, and removed hundrt-ds of
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millions of board feet ofbottomland cimbereach year. Within I 0
years, most lumber companies had
run ouc of crees and went bankrupt. Today, the fow pacches of
forest and swamp that managed co
somehow survive che original
drainage continue to wither at a
depressing rate as b ulldoz.er and
fire open increasingly marginal
flood plain to periodic crop produccion possible only in dry years.

Prattit11Jly no virgin l'ypress swamp
exists in Missouri, although somt
i11divid11al trus have escaped to rt mind
us hou, vast the habitat must have bun.

Not all of the Lowlands was
originally timbered. As described
earlier, large traces of prairie and
savanna lay in strips along the
higher river terraces and natural
levees, and in some lowland siruations. At the time of settlement,
for instance, 18,000 acres of Mississippi County and 2,000 acres of
Dunklin County were prairie.
Sikeston Ridge was a prairie-savanna mix, and was immediately
gobbled up by seeders because of
it. With their well-drained and
open position, such prairies were
primeagriculmral land and disappeared rapidly. Closetosolltces of
wood and water, they were the best the Boocheel had to offer, and the
first to go. While Missourians have managed to preserve a few
thousand acres ofBootheel forest within Big Oak Tree Scace Park a nd
Mingo, none of Missouri's borcomJand prairies remain; the nearest
remnants are at Grand Prairie in Arkansas.

Settlement in the Boorheel was slowed by the New Madrid earthquakes of1811-12, by widespread confasion over legitimate land claims,
byagooddealofbureaucraticfambling, and most importantly, by the land
itself; a broad series ofwet, lowlandforests, and swamps. Once drained,
the land released a phenomenal wealth ofnutrimts long-buried in the
ancient soils ofthe Mississippi Embayment.

I

I

I

I

Between 1823 and 1832, the Federal government concluded a
series of treaties with every tribe that had any claim to Missouri soil.
Under che terms of these agreements, the pacified tribes were pushed
into the Kansas and Oklahoma territories, land that whites still
considered tocally uninhabitable and unfit for civilization. For the
next 50 years, this practice would become the norm when the government dealt with rhe resettlement of any Indian tribe. By 1832, all
organized tribes had grudgingly moved from their lands in Missouri.
A few straggling bands would continued to sneak into th estate to hunt
for the next several years, and some of these hunting trips resulted in
isolated and minor incidents with settlers. For the most part, however,
the state was now completely open co und1allenged white serclemenc.
Wich the loss of Indian hunters, che stream of wild provisions
and goods would have to come from ocher sources. Until 1812, for
instance, Shawnee living on che Bourbeuse River had supplied St.
Louis with large quantities of meat. In the early l 820's, roughly
200,000 buffalo were killed annually along che upper Missouri River
by Indian hunters who traded the hides and tongues, packed in sale,
for shipment co St. Louis. Once they had surrendered their land
claims, in 1825 and 1832, rhe delivery of mt-at to domestic markers
was left to a growing breed offrontiersman, a very different breed, the
white market hunter. These were men unlike any alive today. A
market hunter shot, trapped, netted, poisoned, and clubbed anything
furred, feathered, or finned that might bring a profit. A~ che population of Missouri continued to explode, white marker hunters had to
expand their operations far beyond what would have been required
simply to fill the void left by the departing Indians. These hunters
completely drained local wildlife populations as the burgeoning pioneer population doubled, redoubled, and doubled again.
Within a fewy<-ars, hard-pressed hunters were forced farther and
farther afield to satisfy the demands of a mushrooming Sr. Louis. In
1818 and J819, a 10-month exploratory expedition camped on the
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Missouri River near the Nebraska border was easily able to live off the
land, taking between 2 and 3,000 deer and large numbers ofturkey and
bear. By the time Missouri became a scare, a few short years later,
hunters were having to travel as far as the White River region to find
decent huncing. Funhermore, urban "sponsmen" killed many animals simply for rhe fun of it, and none of their pans were utilized in
any justifiable manner. Bounties were inscicuced for wolves, bobcats,
and mountain lions co protect boch livestock and dwindling game
populations. Despite such measures, game became increasingly
scarce. In 1824, the chiefofthe Delaware living along the White River
pleaded for assistance from the state because his hunters were unable
to find game and his people were facing starvation. Even then, because
of rhe numbers of white hunters, and excursions far to the west, city
markets of 1825 were srill able co supply venison, and grouse, duck,
and turkey for IO to 12 cents apiece.

As wesrward expansion continued, rhe sicuacion dererioraced
beyond belief. Oppoctunely sicuaced as chey were in che center of che
main human migrational pathway- the Gateway to che West- the flora
and fauna of Missouri rcdcd under the impact. The last Arkansas
buffalo were butchered in 1837 and Missouri's held out no longer than
five years after chat. As game disappc-ared within che state's boundaries, marker hunters ranged more widely and began to displace the
plains cribes co che west. Until chen, like the forest Indians before
them, the plains Indian had also been supplying eastern commerce and
industry with cheap natural products. The encroachment of these
whices and chesecrlers chat followed inevicably led co the great Indian
wars that followed the Civil War. The pressure also led co cheslaughter
ofWescern game. Crucial co che buccherywas a ready supply ofwilling
pacticipants and a convenient mode of cransporcacion. The firsc was
soon supplied in abundance.
By the i 830's, the rugged mountain man of che Rockies had
already depleted stocks of beaver far below commercially productive
levels. Combined with the opening of the China trade, a seemingly
unrelated event, bur one that replaced the fashionable beaver hat with
one of silk, the botcom instantly dropped out of the fur market. By
1840, the price of beaver pelts had plunged 75 percent and the last of
the great Rocky Mountain trading rendezvous had been held. For his
livelihood, the voyageur and trapper was now forced to turn to the
production of the increasingly fashionable buffalo robe. In no rime,
these highly experienced and incredibly able men would become the
chief annihilators ofWestern game.
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Until the railroads finally began co truss up and carve the Great
Plains into easily digestible portions in 1860, traffic in buffalo and
ocher western goods was rescricced to riverboat and wagon. Overland
crave! from che plains co Sc. Louis was unbelievably slow and inefficient. Wagons often required a month or cwo fora one-way delivery.
Since St. Louis had already become the major river port of che interior,
via che Ohio and Mississippi rivers, it was only logical chac, between
1820 and 1860, che sysrem continue up the Missouri.
The Mississippi River drainage system ties together nearly a
third ofche conrinemal United States. Benefiting from the contributed runoff of east, north, and west, the Mississippi has always been
the most respected and admired American river. Nacive Americans,
who had named ic the "Great River," regarded the grand old stream
with awe and reverence as they carefully plied its waters in bitch bark
and dugout canoes. Because it was as much as twice the length or
breadth of any European river, and vastly larger than any ocher
American river, c>arly explorers, trappers, and seeders were also greatly
impressed by the Mississippi.

The Missistippi River, Jun here from
Riverview Park in Hannibal, is pooled
for naviga1f()n through a 1trit1 of27 loclt1
and dams from St. Louis to
Minneapolis-St. Paul.

Whilewe cendto proudly view chis nerworkas
one of the world's mightiest natural forces, we
should be reminded that the mighty Mississippi,
even when screeched taut for its entire 2,348 miles
from Lake Itasca co New Orleans, is only the 17th
longest river in the world, and chat cheofc-forgotcen ('··
Missouri is actually longec than the Mississippi by
118 miles, and ranks 15th. Combiningtheicforces 0
(which American gazetteers always seem compelled
to do) raises the Big River system into third place.
To put things into perspective, the Amazon is
navigable by ocean-going ships for 2,300 miles, all
the way to the base of the Andes, a mere 48 miles
short of the entire length of the Mississippi!

r.
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Confluena of the Mississippi (upper)
and 1he Miuour,' (lower) rivers shows
1he muddier 1\,fiuouri mixi'.ng wi'.Jh the
l.tss•Jurbid Missi'.uippi.

Though it is neither a Nile nor an Amazon, the creative and
destructive forces of the Missouri-Missis.1ippi river network are certainly the most potent in this neck of the woods. Although they are
not the grandest in scale, America's big rivers nonetheless combine to
produce one of the most important and famous drainagesystems in the
world. For thousands of years, this immense latticework has strung
together the activities ofhuman cultures, both historic and prehistoric.
Beginning with the first dugouts, birchbark canoes, and hidebound
bull boats, exploration, uade, and migration were all made possible by
the vast network of streams that comprise the Mississippi-Missouri
river chain.
The Missouri River was originally a prairie stream, shallow,
choked with sand, and indecisive, like portions of the present-day
Platte River in Ncbra.ika or the Canadian River in Oklahoma. For
thousands of years the river meandered widely within its broad flood
plain, following numerous dividing, converging, redividing, and
reconverging channels, all the while cutting liberally into its soft valley
walls. Like other braided prairie streams, theMissouriwas a nightmare
for travelers.
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Birchbark canoes of various siics, and dugouts called pirogues
were used by Indians, trappers, and early traders, but transporting
families, livestock, and commercial goods required much larger vessels. For the first part of their trip, from Pinsburgh down the Ohio,
then up the Mississippi, earlysetclers boughr or built a flat-bottomed
boac. These cumbersome barges could manage sizeable loads, but were
always at the mercy ofthe current. Nonetheless, they were perfect for
hauling the year's produce ro marker in New Orleans. A farmer and
his neighbor might build and share a single craft, sell their goods and
che boat after rhe one-month journey, rhen march home overland
through Mississippi along che Narchei Trace, a trip of another three
to four months. Needless ro say, chis was a dangerous, often fatal
venture. Moving peopleand materials swiftly up or down a log-strewn,
shifting channel required a much more maneuverable craft, sharp ac
both ends, and with a shallow keel. After 1780, keelboacs from 40 co
80 feerin length, 7 to 10 feet across, and drawing about 2 feet ofwater
when fully loaded became the chief means of ferrying passengers and
freight on all rivets. Keel boats were either pushed along by crews with
long pole~, Mink Fink-style, or rowed, but rarely sailed on the
Mississippi or Ohio. After 1800, really large keclboats of roughly the
same length and shape, but twice as broad, were more commonly used
for freighr. Too heavy co be easily poled or rowed, these giant barges
relied more often on the wind.
The first steamboat to make the journey from Pittsburgh to New
Orleans left in September of 1811, but was delayed by shallow water
and the now-famous earthquake in the New Madrid region. Robert
Fulton's craft, the New Orleans, finally arrived in January 1812. It
continued ro ply the Mississippi for three more yeacs until, like so
many of its kind, it hie a snag and sank. The first to navigate
Mississippi waters upstream from the Ohio, the Zebulon M. Pike,
reached Sr. Louis on Alll,'USI 2, 1817. The Missouri Riverwas generally
shallow enough to permit the
use of poles to push these angular-bottomed boats up.· . . .
stream, but finding a single
main channel in which co
crave! was a real challenge.
The current dragged so much
sediment from its barren upstream reaches rhanhechannel could literally change from
day co day. On che ocher
hand, except whe,1 in flood,

The YelltJwstone was the Jiru steamboat
to mlVigau the Miuouri int(! it1o-ntana.
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che Missouri was a rather lethargic scream and sails were often
sufficient to drive boats upstream if there was a fair wind. Still,
sandbars and snags dogged the constantly shifting channel for much
of the year, greatly hampering navigation and making legends of
rivermcn who managed to arrive intact and on t ime.
Most of the year, river commerce depended on small kedboacs
or flat-bottomed craft, becausecherewassimply not enough water nor
a dear enough channel for the larger sceamboacs. While enormously
heavy traffic plied the Mississippi - an estimated 3.32 billion freightcon miles and 1.1 billion passenger miles in 1849 alone! - the
unpredictable Missouri claimed over 100 steamboats in the 30 years
before che Civil War. Any Missouri riverboat captain who could
actually deliver became an inscanr hero. As much as they plagued
pioneers, the numerous islands, snags, backwaters, and sloughs greatly
enriched the river for breeding and migration of fish and waterfowl.
For the first century or two, hunting and fishing along the Missouri
were both highly productive and widely acclaimed.
Tiu once-wild Missouri Rivtr, now
tanud by uplfr,am dam1 and
downstream dikes, serves as a watery
highway of cotnmtrct. Hut, a barge tow
pushts upstream against the ,·urunt.

High bluffs near Rqchtport flank th,
eastern valley wall;

ti

small section of the

Katy Trail is visibl, in tht right ctnttr of
the phot•.

The bulk of the Missouri's yearly flow originally came during
two peak periods. The first was early in thespringwhcn the high plains
thawed, disgorging a torrent of muddy water from the Dakotas,
Montana, and Wyoming. The second major gush swept downstream
with the melt ofdeep snowpack in the Rockies, joined by heavy runoff
from spring rains out on the prairie. In addition to these seasonal
fluctuations, the flow could also vary greatly from year co year. During
a particularly harsh winter, for instance, when
much of its water was tied up as snow and ice, the
Missouri might be reduced co a mere trickle, with
a flow as low as 4,200 cubic feet per second. That
is roughly equivalent co che Merame<: in flood at
Steelville or approximately three times the average
flow of the Current River near Round Spring, but
spread across aquarcer-mile ofchannels. With the
thaw, the instantly swollen river might carry as
much as 670,000 cubic feet per second, a frightening difference if one were planning an early spring
departure for a wescern hunt.
Since the tum of the century, six major
tc,;ccvoirs in Nebraska, the Dakotas, and Montana
have mostly eliminated the seasonal peaks. At che
same time, they have evened out the annual rates
offlow and lowered the Missouri's silt content by
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more than hal£ Channelization and navigation projects that began
with the creation of the Missouri River Commission in 1884, have
continued to the present day with rhe activities of the Army
Corps of Engineers, converting the once independent river into
a highway of water-borne commerce.
The Bank Stabilization and Navigation Project, completed in
1980 at a cost of$427 million, virtually eliminated all of the river's
islands, bars, meanders, braided sections, backwaters, and sloughs,
destroying habitats that supported the abundant wildlife reported by
Llwis and Clark. Typical Missouri River fish, such as the silvery
minnows, pallid sturgeon, and flathead chub, may be in danger of
disappearing from the lower sections of the Missouri as direct or
indirect results of the decline in silt. Some fed in silry backwaters that
have all but vanished; ochers must now compete with growing populations of fish characteristic of rhe Missouri's less turbid tributaries,
such as the Ozark minnow, longear sunfish, and spotted bass, which
have actually increased since channelization.
Most wildlife changes are due ro physical changes in rhe river
irsel£ Indeed, the Missouri is actually 8 percent shorter today because
ofstraightening and has lost about half ofirs total water surface area
due to constriction of the channel. Over 60,000 acres ofprimewildlife
habitat, including 24,000 acres ofislands along 5 50 miles of the river's
course were lo.~t in Missouri alone during the construction phase. An
unrccogniiably docile version of its former self today, the wild Missouri River of the voyageurs, Lewis and Clark, and the keel boat pi lots
was a stream to be reckoned with.
In contrast, relative to the wild and unpredictable Missouri, rhe
original Mississippi River traveled a path of moderation. Because the
upper Mississippi River watershed is largely forested and receives
reliable amounts of precipitation nearly every month of the year,
spring flooding was always less severe than along the Big Muddy. In
addition, the Mississippi's heavily vegetated drainage basin metered
snowmelt and runoff throughout the entire year, rather than in cwo
tumultuous bursts. The result was a reasonably calm river, one that,
although extremely challenging for riverboat captains, was a piece of
cake when compared to rhe cantankerous Missouri.
Above its confluence with the Missouri, the Mississippi had
always been a fairly clean, pretty river. With its vegetation-cloaked
banks and hillsides, little silt escaped the land to mar its blue waters.
If the Missouri was not in flood, the water was dear even as far
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downsrream as New Madrid. Following rhe construction of a long
sering of navigation locks and dams early in rhis century, it lost even
more of its already low turbidity as the small amounts ofsilt and fine
sand settled out behind dams. At one time, rhe Upper Mississippi
more closely resembled a huge Ozark border scream, with long, deep
pools separated by riffic-like rapids and sandbars. Today, rapids exist
mainly in rhe shore reaches of channel immediarely below each dam.
Sile now buries rheoldsand and gravel floors ofthe pools, and is swept
away for only a shore disrance downstream by discharge and overflow
from rhedams. Mosrswifrwarer breeding sires for importanrcommcrcial fish, like sturgeon and paddlefish, were destroyed by this chain of
locks and dams. On the other hand, the spreading backwaters of
navigation pools have encouraged waterfowl and srillwater fish.
Once the Missouri and Mississippi rivers join rhey produce a
much larger river rharshould, one might think, possess characteristics
intermediate berween rhe rwo; however, this next stretch of the
Mississippi, called the Lower Mississippi, is actually more like the
Missouri in appearance and nature, so overwhelming are the silt load
and flooding cycles of that tributary. For rhe next 150 miles, the big
river is hemmed inro rhe deeply entrenched Pleistocene channel of its
own making, and now sweeps alrernardy from the Missouri ro the
Illinois bluffs and back. Oncerhe FarherofWarers leaves its sheltering
walls oflimestone and dolomite south of Cape Girardeau, it rakes on
an entirely different aspect. Parr of the change in demeanor is due to
a rapid increase in size as the Mississippi receives the greater volume
of the Ohio River from the east.
Although iris a much shorter river and drains only a third of the
area char feeds rhe Mississippi to that point, the Ohio contributes 58
percent of the total flow of the Lower Mississippi River. The Ohio
watershed picks up a tremendous amount of rainfall each year along
the wesrern slopes of the Appalachian chain. Gurgling and tumbling
down rhe rocky, heavily vegerared slopes of those mounrains, the
relatively clear water of the Ohio helps dilute the Mississippi's tucbidiry. The Ohio's immense volume is able to lower the muddy
influence of the Missouri River by roughly one-fifth . As a result
of rheir more reliable rates of flow and rheir larger size and
deeper channels, the Ohio and Lower M ississippi were always
more important channels of commerce and rravel than rhe crazy
Missouri. Even so, they were never safe, nor by anybody's
definirion, and more rhan I.000 steamboars were claimed by
these big rivers in rhe days of Mark Twain.
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Prior to the coming ofthe railroads, the Big Rivers were the main
route by which immigrants arrived in Missouri and the principal means
by which the state's resources were shipped out. In the mid-J800's
rteambot1ts trt1nsported in one year as much as all the rt1ilroads of the
United Stt1tes CIJ"ied in d singk yet1r ~ne dect1de later. The MissouriMissisippi-Ohio network was fundamental ro westward movement t1nd
thedevewpmentofthe Louisiana Territoriei. Situt1tedneartheconjlumces
ofthese rivers, St. Louis be,-ame a t'l!nter ofcommnce and a staging area
far westward expansion.

The 1840's brought tumultuous changes to the world and to the
United Stares. Within the three years of 1845-1848, the Irish potato
famine struck and revolutions toppled continental monarchies, driving millions of immigrants to the United States. In a heavy-handed
series of events justified by Manifest De.5tiny, an ideology of the time
which held that Americans had a moral obligation co expand westward, the United States annexed Texas from Mexico and, as a
conscqucnce,cnreced into and won a warwich chat country. Thespoils
ofthat war yielded an additional one million square miles of territory,
including much of Colorado and New Mexico, and all of Ariwna,
Utah, Nevada, and California. The nation al5o seeded a dispute with
Great Britain over the location of the Canadian-Oregon boundary.
By 1850. rhe land area of the United States had increased by
approximately 50 percent. In 1840 the non-Indian population of the
United States was reckoned to be just above 17 million, spread
throughout the settled part of the nation at roughly two people per
square mile. At the time less than half the 1.8 million square miles of
American cerricorywas inhabited by whites and blacks; approximately
half was unseeded. By the end of rhe decade, wirh annexations,
conquests, purchascs,compromiscs, and an addicional300,000 immigrants per year flooding ea.5tern pores, chesesratiscics became meaningless. Gold was discovered in California in 1849, spurring westward
expansion beyond anyone's wildest dreams. The demand for freedom,
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free land, and wealth drove settlers west. By 1860, 4.3 million
Americans had moved wesr of rhe Mississippi and Sr. Louis had
become rhe sevenrh largest city in rhe United States. The Mormon,
Oregon, California, and Sama Fe trails carried a flood of pioneers
westward. All this was in an era oftravel through canals or along rivers
by flat-bottomed boat, keelboat, and steamboat, or over rutted trails
by horse, overland wagon, and foot. Much of the westward gold rush
traffic was by sea, either through the Straits ofMagellan, or across rhe
fever-infested Isthmus of Panama.

Th, stagtcoath, faded in fol!tlort of the
<>Id wtst, was not up to solving tht
problems t)f wntward ,,,:pamion;
rai/rqads wen.
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As a result of the huge distances and rhe rigors of travel,
Westerners, especially Californians, felt isolated and demanded a
greater level of attention from their distant eastern capitol. Great
Plains and western freight traffic was quite heavy, even though
government involvement was negligible. From Lexington, in Lafayerre
County, one firm alone developed a huge trading network rhar, by
1858, employed 4,000 men ro manage3,500 wagons pulled by 40,000
oxen. In 1850 rhe federal government contracted with an Independence firm ro begin monrhly delivery of mail by wagon as far as Santa
Fe. Finally, to quell growing Californian demands, the government
negotiated a contract in 1858 with two gentlemen · John Butterfield
and William Fargo. ro establish an overland mail route ro California.
T hese two set up the Burrerfield Overland Express and soon expanded
their freight and postal service ro include passengers. The line became
the model for our familiar Hollywood "Stagecoach" image of rhe
West. Despite rhe loads rhey carried and their romantic image, such
wagon lines were not up ro solving the prob lem of westward
expansion; railroads provided the solution.

-

In 1840, there were only
3,000 miles of railroad track in
the entire United States, most of
it in the industrial northeast.
Westward expansion forced the
growth ofthe railroad, rhc cheapest and most reliable means of
moving goods and people long
disrancescross-counrry. In 1845
overland wagon freight rares were
40 to I 00 rimes as high as river
rates; railroads cut overland rates
to one-eighth the wagon race,
and delivered more quickly and
more reliably. The mileage of

rails doubled by the end of the decade and reached 30,000 by 1860,
firmly linking the old Northwest Territories with the East Coast. In
1850 there was not a single mile of railroad crack in the Chicago area.
Within five yeats, 2,200 miles of track had been laid that served
150,000 square miles centered on the growing ciry. The railway links
between the Great Lakes and the industrial northeast would prove
highly providential to Chicago and would contribute ultimately to the
commercial and industrial retardation ofSt. Louis. By the 1870's, the
W indy Ciry would become the railroad center of the nation and the
epicenter of rranscominental trade.

Tht "iron H()ru .. revolutionized lravtl
and /night shipment in MiJsouri,
beginning in tlu mid-J800s.

Not that Missouri was disinterested in railroads. Two railroads
had been proposed as early a.~ 1836 co link Sc. Louis with Fayette, in
Howard Counry, and with the mining districts to rhe southwest, but
financial difficulties forced planners to scrub rhe plans. The first
Missouri railroad, built between 1849 and 1851, could scarcely be
called a railroad by today's standards. Drawn by mule over rails of
white oak and walnut, the primitive track connected the Missouri
River with Farm ville, a small town no longer on any map, but
originally a bit north of Henrietta, in Ray Counry.
After 18 51 , interest in building railroads in Missouri intensified.
Over the next decade 104 charters were granted, but only seven
companies received financial aid from the state and actually laid
significant amounts of track. Of these, the most important were the
North Missouri, to run from St. Charles up the Missouri-Mississippi
divide through Macon to the northern border; the St. Louis and Iron
Mountain, to connect Sr. Louis with the mines ar Pilot Knob; the
Pacific, to cross rhe stare along the Missouri River Corridor from St.
Louis, through Jefferson Ciry, and on to Kansas Ciry; the Southwest
Branch of the Pacific (known later as the Southwest Pacific Railroad,
then the South Pacific, finally the St. Louis and San Francisco), to head
from Pacific to the southwest boundary of the state; and the Hannibal
and St. Joseph.
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Consrruction was slow. In 1855, a commission was established
co scudy how the state's money was being spent and found that only
100 miles of track had actually been laid. Strangely, they noted no
evidence ofgraft or corruption; "strangely," because railroad construction was the shady center of unscrupulous activities nationwide and
the chief means by which a devious entrepreneur could get rich quick.
In any event, because of favorable financing from Ease Coast interescs
and generous land grants, the Hannibal and Sc.Joseph was the first line
co cross the stare, in 1859. The Pacific Railroad reached Kansas City
in 1865 and che North Missouri completed its track some time after
the Civil \Var.
Railroads brought development and prosperity co the areas they
served and nearly everyone became railroad-minded during chis 40
year period. Towns and cities competed sharply, sometimes violently
for a route. A town with a railroad thrived; one without shriveled and
often died. For chose near a line property values and commercial
pro firs soared. Because commerce and settlement were in the national
interest, scare and federal government grants and subsidies were co be
had in abundance. As an additional incenrive, over 130 million acres
Rai/rqads ofMissouri in 1878
of unoccupied land were deeded to railroad financiers. Companies
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - involved in laying the first transcontinental lines, for example,
were granred 20 sections of land
on eicherside of the crack for each
mile laid. When the line was
compleccd such land often became extremely valuable and
builders could name their price.
Railroad builders and backers generally became exrremelywealrhy.
T rcmcndous spurrs of crack-laying in the 1860's and 70's crisscrossed Missouri's prairie regions
and the Bootheel; with few exceptions, the railroads avoided the
rugged Ozarks.
Despite the mushrooming
of Missouri railways, the expanding system could nor prevenr the
stealing of Sc. Louis financial,
commercial, and industrial ch underby a becrer-sicuated and more
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venturesome Chicago. Railroads were much easier to build to the
north. Iowa was seeded and achieved statehood some time after
Missouri and still offered considerable fr~,e land for granting co
railroads as they came along. From an engineering Standpoint, the
more recently glaciated topography and geology of northern Illinois
and Iowa were as conducive co laying lines as rheywere co farming. Ir
was inevitable that Chicago became che cencer of crade in
agricultural produces.

Eads Bridg,, designed by John EadJ and
cqmplded in 1874, gave Mi1J()uri
railroad lines access through St. Louis to
tJu ust of tlu c1Ju11try. An enginuring
marvel for its time, the Eads Bridge
is being readied ttJ carry ligh1 rail as
part of J}u St. Louis metrf/ area's
mass transit plan.

Ironically, che completion of the Hannibal and Sc. Joseph
railway helped in the eclipsing of St. Louis. Missouri River freighc
traffic could leave che river in Sr. Joseph and, once transferred co che
Burlington line, head srraighc across che nacion through Chicago,
avoiding miles ofslow Missouri River meanders, ice, and sand, and che
equally unreliable and treacherous Mississippi. This northerly overland rouce was made possible by completion of the Rock Island
Railroad's bridge at Davenport, Iowa, com pieced after 1855, and was
mengchened by the Burlington's own bridge ac Quincy, Illinois, in
1868. The northerly locations of chese crans-Mississippi bridges
forc~-<l southern Missouri railways northward into Iowa or northern
Illinois, away from St. Louis, ifcheywereto join the growing American
railway necwork.
Only after the iron bridge designed by James Eads was completed
in 1874 did Missouri lines have direct access through St. Louis to the
rest of the continent. Unfortunately the bridge came more than a
decade coo late to prevent Chicago's supremacy. Northern farmers
could ship directly through Chicago to eastern markers via rail, or via
ships across the Great Lakes. A furchcc blow co Sr. Louis's bid for longterm domination of commerce came after the Civil War when the
transcontinental railroad bypassed Missouri altogether. Essentially
following the Oregon Trail along the Missouri River through Nebraska, che northerly roure of che Union Pacific offered the shorcesc,
easiest rouce co che mouncains. Eastern invescors recognized the
benefics of conneccing co che existing lines in the Chicago area via che
Rock Island Railroad. Unfortunately, che linking of che continent
through Nebraska and che Rocky Mountains was noc che Jase insulc co
be borne by Sc. Louis.
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To the west, Kansas Cicy businessmen began establishing trade
in western beef. When the Pacific Railroad refused to do business with
the fledgling canlcmcn, the stockmen decided to bypass Sr. Louis and
deal directly with Chicago. To be successful, these Kansas Cicy
emrepreneurs had co outdistance their close rivals in Sc. Joseph, who
were also vying for the trade in western beef. Consequently, a group
ofdetermined KansasCicybusinessmen builrrhc first upstream bridge
across the Missouri River. Through the Kansas Pacific Railroad to the
southwest and the Burlington to the northeast, they established the
link bc1:wecn Chicago markers and the growing cattle supply of
Abilene, Kansas, and the southern plains. Chicago meat-packing
firms quickly opened branches in Kansas Cicy and St. Louis was once
again out-flanked. St. Louis only regained status on northeastward
trade routes after completion of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis
and San Francisco (Frisco) railroads.
Following the Civil War, Chicago became the new focal point
of wesrward expansion and the easrward funnel for western farm
products. By 1878, Chicago was receiving over three times as much
grain, more than twice as many canle, four times as many hogs, five
times as much buner, and six rimes as much lumber as St. Louis. As
settlers flooded the West and cattle replaced buffalo, the Kansas meatpacking industry mushroomed. St. Louis, deprived of these valuable commodities, remained the center of the much-reduced
trade in western furs and the meteoric rise and fall of buffalo
products. As a result of railroad positioning, Chicago got rich
on the grain of the northern plains, Kansas City became famous
for its stockyards and beef, and St. Louis wound up with the
Fouke Fur Company. Inter-city rivalries obviously predate
professional sports by nearly a century. Railroads hastened the
development of the nation's heartland and its conversion co the
"breadbasket of the world," the Corn Belr. In doing so, the vast
native grasslands of northern Missouri and che plains to the
north and west were "p lowed and covered by agricultural grasses,
principally corn.
Oddly, despite their accelerating infl uence on the development of farmland, without these early railroads we might not
have any original grassland in northern Missouri at all. The
first railroads sometimes preserved bits of the original prairie in
their unplowed rights-of-way, such as in Montgomery County
along che original North Missouri Railroad line (then Wabash
and more recently Norfolk and Western) between Montgomery
City and Martinsburg.
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The advent of the iron horse in the 1850's and 60's eliminated
rhe risk ofshipping by water and most of the inefficiencies ofovcrland
rra.vel. Railroads quickly alJowed game shipmenrs to reach immense
proportions, numbers that are absoJucdy incredible by today's stan~
dards. Between one and two million buffalo were killed each year
between 1872 and 1875. The bloodyburcherydrained the grasslands
of animals so quickly that, by 1885, no huntable buffalo could be
found on the northern plains. The motives behind. the hunting were
several. There; was the continuing need for large supplies of cheap
meat. Buffalo robes became a new fashion craze. Ocher herds were
wiped our simply co currail railroad and telegraph damage. And, to
help eliminate the Indian threat following the Civil War, William
T ecumsah Sherman, late of ''March Th rough Georgia" fame, transposed his winning strategy into Indian Territory, incencon depriving
the heathen ofhis primary means of support. The prairies were licrered
with buffalo rc.;mains. A whole indu.mygrew up around the skeletons
alone. A number of St. Louis firms made huge forrnnes processing mill ions of cons of bones into meal for fen ii izer and carbon
for sugar refining.
During this same period, the lure and lore of the grand western
hum attracted muh-irnde.s of sportsmen to the carnage. ThL-y were
encouraged by the railroads, who wam,-d to ~ell tickers, srimulate
development of the West. and eliminate rhc train-sralling, crackripping, and teJegraph-snapping herds from alongrheir rights-of-way.
Bizarre hunting caravans left from both St. Louis and Kansas Cicy.
Hundreds paid to ride to a western outing in style and comfort. Some
St. Lou.is parties were led by that notabk frontiersman, hunter, and
showman, William F. "Buffalo Bill" Cody. A string of passenger,
smoking, dining, and freight cars behind the locomotives alfowcd
pampered hi.mtcf5 to bJast at animals through open windows. Contests were.! hdd ;ust to s<a:c who c.oul<l shoot the most buffalo in asinglc
day. One such contest was waged to determine the all-time champion
buffalo hunter of the plains. The: result: 46 for the loser, Billy
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Buffelo, as well as elk, hear, mounJafo
liotJ, and wolf would be complettly wiped
out in Missouri and most eastern state,.
These buffalo, photographed in Prairie
St.ate Park, populate a small part of
Miuouri'J originaJ prairie, neru:r plowed.

Comstock; 69 for the winner, the intrepid Buffalo Bill. Tons ofheads,
hid1.-s, meat, and tongues were hauled back, but much was simply left
to roe. Of coL1r:se, buffalo were not the only victims. Elk, bear, wolves,
prairie chickens and other game suffered similar punishmc:nr. Nor
were prairies the only communities threatened. Similar excursions
were conducted throughout Missouri and into Arkansas.
Forover75 years, every kind ofwild animal population, whether
furred, fearhered, or finned, would experience: a continued,
undiminished and thorough ravaging by marker and sporr hunter:s. At
che end of this period, the passenger pigeon, hauled ro St. Lou.is
markets by thewagonload in 1859, and the Carolina parakeet would
both be extinct. The buffalo, dk, bear, mountain Hon, and wolfwould
be completely wiped out in Missouri and most eastern states. Populations of deer, beaver, turkey, quail, otter, bobcat, fox, ruffed grouse,
prairie chkken, ducks and geese of all k.ind.s, snipe, woodcocks, egrets,
doves, all edible fish, and many songbirds wouJd reach levels rhar by
today's standards would have seemed unimaginably low. Even with
the unyielding pressure of market and sports hunting, not all wildlife
populations should have suffered so terribly. Unfortunately, during
the relentless development of the 19th century. market hunters had
not been acting alone.
Bccawc rapid transportation, refrigeration, and a stable mear
supply were generally nonexistent in the 1800's, rhe growing urban
population relied heavily on native fish and wild game for food. Furs,
hides, and feathers were widely used for clothing, shoes and hats. The
market hunter made his living supplying these demands. Day after
day, year in and year out, the market hunter trapped, shot, and netted
animals in the quickest, most efficient manner possible, without
regard to numbers, age, sex. or season. The new transcontinental
railroads sped the shipment of meat, hides, furs, feathers, skins,
and bones from dwindling western populations to Missouri and
Eastern markets.
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As obvious as many wildlife issues may seem to us today, at the
time there was little comprehension of the basic needs for food, water,
and shelter. Few realized that the century-long destruction ofhabitat,
coupled with the moreobvioustargetof market hunting, was really the
root cause of the sad decline and demise of Missouri's rich resource
heri cage. The loss ofgame animals encouraged sporrsmen's organizations, overzealous politicians, and ordinary citizens eager forche quick
fix, to import many species to augment disappearing stocks. At the
time there were no laws governing the importation of foreign species
and even the federal government became a major 'player in the
importation business. The list of imported animals included not only
those with potential game value, but also a large number valued for
their bcaury and song.
Among these were "songbirds" such as the starling and
house sparrow, intended to cheer folks who had just come over
from the old country, to spruce up America's cities, and to
replace native specic-s whose numbers had seriously declined.
One fellow wanted to import all the species mentioned by
Shakespeare. The list of non-native animals intentionally
introduced into Missouri, referred to usually as "exotics,"
included white shad, rainbow,speckled and brook trout, tench,
carp, and California and landlocked salmon; starlings, house
sparrows, tree sparrows, chaffinches, bulfinches, greenfinches,
goldfinches, and siskins; California, Texas, and Coturnix or
migratory quail, bamboo and European partridge, and ringnecked pheasant; and elk, fallow and red deer, and angora goats.
Not ideally suited to the new habitats into which they were
introduced, the majority of this incredible barrage of foreign
species luckily vanished. Of those that were able to survive and
establish themselves, most were destined to become pests. Some
brought in parasites and diseases with them when they came.
Others, like the starling, sparrow, and carp, competed openly
with native species already sorely tested.
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Only a very few exocic species, such as rainbow trout and ringnecked pheasant, have ever proven successful in a wild concexr, or
could be thought ofas even marginally beneficial. The trouc displaced
only native species with lirde orno economic value, while the pheasant
filled a niche in Missouri's disturbed grasslands thac in cheir undisturbed state would have been occupied by the prairie chicken. Ocher
incroduced species, such as muskellunge, provide valuable sport in
artificial impoundmencs and do nor seem to have become part of the
"nacural landscape." ManyofEurasia' s,Africa's, and South America's
most common pesky animals became pare of rhe Missouri landscape
simply by accidenc. Our houses, barns, backyard~, and greenhouses
now harbor seven different kinds of European slugs, European house
and long-bodied spiders, house and greenhouse cencipedes, greenhouse millipedes, European pillbugs and sowbugs, several cockroache.~, crickccs, earwigs, aphids, mealybugs, whiteflies, borers, bugs,
beetles, and butterflies. The infamous black and Norway racs and
house mouse round our che list.
Honqsuckle, ti European plant that
found Missouri's climau and J()i/s to
its liking, crowds out native plants in
some areas.
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Asimilatscenario was repeated with plane macerials. Enormous
numbers of exotics arrived accidentally with each shipmenc of immigrant humans and their livestock, but North America was also
aggressively "tamed" with Eurasian vegetation of all sorts. With few

exceptions, our farms, yards, cities, and
parks all became "lictle Europes," beautified by exocics. Many ofthese plants have
"escaped" culcivacion and have established
wild populacions. Trees such as Ailanthus, or Tree-of-Heaven, shrubs like Amur
honeysuckle, common privet, and multi·
flora rose; vines likeJapan,-se honeysuckle
and kudzu; and herbs like fescueand crown
vetch sometimes seem abouc to choke us
all. Every lawn is a lesson in Emopean
botany. In the St. Louis area, the Amur
honeysuckle is on the verge of eliminating
all understory vegetation in che forests
where it has become established, which is
nearly every parch of woods in t he
county. In wetlands throughout the
country, che European loosestrifc has
choked ouc native plants to such an
excen t char it has been declared a noxious weed in Missouri, albeit ex post
facto . The simultaneous introduction
of plant pests and diseases with this
range of stock has killed the American
elms rhac lined our streets and shaded
our midwescern towns, and wiped out
our eascern chestnut forests.
Actually, the trans-Adan cic movement ofplants and animals has
been a rather open exchange. American diseases of grapes wiped our
European vineyards until pri1.ed variecies were grafted onto American
rootstocks. Today, the English gardener proudly shows off his prize
collection of goldenrods to visicing Americans who roll their eyes in
amazement and try to look impressed. His neighbor, a foreseer, fusses
over damage done to trees by eastern gray squirrels, while across the
channel in the Netherlands, pest control experrs battle the burrowing
muskrat as a matter of life or dearh.

A major nuisance in the South, Kudzu
ttnds to C(JtJtr everything within reach,
such as thi, blanlttt along old
Highway 66 in Pulaski Cuunty.

Experimentation with exotics continues around the world, long
after everyone should be familiar wirh the potentially dangerous
consequences of such foolhardy action. Luckily, the major thrust of
uncontrolled wildlife introduction efforts died wich che adoption of
more scientific programs in the 1930's. Today most governments are
extremely careful about introductions into cheir countries.
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Rail fan(es, a nostalgic part ofOurlt
landscttpn, once consumed large numbers

oftrus and relJuired back.breaking labor
to bui/,d; tluy art rarely Jun today.

Until the early part of rhe 20th century, much of Missouri was
deep in what has been called the "Wooden Age." During rhe
approximately l 00 years from statehood until rhe development of oil,
coal, and rural electrification there was an extremely heavy demand for
cordwood and, until metals, concrete, and asphalt came to the fore,
lumber for buildings, boats, wagons, and furniture; rails for fences;
planks for roadways and sidewalks; and slats, panels, and ribs for
containers and packaging of all kinds. Only gradually did "modern"
materials replace wood as the chief substance of technology and
society. Wood provided the materials for wind and water wheels used
in all milling operations, including the gears, axles, rods and other
connections. Tools were often made entirely ofwood. The forest was
the source of pitch, tar, turpentine, wood alcohol, potash, dyes, and
tannins forlearher production. With the passing ofeach decade before
1890, rhe exploding population ofMissouri - the center ofsettlement
farther to the west - more than doubled its wood needs: more than
doubled its buildings, its furniture, its firewood consumption, its
fencing, and its chemical processing; more than doubled evetything
every decade for nearly a century. The ongoing lead smelters and newly
developed ironworks and foundries at Iron Mountain, Pilot Knob, and
Maramec Spring consumed vast acreages of firewood, both to fire the
furnaces and to produce the charcoal necessary for carbon steel
production. The advent of the steam engine increased the pressure on
the nation's forests. With the arrival of the first steamboat
in St. Louis in 1817,an event that becamecommonplaceby
18 19, and the first railroad in the 1850's, the demand for
firewood increased dramatically.
Prior to the development ofcoal, steamboats had to tie
up along the banks at regular intervals so that crews could
lay in enough wood to continue the tedious upstream
journey. T rainswerefacedwirhsimilarly frequent refueling
stops. Even worse, a single mile of track required 3,000 ties
- . - each 8 feet long, 6 inches chick, and 8 inches wide - and,
in the period before pressure-treating with preservatives,
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every one had co be replaced at the end of a seven to 10-ycar period
because ofrot. Hundreds ofmiles ofMissouri t racks and many eastern
sections of the transcontinental railways were laid on timbers cut from
the Otark.s. The central part of the nation seemed to be tied together
with Missouri oak, hickory, sycamore, walnut, and sassafras, the most
popular woods foe tie production.
Along the N.iangua and Osage rivers in the 1870's, for instance,
crews of300 to 500 men cue between 40 to 50 ties per man, each and
every working day. The spreading network of railroads over the next
50 years helped lead to the loss of 75 percent of Missouri's forested
lands. Of course, only a small part of the loss could be directly
attributed co the needs of the railroads themselves. The role played by
the railroads in opening new regions to development, generating
population growth, and transporting goods co market was far more
important to the increased pressure on timber resomces than the small
amount of wood products required co actually operate the steam
engines and maintain the rails.
In the centuries before preservatives, rotting wood affected
everyone, not just che builders and owners of railroads. Beams,
timbers, and planking had to be replaced frequently as fungi.ants, and
termite~ took their inevitable roll. New rails to shore up badly
weathered fencing had to be split constantly. Although wire fences
began robe used as early as 1850, barbed wire did not really begin to
replace the picruresq uesplic rail fence for 30 years. During the first year
on a new pioneer farm, trees were commonly girdled and left to rot, or
were simply burned to get them out ofthe way, leading to terrible losses
of useful timber.
What may seem to he incredibly stupid abuses todayweresimply
part of the frontier heritage of the 18th and 19th centuries. Many of
the earliest settlers viewed the forest and many of its inhabitants as the
enemy, asa wilderne~to be destroyed and conquered. With their dark
monotony, trees shaded the ground and prevented good pasturage.
They gave shelter and concealment to the Indian savage, and instilled
claustrophobia in many who had only recently arrived from European
countries, where the land had been subdued, cleared, and farmed for
a thousand years. In a logical extension ofthis view, any foresrwildlife
that was not directly useful ro the settlers was considered vermin and
destroyed without second thought.
As a result of these many demands and wasteful practices, nearly
all mackctablc timber originally in the state was removed by 1910.
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Nearly a/J marketable timber origi11aJi1
in the ,tau was remnved b7 1910.

Production in Missouri sawmills dropped 80 percent and fear of a
wood shortage grew, rather similar to more recent oil shortage scares.
While its most immediate effects on the human population were
alleviated by development of coal and oil a< alternate energy sources,
as well as a continuing supply of building timber from western and
northern forests, loss of woodland habitat did immeasurable damage
to wild animal populations. Combined with market hunting, it is
surprising that any wildlife survived at all.
As the population of Missouri continued to expand at a boomtown rate, the subjugation of the environment proceeded with equal
gusto. Reliable supplies of beef from the western range were not to be
commonplace until long after the Civil War, so wild game shouldered
the burden of a hungry populace. While considerable game could still
be found deep in the southern Ozarks, the last deer kill for decades to
come wa< reported in Boone County in 1860, and, in 1862, 14 deer
were killed in Lincoln County, rumored to be the last seen in that area
for many years. Similar shortages became obvious among populations
ofturkey, prairie chicken, ruffed grouse, otter, beaver, and most other
valuable species. Prodded by the incentive ofinrermittent bounties,
the continuing loss of predators diminished any effect those animals
may have had in controlling small mammal populations, and minor
plagues of destructive rodents occurred.

\Vhite marker huntm rmwved wiUlift directly during the 19th
cmtury, the almost total re=val offarm andplowing ofland eliminated
the coverandfaod 11ecmaryfarpopulAtions to reproduce and recover. The
use of wood far virh,ally all phases ofdevelopment, coupled with the
pioneer habit of clearing forest simply to be rid of it, brought wildlife
populations to extinction or near-extinction levels.
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In Missouri, calk ofwildlife, wood, and forests generally entails
a discussion of the Ozarks, because these subjects will always be
inextricably linked. Covering more than 60,000square miles, most of
the Ozark region lies within the borders of Missouri. However, the
upland also just barely couchc.~ soucheascern Kansas, passes over the
northeastern corner ofOklahoma, and extends along the northern tier
ofArkansas counties. A very small pare ofsouthern Illinois, called the
Shawnee Hills, is somecimes considered co be Oiarkian. The rugged
topography ofche Or.ark uplift has had marked influence on its human
cultural development, as well as on its floral and faunal development.
Noc only were Oauk plants and animals somewhat isolated from
surrounding biological regions and free to evolve on their own, but
human inhabi cants were also set apart and often bypassed by progress
in technology, agriculture, policies, and religion.
The very same geographic isolation chat first generated hundreds ofendemic species ofplanes, fish, and
amphibians, also isolated che Indians, and has been
fundamental in creating che lore and character of
the modern, yet "primitive" Ozark "hillbilly" culture as well.
Artifacts from Paleo-Indian sites in the Ozarks
a thousand years ago atcest to the slow rate ofartistic
and technological exchange with the advancing tide
of Mississippian culture chat occurred in the rich
river bouoms. The extensive trading networks of
Mississippian people seems to have largely sidestepped the rugged terrain and the old-fashioned
Woodland society of the Ozarks on its way to the
Appalachians, GulfCoa~t, Greac Lakes, and Desert
Southwest. While many Mississippian advances,
such as the screngthening ofpottery with fragments
ofshell, eventually appeared among Ozark Indians,
mosr of cheir advanced technologies were not suit-
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able to the relatively harsh conditions of the hill counrry. The vast
farmlands, large towns, great mounds, elaborate pottery, and arrwork
of the tribes encountered by De Soto were not seen to any exrenr
among Ozark Indians.
People in rhe Ozarks were described by early Spanish as living in
poverty. Endowed wirh few benefits of rhc advanced technology
available to rhe urban culture of rhe grear river valleys around them,
Ozark Indians had far fewer permanenr effects upon rheir environment. Savanna and prairie vegeration among Ozark foresrs are the
chief reminders of Indian presence. Their lives mosr nearly approached rhe overly romantic "as-one-wirh-narure" theme often
expressed by later generations ofadmiringEuropeans. However, irwas
conract wirh chose Europeans chat provided rhe post-conracr 01.ark
Indian wirh rhe cools and morivation that would lead co rhe initial
devastation of upland wildlife. Furthermore, Ozark Indian populations burgeoned for a time as eastern tribes were forced inro Missouri
by expanding European and American immigration. The combination ofincreased levels ofrechnologyand population, then as now, had
very serious environmenral impact.
When settlers first began entering the primirive 01.arks, about
three-fourths of the upland was covered by trees: dense foresrs on rhe
moist, sheltered northern slopes and cove-like valleys; parklike savannas along ridges and most southern slopes; and prairies and glades on
the broadest plateaus and most exposedsourh-facingslopes. Smalt and
scattered in eastern counties, grasslands covered about half of the
wesrern Ozarks. Alongi ts western boundary, rheforesrwasenrwined,
fingerlike, with the grassland biome. It is dear that Indian fires were
instrumental in the creation and maintenance of these relatively small
grasslands, as well as the more extensive savannas of rhe Springfield
Plateau and other relatively open areas in the Ozarks. Old-timers
regularly commented on the invasion of forest into these grasslands
after the Civil War. By then, long after the departure of the Indians,
annual grassland and woodland wildfires had been curtailed somewhat. l n addition, decades ofplowing, fencing, and road-building had
begun, creating a moderately effective sysrem of firebreak~.
Early Ozark settlers were forced into a corally independent
subsisrence lifestyle by a srifling combination: the lack of a broad
economic base and a rapid means of transportation. They naturally
selected home sites on the besr available soils where they could extract
everything rhey needed. The entire Springfield Plateau, the Ozark
prairies, and rhe flat interior uplands were populated early on, as were
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the wide basins of the Fredericktown, Arcadia, Belleview,
and Farmington valleys. Most were completely settled by
the time ofstatehood. The lack of stumps or other signs
of forest on these old upland and valley farm sites is
mute testimony to thousands of years of Indian fires
and nearly two centuries of continuous agriculture on
their deeper and richer soils.
Limited, single-family cultivation was the only
type of farming possible among the long, narrow
valleys, hogback ridges, and small bottomlands of the
deeper Ozarks. Because of the small scale and shott life
expectancy of the opcrarions that such areas could support,
the use of these sites has been sporadic but continual right
up to the present. Many small Ozark bottomland farms
have been periodically abandoned and overtaken by second
growth, only to be cleared again by another generation of
bright-eyed settlers, the most recent coming in the I 960's,
?O's, and 80's. Scattered among today's uniform forests of
straight, young trees, a few grand, broad-crowned oaks with
low, spreading branches stand as witnesses to the open,
sunny conditions that prevailed during earlier periods of
farming and grazing. While virtually all original forest
was removed, these few individual trees were allowed
to shade a pasture or yard.
As in Indian rimes, rransportarion and communication were
significant facrors in rerarding American development of the 07.arks.
Riverboats, so necessary to the shipment ofgoods and people along the
Missouri-Mississippi-Ohio network, could nor penetrate far into rhe
interior. Limited riverboat use was made of the White River and the
lower reaches ofrhc Gasconade, Mcramcc, Black, and Current rivers,
bur generally only with smaller craft, and then chiefly during periods
of high flow. Because they were ofonly minor use for transportation,
many of the streams, especially those with high-gradient stretches or
with large, permanently flowing springs, found other uses. Many were
ponded behind low dams to build a sufficient "head" of water for
powering milling operations. Most such mills, intended for grinding
grain, sawing lumber, or operating small factories, were quickly
replaced by portable steam engines that could be set up on site, then
moved as needed. A fow of the rustic water-driven mills remain in
varying states of repair in the Ozarks, some still in limited operation
to pay homage to this more primitive period of technology. They
include: Dillard Mill, in Dillard Mill State Historic Site on the Huzzah
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Creek in Crawford County; Monrauk Mill on
the Current River in Montauk State Park, Dent
County; Bollinger Mill State HistoricSitcon the
Whirewarer River in Cape Girardeau
County; and che old Red Millar Alley Spring
in Shannon County.
Although rocky Ozark streams may have
had limited boar travel, virtually every permanent srream bocame a means by which the
steadily growing demand for railroad ries could
be mer after 1860. Hundreds and sometimes
thousands of ties were roped together in huge
rafts and floated co market or to the nearest
railroad siding during the great timber boom of
the lasr half of the nineteenth centwy. In fact,
rheuseofOzarkstreamsro floar large rafts ofties
was the basis for a landmark 1954 Missouri
SupremeCourtdecision,Eldervs. Delcour, that
judged all Missouri streams to be navigable and
thu.< not open to private ownership. It was this
propitious decision rhar has allowed Missourians access ro all 01,ark streams for canoeing and
fishing, even though the lands on either side
could be held privately.

J::arly u nkr1 in Min ouri {(!(Jlt adua,uage
of the clear st r~a rn1 10 power grist mills~
iuch tts this one in Dillard Mill State

Par.Ir 10111/, ofS1ul11ille.
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Goaded by huge quantities of Ozark timber and minerals, bur frustrated by the lack of
transportation, entrepreneurs eventually responded with a system of
railroads. The first railways to snake their way into the Ozarks were
the Sc. Louis and Iron Mountain from Sr. Louis to Pilot Knob in 1858,
a lacer extension ofthat roadbed from Mineral Point to Potosi, and the
Souchwesc Branch of che Pacific Railroad ofMissouri. This feeder left
the main linear Pacific and reached Rolla in 1861. Mose other raillines
in the scare quite sensibly skirted the rugged terrain of the Ozarks. A
scattering of short freight railroads and spur lines was conscrucced co
serve the developing mineral and timber industries, bur most were
abandoned as a district's resources were depleted. Many of these old
grades can still be found winding through the hills and along valleys.
Even with their short lifespan, these railroads brought major changes
on the landscape, both directly and indirectly. The coming of the
railroads not only reflected the expansion of a population in need of
transportation, it also accelerated that very expansion by opening new
markers and bringing in immigrants.
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This old lithograph shows a
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paved highways. While in
vogue, plank r()ads consumed
grea1 quantities of timber.

Even as late as
the mid-1 800s overland travel was still
c,mcmely difficult
and hazardous in the
Ozarks. Onlyascattering of roads had
been carved through
the hills and most
were strewn with
boulders and tree
stumps. To compound the difficulties oftravelers, there
were few ferries and no bridges until nearly the turn of the 20th
century. Even by J 850, stage lines had expanded to serve only 500
miles of roadway. Although a flurry of construction had begun on
plank roads, most were roll roads and
scrve<l only to connect local mining or
timber districts with nearby rivers or
railheads. The movie and television
image ofcowboys and wagons streaking along in a cloud of dust and
gunsmoke, on roadways graded so
smoothly that the good guy picks off
the bad guy 100 yards away, at 24
miles an hour, is a product of the
imaginations ofHollywooddirectors.
Such roadways were not widely available ltntil the coming of the automotive age. Consideringthealternatives,
it was inevitable that railway transportation became the focal point of
early economic development in the
Ozarks, as elsewhere, and assumed
responsibility for the transport of
massive amounts of re.~ources away
from the region.

Train cllrs loaded with logs leaving
Grandin 's sawmills, believed at on, time
to be the largest in the world.

The physical growth ofthe railroads depended heavily on che development of the very timber industry
that it grew to serve. Small-scale
sawmills had begun operations
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duringthcfirstquarterof the 19th century. Powered by hand or water,
such mills served only the local market and removed lirtle timber. By
the J 880's, however, lumber company boom towns, each employing
hundreds of axmcn, were in full swing at Winona, Birch Tree,
Grandin, Leeper, Doniphan, West Eminence, and dozens of other
locations. In its heyday, the sawmill at Grandin was the largest in
the nation , and probably the entire world.
For 40 years the large, insatiable timber companies stripped
virtually every marketable tree from the Ozarks. Their endowment to
Missouri was a greatly depleted natural resource, a drastically altered
environmenr, and just as imporrandy, a large, essentially jobless
population. As in ocher "fronrier" enterprises, the approach used was
"cut out and get out." When the ttees ran out and production of
lumber dropped. companies folded and left. Many of the suddenly
unemployed millworkcrs and sawyers chose to remain in familiar
territory. Many purchased cur-over land and artcmpted to make a
living at farming. With no steady income, thc.~c people lived hand to
mouth, digging ever deeper into the region's dwindling wildlife and
forest reserves. Eventually large numbers of these poorly trained and
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ill-equipped farmers, as well as many defunct lumber companies, went bankrupt and lost their lands because of tax delinquency. Much of this property would later be purchased by the
state and federal governments for state or national forests, or
for wildlife areas.
During che era of decline, forest management was essentially
unknown. Every sprout was cut as soon as it reached minimal
marketable size.for barrel staves or charcoal production. Open grazing
and regular burning to improve catcle forage were the rule. Nearly all
settled areas were burned cyclically every three or four years, a practice
that continues in limited circumstances even today. For the hill
people, the forest was still the enemy, even in the middle of the 20th
century. Because ofche massive soil erosion that accompanied clearing
and burning of the land, and the resultant slow, stunted regrowth of
sprouts, neither farming nor forest products were able to provide much
ofa living. The subsistence-level Ozark economy that had flourished
for thousands of years was barely possible now. Life could operate at
only the very lowest of levels because of che greacly diminished
availability of resources. Beaten and hopeless, many people simply
drifted away from the Ozarks.
While che rrees were relentlessly arracked from all quarters, the
smaller plants of the forest received a similar thrashing. Open grazing
and fire, and the light-encouraging effects oflogging, severely damaged
populations of deep forest wildflowers far more than they would have
rhesun-lovingspecies ofprairie, savanna, and glade. Bathed by intense
light, many delicate plants could have survived only along streams, at
the bases ofcliffs, or in the darkc.st ravines. Ir is likely char the general
distribution of forest species on hillsides and along ridgetops shrank
tremendously during this period. Furthermore, whilemarkec hunting
decimated animal species, rootdiggers and herb collectors traveled the
draws and valleys pullingoutginsengandother medicinals for sale.just
as they do today. It is possible some forest plants might have
disappeared from the Ozarks at this time, and perhaps some rare relict
and endemic species could have been driven into extinction. Since a
completesurveyofOzark vegetation was not completed until well into
the 20th century, and few knowledgt-ablc pc-oplc were documenting
the rapid biological changes, we shall never know for certain.

The ruggedness and isolation ofOzark terraingave briefprotection
to its resources, but the advent ofrailroads soon overcame these obstades.
Before the Great Depression hit, its most valuabuforest resources had aJl
been stripped.
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While uncontrolled and improperly managed timber and farming operations destroyed habitats over broad areas, mineral development tended to have a more local, but more intense impact. One of
the most important mineral centers of North America, Missouri
offered huge quantities of lead, zinc, barice, and iron, along with
limestone, dolomite, silica sand, fire clay, coal, and the ubiquitous
chert gravel of the Ozarks. In addition, significant quantities ofsilver,
manganese, copper, cobalt, nickel, and tungsten have been mined
periodically in the St. Fran co is Mountains. Some of these operations,
such as the spectacular Silver Mines mine and dam site on shut-ins of
the St. Francis River in Madison Countywesr of Fredericktown, were
briefly prosperous. Ocher mines, such as one carvt-d into the ba.~e of
Bell Mountain neatby, never seem to have gone anywhere. Ironically,
Missouri's mineral resources do not seem to have brought it the fame
or status of other mining states, like Colorado, Nevada, or Arizona.
While the state has had many company towns chat depended on one
mineral or another, each leaving its own peculiar scamp on the
landscape, there has been no legendary "Virginia City."
Although the discovery of lead by de la Moche Cadillac may
legitimately be regarded as the commencement of mining in Missouri,
Indians had in face utilized Missouri rocks and minerals for thousands
of years before the French arrived. Native diggers had scraped small
pits in south-facing Ozark hillsides in search of fresh chert nodules to
fashion into tools. Still obvious in such places as West Tyson County
Park in St. Louis County, such diggings provided workable material
for arrowheads, knives, scrapers, drills, and ocher implements. From
sites scattered around chc Sc. Francois Mounrains, Indians also extracted lumps of durable hematite for shaping into plummets used as
bola stones (weights tied at the ends ofthongs thrown to entwine prey),
and for grinding and mixing with fat in the manufacture of red paint.
Basalt and ocher hard, dense igneous rocks were ground and polished
into adad weights (often called "bannerstones") attached to the
handle end to offset the weight of the dart when it was thrown, as well
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as hammers, tomahawb, adzes, and other
heavy cutting tools. Various kinds of
sandstone were used for abrasives and
grinding surfaces. Pleistocene deposits of
agate, quartzite, gneiss, and other glacial
erratics provided workable stone that was
as beautiful as it was durable.
Despite such small-scale Indian
workings. lead mining may truly be regarded as the first ofMissouri's hard-tock
mineral industries. Digging by hand with
picks and shovels, rhe first Missouri miners <.-xtractcd only the most accessible deposits. The lead they sought was in the
form of large, discrete crystals of almost
pure lead sulfide, or galena, dispersed as
silvery cubic lumps in the sticky red days
of Ozark hillsides, all that remains of the
Paleozoic rocb in which the lead mineral
originally crystallized. The small, easily
extracted surface deposits oflead worked
by the French as early as J 730werequickly
depleted. Except for the towns that grew
in their wakes. the scattering ofhand-dug
pits, and the ruins of a few shot-towers,
these small-scale operations left little impression on the land.
Around 1800, Mose.~ Austin brought efficiency and engineering
skills to lead mining. Austin's Mine UCS85 Breton was the firstwirh
a deep shaft and his advanced smelters could extract twice as mllch of
the heavy metal as any ofhiscompetitors. In 1809 Austin founded the
town of Herculaneum and built two shot towers high on the· Mississippi bluffs of present-day Jefferson County. Herculaneum soon
surpassed Ste. Genevieve as a lead depot. More than a century later,
the t0wn was srill home to che nation's large.~, lead refinery, operated
by St. Joe Lead Company (now the Doe Run Company). Unfortunately for Austin, the demand for lead was as fickle then as it is today
and his fortunes faded with its price. Still searching for a dream, he
turned his attentions to establishing a Missouri Province in Mexican
T exas. His untimely death, in 1821, cut his plans short. His son,
Stephen, fulfilled the dream by lcading300 Missouri families to found
an American colony in Texas, the first of many restless Missouri

Tiu granitt-block dam tit Si/vu Mine1
in Madison CounJy WIii brta(hul to free
tht St. Francis River, ona harnrsud to
powu the mint's milling operation.
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transplants ro the West. Missouri lead mining continued in Austin's absence.
Over the next 250 years, mechanization allowed the
development oflarger, deeper, and more diffuse deposits in
the Old Lead Belt around Bonne Terre, rhe Tiff District
near Potosi, the Tri-Stare Dimicr at Joplin, rhe Central
Mineral District southwest of}effecson City, and the New
Lead Belt around Viburnum. Missouri has been first in lead
production in the nation during most of the last two
centuries, and still produces about 90 percent of all U.S.
reserves. Considerable amounts of copper, silver, and
zinc (the stare provides roughly 75 percent of the
nation's coral zinc production, principally from rhe
mineral sphalerite) are also recovered from lead-bearing rocks.

Near B()nne Teru, in St. }qr State
Park, dune buggies, jups, and dirt bikes
scream ,u:-rqss waste flats qf crushed
d()/omitt, the ltgacy ()fmort 1han a
antury oflead mining.

Because the lead mineral in these deposits is dispersed
thinly through rhe matrix char holds it, enormous amounts
of rock muse be removed and crushed to recover the metal.
During refinement, lead operations produce huge amounts of pulverized rock slurry that were first spewed into mountainous piles of
"tailings," bur now are piped into valleys, filling mile after mile with
the sterile gray sand. Once the richest ores have played out, the mines
close and move on. As a result, the pitted and pockmarked Tri-State
Disrrictaround Joplin looks like a barrlcficld or an abandoned gunnery
range. Back at Bonne Terre, in St. Joe Seate Park, dune buggies, jeeps,
and dirt bikes scream across waste flats ofcrushed dolomite, while an
occasional hang glider soars down the adjacent tailings heaps. It is
unlikely that anyone will develop a more appropriate use for these
manmade desem.
In addition to lead, two principal forms ofiron orehavealso been
mined in the Ozarks: the small filled-sink deposits that collected in
ancient sinkholes, and the massive hematites and magnetites that
crystallized in the igneous rocks of the St. Francois Mountains. A
century afterthe initial period oflead development, in 1815, the first
iron furnacewesr ofrheMississippi Riverwasescablished by Ashebran
near the entrance ro Stout's Creek Shut-in in Iron County. Another
iron smelter and mill was established on Furnace Creek west of Potosi
in 1823. Both of these operations utilized rich Sr. Francois Mountain
hematites. However, most early operations, such as theJames foundry
at Maramec Spring in Phelps County, utilized ore from ancient filledsink deposits. Predominantly small, most of these ironworks
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disappeared quickly as accessible ore
dwindled or the economy faltered. Their
small size and short life span limited the
scale of digging, tailings, and slag; however, each smelter's demand for charcoal

resulted in the loss of hundreds of thousands of acres of Ozark timber w support
the process. Iron- and steelworks typically
consumed many mote acrt'S of forest than
lead smelters. The higher meltingpointof
iron required a much hotter furnace and
demanded huge amounts ofcharcoal rather
than firewood as fuel. Initially, charcoal was also necessary as rhe
carbon source for steel production. The stunted forest around St.
James is chiefly the product of two generations of charcoal burners,
who kept the furnace fires burning from 1829-1879.

Maramu Spring Foundry near Sr. Jamts,
powered b:, tht waters ofa huge spring,
opat1tul far 50 ytdrs.

To make charcoal, woodcutters brought in cords of wood all
winrerwhen thegroundwasfrozen. In the summer, thelogswerepiled
in stacks some 40 or 50 feet in diamecet. To make charcoal, che fire
had to burn with justthe right amo,mrofoxygen. Heat was necessary
co drive offthe volatile elements in the wood and convert it co charcoal,
bur too much air ignited the wood and destroyed the product. It was
up to the charbonniers, expen: charcoal burners who were much in
demand, to cover rhe wood with enough soil to slow the fire, but not
enough to suffocate it. The charbonnicrs tended thei t fires carefully,
sprinkling them with water to maintain the correct temperature.
Eventually, the cost of converting trees to charcoal forced iron mines
to ship their ore to Carondelet and Sr. Louis, once the rails had been
laid, where a ready supply of Illinois coal could fuel furnaces and supply
coke as the carbon source forsceel manufacture. Today, large brick and
concrete ovens are used co convert Ozark oak and hickory to charcoal
for che family cookout.
Two flourishing communities, Iron Mountain and Pilot Knob,
resulted directly from chc development of Ozark iron deposits. The
ironworks also stimulated the building of roads and railroads w
transport supplies to the mines and iron products away. Heading
north, Highway 19 largely follows the original shipping route from
Maramec Spring to Hermann. Heading east, Highway 32 traces the
18 51 • 53 plank road designed to carry materials back and forth
between Iron Mountain and Ste. Genevieve. This plank road, like a
flurry of others constructed during this era, was built of four-inch
planks laid across parallel logs. The enormous cost of building the See.
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Genevieve-Iron Mountain toll
road - abour $200,000 - and its
subsequent maintena nce was
never recouped. When the St.
Louis and Iron Mountain Railroad, built in part to rake advantage of the developing mineral
indumy, bypassed Ste. Gcnt-vieve,
the plank road became obsolete
and the old French town's hopes
of continued prosperity sank.
Uad ()rt qcrors a thr,usa11d fut or more
undugr1Juml 11/011g Missouri's famtJus
Vihurnurn Tnnd. To mine and
proceu the ore, ,,..tensive Jurface fatilitiet
are built 1111d shafts au J"g in Jo the
ore zone.

In stark contrast to the small filled-sink deposits of the last
century, large-scale, heavily mechanized iron operations at Pea Ridge
and Pilot Knob work (when in production) in massive igneous
formations at depths of a thousand feet or more. Because of the high
rare of recovery from Missouri's rich ores, the huge amounts oftailings
generally associated with lead mining have been largely avoided. The
fact that production has been of shorter duration and in smaller
quantities than Missouri'slead mines has also helped reduce impact on
the environment. In part,currcnt iron mines leave less evidence on the
s urface because processing is no longer on-sire. This eliminates much
of rheair, water, and land pollution problems that usually plague metal
refineries. In addition, aswirh other mecal industries, Missouri's iron
mines arc delicately tied to the world market. General ly the state's ores
are not in a very competitive position because of the high cost of deep
subsurface mining. Larger open-pit mines ovcrscas,coupled with lowcost labor, forceM issouri mines co shut down operations whenever the
market is weak.
For a brief time Missouri, and the St. Louis and Mexico regions
especially, were world leaders in fire brick and refractory (the highest
grade fire brick) manufacture because oflocally abundant clays. Ir is
indeed heart-warming for a traveling Missourian co see "Laclede" fire
bricks or refractories lining che furnaces of abandoned smelters and
refineries in old mining districts in various western states.
Unfortunately, we are unlikely co ever see similar Missouri
refractories lining the boilers of World Wac II warships and Liberty
ships, the Apollo launch pads, or thousands oflcss well-known uses,
where most of our best clay resources wound up. The first Missouri
fire brick was manufactured about 15 years before the Civil War, and
as mineral development stimulated westward expansion, St. Louis
became the chief supplier of furnace bricks for the West's metal
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refineries and smelters, and for the rest ofthe world. These early brick
manufacturers did nor utilize the highest grade fire brick material,
called diaspore. Diaspore was not discovered and formally identified
until 1917. The diaspore "clay," which is not actually a true day, is
mineral with high aluminum oxideconcent. The puresrdiaspore melts
ar an incredible 3300•F, far hotter than the hottest refinery or blast
furnace evec reached,so refractories manufactured from diasporewere
supremely suited co such uses.
The mining of diaspore in Missouri, which ended after only 30
years when the last workable deposit was hauled away, wa.~ never
particularly widespread because of the restricted conditions under
which the mineral formed and collected. The most valuable fire
"days" accumulated in sinkholes originally dissolved into Ordovician-age rocks of the northeastern Otarks by acid ,wampwaters during
the Pennsylvanian. As various minerals collected, water seeping down
from the surface gradually dissolved and carried away all others,
leaving only the insoluble alumina. This process, called latcrization,
is very much the same chat today destroys tropical soils for agriculture
once the rain forest has been removed. When mined, the diaspore wa.~
often found mixed wich considerable quancicies of the mineral kaolinite, the typical flint clay used foe brick manufacture before and since,
and so-called bt'(;ause it fractured with the same shell-shaped, or
conchoidal pattern as flint or chert. While useful in its own eight for
the production of a lower grade fice brick, the kaolinite was often
discarded. Abandoned clay pies from a century of day-mining
operations now doc all of Gasconade, and pans of Osage, Franklin,
Maries, Phelps, and Crawford councies where the most valuable
deposits were depleted by I 950. A sister district north ofthe Missouri
River, centered on Audrain Councy, produced large quantities of
kaolinite days. Many areas around St. Louis, the largest lying between
Tower Grove Park and Forest Park, were also mined for clay production. A small refractory clay site was worked fora time near Ellisville.
Ocher bs valuable types of clay, those derived from Pennsylvanian, Devonian, and Ordovician sediments and shales, are still mined
at nearly a dozen sites along the Missouri ·River from St. Louis to
Kansas City, andsouth alongche Mississippi RivercoCapeGiracdeau.
The ancienr mud is converted to drain and roofing tiles, flower pots,
building brick, stoneware, and pottery. A few sites along Crowley's
Ridge in the Bootheel produce absorptive clays used in Aoor sweeps
and cat litter. The mining of these lower grade forms ofday has been
incense enough to rank Missouri atthe cop or among the cop three clay
producer:s in the nation.
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Many early settlers worked in che lead and iron mines of the
Ozarks, but ochers came to farm, work in mills, or live off the land.
Whatever brought them to Missouri, all pioneer families acquired land
and built dwellings, requiring stone for hearths, chimneys, doorsteps,
and foundations. At first, such rocks would have simply been dragged
from a nearby creek, offa glade, or pried from an outcrop, what we call
fieldstone. As buildings became more permanent and more sophisticated, the methods of acquiring building stone improved as well.
Using a shovel or a dragline,suitablestrata oflimestone, dolomite, or
sandstone could be exposed by a single man, then extracted with
wedges, an iron bar, a pick, and a sledge hammer. Roughly squared
with hammer and chisel, che stone could be converted into foundarions, steppingstones, and fireplaces. Today, many srreamside bluffi
and hillsides near old farmhouses bear the over-grown, shallow indentations of these small, hand-dug quarries. Only after population
densities increased substantially did large commercial quarries
prove profitable.
Limesume mfon and quarries prQdua
the raw material for cement. trushed
stone for road,building and concnu
aggugau, and finely-ground aglime for

farmers' fields.

Large-scale quarrying of limestone, dolomite, shale, and sandstone is mainly confined to the northeastern edges of the Ozarks, along
the bluffs ofthe Missouri and Mississippi rivers, and in the Springfield
area, in places where agriculture is more intensive and stone and lime
are required in huge quan-tities.
The bluffs of the Big Rivers also
\ provide easy access t0 the srone.
Limestone that is nor used as
• blocks dim:tly for building, may
be crushed to produce chat or
aggregate in road construction,
or else roasted with shale to make
cement for use in concrete. Both
limestone and dolomite are
•,
crushed and distributed as agricultural li me. From other bluff
sites, as mentioned, suitable strata
..f~.
of shale have been mined for use
in the manufacture of clay products. Sandstone quarries are
largely in the white St. Peter formation and the high-grade sand
extracted is destined fonhose uses
listed earlier. To a limited extent,
flagstone is quarried from other,
more colorful strata.

~
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In general, quarrying has nor had the same degree of
overburden, tailings, or refining problems that are associated with hard-rock metal mining. Mose ofche rock is used
as is, and only a small amount of unusable debris actually
piles up on sire. On che other hand, quarrying results in
noise, window-carding, and stifling dust and, especially in
rhe production of cement from limestone, unavoidably
corrosive dust and smoke. Ene11,,y-inrensive glass and
cement plants rightly seem to generate more concern over
cheir effects on air quality rhan rhey do for their generation
ofsolid waste. Ofcourse, an inescapable resulr is char whole
Missouri hillsides disappear en masse, ro be spread thinly
over rhe fields and on rhe roads of the Midwest, or co be
converted in to hordes. In any event, even though the effeccs
of rock quarrying on the Missouri landscape can hardly be
ignored, their impacts on flora and fauna seem co be among
the most localized of the mining industries. Development
of the stare required incalculable amounrs of crushed rock
forthe ballasrof railroad beds, the paving materials ofroads
and driveways, and the aggregate in concrete.
For Missouri projects, sand and gravel have almost always been
abundant and locally available. As a consequence, recovery pirs are
scattered far more widely chan quarries. On various scales, and for
varying periods, building materials operators have dug, dragged,
scraped, sucked, and scoured sand and gravel from virtually every
county in chesrare. Reclaiming rhechertwashed from Ozark hillsides
by a century ofuncontrolled erosion, many sand and gravel companies
serve out-of-srate as well as local markets. It is indeed strange ro see
common Missouri chert gravel sold as an exotic decorative scone by a
landscape nursery in Chicago.

Tiu St. Peter Sandst()ne, quarried fr()m
open pits or minul from huge
underground chambtrs> has made
possibk 1111 n.:umive g/ass.-malting

industry. Cry11al City, south of St. Louis
along the Mississippi Riva> was the
ctnter ofglass.. maltingfor many years.

Pleistocene sediments are also reclaimed along the Mississippi
River ease of the Lincoln H ills, and even older Lafayette sands and
grave Is are bulldozed from sires along Crowley's Ridge. The durability
and hardnessofMissouri'sweathered chert lends icselfro roofing, road
surfacing, and high-quality concrete, as well as stone mulch for
landscaping. Mose sand and gravel pitS are sited along screams where
che bulk of the raw material collects and sufficientwarer is available for
washing. Once an operation has moved on, floods carry away some of
rhe evidence. Nevertheless, rhousands of acres of gravel pirs have
scoured river and creek bottoms throughout Missouri, muddied
channels downstream, and lowered warer q ualicy for both wildlife and
recreation. On rhe ocher hand, abandoned gravel pits often can be
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reclaimed as lakes suitable for wildlife,
fishing, and recreation. A certain degree of
site reparation is necessary, however, because the abandoned cables, dredges, piping, and unstable piles of aggregate can be
hazardous to fishermen, huntcn;, floaters,
campers, and hikcn;.
In some parts of the stare another
unique form of chert - an unusually
porous silica mineral called tripoli has been mined for totally different
purposes. Formed from the aggregation
of tiny crystals of insoluble silica in a
matrix ofsoluble carbonate rock,like limestone or dolomite, the porous tripoli is left
behind when the calcium or magnesium
mineral dis.~olves away.

Some gravel pits ran be reclaimed ,u

valuable recuarional rt1ourcts, such as
lure in Simpson Park, St. Louis County.

Tripoli was first mined near Tiff
City and Seneca, in Newton County,
shortly after the Civil War. The spongy,
featherweight rock has been used inrermittent!yas a polishing medium and abrasive, and for filtering drinking water supplies. T ripoli is sometimes called "tiff,"
although it should not be confus<'<i with
the barium mineral referred to as "tiff'
that is mined in Washington County. The miningofrripoli has never
been a major industry, nor has it~ impact on the environment been severe.
The material usually referred to as "tiff" in southeastern Missouri, which is actually the mineral batite, composed ofbari um sulfate,
has been a significan·r Missouri product for decades. For a time,
Washington Counrywas a world leader in the production ofche heavy,
brittle mineral. Barite is sometimes found in amacriveorange-stained
white crystals, with day-colored blades jutting out at all angles,
formations prized by rockhounds and mineral collectors. Occasionally, a ring ofshort blades form a flower-like barire "rose," commonly
sold in roadsidesrands in Oklahoma. Morcoften,only broken bits and
pieces of the mineral are found dispersed in rhe gravelly days of the
Potosi Dolomite in W ashingron County and southern Jeffen;on
County. The tiff originally crystallized in Cambrian dolomites.
Because it was largely insoluble, like chert or lead, the batite was left
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behind in the red clays when the matrix of dolomite dissolved away.
Ir is commonly found adhering ro lumps of silvery galena and chert.
Although mined as early as 1857, in rhesamemannerand at the
same time as early lead workings, riff was often discarded because ir
found few and relatively minor uses. More recently, barium has been
used as a filler in paper to make a smooth-textured surface, in paint,
and in thcinfamou.s milkshakes and enemas needed for medical x-rays.
Around 1925, when petroleum emerged as a major energy source,
crushed barire, chemically inert and heavy relative co most bedrock,
was pumped down wells co hold in gas pressure and float well cuttings
to the surface while the hole was being drilled.
For the first 100 years, while demand was minor, pick, shovel,
and bucker were the only cools needed co mine "riff." In rhe first
quarter of the 20th century, lard cans on the buckboards ofModel T
pick-ups were the Ozark barire industry's chiefdelivery system. When
the growing petroleum industry increased demand for drilling mud in
rhe lace 1920'sand 30's, heavy mechanization rook over. For rhe next
50 years, "tiff" mining laid waste much of Washington County.
Bulldozers stripped our the surface rock, mud, and gravel from hillsides
and valleys, and hauled ir to central processing mills and washing
planes. There rhe sticky, red clay and sand were rinsed out by swirling
water piped in from a nearby creek or river, then swept into large
collection basins, where
the mud settled our.
The heavier barire was
collected and ground
into powder for packaging. Almost totally
depleted now, barite is
no longer a major Missouri commodity and
mining acriviry has diminished greatly.
The legacy of
Missouri "tifP' mining
is a landscape laid open
as if lashed by a ship's
cat-<>-nine-tails. Wirhour rhe slighresr arcempr
at restoration, the broad
settling basins, called

A b11rite shipping platform in Pototi,
Missouri own,d by the D,lqn Baryta
Company.
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J
Thi, deep lime1t1J1u quarry ltt Ste. Genevieve,
the result qfgenerati()nJ qf blasting and

hauling, supplies trushed stone for a variety of
rues in the cqnseru,tiun industry.
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tailings ponds, recover only slowly. Deeply scarred, nearly 20,000
acres of the stripped-out areas ofWashington County have now filled
with warer, or have gradually been reclaimed by weedy vegetation and
stunrecl forest. Some have produce<! red, muddy marshes or ponds
valuable to wildlife. Others have eroded through or burst and floodecl
screams, causing heavy siltation and massive fish kills. V tgecation has
yet to make a start on many of the heaps of rocky tailings.
Recovery and revegecarion have been equally slow among the
scrip-mining industries chat operareourside the 07.arks. Scrip-mining
for coal in Missouri has also disturbed thousands of acres of l.i.nd.
During the Pennsylvanian Period, swampy forests coverecl the land
now divided among 63 Missouri counties. Over geologic time. the
organic deposics beneath those ~;vamps formecl coal beds of varying
thickness and at varying depths. In the 55 counties where rhcse c-:>al
beds are reasonably close co the surface, they have bi.~n mined
intermittently for nearly a century. Five principal fields have been
producers, extending from Vernon and Batcscountic.~ north ofJoplin,
northeastward as far as Pumam County. The largest coal field is
centered on Boone County in north-cenrral Missouri, just outside rhe
Ozarks. Most of Missouri's coals are soft, or bituminous, and high in
sulfur. While not particularly clean, some are fairly high m tQergy
content. Because of their high sulfur content, most of the state's
present power-generating supplies are mined elsewhere, chiefly in
Wyoming and lllinois. Nonetheless, over the years, approximately
I 00,000 acres have been surfaced-mined for coal, much of it valuable
farmland. Jr was nor until 1971 rhar coal, barirc,clay,sand and gravel,
limestone, and rar sand operations began mandatory reclamation of
lands they had mined. Areas strip-mined before passage of rhe land
reclamation law are reclaimed by the state, using money that accrues
in an abandoned mined land fund.

Missouri has been a 11ationaland world leader in the production of several valuable mi11erals, notably lead, zinc, and iron.
Developmmt ofthe states infrastructure has benefitedfrom easily
accessible deposits ofnecessary building materials, including sand
andgravel, limestone and dolomite, sandstone, shalt, and clays. As
is true of all non-rmewable resources, however, the short-term
gains have not come without environmental cost. For nearly two
centuries, the state has offered these commodities in exchange far
temporary benefits, but until recently has not provided far reclamation of la,ids degraded by mining.

By the 1930's, after a combination oflogging, burning, careless
farming, and mining had raken their coll for more than a century, the
vegetation necessary to prevent soil erosion was largely gone. Intact
forest could be found only in the most inaccessible places. Vast tracts
of Oz.ark land had lost a quarter of its original soil cover. The
disruption ofdrainage patterns had profound effects along most of the
region's streams. Directly attributable to excessive runoffand erosion,
water tables had dropped severely, wells went dry, springs ceased to
flow, and manycreckssimplyvanishedwhen it wasn't raining. Instead
ofsoaking in, heavy rains caused great floods. The federal government,
on the lookout for civil ways to pry the nation from the grip of
depression, struck out in all directions at once. In the Ozarks,
government agencit-s made plans to control the floods and bring the
backwoods into the 20rh century through a dam-generated rural
electrification program.
While 19th century grist mill owners had constructed numerous
small dams along dozens of small streams and across many large
springs, few had rackled the larger rivets. These early.small dams had
only minor effects on the natural system of the stream they straddled.
They rarely intcrfert-d with wildlife, hardly interrupted the flow of
water, and did little coalcer the natural cycleofflooding. Even the first
hydroelectric dams, like cheone built in 1890 southwest of Joplin, at
Grand Falls on Shoal Creek, were very small-scale and intended to
satisfy only local demand, in this case the Tri-State Mining District.
The first rwo large Missouri projects - the Powctsite Dam, built
bytheOzarkPowerandWaterCompanyon the White River in 1913,
and Union Electric's Bagnell Dam, completed on the Osage River in
1931 - fulfilkd their builders' expectations in most respects, gave the
dam-building process considerable validity, and prodded government
agcnci,-s into action. In face, although the rwo dams were principally
designed co satisfy the rapidly expanding electrical needs of residential,
industrial, and mining consumers, their long-range economic impact
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would prove far greater. The effect of these dams on regional land
values, income, and dc.-velopment far outshone any power generation
or flood control benefits. For better or for worse, one need only
compare the Bagnell and Branson of todaywith the same areas 50 years
ago. LakeTaneycomo(TaneyCounry,Missouri),behindchePowersice
Dam, and Lake of the Ozarks quickly became popular fishing, boating,
and swimming resort areas.

Table R()ek Dam ()n the Whiu River in
Taney County.

The federal Comprehensive Flood Control Act of 1938 proposed the construction of 30 major dams in Missouri, including at
lease one on every Ozark River, with as many as six on the Current
River alone. 07.ark streams were not the only targets. The entire
narion was caught up in a dam-building frenzy. Water projects popped
up on the Pacific coast in the Sierras and Cascades, throughout the
desert southwest and Texas, rhrough the Rockies and out into the
plains, across the Midwest, and over the Appalachians into the Ease,
wherever influential congressmen saw jobs, money, and votes. Some
schemes were truly grandiose. The Pick-Sloan Plan, for instance,
authorized by congress in 1944, sought co achieve complete control
over the entire Missouri River with I 04 flood control and hydroelectric reservoirs, irrigation ditches, and a 9-foot navigation channel.
In Missouri, the
next in line after Bagnell
tamed the Osage was
Lake Wappapello, completed on the Sc. Francis
River in 194 I. Five
years after its com pletion, 4 feet of floodwater spilled over the
dam, causing the worsr
flood in thehiscoryofche
lower St. Francis. To
absorb future floods, the
Corps of Engineers was
forced co allocateagrearer
difference berween che
normal low pool and high
pool levels.
In 1945,construction began on Bull Shoals
Dam,
immediately
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downstream from Lake T aneycomo. In the same year, congress sec
aside the first of hundreds of millions of dollars still ro come for
another, larger impoundment on rhe Osage River upstream from the
Bagnell Dam. By chen, che Whire River, already techered by
Taneycomo, was furcher ramed by che 1944 complerion of rhe
Norfork reservoir on a major cributary downstream. To the east,
Clearwater Lake was completed on the Black River in 1948.
Wich che complecion of Bull Shoals in 1951 and Table Rock in
1958, the White River essentially ceased to exist as a river habitat in
Missouri. The lakes took with chem the only known colonies of three
rare Missouri plant species: the French mulberry, the wooly lip-fern,
and a cypc of nettle. They also drowned significant numbers of ocher
currently rare and endangered plants, including Alabama lipfcrn,
cucumber magnolia, golden current, soap berry, and yellow wood, as
well as some of the scate's grandest scands of giant cane, all of which
had occupied its former valley.
Farther north, three more dams, and the first large Missouri
rcservoics in regions bordering the Ozarks- PommcdcTerrein 1961,
Stockton in 197 4, and Truman in I 983-werecompleced on the Osage
River system. Like Bagnell, Wappapello, and Table Rock before chem,
problems emerged as chese new dams came on line. Due co a slighc
engineering miscalculation, for example, Scockton Dam was equipped
wich power generators far too large for chesize ofics river or its reservoir.
Farmland downscream was flooded and acres of ground were washed
away whenever che turbines were fully opened.
At Truman, full operation injected so much air into the downstream pool that fish goc che bends, caused by an accumulacion of air
bubbles in cheirveins, and bellied up cochesurface,dead. An expensive
modificacion of chc spillways solved this problem, but a pump back
system designed to run the Osage's watecs back and forth through the
dam proved to have anochcr facal flaw. Within minutes ofthe device's
trial operation, its whirling blades chopped thousands of fish to
shreds. All anempcs to screen the intake and ouclets proved
ineffeccive and the pump back feacure remains inoperative. It is
likely char only four of Truman's six turbines and generacors
can be used safely because of erosion and pocential discurbancc
to fisheries and recreacional boacing downstream. Truman
Lake also completely flooded che lase and largest Missouri
spawning sires of the paddlefish, a unique and ancient species
whose continued ex iscence in Missouri now depends largely on
arcificial propagarion.
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The damming process spread far ourside the Ozarks and has
conrinued into the 1990's. The Thomas Hill Reservoir backed up the
Middle Fork of the Chariton River in 1966 to provide cooling water
fora power plant, and in 1973, Smithville Lake was impounded on the
Little Platte River north of Kansas City. Farther east, the Clarence
Cannon Dam was completed on the Salt River in 1984, impounding
Mark Twain Lake, the fifth largest reservoir in the state, and the largest
in the state north of the Missouri River.

At the same time that damming Ozark screams garnered intense
interest and public attention, both pro and con, Missouri's other rivers
were also being rapidly altered. Although they are not as beautiful nor
as pristine as Ozark rivers, nor a~ producriveas western prairie screams,
the muddy rivers of northern Missouri actually support far more
person-days ofuse each year. In 1970, for instance, the lethargic Plane
Riverentettained up to 10 ti m,-s as many people on any one summer
day as there were visitors co the Current River. Nevertheless, the
threars to northern screams have generally been of a different sort and
have largely escaped public notice.
The lack of big dams in northern Missouri is the result of a
combination of several factors. From an engineering standpoint, the
broad, shallow valleys of the till plains arc not as easily cackled as the
deep, narrow ravines of the Ozarks. The gradients of these streams are
generally coo slight for power generation. The agricultural value of
riverbank farmland is much greater than any Ozark bottomland.
Consequently, flood control in the till plains has taken a totally
different tack. Instead of holding back floodwaters, engineers have
sought to drain the waters away more quickly.
Through colossal channelization projecrs, mile after mile of
contorted prairiestreambed has been drag-lined into oblivion. Including the Big Rivers, over 5,000 miles of Missouri waterways have been
channelized, resulting in the loss of2,500 miles ofnatural channel and
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97 percent ofchescace'sweclands. Instead of vegetation-cloaked rivers chat
meander widely between old cut-offs,
marshes, and sloughs, most northern
streams now flow straight to the Missouri or Mississippi rivers through steepbanked muddy ditches. Channelization
projects have altered rl-achcs of all major northern Missouri streams, including the Tarkio, Platte, Nodaway, Grand,
Chariton, Blackwater, Fabius,
Wyaconda, and North rivers, and hundreds of their tributaries. Very few
miles of unaltered screambed exist in a
pre-settlement condition in northern
M is.~ouri. Ifthe object ofchannelization
was to get the water Ollt of here and
dump it on the guy downstream, it has
certainly worked. Flooding has become
much more intense along the lower
stretches of these rivers and streams,
and the Missouri and Mississippi farther along, now that the natural floodcontainment basins - the broad systems
of wedands and backwaters alongside
the main channels of these streams in
their unaltered condition - have been
drained, leveed, or filled. With the
water-holding capacity of their natural
wetlands destroyed, channelized screams experience catastrophic
flashings after each rain, then drop co levels far tc><> low to support fish
during dty periods. The exposed,slow-movingwatcr heats excessively,
lowering its oxygen-holding capacity and killing game species outright. Because straightening the channel has allowed plowing right up
to the stream bank, millions of tons of silt have washed inro northern
Missouri's channels, floodplains, reservoirs, and lakes during che past
50 years.

Tiu chann,liud reath ()f the Chariton
Riva stands in stark contrast to th,
fqqping meanders of th, old chamttl, uill
visible but nonfunttional.

Channelization cause.~ the loss of backwaters and side channels,
and the river becomes unattractive to shorebirds and waterfowl.
Populations of screamside mammals, such as beaver, muskrat, otter,
and mink, decline significandy following such alterations and the
numbers of fish may be reduced ro 10 or 20 percent oforiginal levels.
The varicry of fish species is often cut by half.
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The 18th and 19th centuries in Mis.~ouri - and across North
America - were times of frontier-style resource management. Ir was an
era dominated by the "get-it-while-it's-still-there" approach to farming, hunting, fishing, mining.timbering, and orher human endeavors.
The Juggernaut ofprogress thundered across the landscape, extracting
riches without any thought for the future. There was always more land
to the West; another valley with better soil, more trees ro be felled, an
undiscovered lode of mineral wealch for the taking. In many ways
and in many places - stream alteration, for instance - the i 900's
has offered litde more than a straightforward continuation of
these frontier-style philosophies.
Ar the same rime, however, the 20th century has been a period
ofslow, thoughtful change in resource use. There is no watershed rime,
date, or year by which we might age the birch of ch is new attitude
toward the American landscape and its resources. Many American
scientists who were trained in European universities during the 19th
ccntuty came awaywith progressive ideas concerning soil conservation
and recovery, resourcedevdopmenc and utilization, and social progress.
Many of these helped foster changes in attitudes at both thesrare and
federal levels. Certainly some of the romantic philosophical ideals of
the 18th century European enlightenment - the "noble savage" of
Rousseau and the glorification ofwilderness by Byron, Wordsworth,
and Goethe, among others - were instrumental in charting a course for
the conservation movement ofrhe late 19th century. In the late 1800's
the writings and ideals of these 18th century romanticists were
responsible for the birth of a movement dedicated ro the preservation
of wilderness in all its beauty. They expressed a belief that wilderness
had a cleansing effect on people sullied by the physical and psychological contamination of urban industrial life and capitalistic endeavors.
A soul-renewing wilderness experience brought a person back to reality
and brought to focus what was truly important in life. Nineteenth
century romanticists became devout preservationists ofwilderness and
wild things, and founded a preservationist movement that is alive and
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strong today. Early in che 19th century the scientific approach
recognized che need for resource utilization, but under wise stewardship. This non-preservationist approach, called resource conservation, required active control and management of natural resources if
they were to continue to be available in the future. Working cogechcr
at first, and intermittently since, the preservationists and conservationists, even with their somc:,-what disparate views of the world, were
responsible fonhe blossoming ofa conservation mentality during the
second half of the 19th cenrury and the early 20th century.

Public interest in soil, wildlife, wilderness.forests, minerals,
air, water, and other resources awakened to differing degrees, at
differmt times, and by different chains ofevents. The process was
aided initially by the turn of the century decline and loss of the
American frontier, recognized by all and mourned by many segments of
the population at the time. It is now assisted by the arrival ofthe 21st
century, for decades a distant turning point by which 20th century
trends could be measured, but now here at last.

Perhaps from necessity the conservation movement arose in the
field of agriculture and soil conservation in the 1830's and 40's.
America had initially built ir., financial foundations on high agricultural output, but, in the East and $ouch at least, her soils had become
impoverished by overuse and were no longer productive. From soil,
concern about America's dwindling resources may have spread to
wildlife, forests, wilderness, and other areas; or each may have had its
own completely independent beginnings. Regardless, soil was certainly one of the first American resources about which deep concern
was expressed and for which positive action was taken.
Progress in the field of soil science was slow and successful only
because of the active involvement of the federal government, beginning with Henry Ellsworth's one-man program of seed distribution
out of the U.S. Patent Office in 1837. Three years later, Congres.s
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authorized $1,000 for his program, now baptized as the Agricultural Division of the Patent
Office, which had expanded to include agricultural statistics and experimentation. With continued diversification, his program was transformed into an autonomous and far-reaching
Department of Agriculture in 1862. During
thissame period, the federal government granted
land to 20 states for the establishment and
expansion of agricultural and mechanics colleges to help spread the word about soil husbandry and modern methods of agriculture.

Soil trosion, identifitd as a major 1hrta1
to Missquri agriculture, increases on
steep. ht1111ily-tui1ivaud slopes, tu shown
hut 011 ll field in n(lrtlurn Missouri.

Since 1840, most of"rheword" had come
from the pen of Jusrus von Liebig, a German
d1emist who proved that particular soil minerals,
and not the humus itself. were necessary for
proper plant gtowth . Liebig showed that these
minerals, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and
calcium, were lost when crops were harvested
and had to be replaced in order to maintain soil
fertility. By 1843, guano was being shipped
from Peru as a source ofnitrogen and phosphorus. By 1860, the Mississippi State Geologist,
Eugene Hilgard, who had grown up in Belleville,
Illinois, had adopted the most scientific approacll to soil chemical analysis and recommended manuring, fertilization, and contour plowing, adding that no land could be maintained
indefinitely without proper husbandry practices and replacement of
minerals. Moving west ro Berkeley, he went on co found the first
agricultural experiment station to combine both the theoretical and
practical approaches.
Not until 1905 was the Mis.~ouri Soil Survey organized under the
supervision ofDr. Curtis Fletcher Marbut, Professor ofGeology at the
University of Missouri. In 1909, Marbut moved on to serve as chief
of rhe U.S. Department of Agriculture's Division of Soil Survey.
Always maintaining close ries with Missouri, Marbut became a
guiding lighr ofAmerican soil science, developing rhe first nationwide
map ofsoil groups and spurring national interest in soil conservation.
Thus Missouri has a relatively long history of soil researcll and a huge
backlog ofscientific dara, even though derailed, systematicsoil surveys
of Missouri counties did not commence until the Depression-Dust
Bowl years of the mid-1930's.
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As early as the 1850's, a few astute people had become alarmed
at the wildlife situation in Missouri and had begun a series of moves
that would at once improve the situation and confound it. The first
Missouri wildlife law was passed in St. Louis County in 1851 and was
intended to control the periods during which game might be sold.
Informed residents had come to realize that unconcrolled, year-round
marker hunting was the leading cause of wildlife loss in their region.
In 1857, another game law was passed for Pike and Lincoln counties,
but lasted only two years. A third, passed by the state legislature in
1861, protected streams chroughouc the state from obstruction by
dams, seines, or nets. Three years later, 17 species of insect-eating
songbirds received a measure ofprotection from a St. Louis County law
intended to save orchards from damaging insects. A second scacewide
game law was passed in 1874 imposing closed seasons and banning the
sale of wild game ouc of season. Despite these mc'a.Sures the sicuation
continued co deteriorate. Early laws were not only mosrly local, chey
seldom came wich real teech. They often wenc unfunded and unenforced, and were generally ignored.

Despite growing opposition from an increasing number of
sportmen's organizations, as well as preservationist groups, such as the
fledgling Audubon Society, founded originally as the New York
Audubon Society in 1886, market hunting continued wich little
abatement. In 1895, the state established an office of Fish and Game
Warden, but allocated next co noching for its operations. The same
level of lip service was in evidence when, in 1901, the legislature
passed another law forbidding exports of game from the state, again
giving no financial support. The legislature then abolished the fish and
game office entirely in 1903. The stroke that finally created a critical
level of opposition to mackec hunting was the nearly 4,000,000
pounds (Yes, 2,000 tons!) ofwildgamesold in Missouri during the year
of che Louisiana Bicentennial Exposition, known more commonly as
the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair, and at the fair itself. By then the last
passenger pigeon had been killed in the state and virtually all other
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valuable wildlife had vanished. All of the game sold in Missouri in
1904 was in violation of state law, but nor a single person was
prosecuted.
In 1905, the enormity of the situation spurred passage of a new
act which became known as the Walmsley Law. Walmsley put it quite
simply; all wildlifewas the properryof rhesrare. According to this act,
non-game animals would be protected, quotas and seasons would be
managed by a new Department of Game, and market hunting was
outlawed altogether. Strict enforcement was built into the law with
allocations, from the sale of license<, co pay meaningful salaries and
expenses for game wardens. Although the original law was subsequently weakened and had its teeth pulled by a number of revisions
pushed through the legislature by hosrile commercial and political
interests, its basic premises were rewritten and reaffirmed in 1909. For
the next fow docade, this revision ofthe Walmsley law managed to hold
our againsr frequent actacks and, alchough more or less ignored and
emasculared by subsequent sessions of the Missouri legislature, was the
law of the land until 1936.
At the national level, conservationists rcali,,ed that state-by-state
action would not be sufficient to protect migratory birds, which do not
recognize political boundaries. In I 903, in response to the slaughter
of birds for feathers to supply rhe millinery trade, President Theodore
Roosevelt created the first National Wildlife Refuge to protect herons,
egrets, and pelicans. Expanding protection to duck< and geese, a
federal Migratory Bird Act was passed in 1913. Agreements dividing
responsibilities and quotas with Canada were reached several years
later. These actions t>ventually led to the development ofa huge system
offcdcral wildlife refuges that now totals over 90 million acres and, in
1940, to the establishment of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Originally organized to manage wildlife, especially migratory waterfowl and other huntable species, the Fish and Wildlife Service has
deepened its commitment ro nongame species, particularly those that
are rare and endangered (including plants), as well as to biodiversity,
that is, to the maintenance of whole ecological systems.
The closing decades of the 19th century also saw the creation of
America's first national parks. In the frontier outlook of the late
!800's, places such as Yellowstone, Yosemite, Mount Rainier, and
Glacier could not have been declared national parks simply on their
own merits, regardless of public demand or the rationality of the
conservationists and scientists backing the movement. Congress was
adamant abour narural resource development and would not set aside
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any land as park that might haveany ocher kind ofresource value. Only
when the railroads lobbied heavily, noting chat these areas could be
developed for mass tourism, did legislation proceed. For a time the
U.S. Army patrolled new park lands to suppress market hunting and
poaching, but in 1916 an acrwas passed transferring management of
national parkscoa newNario11al Park Service. By 1917, 16 national
parks and 18 national monuments had been set aside.

Bison grazing in Prairie State Park tvolu
mtmqritJ qf th, great herds that qnc,
roamed fru across the utmingly endless
grass"1nds.

Meanwhile, back in Missouri, a similar movement for establishment of park lands was afoot, especially since no areas of national
interest had been identified in the state. In 1917 a law was passed
requiring that five percent of Missouri's hunting and fishing license
fees be spent for the purchase and maintenance ofMissouri's first state
park lands. A number ofstate parks and forest preserves were created,
although most were not fully developed until the period of the Grear
Depression. One upshot of chis 1917 law, which was viewed by
sportsmen as an unfair expenditure ofwildlife funds, was that, when
the Missouri Conservation Commission was established in 1936,srate
parks would be intentionally excluded from the new conservation
department's list of responsibilirie~.
In the meantime the wildlife situation continued to deteriorate.
In an attempt tore-establish huntablewildlifepopulations, most other
states had already begun n:,~tocking native species or stocking introduced species from other parts of the world. Missouri now followed
suit. A rapid proliferation of fish hatcheries, game farms, and scockand-release programs followed. Discouragingly, most releases mer
with failure. If they were not shot or caught right away, the animals
simply disappeared.
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Between 1931 and 1935 the Walmsley Law was weakened still
further, provoking resentment in the wildlife, timber, preservation,
and conservation communities, including a number of sportsmen's
organizacions, such as the Missouri Duck Hunters Association and the
Izaak Wal ton League. The spark of anger soon ignited a conservation
revolution. A conglomeration of these conservation groups, calling
themselves the Conservation Federation, eventually joined such diverse groups as garden dubs, bird-wacchers, and boy scours co propose
a new constitutional amendment, Amendment No. 4, which would
appear as Proposition No. 4 on the 1936 prc.~idcntial balloc. This
amendment, which passed overwhelmingly, creaced an auconomous
Missouri Conservation Commission.
The bipartisan Conservation Commission was intended to
manage Missouri's wildlife resources. Comprised of four gubernatorial appointees, the commission was empowered with the authority for
the "control, management, restoration, conservation, and regulation of
the bird, fish, game, forestry, and all wildlife resources ofthe state. " The
commission's primary task was co define the general goals and philosophies of a new Missouri Department of Conservation which would
then carry our the slow process of restoring Missouri's renewable fish,
game, and forest resources. Through research, cooperacion wich
privace landowners, educacion, propagacion, and enforcement, the
rescoracion prooess would now move ahead.
State parks, on the other hand, would be managed by a separate
Stace Park Board. Much lacer, in 1974, stare parks were brought under
the adminiscrative control of a Division of Parks and Recreation
wichin a new Missouri Department of Natural Resources.
Many states give b ureaucratic recognition of wildlife as natural
resources by including them within their various departments of
natural resource.~. The history of wildlife and other natural resource
management in Missouri has had the strangccffcct ofcrcati ngscparate
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bllreaucracies to manage the state's resources. The Department of
Conservation manages wildlife and forests; the Department of Natural Resource~ manages air, water, soil. geology, parks, and historic site~.
The obvious (ar cimes) duplicacion of effort, staffing, and funding of
Missouri's dual natural resource management departmentS might
seem wasrcful at first glance, but has actually been good for the state
and irs resource~. Boch che preservationist and rhe conservationist
points of view have a voice at the state management level.

By 1980, ofthe 44.598.976 acresgrantedMissouri atstatehood in
1821, 3,000,000acres had been pavedover or built on, 15,000,000 had
been plowed, 13,000,000 provided grazing, 150,000 had been mined,
and 700,000 were permanemly flooded. Of the 12,500,000 acres
remaining, most was heUinprivateoumership and was unavailable to the
average citizen. Clearly public ownership ofland WtlJ going to play an
increasingly vital role in the decades to come.

While America's wildlife was overhunted in the first centuries
after settlement, in some cases to excincrion, her forests were also
reeling llnder the impact of unmanaged harvescing. By 1850 the
lumber industry, centered in Maine during che first half of the 19th
century, was forced by lack of timber to move first into western New
York, then south into Pennsylvania, and wescward around che Great
Lakes. By the ! 880's the virgin yellow pine foresrs of the Souch were
cut and great stands ofwestern redwoods and Douglas fir were already
being felled . The 0Larks were not spared during the we~rward
migration of sawyers. By the end of the 19th century, following the
devclopmenc of Missouri's railroad system, nearly all of the state's
original forem had been cur. The last tracts ofany appreciable size fell
by 1920.
The "cut-out-and-get-out" approach of the timber industry
triggered a rising groLLndswell ofsupport for some sort of control over
the nation's forest resources. In 1873, the American As.~ociation for
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the Advancement of Science began lobbyi ng for legislation to
control cutting. Soon thereafter,
in 1875,CongresscrcaredaDivision ofForesrry under rhe Commissioner of Agriculture. A year
later theAmerican Forestry Association was founded. As these
evenrs at rhe national level gained
momentum, they had a beneficial effect atthe stare level. From
New York west many states began setting aside uncut or recently
regenerated land as forest reserves.
Between 1891 and 1892, Benjamin Harrison, influenced by a
new breed, scientific foresters
trai ned in Europe, ser aside 16
million acres as federal forest reservations. After 1905, these be} came the core of a national forest
'I
system managed by the new
,.
"I/C"'I ,,
United States Forest Service un•
der the direction of G ifford
'
Pinchot. Strongly supported by
Teddy Roosevelt, Pinchot's chief
management philosophy is best
summari1,ed by the phrase "multiple.use," which, at the time, incorporated grazing rights and watershed management into timber management, bur neirher esthetic nor
wildlife habitat concerns.

-- ·-

Forest mtlnagemrnt w11s slow in (<Jtning
ehr Miss<Juri landscape. but it shows
great promise for restoring sumr of the
magnificence ofpu•settlrmrnt forrsts.
u,

'.

Stimulated in part by keen railroad interest in a steady supply of
ties, widespread planting of trees began in the early 1900's, even
though local groups had become inreresred in planting trees years
earlier. In Nebraska, for example, the nation's first Arbor Day had
been celebrated in 1874. Unfortunarely, railroad companies tended
ro plant fasr-growing species, such as catalpa and black locusr, which
seldom produced usable saw logs. However, some railroads also gave
saplings to any cooperative landowner along their rights-of-way who
would plant and nurture them, stimulating interest in trees and forests.
Many of these rrees ares rill visible along old rights-of-way and around
older farms. With the encouragement of the railroads and timber
interests, a course in fom,try was begun at the Universiry of Missouri
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in 1911. However, with little high level scare support, the forestry
course came co a temporary halt after ten years. Later, in 1925, the
General Assembly created che office of Scace Forester within its
Departmenc of Agriculture. Unfortunately, since the legislature had
only provided funding for the operations of a single man in che field,
results were slow and very limited. The legislature killed the aborcive
effort in 1931.

By che early 1930's, most Ozark wildlife had vanished as
a combined result of habitat loss and unrestricted hunting. The
original Ozark forest was all gone. Attempts co reintroduce
wildlife failed miserably. Clearly, wildlife would nor respond
until suitab le habitat was available once again, with or without
the minimal level of control over hunting provided by the
Walmsley law. The University of Missouri began its first
wildlife management course in 1931 and, in a moment of
enlightenment that would seem obvious ro most people today,
the Commissioner of Game listed the food, cover, and protection offered by forests as necessary to the recovery of wildlife
populations. Still, in che decade between 1936 and 1946, the
on ly financial support granted to the state's forests was a small
percentage of the new Conservation Commission funds.
If significant gains were co be made in forest restoration,
it would be necessary to control access to the land and to its
timber resources. Even more important was the need to educate
users and landowners in the basic principles of forestry and
wild! ifc management. Although control over large tracts was
achieved rather abruptly by purchasing or repossessing large
areas ofland for state and national fores t during the depression
years of the mid- l 930s, the acquisition and dissemination of
knowledge would prove to be a slower and more difficult task.
The semi-isolation of the Ozark population was still a factor in
the 1930's, and continues at some levels even today.
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State and federal purchase of forest land generally required
removing people from the area. The resulting reduction in population
had the immediate beneficial effect oflimiting the over-harvesting of
resources. Many ofthe displaced had continued to hunt game for food,
regardless of species, age, sex, or season, and to perpetually cut even
very immature, barely recovered trees in o,·der to subsist. With the
removal of these in.1ependent souls, bent on scratching a living from
the despoiled land, the forest could now regrow. Of the private
landowners who remained, most generally retained possession of
cleared valleys and ridgelands along major roads. While chis created
a complicated mosaic of private, state, and federal ownership within
the forest, it also aided in the dispersal of new ideas. The proximity of
private land to areas under direct management allowed the slow,
indirect absorption offorcstry techniques. By their example, foresters
slowly managed to reverse practices that had gone unchallenged and
unchanged for generations. Foremost among these was the regular
burning of the woods.
Fire control remained a major problem that would require
decades of hard work, education, and cultural change. Most politicians and landowners were reluctant to recognize thescope ofthe forest
fire problem and irs trickle-down effccrs on timber value, soils, and
wildlife. In state and national forests, the task of fire suppression was
simplified by the mere fact ofpublic ownership. On public lands, the
job consisted largely of detection and control by a few trained personnel. However, most Conservation Commission employees had a
much tougher job. Since the largest percentage of lands the state
foresters dealc with were private, the agents were forced to confront
property owners - patiently, politely, and subtly- stubbornly dinging
to the old ways.
An example: For 30 years wildfires burned in the Ava District
an average ofone a day, two days out ofevery three during good years,
and two a day every single day in bad years. Spring was the worst
season, the time when tradition dictated that the woods be fired.
Another spurt of incendiary activity came in late autumn when
everything was tinder dry and newly fallen leaves caught fire easily.
After decades ofintense educational effort and persistent fire-fighting,
that number was finally reduced co an average of only two fires a
month. In part, forest fire control was slow in coming because no funds
for forestry or fire-fighting were actually allocated from general revenues by the state legislature until 1946. Once that one remaining
obstacle was overcome, successes came more quickly. By 1950, over
six million acres were guarded by ten fire protection districrs, and the
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roral area damaged by fires had been slashed ro less than one percent
of the territory patrolled.

A eontrolltd burn ae HR Ha Tonka State
Park <Umonstrates the beneficial role of
fin in revitalizing and maintaining
savanna landscapes.

Ironically, fire is now recognized as a valuable management cool.
Fire is necessary to the revicalizacion and maintenance ofcertain rypes
ofcommunities,such as prairies, glades, and savannas. For thousands
of years, the creatures of these communities have evolved in close
association with fire and its effects. Without fire, many are quickly
lost. However, riming and weather conditions arc extremely critical
in achieving the dc.~ircd level of control. Too late in the year or too
windy, and valuable plants may be damaged. Too early or coo wee, and
unwanted species will survive. Research continues as managers and
ecologists explore the value and mechanics of chis powerful weapon
that has always been a natural community-altering and communirycreating force, bur which for so long had fallen from grace because of
misuse and overuse. Manyofourstateparks, including Ha H:i Tonka,
Prairie, Cuivre River, Pershing, and Hawn, offer visitors insight into
the beneficial use of fire as a management tool.
To com piece the process offorest healing, wildfire control would
have co be accompanied by the demise ofanothec old Ozark tradition;
the open-range gra1.ing oflivestock. For more than 150 years, cattle,
sheep, goats, mules, burros, and horses had browsed and grazed
through rhe woods, stripping flowers, fruits, seeds, leaves, rwigs, and
bark from rhe ground up as high as they could reach. Free-roaming
hogs rook care of everych ing below ground level, plowing widely
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through the countryside and
literally leaving no stone
unturned as rhey nosed for
insectS, bulbs,and roots. Subsistence-level stock owners
had needed the open-range
system to provide adequate
forage on the sub-marginal
grazing land of the Otarks.
With open range they could
also avoid having to buy and
maintain expensive fencing.
Although local stock confinement laws had been enacted
as early as 1890, the destructive practicewas not outlawed
entirely until 1965.
For nearly 40 years, /(Jr n() m()Ye than the
extremely low priee ofproduction,
private individuals have purchased
miliions of tru and shrub sudlings for
btautificatfon, ,rosion ,o,urol. Christmas
tru production, and wildlifa f()()d
and covtr, from the Department of
Conservation's nursery at Lirking.

The widespread planting oftrees by farmers and other private individuals, e~pccially in areas
outs ide theOtark.s,helped to speed the recuperation ofMissouri forest
and wildlife populations. In 1939, to encourage the establishment of
windbreaks and woodlots, to provide farmers with a supply of fence
posts, and to help control erosion. the U.S. Forest Service began
distributing seedlings to the public ac cost. From their nursery at
Licking, the national foresters shipped out over a million ash, pine,
black locust, red cedar, and black walnuc each year. Curtailed during
the second World War, the tree farming operation was taken over by
the Conservation Commission in 1947 and has been in continuous
operation ever since. For nearly 40 years, for no more than the
extremely low price ofproduction, private individuals have purchased
millions of tree and shrub seedlings for beautification, erosion conrrol,
Christmas rree production, and wildlife food and cover.
Private individuals and corporations currently control 14 million acres or 90 percent of Missouri's forest lands. Consequently,
involving private landowners in forestry programs was essential to the
full recovery ofthe state's forest habitats. In 1946. to encourage private
landowners to let their stands of forest mature, thus improving both
their market and wildlife value, a far-reaching revision was made in
Missouri property tax laws. Upon applicati<m of the owner, tracts of
40 acres or more could be labeled "Forest Cropland" by the Conservation Commission. For a period of25 years, the owner's property
taxes dropped to $1 per acre. The stare would make up the difference
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with the tax yield when the timber was finally harvested. In each of the
25 years, the state reimbursed the councy at the race of2¢ per acre to
help replace rhe income lose by che deferred tax. The Forest Cropland
system proved popular, especially among urban-dwelling landowners
who purchased 07.ark land chiefly for its recreational value. 1l1e
system has been highly successful in slowing forest deterioration and
accelerating recovery thro<1ghout the Ozarks.
With the establishment of academic forestry programs, including onear the UniversicyofMissouri in 1947, intensive research began
co reveal the secrets of success in managing Ozark forests. As a
consequence, fore.~r management became much more scientific. On
publicland, these approachescencered on a standard operatingguideline, the multiple use-sustained yield principle. based on a slight
modification of Gifford Pinchot's original management philosophy.
In order to achieve continual production, timber crops are
harvested in different ways. From che more fertile and well-watered
sites ofstare and national forests, larger, straighter trees are cut for use
as posts, ties, flooring, pallets, scave bolts, and a limited quantil}' of
dimensional lumber (2x4's, ere.). Rocky hills and ridges that support
slow-growing, stunted stands are maintained intact to protect vital
watersheds and, in a change from Pinchot's time, for recreation or
aesthetic p<1rposes. Storm or fire-damaged trees arc often sold on che
stump to commercial firewood cutters or allocated to the general
public, who also have access to firewood from the national forests.
Open, grassy glades are managed for grazing. recreation, and watershed protection. Some areas are designated as wilderness, with access
and use strictly controlled to preserve their wild character.
As the 20th century draws to a close, Missouri's recovering
forests have received a helpful boost from a most unlikely source- the
changing diet of the American public. While keeping tabs on their
cholesterol and saturated fat levels, people have tended to buy less pork
and beef, reducing rhe demand for and production of these red meats.
This has contributed to a decline in the need for marginal Ozark
pasture. In che brief period berween 1972 and 1989, forest surveys
have noted an 8 percent increase in Missouri's timberland, at least
some ofwhich is attributable ro chechanging market basket. Coupled
with almost two dccadt-s of additional growth in rhesize of the state's
standing trees, this has helped increase Mis.~ouri's volume of available
timber from 6.9 to 9 billion cubic feet. This growth - normal when
trees arc nor cut too soon or too frequently - raised the number of
Missouri's sawtimber rrce.~ by 25 percenr.
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All of these approaches co forest management demonstrateaa
growing recognition ofthe needs ofwildlife for food and cover, and all
generally improved conditions for game popularions. Nonetheless,
there was still one major ingrcdicnr missing from the recipe that might
have hindered the ultimate success of the whole program - water.
Following the "dust bowl" droughts of the mid-30's, the problem of
limited water, especially along Oz.ark ridgetops in summer, was largely
solved bychedevelopmenr ofa farm pond program. The Conservation
Commission, perhaps a trifle over-optimistically, bought a few horseand tractor-drawn earth-movers to loan individuals or groups willing
to build ten or more ponds in any one particular area. Perhaps
predictably, the initial attempts were less than encouraging. As anyone
knows who has wielded a shovel on an 07.ark ridge, digging Ozark
"soil" is nearly impossible, especially in light of the commission's
guidelines. Each pond was to be at least 8 feet deep, fenced to prevent
erosion damage by cattle, and have a pipe laid through the dam to
supply a watering trough below. The difficulty and expense of the
time-consuming cask quickly discouraged the few interested farmers
and landowners. Thedepartmenr's offer of earth-moving equipment
found few takers.
One result of nearly a century of dam-building and ponddigging is that Missouri, with practically no natural Jakes to call its
own, now ranks among the top five states in artificial impoundments,
with over 500,000 acres of crapped water. This distinction is brought
home most convincingly when flying over the state into a rising Ot
setting sun. Theglinrofa hundred suns far below recount the number
of waters captured, large and small.
The combined result ofthe many different approaches co habitat
restoration and imptovcmcnt, and of the varied wildlife conservation
tactics have paid off. Turkey, Canada geese, and deer now wander into
suburban backyards, where they are sometimes greeted as pests instead
of reminders of a tremendously successful recovery program. Indeed,
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while turkey and goose
scats on the patio can be
distressful to those familiar only with sparrow
droppings, deer are '
known to pillage expensive landscaping. While
only a few places in Missouri have yet experiencedsuch depredation,
homeowners in eastern
states are accustomed to
erecring tall burlap
shields to fend off hungry browsers. Another
Missouri plant-cater, the beaver, has recovered so well in the absence
of a market for beaver hars that limited control programs have been
inst ituted in some places to protect streamside vegetation. With
continued assistance from wildlife officials in outstate areas, ruffed
grouse, bald eagle, trumpeter swan, river otter, and prairie chicken
populations may one day return to levels reminiscent of past centuries.

CamuJa geese find mt and food bend, a
Missouri form pond, onr ofuvual hundred

thou,and that Mt th, lands<ap,.

As the 20th century progressed, Missouri's population became
increasingly urban. With the advent of the automobile, the five-day
work week, and generally prosperous rimes, the state's wild resources
gained increased attention for their recreational value. The progress
of forest and wildlife recovery programs enticed more and more
hunters, campers, and hikers into the Ozarks. Among the diversity of
outdoor experiences available in Missouri, the Oairk float trip surely
ranks near the top . Floating Ozark streams was initially only a means
of transportation or a way to gather wild foods and furs for those who
pioneered and lived in the region. After the turn of the century,
however, the float became a truly popular recreational activity for nonOzark natives as well.
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The federal Water Pollution Control Aces of 1956 and 1972
mandated that all streams and rivers be returned to conditions suitable
for swimming, boating, and fishing by 1985.
The acts provided funds for SL-wage treatment facilities and were instrumental in slowing the decline of the nation's waterways.
Even as recently as 1958, for instance, no
Missouri towns or industries were treating
sewage before dumping it into the Missouri
River. After the various clean water acts were
passed, industries, food processors, cities,
and towns were all required to install sewage
treatment facilities to forestall the discharge
of wastes into streams and lakes. Under
heavy pressure and closescruriny, more than
three decades of control have brought measurableimprovemenc. Ordinary sewage pollutants are down; fish and recreation are up.
Planners are now adopting cried and
true natural mechanisms in chc fight against
sewage, billion-year-old techniques that have
been used by Mother Nature ever since the
first aquatic organisms polluted their own
bodies ofwater. Natural cycles ofdecomposition convert wastes into viral nutrients chat
enhance the growth of vegetation. The resulting growth provides food for p lant eaters,
who in turn feed various kinds of predators.

Ont unwelromt addition to tlu Missouri
lllnd.uapt is this sign war1ti11g ofpesticide
contamination in fish.
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After rhe Second World War, the growth of the chemicals and
plastics industries created rhousands of new organic compounds never
before encountered by the decomposing bacteria of our screams and
rivers. Chlorinated hydrocarbons, that is, petroleum-based chemicals
carrying the deadly element chlorine in one form or another, were
among rhe most common and diverse. A large number of rhese
compounds fell into various classes ofagents designed primarily to kill
things. Among rhese were insecticides, such as DDT, heptachlor,
dieldrin, aldrin, hexachlor, endrin, and chlordane; disinfectants, like
hexachlorophene; wood preservarives and fungicides, such as penta•
chlorophenol, markered as Penta; and herbicidt-s, like 2,4-D and
2,4,5-T (the combinarion of which was used asAgenr Orange during
the Vietnam conflict). Others, such as carbCln tetrachloride and
chloroform, were used as solvents; as dry cleaning agenrs, like trichlorocrhylcne and rerrachloroerhylene; or in the processing or producrion
of plastics and any number of other materials, such as methylene
chloride and methyl chloride. A few chlorinated hydrocarbons, or
organochlorines as they arc also known, were produced solely because
of some special property they possessed. Among rhese unique compounds were the liquid or semi-solid polychlorobiphenyls, better
known as PCB's, which have tremendous stability and were used
widely in electrical transformers and capacitors.
Viewed as chc salvation of mankind when first introduced,
pesticides such as DDT were supposed to rid rheworld of insect pests
and help eradicate insect-borne diseases, such as encephalitis, malaria,
and yellow fever. Unfortunately, some pesticides seemed to stop
killing pests once the bugs became adapted to the new chemical, a
natural evolutionary process called resistance that requires only a few
years of generic change. In addition, many ofthe nt-w pesticides were
found to cause serious health problems. Most unseuling, however,
chlorinared hydrocarbons just seemed never to go away. Unlike
ordinary household sewage, which if given exposure to air, sun, and
bacteria, will be broken down in short order, most chlorinated
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hydrocarbons took a very long time to decompose. Because they were
new to decomposing bacteria, many organochlorines required very
long periods of exposure, sometimes as long as 50 years or more,
before they were degraded. This persistence ofchlorinated hydrocarbons in the landscape • a trait chey share with heavy metals and
radioactive wastes • quickly led co widespread problems for
wildlife and fisheries.

/rrupomible diipqsal <I/ waste materials
resul/J in ('()t1/amina1ion ofs1ream1 and
death to wildlife.

Shortly after their introduction, excessive pesticide use was
threatening animal life all across the state. In response toa fire ant scare
in 1958, and roan army worm threat in 1964, for instance, enormous
amounts of chlorinated hydrocarbons were sprayed in chc Boochcel.
lnicially, pesticides were handled rather blithely, as if chey killed only
insects and no one need worry about themselves, ocher people, or
wildlife. Ifa licde pesticide was good, a lot was even better. They were
after all, pesticides, and pesticides killed pests. Leftover spray and
empty containers were dumped indiscriminandy and residues from
over-sprayed fields quickly ran offinco waterways.

,/

/

!
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As the nation came to grips with its obvious water pollution
problems, other hidden sources ofdanger began to appear. It had long
been thought that the passage of water from the surface to its
underground reservoir, the water table where ground water accumulates, cleansed and purified the water, making it safe to drink. This was
the logic behind the outhouse and the septic tank. As the water and
its wastes trickled slowly downward, bacteria decomposed the waste
and converted it to less noxious forms. In the latter half of the 20th
century it became clear that this notion was sadly and, in some cases,
totally incorrect.
Just as surface cleansing systems can be overloaded by too much
waste, so also can underground systems. Underground systems are
naturally more sensitive, however, because of their inherently limited
capacity for decomposition. Under normal circumstances, soil bacteria might easily degrade a small flow of raw sewage that comes their
way. However, a large flow quickly depletes the oxygen supply and
stifles the activities of the microscopic sewage-eaters. And, unfortu•
nately, as theirconcentrationsgrow, the chemical materials released by
the breakdown ofst-wage· nitrates, phosphates, and sulfates · are not
much healthier in well-water than the sewage itself. This is why our
expanding urban populations are necessarily followed by a network of
sewage lines. In the absence of any kind of effective recycling system,
we musr treat our waste in the mosr efficient manner, centrally, then
flush the byproducts downstream. And while we just barely manage
our own domestic st-wage, wastes from feed lots, hog pens, poultry
houses, and dairy barns also threaten to get out of hand. Recycling
manures as fcrtili1.er and soil conditioner offers a useful solution to an
otherwise perplexing and growing problem.
Missouri's Ozark geology presents another problem for wastewater managers. A review ofthe geological history presented earlier in
this book will show that the region is underlain by massive layers of
ancient carbonate rocks, now thoroughly laced by an interconnecting
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system ofcracks, crevices, and caves. In many places,surface
waters and soils do not allow rainwater and sewage to
percolate slowly down inco the bedrock, allowing adequate
time for decomposition; instead they flush with each rain
like giant, natural toilet bowls. Substances released on the
surface appear in the subsurface within minutes, hours, or
days, completely unaltered. Septic tanks and cesspools arc
not reliable treatment mechanisms where subsurface geology is like Swiss cheese.

Nutrients /rtJm human uwt1gt, animal
wasus, nr farrilizus will pr()m()lt t!u
gr()wth of11/gae. sutl, as this ('()/orfui
"bk,om" in a park lake.
Almost all Missouri sewage now rurives
t:,.:tensiue r,wument befou flowing
into stretlms.
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The introduction of persistent chemicals into the
underground system along with normal sewage severely
overloads the bacteria of decomposition. le has been estimated that these microorganisms can destroy only about
one percent of the toxic compounds that pass by; the rest
accumulate in the groundwater. Heavy metals and radioactive wastes, such as those from the Weldon Spring site, are
not broken down by bacteria at all. All persistent materials
typically spread outward from the source along hidden
channels, contaminating ground waters for miles in all
directions. From manufacturing and dumping sites, from landfills,
and from from leaks and spills, hundreds of different toxic and
polluting agents have been seeping into our subsurface waterways for
decades. Once we began looking for toxicchemicals deep in the Earth,
the compounds began to be found everywhere.
From New Jersey to California, ground water contamination has become one of the
most serious environmental
threats the country has ever
faced. Wells have been found to
be contaminated in every state
in the union. Over half the
people in the United States
pumptheirdrinkingwatcrfrom
underground and large quantities are used for irrigation. The
cycling of water from beneath
the surface to agricultural,
manufacturing, and domestic
users, then back underground,
delivers huge amounts of toxic
residues to a pool that is un-

reachable and largely untreatable. Ifthe chemicals are persistent, they
may contaminate a water supply for decades.
Groundwater contamination has occurred all across Missouri
wherever surface sources oftoxic materials and porous rock layers have
met. The state's problems have been well-publicized with local,
sometimes spectacular incidences, such as those at West Plains, in
Howell County, in 1964 and 1966, and at Republic, in Greene
County, in 1968, where sewage lagoons suddenly collapsed into
hidden cave systems, sending their contents directly into che groundwater sLtpply and contaminating water supplies for miles around. A
later incident, at Maramec Spring, also received considerable press
coverage because it endangered rare species ofcave animals. Unfortunately, groundwater concaminacion is generally coo insidious and
intractable a problem to warrant media actencion and, unless personally involved, most people are unaware of the extent ofthe problem or
simply turn their heads.

Maintainingfre~h air has been a problem eversincepeople began
settling in cities. Whenever hundreds of families cook dinners and
warm themsclve~ over fires, periodic episodes of air pollution are sure
co follow. There were undoubtedly times in the ancient city of
Cahokia when wood smoke from a thousand fires hovered in the still
winter air and a visitor would have gasped for breath and rubbed her
or his teary, irritated eyes. Such occurrences would have been fairly
rare, however, because the normal circulation ofthe atmosphere rends
to carry off and dispose of air pollurancs, much as waterways recycle
theirs. The solurion to air pollution is also dilution.
The first reports of air pollution in the young city of St. Louis
appear in the early 1820's. While rural areas around the new sraresrill
relied on wood for fuel, many residents of the city were converring to
soft coal from the nearby mines of southern Illinois. Firewood was
becoming less convenient and more expensive; coal yielded more heat
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per pound of fuel, burned for a longer period of time, and therefore
required a smaller storage area. Coal was also the fuel ofchoice for the
high temperature brickovenschatsprangupsouth of thecicy. In 1824
the Board ofAldermen passed an ordinance forbidding the operation
ofbrick furnaces within the city limits, but the rising cost ofbricks that
resulted, and an increased public acceptance ofsmoky air, soon forced
the city fathers to back down from their initially firm stance. The city
and its air pollution problems grew together through the rest of
the 19th century and into the 20th century. There were times
whe.n the smoke was so thick that candles were needed at
midday. Sr. Louis was widely regard ed as the dirtiest p lace in
the Mississippi Valley.
In 1893 a smoke abatement ordinancewas passed that had some
limited ben eficial effect, but the law was found unconstitutional four
years later. St. Louis' mayor pushed through anotherlaw, in 1898, that
declared the city's dense smoke a p ublic nuisance and established the
officeofChiefSmoke lnspector,empowered to issue fines ofup to $25.
This ordinance was expanded in 1902 to include steamboats moored
at the levee and to require that businesses install equipment which
would curb emissions. Even rhough rhe new ordinances eliminated an
estimated 70 percent of the noxious fumes, damage to the urban
environment remained heavy. Buildings were coated with foul, black
soor;sulfuricacid formed from the high quantities ofsulfur dioxide in
the smoke etched scone and metal; books deteriorated in the public
library; trees died everywhere. A study conducted in the early 1920's
found that the average St. Louis resident inhaled 28 pounds of soot
each year.
The replacement of horses and steam engines with gasoline,
diesel, and jet engines changed the kinds ofpolluranrs discharged into
the urban environment. The mounrains of manure and acrid smoke
typical of 19th and early 20th century St. Louis were replaced by the
carbon monoxide,sulfurdioxide, nitrogen oxides, ozone, and unburnt
fuel ofour modern transportation network. The increase in coal-fired
power plants as thecountty was completely electrified, as well as other
coal-burning industries, also contributed greatly to the sulfur dioxide
and nitrogen oxides, as well as air-borne particles, or particulates.
Various reactions among these noxious ingredients, in the presence of
sunlight, produce the familiar brownish haze scientists call photochemical smog.

As our automobiles and trucks zip (or creep) from place to place,
the process ofcombustion combines petroleum p roducts with oxygen
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to release the sola r energy stored in the fuel millions of years
ago. Ideally, the by-products of combustion should be nothing
but carbon dioxide and water, which resulr whenever we burn
any organic material. Virtually all fossil fuels , however, including natural gas, coal, and petroleum, contain at least some
sulfur, originally contained in rhe proteins of the plants and
animals rhat became fossilized. Combustion conve rts rhese
''fossil proteins" co sulfur dioxide. This accounrs for the
"burning march" smell vented into your car from the one in
front as it accelerates away from a scoplight. The same thing
happens in oi l-fired or coal-fired power p lanes, trains, buses,
and airplanes.
Ar the tremendously h igh temperarures in the cylinders of a
rypical engine, and in power planrs, some of the nitrogen in the
atmosphere also combines with oxygen to produce variou.~ kinds of
nitrogen oxides. Nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide combine with
moisrure in the atmosphere ro produce nitric and s ulfuric acids, the
cause of acid rain in casrern North America. Rain is ordinarily
somewhat acid, but the addition of sulfur and nitrogen oxides makes
it strongly acid. This precipitation sets the stage for a complex and farreaching chain ofevenrs rhar can kill certain kinds ofplants and aquatic
life of all sorrs.
Midwestern power plants and automobiles are the chief sources
ofacid emissions, which generally become a major problem only when
they concentrate over rocks with narurally high acid content, a
siruation which develops in the northeastern United States and
southeastern Canada. Acid rain isnotrypicallyaproblcm in Missouri,
both because we arc at the western edge of the chief midwestern
sources, and because we have deep layers of carbonate rocks to
neutralize the rain's worst effects. Nonetheless, delicate organisms,
such as lichens, are often eliminated locally by high sulfur dioxide
concentrations.

Unfortunately, most ofourcngines are not I 00 percent efficient
and some of the fuel passes ch rough without being completely burned.
This unburnt fuel contributes ro rhe load of organic compounds or
hydrocarbons in the air. Partially burnt fuel is also discharged as
carbon monoxide, a potentially lethal gas. Lubricaring oil that slips
pasr worn valves or piston rings is vaporiu.'<i or only partially burned.
And whenever a fuel tank is filled, the influx of liquid causes an
equivalentoutrush of vapors. These oil and fuel vapors also add to the
hydrocarbons in the atmosphere.
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When sunlight
strikes a mixture of hydrocarbons and nitrogen
oxides, along with oxygen and water vapor (always abundant in Missouri air), a number of
reactions can occur, re..

A uabl~ air rnau or thermal invasion
can trap poi/utan ls in an urban
environmem, as happnud in S,. Louis in

S,pumhu 1991 .

sulting in the formation
of ozone, hydrogen peroxide, and a substance
called peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), as well as
other noxious products,
• includingformaldehyde.
Formaldehyde is a toxic,
cancer-inducing material
used to embalm bodies for burial orscientificstudy. Ozone, hydrogen
peroxide, and peroxyaceryl nitrate are powerful oxidants and rapidly
deteriorate rubber, nylon, and other materials. These oxidants, along
with sulfur dioxide, kill vegeracion outright and accentuate a number
of human ailments. Asthma attacks, eye irritation, athletic or
work impairment due to breathing difficulties, and acute stress
in people with chronic respiratory diseases increase when photochemical smog is present. Other pollutants play a role as well.
Carbon monoxide impairs time and visual discrimination,
causes headaches, and increases heart stress in people with
cardiac ailments . During air pollution alerts, when concentrations of these chemicals reach high levels, the death rate in a
city climbs measurably. But if the atmosphere is constantly
circulating, why are there air pollution alerts, periods when
pollutants are especially bad?
It is not uncom mon in the Midwest, however, for excep tionally stable air masses to move in to the Mississippi Valley
and take up residence for days, or even weeks. These are
especially common during the hot summer months. Another
phenomenon, called a thermal inversion, may happen at any
time. Under normal circumstances, as we rise in elevation or
altitude we usually notice a decrease in temperature, what is
called adiabatic cooling; the higher we go, the colder it gets.
Under the right conditions, however, an isolated layer of warm
air may develop anywhere from 500 to 5500 feet above the
ground that can trap cooler air near the surface.
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The effects of stable air masses and thermal inversions are
roughly the same. Anything and everything dumped into the atmosphere remains until a front moves through and flushes the whole
system dean again. Pollutants accumulate, solar energy is absorbed,
and the chain of photochemical reactions is set in morion. The haze
increases and breathing may become more difficult. After a few
stagnant days, it is likely that an air pollution alert will result.
A similarly stable situation occurs on a daily basis because of the
enormous amount of heat trapped by concrete and bricks during the
day and reradiatcd at night, warming urban air noticeably. This causes
a change in air circulation called the hc>at island effect; hence evenings
and mornings are usually cooler in the suburbs. Like stable air masses
and inversions, a heat island can also crap polluted air, leading to the
dust dome or haze hood that envelops the entire metropolitan area and
is so obvious at a distance.
In the long haul, the Earth has a fairly stable cemperaruce,
maintained for cons by a balance between combustion and respiration,
on the one hand, and phorosynchesis on the other. Plant growth and
subsequent events binds carbon dioxide - scientisrs say "fixes carbon"
- into more permanent forms, such as wood or fossil fuels. These kt-cp
atmospheric lcvds relatively low. The rc~ult is a balance between the
inpur ofsunlight and the Earth's output ofheat. In general terms, what
we gain during each day's rise in temperature, we lose the following night.
Best guess predictions estimate that at current ratt'S, global
warming will lead co a rise of three to nine degrees Fahrenheit within
the next century. While that may not sound like an alarming figure,
an Ice Age, created when the globe absorbs much less light because of
its position relative to the sun, only lowers the Earth's temperature by
about nine degrees Fahrenheit. A few dc>gtees of warming will melt
polar and mountain snow and ice and flood low-lying areas, including
much of the world's agricultural land and many major cities: Ocean
and atmospheric currents would change, creating desercs in place of
farmland. The planet Venus, much closer to the sun, and with an
atmosphere of nearly pure carbon dioxide and a surface temperature
of roughly 900 degrees Fahrenheit, provides an extreme model of the
greenhouse effect. It would seem prudent to lower our production of
greenhouse gases, especially CFC's, which have other deleterious and
more immediate effects.

As sunlight enters the Earth's atmosphere, its high-energy
ultraviolet component - the portion that causes sunburns and skin
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cancers - splits oxygen molecules, a union of two individual oxygen
atoms, into what are called oxygen radicals. These free oxygen acorns
often recombine immediately to recreate oxygen molecules, but chey
are also free co recombine in ocher ways, including threesomes called
oz.one. The chin zone ofozone creation and the ozone layer produced
lieroughly32 miles overhead. Thin though the zone may be, it absorbs
99 percent of the ultraviolet light entering the planet's atmosphere,
protecting all forms oflife from deadly radiation. This high-altitude
ozone should not be confused with the ozone polluting our air at the
Earth's surface. Ozone is toxic and destructive when it contacts living
things or materials. At 30 miles, it contacts very little. Unfortunately,
the very things chat increase ozone at ground level decrease it 30 miles up.
Chlorofluorocarbons released from leaking and discarded cooling systems, or escaping while aic conditioners or refrigerators are
being serviced, from aerosol cans, and from plastic foam and other
sources gradually drift up into the atmosphere. Once in the ozone
layer, the CFC's gobble up ozone molecules Iike chem ical Pacmen; one
CFC molecule is capable of destroying I 00,000 ozone molecules.
Evidence that chis is raking place comes from studies ofa large hole in
the ozone layer overrhe South Pole that has increased in size each year
for the past 20 years. The long-teem effects ofozone depletion would
be disastrous.
Studies have concluded that a five percent decrease in ozone
concentrations would raise the number of skin cancers in the United
States by a million cases c'ach yeac, suppress our immune sysrems,
increase the occurrence of cataracts and severe sunburn, heighten the
production of photochemical smog, and raise global temperatures.
Fair-skinned Australians, who live under a portion of the growing
ozone hole, and who are also renowned for their addiction co bareskinned activities,suffer the highest incidence rateofskin cancer in the
world. Evidence such as this prompted 80 nations to begin working
to reduce and eventually eliminate CFC emissions. Unfortunately,
similar international determination and cooperation have not surfaced where other greenhouse gases are concerned, most notably
carbon dioxide.
The most obvious method of reducing emissions is one lost on
most people; simply reduce consumption. Few people make the
connection between leaving a light on in the next room and dying
forests in the northern Appalachians, or the link between driving to
work by oneself and the orange haze blanketing the city. A conscientious effort to reduce all forms of energy consumption could reduce
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harmful emissions by half. Unfortunately, along with with their many
other liberties, Americans are also reluctant to curb their freedoms to
consume and to go where they want, when they want. Electricity and
the automobile, more firmly parts of American culture than any
others, have given us those frcrooms.

Technological progress in the early 20th century changed
the Missouri landscape in an almost uncountable number of
ways. Electrification changed the basic ways in which we lead
our lives, providing light for activities after dark, heat for
comfort, and power for processing resources into metals, machines, and conveniences never available before. Mining,
refining, manufacturing, architecture, and construction were
revolutionized by electricity, ulcimately lowering the cost of
goods and services, increasing our standard of living, and
changing rhe face of our country. Aluminum was converted
from an expensive and rare oddity to a metal for the masses.
Electrical household luxuries and conveniences freed us from timeconsuming chore.~. gave us weekends to play, and soon became
necessities. Time and life, education, recreation, commerce, and
production now hang in the balance whenever the power goes out.
The rocketing price ofland forced cities upward as well as
outward, and the new technology allowed the upward and
outward growth, filling the state's air space with dwellings,
businesses, monuments, and recreational complexes, altering
the urban horizon forever. The new breed of cliff-dwellings
became so massive they created their own urban climate. Technology and affiuence permitted buildings to be abandoned,
torn down, or replaced, rather than repaired or restored. Urban
blight, the desertion of city centers, and rhe expansion of the
suburbs became a national phenomenon. The once-attractive
urban environment became an ugly eyesore to be avoided,
relegated to those who could afford no better.
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Electrical technology also led to the construction of high dams,
coal-fired and nuclear power plants; air pollution and radioactive
wastes; thousands of miles of countryside permanently bound up
under high tension power lines; an urban landscape forested by utility
poles and populated by generations who have never Sl'Cn che scars.
Without electrification we would never have had gravel bars and
roadsides littered with pop-cops and empties, yards and gullies choked
with discardt-cl appliances, or video games. Finally, technological
progress, based on the ready availability of energy, spawned our
modern, disposable society. Disposal, from a candy wrapper to an
entire factory, has become a way oflifc and a critical issue because of
fundamencal laws of the universe.
One universal phenomenon, called entropy, demands chac things
must break down. When they do, we can either repair or replace them.
Even Indians threw things away when they could no longer be
repaired. A scone speartip can only be reflaked to a fine edge so many
times, after all, then it must be discarded. The same principle applies
in our modern society, only the objects discarded have grown in
number and changed in composition. The First Law of Conspicuous
Consumption · a corollary of rhe Law of Conservation of Matter
known besc co physicists · sraces char everything muse go somewhere.
Bue where to go with all the scuff chat breaks down?
b,i1ially wt dumped eras!, juu out of
sight. Country folk had the ravine, or
rht uuless pauh of""ltJ scrub Qui baclt.
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Initially we dumped ir just our of sight. Country folk had the
ravine, or the useless patch of rocky scrub out back. City folk had rhe
bonfires or ash pits in which ro
burn inflammables, and the vacant lot next door orthe undeveloped land at the end of rhe street
fornonflammable waste. Because
of the volume of trash, the threat
ofdisease, and the sheer ugliness,
towns and cities were eventually
forced to create centrally-locaced
dumps, again just out ofsight. As
the city grew, a transportacion
system was needed as the distance
to "just out of sight" also grew.
Eventually, the town dump became a "sanitary landfill,"
where deliveries were buried
under a veneer of soil each day
to prevent spread by wind,

disease, or fire. Nor faced with rhesamevolumeofcrash, some
country folk continued to dump out back (or alongside, or in
front) . Often viewed as an inherent Ozark trait, trashing che
landscape is a worldwide phenomenon wherever land is less
valuable than debris, and no cheap and convenient system of
disposal exists.
The astronomical rate ac which Americans use and discard
resources has spawned a growth industry of ics own, one that
threatens co bury us all. While the NIMBY (Not In My Back
Yard!) attitude understandably squelches the development of
new disposal sires, most of our present landfills will be full
within a decade. Before it is finally closed, the landfi ll in west
Sr. Louis County, for instance, will likely become che highest
point in the region. On the evening news Missourians have
laughed at trash-filled ships drifting the Seven Seas, like t he
Lost Dutchman, searching for a final resting place. Yer M issouri
looks enviously at its own neighbors as potential d ump sires, having
exported waste for years, while attempting co shut ics own doors co
imported refuse from as far away as the scace of New Jersey.
While landfills are inevitable and will nevec be eliminated,
two seemingly simple approaches stand our as realistic solucions. Since every Missourian currently produces 3.7 pounds of
trash a day, not counting industrial oc agcicu lrural waste,
simply reducing the amount of materials chat are destined to
become waste would obviously reduce the scope of the problem.
Products and the packaging systems they come in must both be
designed with final disposal in mind. For example, double,
triple, and quadruple packaging systems (a wrapped, bottled
product in a box, sealed in a plastic wrappec, handed to us in a
bag) are beyone what is absolutely necessary. Augmented by
enhanced and efficient recyclingsysrems, more t han 70 percent
of current trash could be simply eliminated.
Changing landfill laws, such as excluding yard wastes,
lead acid batteries, tires, and appliances, will hopefully force
changes in consumption patterns char are long overdue. These
changes will ex tend the lives of current landfills, slow the
depletion of natural resources char might be put co better use,
lower che amount of energy wasted on the prod uction of new
goods and che disposal of the old and discarded, and reduce
infiltration of toxic materials into Missouri's groundwater and
streams.
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Perhaps no single invention has so altered our landscape as has
the internal combusrion engine. Besides rhe obvious- millions ofacres
of asphalt and concrete that criss-er= rhe continent ar every latirude
and longitude, for instance, the urban and suburban sprawl - a century
ofaccommodating the auto has resulted in massive changes we take for
granted or barely notice.
Second only to electrification, the advent ofthe internal combustion engine and itS godchild, the automobile, became a true measure
of American prosperiry in the 20th century. Gasoline and diesel
engines lead to independence for rhe masses, increased and sped the
availability ofgoods and setvices, and, once again, completely altered
lifestyles and the landscape.
By making transportation a personal issue, distances traveled to
work or play became a matter of choice. Cities sprawled outward as
affluence increased and the affluent choose to abandon the crowded,
polluted urban environment. Road-building became a national
pastime, an on-going summer adventure without end. Agricultural
land was inexorably paved over in favor of roadways and berthing
places. As land prices rose, hous ing mushroomed farther and fan:her
from the workplace. All manner ofsetvices necessarily followed, from
gas stations, shopping centers, and dry cleaners, to sewer, utility, and
water lines. Post-war prosperity gave more Americans access to rhe
automobile in the I 950's than ever before. "Drive-in" was already a
well-worn phrase by the60's. With their cars, Americans could gee out
and "see the USA," and did.
The automobile industry became a barometer of the nation's
economic health. Besides giving jobs and financial security to hundreds of thousands, the automobile couched nearly everyone's life.
The vast majority of people own a car and virtually no one doesn't
drive. We give cars pet names and use them to measure our lives. We
may not remember what year we did such-and-such, but we always
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remember what car we owned when we did it. Hundreds ofthousands
of people have been concci ved in autos, while hundreds of thousands
more have died on America's roadways. When finally moribund or
dead, the family car may be recycled as scrap or not, depending on the
economic times and the price ofsteel. Often hardly wonh the trouble
of gathering and hauling, thousands of abandoned hulks litter the
Missouri landscape.
Had che internal combusrion engine been used solely for che
production ofautomobilcs, the impaccwould have been phenomenal.
Bue since these engines also allowed che development of airplanes,
chain saws, bulldozers, and bass boars, cheir development has gone far
beyond the merely phenomenal. Engines, whether in cars, trucks,
buses, trains, or planes, deliver us and our goods quickly anywhere in
che world. Our far- flung transportation system has eliminated places
where one can escape che sound of an engine or che pollution it leaves
in its wake.
The airplane made incernational crave! commonplace, bringing
changes in diplomacy, warfare, communication, recreation, medical
aid, and the spread ofdisease. Wich airplanes cameairpons that paved
huge expanses ofsuburban land for runways, parking !ors, access roads,
and light rail syscems. An airplane roaring overhead or sparkling in the
night sky are images in our landscape unknown to chose living in any
ocher century.
With a chain saw, whole
forests can now be cleared, bringingasingleperson the same power
once reserved for a forest fire or
volcano. The internal combustion engine powers the bulldozer
char levels hills, fills valleys, and
airers drainage patterns in ways
that have not been seen since che
Kansan ice sheet crepe over the
state nearly a million years ago.
Gasoline and diesel engines motivated the farm equipment that
made America the breadbasket of
the world, and then helped cum
the American family farm inco
anothercorporateventutc. Every
year billions of dollars pour into

Gasoline and dint/ tnginu kd to
indtptridenc, for tlu masus, increased
and sped tlu availability ofgoods and
ur1Jices. and tompkuly altered liftuyles
and the landscape.
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the mowers rhar graze
America's deforested
lands in pursuit of the
perfect lawn and an immaculate roadside.
With the rise of
the bass boat, flood
control and elccrri cal generation have
become almost secondary provisions of
reservoir consrruc-

\Vith the riu oftlu bau boat,jlood
rontro/ and elec1rital generation havr

become almost ucondary proi,isi<ms of
reurvoir cQnstruction, compared to the
uomnnit impact oflakeside rur1atio11.

rion, compared to the
economic impact of
lakeside recreation.
Recreation in its
many forms is now
as depcndenr on the
internal combustion
engine as arc work and production. If not driving their cars or
motorcycles for pleasure, or being driven, Missourians scoot
across lakes or up and down streams in power boats or on selfpropelled skis, sail overhead in their own or borrowed planes,
or careen around confined spaces in dune buggies, go-carts, and
bumper boats. Even if not participants , Missourians travel by
the tens of thousands to enormous stadiums to watch rheir
favorite teams do battle.
The availability of the inrernal combustion engine also
spurred the growth of the petroleum industry, as well as proportionate growth in both the rubber and steel indllst rics. Their
growth was followed by the development of the petrochemicals
and plastics industri~. The Father of Waters is now the source
of water for hundreds of refineries and manufacturing plants
that grew out of this development, line its banks, and pollute its
waters. These industries have changed our lives and our
landscape in countless ways. With our plasrics we would cut our
feet on broken glass in the shower, drive heavier, less efficient
autos, and ingest lead from old-fashioned toothpaste t ubes.
But wirhour them we could also float a wooded stream or drive
an interstate highway unadorned by trash bags, disposable
diapers, and Styrofoam cups.
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Every phase ofAmerican life has been touched by the advances
that followed from the development of electricity and the internal
combustion engine. Obviously, these touches have been schiwid,
with both positive and negative effects. Both a proud and a sad fact
is that no other nation can boast of our per capita consumption of
energy and resources.
The combustion of fossil fuels and destruction of vegetative
cover chat have accompanied the development ofour engine-centered
culture may be cau.~ing atmospheric and climatic changes that would
normally take millions ofyears. It is possible that carbon dioxide levels
are higher now than at any cimesince che Carboniferous Period or the
Age of Dinosaurs. Will these changes bring even more benefits co
generations yet to come, or will they cause catastrophic climatic
changes? Only time will cell.

Throughout geological time, since the formation ofthe Earth,
its oceans, atmosphere, and continents, the drifting of those continmts imo their modern positions, and their scouring by glacial
ice, no single event has had greater impact on the Missouri
landscape than the appearance of the human animal. Humans
have shown that they have the power to create and destroy on a
truly monumental scale. The past three centuries have begun to
teach us· 0t1/y just begun to teach us · of the magnitude of those
powers. The next century will tell ifwe have teamed to manage
and direct that power constructively towards our landscape.

The facr that natural plant and animal systems are alive
and well in Missouri after centuries of human-caused physical,
chem ical, and biological change is testimony to the resiliency of
those natural systems. What kind of landscape will future
residents of Missouri inherit?
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This book has described those processes of the past five
billion years which have shaped the modern Missouri landscape. We have provided snapshor-like images of the major
stages in the long development of the earth, its air, and waters.
Now our attention naturally shifts from the past and present to
the future. What changes will the next five billion years bring
to o ur landscape? The next century? The next year? As
everyone knows, predicting the future is always an iffy business
and there are some things at which we can only guess, others at
which we might take an educated scab.
Will the Ozarks experience another uplift and erosional
cycle simi lar to the three that have occurred in the past 1.4
billion years? Will great volcanoes spout again from its currently docile surface or is chis a landscape in erosional o ld age,
desci ned co be washed away to the level of the sea? Will che
fract ured rock beneath the Mississippi Embayment sink even
further than it did during the reign of the dinosaurs? Is that
what the cons tant commotion in the New Madrid Seismic
Zone is all about? These are certainly interesting q uestions co
ponder, and probably important co Missouri residents a hundred or a thousand generations from now, but hardly the stuff
about which we can make precise predictions, certainly not
with the precision necessary to formulate public policy.
Other long-term scenarios are more predictable and arc of
undisputed importance. Ye.t even theseevenrs arc so distant rhey create
little concern and, in any event, defy planning. We know from studies
ofcelestial bodies throughout the universe, for instance, that stars like
the sun evenually cool and die as their internal nuclear reactions slowly
fizzle. What do we do when that happens to our own sun? We know
too that the continents are constantly on the move. Will flowing
magma beneath the earth's crust drag North America into new
latitudes, changing climates as it has in the past? We also know that
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cycles of changing eanh position relative to the sun have created
numerous glacial periods. Will continued cycling in rhe solar sysrem
bring another Ice Age co che globe and yec another ice sheet to the
Midwest?
These all seem like good scientific bets, but they're not
likely to stir much alarm our on the street. Missourians going
about their daily lives cannot be expected to alter their activities in the face of such long-term, even if inevi table changes.
Nevcrrhclcss, there arc going co be some predictable changes in
the Missouri landscape that should force a shift in our activities, changes chat warrant public policy decisions. The most
significant of these is continued technological growth in the
hands of an unchecked human population.
All living things in the natural world arc constrained by
the limi ts of food, water, air, space, and competition with other
species. In general, the earths's resources are fully exploi ted by
life. There is hardly a patch of Missouri, for instance, char does
not support some kind of creature, however simple. To grow in
numbers or to fill more space, a species of plant or animal muse
necessarily displace ochers. Its food, water, space, and air must
be wrenched from another. Anyone observing a major natural
system for a time, however, recognizes char no species seems co
get the upper hand for long. There is something at work we call
the "balance of Nature."
A species can only compete for food, water, and space with
whatever cools it has inherited from previous generations.
Likewise, its neighbors in forest and field can only do the same.
Seldom does one kind of plant or animal gee an edge on chose
around it. An advantage gained by one species in a system is
usually met by increased leverage among che ochers. In this way
the balance tends to be maintained. If one species does manage
to achcivc superiority by inheriting a curly beneficial trait, it
expands at the expense of its neighbors. During che lace
Paleoioic, for example, trilobites replaced animals char had
filled t he seas for millions of years. Lacer, dinosaurs prospered
while more primitive amphibians and reptiles th at had originally conquered the land in the name of vertebrates declined.
Once the great Mesozoic reptiles died out, mammals and birds
thrived in their absence. Now, wirh inherited hands and
brains, we humans have gained the ultimate edge over all ocher
living things.
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Thousands of years ago, while simply helping us humans
extract a living, the narural superiority of our hands and brains
helped push North America's Pleistocene megafauna into extinction. So successful at extracting a living were rhese ancient
hands and brains, they left their mark even into the present. Fire,
farming, and mound-building scarred the natural Missouri landscape
in ways that remain visible a thousand years after the hands and brains
rhemselves have vanished.
In the 19th Century, new hands and brains cleared Missouri's
forests, plowed her prairies, and decimated her wildlife. Using
materials and tools not available earlier, the chin mantlcofliferhathad
covered Missouri for millenia was devastated in a single century. The
"balance of nature" was swung forever into the grip ofa single species,
the only species in possession of what we call technology.
Giant earthmoving machines, somttimn
assisted by ,xplosivn, can make landscap,
changes in days that "Mother Naturr"
would need milliom ofy111rs to
aul)mplish.
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Armed with 20th Century technology, the hands and brains of
rhis single exceptional species then went after the very earth itself,
leveling hills, filling valleys, straightening and damming great rivers,

covering the land with cnormoussrrucrures, producing huge amounts
ofwa.~tes, even alrering die climate. Seemingly unrestrained by natural
consrraincs tharlimitotherkindsofplants and anima ls - food, water,
air, space, and competition - humans have expanded at a rate unseen
in the history of the planet.
Whether competitor, predator, pest, weed, or disease, technology has seldom faikd to suppress threats to human supremacy. We are
able co squelch chose around us with an ease unknown to any other
species in the four-billion-year history oflife on earth. Perhaps more
importantly, we arc able ro control che very nature of the system in
which we live. We do this by replacing naturally-balanced systems
wirh human-generated systems that are unnatural and unbalanced. A
cornfield is more than a triumph over predators, pests, weeds, and
diseases; it is a triumph over all the plants and animals that occupied
the land before the cornfield was created. But ir is not ultimately a
criumph over the laws that govern such systems. Our systems are only
maintained in their unnatural, unbalanced states with great effort,
with enormous amounts ofcncrgy, and ac great expense.
We might argue that the changes we make arcsimplya product
of our natural superiority over other species, that we were destined to
bend planetary systems to our will. Hands and brains have certainly
made such an outcome possible. However, chis approach denies our
special human ability to examine, appreciate, and conrrol wharwedo
to our surroundings. The locust in a plague is cocally unaware of the
combined impact of its fellow millions, char its swarm is doomed as all
available food is consumed. With truly mindless disregard for anything bur their own bellies, individual locusts clamber for their share.
Humans are undoubtedly capable ofdoing the locust thing, and
they are also capable of going locusts one better through the use of
technology. The swarm of locusts quickly dies off and the damaged
sysccm recovers suflieienrly to allow che locusts co swarm again.
Equipped with technology, rhc human swarm can continue co damage
the system and prevent repair. Even allowing for recovery, are we
prepared for the human swarm to die off like locusts?
Fortunately, the birch of the 20th century also brought to many
people a heightened awareness of the value of che many species and
natural sys rems around chem. They recognized a truth often masked
by air-conditioning, sandwich bags, and milk jugs; humans are totally
dependent upon natural systems and natural cycles . In a most
unlocust-like fashion, hands and brains were turned co the task of
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lroni('a/ly, in the futuu this farmland
may be covered with houut holding
peopk who would prefer living away
frr11n the c-rowd1 .... mayhe on a farm, but
there won't be any spaa left.

preserving and restoring species and portions of natural systems lost in
the preceding century or destined to be lost soon. Looking around at
Missouri's numerous preserved and conserved lands, and her restored
species, we might say they have succeeded very well. Wildlife seems to
be thriving, wild lands are readily available to many, and air and water
seem in berrer shape than in the past.
There is another disquieting truth at work, however. Common
sense tells us that the 44,598.976 acres granted Missouri at statehood
can only absorb so much change before all vestiges of its original
landscape are lost forever. Logic dictates that the land can hold only
so many people and absorb so much pollution before its abiliry ro
support li fe is also lost. We know that by 1980, 3,000,000 of
Missouri's originally prairied and forested acres had been paved or
built upon, 15,000,000 had been plowed, 13,000,000 grazed, 600,000
permanently flooded, and 150,000 mined. As we have seen, the
original srands of timber on most of the remaining land had been
completely logged off much earlier. Only a few thousand acres of presett!emenc Missouri remain reasonably intact. Like islands, these can
be easily overcome by the rising ride of development around them.
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A first-time visitor to the Grand Canyon is invariably awed by
the sight, even though the other side of the canyon is seldom dearly
visible these days because ofpollution chat has driftd many miles from
power generation plants. Hikers might thrill to the wilderness
experience except for the constant helicopter and airplane traffic
overhead. Thus it is with islands ofwild in a sea of development. Of
course, we can argue rhar L,s Vegas has a right to bright lights and nonhikers have the same right to drop down into rhe canyon for a closer
look as do hikers.
Missourians have brought a sense ofwhat is right and the force
of law co bear on many of the problems rising from uncontrolled
development. Missourians clearly do nor want rhe entire state dedicated to che human population alone or co rhe production of human
goods. We have salvaged large tracts of forest and patches of prairie;
we have preserved irreplaceable stretches of streams and set aside
examples of unique nacuralsystems; and we have restored many species
to healthy numbtrs. We have begun dt-aning the pollution from our
air, soil, and water. We are beginning to understand the long-term
effects of rampant soil erosion. We arc beginning to see the value of
recycling and energy conservation. Yer we remain some distance from
solving a number of critical environmental problems. T he preceding
sections oudined some ofthe issues facing us and offered some not-sosimple suggestions, such as curbing consumption.
Yet even if Missourians curb their consumption of resources and
their production of wastes by carefully monitoring the growth, uses,
effects, and directions of technology, a rising human population will
not allow much ofthe Missouri landscape to survive. Armed only wirh
limited technology, rhc Aood of humans in underdeveloped nations
scrips the lands of its natural resources. The combination of population growth and technological expansion fuel Missouri's economy and
drive its legislative enactments. Can Missourians pass laws that will
apply limits to their own prosperity and spare their landscape, a
landscape on which they depend? This is nor a question char science
can answer.
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Technology enabltt the human spedt1 to rai1t
artifica/ landscapes usedfor /iuing and
working 1paa,fgr go-vernanu,
cvmmunira#tm, and even for atstlHtics -·
something alien to any 01her speries that ever
/ivcd rm earth.
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MISSOURI DEPARlMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES'
DMSION OF GEOLOGY AND LAND SURVEY
On February 24, 1853. the Missouri Legislature created the first
state agency commissioned to study the natural resources ofMissouri
- the Geological Survey of Missouri. George Clinton Swallow was
appointed state geologist and became the first directoroftheagency.
At the beginning of the Civil War, the sur,ey was discontinued.
It was reinstated in 1870 as the Missouri Bureau of Geology and
Mines but became inactive in 1878 after the resignation of state
geologist, Charles Williams. The survey was reestablished May 18,
1889 and, as the third geological survey of Missouri, became the
direct predecessor of today's Division of Geology and Land Survey.
In 1933, the survey was renamed the Missouri Geological Survey
and Water Resources. With scare reorganization in 1974, the
Geological Survey,alongwith the Land Survey Authority, created in
1970, were placed together in the Department ofNarural Resources
to form the department's Division of Geology and Land Survey.
Later, in 1981, legislation created the Dam and Reservoir Safety
Program and placed it in the same division. The Water Resources
Program was added in 1987.
The survey has had its headquarters in Rolla since 1901, and has
been located in the Buehler Building on Fairgrounds Road since
1963. In 1984 an adjacent building on Gale Drive was modified for
the Land Survey Program; and in 1989 a building was purchased on
Research Drive in Diertmann Industrial Park to house the McCracken
Core Library.
On October 13, 1989 the Division of Geology and Land Survey
celebrated 100 years ofcontinuous service to the people of Missouri,
and also dedicated the McCracken Core Library.
The Division ofGeology and Land Survey has an experienced staff
of geologists, land surveyors, engineers, planners, soil scientists,
hydrologists, technicians, andsupport personnel. The division's five
programs include Administration, Geological Survey, Water Resources, Land Survey, and Dam and Reservoir Safety.
Visit(>rs arc welcome at Division headquarters on Fairgrounds
Road in Rolla, and guided touts may be arranged. For more information call (314) 368-2100 or write P.O. Box 250, Rolla, MO 65401.

